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ABSTRACT 
By numerically integrating the Fourier transformed 
exact conservation equations of reactants over time, using a 
numerical simulation of a homogeneous isotropic turbulent 
velocity field for the convection velocity, O'Brien's and 
Toor's statistical independence hypotheses were tested using 
numerical experiments in which reaction and mixing condi­
tions were carefully controlled. Two simulated turbulent 
velocity fields that obey continuity were used for the 
tests. The first has a constant specified energy spectrum 
(and hence constant time and distance scales) but lacks 
interaction between Fourier modes. The second velocity 
field, which is generated using a modified form of the 
Navier-Stokes equation, has interaction and conserves turbu­
lent energy but the energy spectrum is tremsient. 
For single component second-order reactions, O'Brien's 
statistical independence hypothesis successfully predicted 
that the decay of concentration fluctuation intensity for 
turbulent mixing with reaction can be estimated by the 
product of the intensity decay for pure mixing without reac­
tion and intensity decay for pure reaction without mixing. 
The results suggest that counteracting or canceling of two 
opposing physical tendencies may be responsible for the 
success of O'Brien's hypothesis. However, O'Brien's hypoth­
esis of Fourier mode independence exhibited significant 
X 
error in some cases. 
For two-spëcies second-order reactions with stoichio­
metric reactants and equal diffusivities, Toor's statistical 
independence hypothesis successfully predicted (%fithin the 
ability of the turbulence simulation to describe segregation 
tendencies of the species) that the decay of the covariance 
of the concentration fluctuations of the two species is 
insensitive to the rate of reaction and can be approximated 
by pure mixing results. The deviation of the hypothesis 
from the actual results that does occur underestimates the 
covariance decay and is strongly correlated with the devia­
tion of the correlation coefficient from -1. For unequal 
diffusivities with stoichiometric reactants, Toor*s hypoth­
esis shows significant error. A strong correlation exists 
between the extent of the deviation and the ratio of thé 
correlation coefficient for mixing with reaction to the 
correlation coefficient for pure mixing. For nonstoichio-
metric reactants with equal diffusivities, Toor*s hypoth­
esis quickly breaks down as the DamkBhler number increases 
from being small. For this case, the extent of the devia­
tion is strongly correlated with the ratio of the fluctua­
tion intensity of the limiting reactant to the fluctuation 
intensity of the reactant in excess. The results indicate 
that Toor's hypothesis can be applied to systems that are 
not initially segregated provided the correlation coeffi­
cient of the fluctuations is -1. 
XX 
Although the mixing characteristics of the two velocity 
fields differ, deviations of O'Brien's hypothesis and Toor's 
hypothesis are similar for both mixing fields. 
Particle trajectories and collection efficiencies are 
predicted for the collection of fine, inertialess, charged 
particles (on a single collecting element) in fibrous 
filters and wet scrubbers by the combined actions of coulom-
bic emd external electric field forces, gravity, and 
paurticle interception. Two methods of solution are used 
that are valid for stationary incompressible flows and 
solenoidal force fields. The first method, which can only 
be used for two-dimensional trajectories, determines limit­
ing trajectories using stream functions. The second method, 
which can be used for nonsymmetrical three-dimensional 
trajectories, determines the particle flux to the collector. 
For collection on fibers, results for circular and 
elliptical cylinders and ribbons are found for cases of the 
external fields and the flow being at an arbitrary orienta­
tion to each other eind the collector. The results reveal 
how the collection efficiency is affected by such factors 
as the form of the flow field, the orientation of the 
external fields and the flow, fiber geometry, and an accumu­
lation of previously collected particles. The analytical, 
solution for particle trajectories is used to investigate 
the growth of particle chains from the surface of the 
collector. 
xii 
For collection on droplets, results for prolate and 
oblate spheroids and spheres are found for cases of the 
external fields being parallel to the axis of symmetry but 
with the flow being at an arbitrary angle to both the axis 
of symmetry and the external fields. 
For single force cases, results are found that are 
independent of collector geometry. In general, for a given 
collector geometry, with a combination of the forces, theory 
indicates that deposition of point particles is the same 
for all stationary incompressible flows. With the coulombic 
force alone, particle collection is independent of both 
collector geometry and the flow field. 
The influence of fiber packing density in filters and 
droplet density in scrubbers on collection is investigated 
using a cellular model of flow around a circular cylinder 
or a sphere, and is shown to have litule effect on single 
fiber or droplet collection efficiencies. 
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PART I. TURBULENT MIXING WITH CHEMICAL REACTION 
2 
NOMENCLATURE 
In the Introduction, Statistical Description of Turbu­
lence, Pure Mixing, and Literature Review sections, the 
asterisk, which denotes a dimensional variable in all other 
sections, is omitted and all variables are dimensional, 
unless otherwise indicated. 
Latin; 
C*(x*,t*) instantaneous physical-space concentration 
C(x,t) = C*(x*,t*)/CJ, dimensionless instantaneous 
physical-space concentration 
C*(t*) volume-averaged concentration 
C(t) = C*(t*)/Cg, dimensionless volume-averaged 
concentration 
C* = C*(0) 
c*(35*,t*) = C*CB*,t*) - C*(t*), instantaneous physical-
space concentration fluctuation 
c(x,t) = c*(x*,t*)/C^, dimensionless instantaneous 
physical-space concentration fluctuation 
c(t) =[c(3j,t) 1^, root-mean-square concentration 
fluctuation 
Z(k,t) = F[C(x,t)3, dimensionless Fourier transformed 
" concentration, defined by Equation 596 
Z(0 )  =  C(t) 
$(k) = (E(k) - 2(0)5% 0* Fourier transform of the 
instantaneous concentration fluctuation, 
defined by Equation 600 
$^(k) real part of c(k) 
<t^(k) imaginary part of $(k) 
3 
D diffusivity 
s 
Da, « KC^L^g/v^, first Damkohler number (for a 
second-order reaction) 
Dcijj = KCgL|^^/D = Da^Pe, second Damkohler number 
(for a second-order reaction) 
d^(x) defined by Equation 275 
E(k) energy spectrum function 
E^j(jc) a energy spectrum tensor 
g 
E^ s , turbulent energy content 
E„(k) concentration spectrum function, defined by 
Equations 115 amd 116 
Ess<&> = FCOss'S" 
P Fourier transform operator 
F(r) defined by Equation 6 
f(r) s v^(x)v^(x+ r)/v^, longitudinal correlation 
function 
2 f (r) ss Q (r)/c , concentration (scalar) correla-
s ss ~ 
tion coefficient 
G(r) defined by Equation 6 
g(r) = v_(x)v_(x + r)/v^, lateral correlation 
function 
i = (-1)^ 
K reaction rate constant 
k = lkl 
k* or k? c 2*n/L* or 2%nu/L*, wave number vector or 
components 
k or kj^ = k*L^0 or kTL^^, dimensionless wave number 
vector or components 
k(r) = v_(x)v_(x)v^(x+ r)/v^, radial triple-velocity 
correlation function 
2 kg a (6/^D ) ^, Batchelor wave number 
3 3^ kç = (6/D )*, Corrsin-Obukhov wave number 
3 ^  kjç = (6/^ )*, Kolmogorov wave number 
k wave number corresponding to maximum of energy 
o spectrum 
fCi2.£i kg(r) = c(x)c(x + r)v^{x)/c v, radial triple correla­
tion coefficient 
L* length of the sides of the unit box of turbu­
lence repeating through space 
L^(k) defined by Equation 567 or 568 
L_ longitudinal integral scale of turbulence, 
defined by Equation 20 
L lateral integral scale of turbulence, defined 
^ by Equation 21 
L concentration integral scale, defined by 
® Equation 87 
N - L'/L'g 
n or n. = 0, +1, +2, ..., integer quantized vector or 
^ components 
P* pressure 
p = P»/fv^ , dimensionless pressure 
Pe = Re Sc = v^L^^/D, turbulence Peclet number 
2 P^j(k) = - k^kj/k , standard projection operator 
Pt.(r) auxiliary pressure function defined by Equa-
. " tion 64 
= v\(x)vj (55 + r), velocity correlation tensor 
Q. . (0) = V.(x)v.(x), energy tensor 
xj  ^ 1 ^  j ' '•' 
5 
Q„„(r) «s c(x)c(x + r), concentration (scalar) correla-
" tion function 
Re » , turbulence Reynolds number 
Rj^j (r) = t velocity correlation coefficient 
Rg(r) = clx)c(x)c(x+r) 
Rg(k) = P[Rg(5)] 
r « Irl 
r or r^ separation vector or components 
Sc «S >0/D, Schmidt number 
S(t,T_^) random step function 
so 
S.(r) = c(x)c(x + r)v.(x), triple correlation vector 
^ij = Vj^(x)Vj (x)Vj^(x + r), triple-velocity correla­
tion tensor 
T _ characteristic period of random step function 
so 
T(k) energy spectrum transfer function, defined by 
Equations 74 and 75 
T^j(r) auxiliary function defined by Equation 63 
Tij(k) - PCTyCjH 
Tg(k) defined by Equations 118 and 119 
Tg(k) = PC.iS^(r)/l>r^1 
t = t*v^/L^^, dimensionless time 
u^(k) = F[Vj^(]^)] , dimensionless Fourier transformed 
velocity, defined by Equation 363 
^ ~2 3s 
V = (v )^f root-mean-square velocity fluctuation 
v?(x*) physical-space velocity 
Vj/(x) = v?(x*)/v^, dimensionless physical-space 
velocity 
6 
X- or xî 
X or x^ 
Danish; 
0J(x) 
0i(!s) 
Icelandic; 
2» 
Ï 
Greek; 
é 
6 
S 
*|(k) 
6 
= N6)*, Kolmogorov velocity 
rectangular coordinate position vector or 
components 
« or dimensionless position 
vector or components 
physical-space random convection velocity 
a 0£(x)/v^, dimensionless physical-space random 
convection velocity 
= Ff0.(x)], dimensionless Fourier transformed 
X ^ 
random convection velocity 
= c^Cg/C^Cg, segregation coefficient 
= c^Cg/c^Sg, correlation coefficient 
= C(0)/c(0) in Literature Review section 
= Cgg/nC^Q, stoichiometric parameter in 
Literature Review section 
rate of dissipation of turbulent energy, 
defined by Equation 69 
p 
= -de /dt, rate of dissipation of concentration 
fluctuations 
dampening ratio for second-order response 
defined by Equation 377 or 379 
angular location in random waJ.k on a circle 
longitudinal microscale of turbulence, defined 
by Equation 26 
7 
X later ail microscale of turbulence, defined by 
" Equation 27 
X ^  = 1/k^, Kolmogorov microscale 
X concentration fluctuation microscale, defined 
by Equation 103 
^ viscosity 
^ m , kinematic viscosity 
f >  density 
y time constant for second-order response 
4 distribution function for concentration fluc­
tuations in Literature Review section 
f stream function 
defined by Equation 310 
A(t) defined by Equations 173 and 174 
Special symbols ; 
~ overbar indicates volume average unless other­
wise indicated 
^ indicates vector quantity when under variable, 
root-mean-square symbol when over variable 
• dimensional quantity 
3D three dimensions 
2D two dimensions 
Subscripts or superscripts : 
A species A 
B species B 
c continuous basis 
d discrete basis 
8 
£ longitudinal 
I imaginary part of complex variable 
ind value calculated using independence hypothesis 
mix pure mixing value 
R real part of complex variable 
rxn pure reaction value 
s concentration (scalar) quantity 
0 random convection velocity quantity 
0 value at t = 0 
9 
INTRODUCTION 
Turbulent mixing effects on chemical reactions are 
important in many different types of reaction systems. In 
designing or scaling up industrial reactors, the prediction 
of the rate of conversion of chemical reactants undergoing 
turbulent mixing is often the name of the game. Indeed, 
various forms of tubular plug-flow reactors, continuous-
flow stirred-tank reactors, and jet stirred reactors have 
been designed to utilize turbulent mixing as a means of 
contacting reactants. For extremely fast reactions this 
becomes a virtual necessity since the rate of conversion is 
completely controlled by the mixing. Turbulent mixing may 
also be used in a reactor for other reasons such as to aid 
heat transfer in removing heat released by exothermic reac­
tions. The resulting temperature fluctuations can have a 
significant effect on local rate^ of reaction amd hence 
conversion. Other systems in which turbulent reactions are 
important include combustion chambers, propulsion systems, 
flow lasers, and reactions between water-born or atmospheric 
pollutants such as in photochemical smog formation. Despite 
the importance of turbulent chemical reactions, little 
fundamental knowledge of interactions between chemical reac­
tions and turbulent mixing is available because of the 
enormous complexity of the problem. Often empirical methods 
must be relied upon to obtain even order-of-magnitude 
10 
estimates of rates of conversion. 
Fortunately, recent advaurices in the statistical theory 
of turbulent chemical reactions have led to the proposal of 
two potentially useful statistical independence hypotheses. 
For single component second-order reactions, O'Brien's 
statistical independence hypothesis (60) predicts the 
statistical characteristics of a chemical reaction under­
going turbulent mixing from the statistical characteristics 
of the mixing field without reaction and the statistical 
characteristics of the reaction field without mixing. For 
two-species second-order reactions, Toor's statistical 
independence hypothesis (123) predicts that for stoichio­
metric reactants with equal diffusivities the rate of decay 
of the covariance of the concentration fluctuations of the 
two species is independent of the rate of reaction and is 
the same as that for pure mixing. If they are valid these 
two independence hypotheses would be extremely useful since 
rates of conversion for turbulent chemical reactions could 
then be predicted from either tracer studies of a reactor 
or pure mixing theory. Rigorous experimental testing of 
the independence hypotheses has proven to be very difficult 
and has yet to be accomplished. In fact, no data is avail­
able whatsoever with which O'Brien's hypothesis can be 
tested. This is due to a variety of reasons, among which 
are difficulty in accurately measuring rapidly fluctuating 
chemical concentrations, eliminating temperature fluctua-
11 
tion effects due to exothermic reactions, and maintadning . 
identical flow conditions for both the mixing with reaction 
experiment and the corresponding pure mixing experiment. 
Experimental investigation of the hypotheses over a wide 
range of conditions is also an extensive undertaking. 
In this study, O'Brien's hypothesis and Toor's hypoth­
esis are tested using definitive computer experiments in 
which reaction and mixing conditions are carefully con­
trolled. This is done by numerically integrating the 
Fourier transformed exact conservation equations of the 
reactants over time using a numerical simulation of a homo­
geneous isotropic turbulent velocity field for the convec­
tion velocity. For a variety of conditions the results of 
the computer experiment for turbulent mixing with reaction 
are then compared with results predicted using the statis­
tical independence hypothesis and a turbulent mixing compu­
ter experiment that uses the same turbulent velocity field 
and the same initial concentration field. 
In the first section that follows, statistical quan­
tities and relations used to describe turbulent velocity 
fields are derived and reviewed that will be used later in 
formulating a numerical simulation model of turbulence that 
has requisite statistical properties. In the next section, 
the statistical theory of turbulent mixing and quantities 
used to describe turbulent concentration fields are reviewed. 
Following that the literature on the statistical theory of 
12 
turbulent chemical reactions is reviewed and finally the 
statistical independence hypotheses are described in detail. 
In the remaining sections, turbulent velocity field simula­
tion models are developed, the Fourier tremsformed concen­
tration field equations are derived, numerical integration 
procedures described, and the results presented and 
discussed. 
13 
STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OP TURBULENCE 
In this section the principal statistical quantities 
used to describe incompressible homogeneous isotropic turbu­
lence are defined and useful relations between them derived. 
Careful examination of these definitions and derivations is 
warranted since many turbulence relations developed in three 
dimensions do not hold for two-dimensional turbulence, a 
case of interest in this study because of reduced computa­
tional requirements. Additional discussion of the statis­
tical theory of turbulence is given by Brodkey (8 ), Hinze 
(38), Batchelor (5 ), and Leslie (60). 
Throughout this study the indices i, j, k, m, and n 
(which should not be confused with subscripts) take the 
values 1, 2, and 3 for three dimensions but only 1 and 2 for 
two dimensions. The summation convention is used for 
repeated indices. Equations that are only valid in three 
dimensions (two dimensions) are indicated by 3D (2D) appear­
ing with the equation number. Statistical averages are 
obtained by volume averaging (indicated by an overbar) 
except where otherwise stated. 
Physical Space Quantities 
A quantity of great importance in the statistical 
theory of turbulence is the correlation between the veloci­
ties at two points in space. A measure of this correlation 
14 
on the average is given by the velocity correlation tensor 
vTTgTvpgTgT (1) 
where r is the space vector between the points. If the 
separation between the points is small compared to eddy 
size, there will be a high degree of correlation between the 
velocities, whereas, if the separation is large compared to 
eddy size, little correlation can be expected. In fact, an 
"eddy" can be defined as a region of high correlation 
between the fluid velocities at two points. The velocity 
correlation tensor gives the spatial correlation for an 
"average" eddy. The highest degree of correlation occurs 
for zero separation, for which Q..(r) reduces to the energy ij 
tensor 
Qij (g) - (2) 
A complete determination of this would permit evaluation of 
the energy associated with the various velocity fluctua­
tions . 
Normalizing the velocity correlation tensor using the 
root—mean—square of the velocity fluctuation components 
gives the velocity correlation coefficient 
(3) 
15 
S ^  ^ (4) 
The continuity condition for an incompressible fluid gives 
the two requirements 
(5) 
Prom the condition of isotropy is restricted to the 
form ( 5 ) 
R^j(r) = F(r)r^rj + G(r)(6) 
Combining this with the continuity condition gives 
^(r.r.) ^r. 
>r^ " ^ ii^j * ^ i >r^ " ^ ii^j + " (S^^+Dr^ (9) 
and finally 
- rj CCS,,. DPCr) *  r  #^3 - 0 (10) 
This shows that in incompressible isotropic turbulence only 
one scalau: function is necessary to specify the velocity 
correlation. This is usually taken as either the longitu­
16 
dinal correlation function 
f (r) S r)/v^, f (0) = 1 (11) 
or the lateral correlation function 
g(r) 5 v^(x)vn(x+ r)/v^, g(0) « 1 (12) 
f(r) is usually positive and slowly approaches zero for 
large r, but g(r) becomes negative and approaches zero from 
the negative side. The negative correlation portion of g(r) 
arises because the velocities on opposite sides of an eddy 
are generally in opposite directions. From Equation 6 f(r), 
g(r), P(r), and G(r) are related as 
v^TxTv^7JTJT/v^ = r^P(r) + G(r) = f(r) (13) 
Vn(x)Vn(x+r)/v^ = G(r) = g(r) (14) 
F(r) = Cf(r) - g(r)]/r2 (15) 
In terms of f(r) and g(r), Equations 6 and 10 become 
Rij(r) = [f(r) - g(r)lr^rj/r^ + g(r)S^j (16) 
g(r) = f(r) + 3gr = %f(r) + H (17,3D) 
g(r) = f(r) + r (18,2D) 
Using Equation 17 or 18 a useful relation results from 
contracting indices in Equation 16 
17 
= Qj|^^(r)/v^ = f(r) + (S^^-l)g(r) 
(19) 
• (*ïi + ^ 
The longitudinal integral scale of turbulence, L^, and 
lateral integral sccJ.e, L^, are defined by 
S J f(r)dr, Lg 5 J g(r)dr (20,21) 
Integrating Equations 17 and 18 over all r gives 
Lg » Lg = 0 (22,3D;23,2D) 
since rf(r)-* 0 as r-» . In two-dimensional turbulence 
there must be as much area below the axis as above in g(r) 
versus r. 
Since f(r) and g(r) are even functions, their series 
expansions contain only even powers of r 
'"I - «'fr • - "•> 
The second derivatives at r = 0 are a measure of the curva­
ture of the correlation curves at r = 0 and can be used to 
define microscales for the velocity fluctuations, and Kg, 
which are measures of the energy dissipation length 
2 
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• V) . -r I r m 0 ), 
9 
and Xg correspond to the abscissa between the origin and 
the point of intersection with the osculation parabola at 
the vertex of their respective correlation curves. Differ­
entiating Equations 17 and 18 twice and taking the limit 
r « 0 gives 
» 2Xg^, » 3Xg^ (28,3D;29,2D) 
A two-point triple-velocity correlation tensor can be 
defined as 
For incompressible isotropic turbulence the third-order 
correlation is also determined by a single scalar function 
(5 )• Three possibilities ire the triple-velocity correla­
tion functions 
k(r) 5 v^(x)v^(x)v^(35 + £)/v^ (32) 
h(r) S v^(^)v^(j5)v^(j5 + £)/v^ (33) 
q(r) S v^T^Tv^^^TxT^^TxT^/^^ (34) 
Using isotropy and continuity conditions these can be shown 
to be interrelated as 
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h(r) - -(6m.-l)"^k(r) (35) 
nn 
q(r) . 3sk(r) + Hi 1)'^ r (36) 
and the triple-velocity correlation tensor can be written as 
* S^h(r)] 
(37) 
Contracting indices i amd k in Equation 37 gives• 
Sij^i(r) * #^(rj/r)[k(r) + (6^^^1)q(r)3 
• v^(rj/2r) (5^ + 1 + r ^ )k(r) 
The series expansion of k(r) is of the form 
k(r) . d + d ffkm] + ... (39) 
V ^r"* /r« 0 \ 3r^ /r = 0 
since it is an odd function and its first derivative is zero 
at r * 0. 
An important description of a turbulent field is the 
probability distribution of the turbulent fluctuations. 
Experiments (5 ) indicate a normal distribution for the 
velocity fluctuations at a single point. 
(38) 
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Fourier Space Quantities 
The use of Fourier transforms considerably simplifies 
the mathematics of isotropic turbulence. The Fourier trans­
formation of a function from physical space to wave number 
space is given by 
f(k) 2 (2Tf) f f (x)exp(-ik»x)dx = F[f (x)3 (40) 
a 
where k is the wave number vector. The corresponding 
inverse integral transform is 
f(x) = ^  f (k)exp(i)^»x)dk « F"^Cf(k)3 (41) 
A# 
In order for the Fourier integral to exist the condition 
f |f(x)\dx = finite (42) 
must be met. This condition is not satisfied when f(x) is a 
homogeneous random function of position euid infinite in 
extent; to be rigorously correct mathematically a Fourier-
Stieltjes integral transform must be used. In practice, 
however, use of the Fourier transform with infinite limits 
in theoretical work presents no difficulty. Equation 42 can 
be satisfied by considering hypothetical fields which differ 
from real fields in physically trivial respects only; for 
instance, if f(^) is regarded as being zero outside a very 
large but finite volume, a Fourier integral may be used. 
Further discussion on the adequacy of the Fourier transform 
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is given by Batchelor (5 ). 
The transform can be viewed as a representation of the 
complicated random waveform of turbulent motion by a sum of 
sine waves of various amplitudes and frequencies that is 
equivalent to the original waveform. The wave number vector 
components are proportional to the frequency of the corre­
sponding sine wave and are related to the wave length by 
= 2lt/X^f hence the wave number has units of reciprocal 
length. 
The Fourier transform of the velocity correlation 
tensor is called the energy spectrum tensor 
It indicates how the turbulent energy associated with each 
velocity component is distributed over veirious wave numbers. 
The wave number can be pictured in a rough sense as an 
inverse eddy size. . The laurger the wave number, the smaller 
the scale of turbulent motion that is represented. The 
energy spectrum tensor can be pictured as being an energy 
density in wave number space; integrating E..(k) over all Xj w 
wave numbers gives the energy tensor 
From the Fourier transform of Equation 5 the continuity 
condition for an incompressible fluid becomes 
Eij(k) - • F[Vj^(x)Vj (x+r) 2 (43) 
E^.(k)dk (44) 
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Jc.E. .(le) « k.E,,(k) = 0 (45) 1 ij ^  j ij 
A quantity that can be readily obtained experimentally 
is the one-dimensional spectrum function (k^), defined by 
E..(k_) « / f* E..(k)dk^dk^ (46,3D) 
It can also be obtained as the Fourier treinsform of the 
corresponding one-dimensional velocity correlation 
Ei^(ki) » FCQij(ri)] (47) 
The energy spectrum tensor is a function of the vector 
k. The integrated energy spectrum tensor, which is a func­
tion of the scalar variable k, is obtained by integrating 
the energy spectrum tensor over constant k = [k\ in wave 
number space 
'2ir r* 
Eij(k) . Iq Eij(k)kdedf « 4*k^Ej, ^ (Ig) (48,3D) 
,2% 
Eij(k) » E^j(k)kde » 2lTk E^j(k) (49,2D) 
E^j(k) can be pictured as the energy contribution per wave 
number; the energy tensor is obtained by integration over 
all wave numbers k 
Q..(0) » ) ê..(k)dk (50) 
-'o 
A widely used simple quantity is the energy spectrum 
function, defined as 
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E(k) S Jjê^^Oc), E(k) S ê^^Ck) (51,3D;52,2D) 
For isotropic turbulence 
E(k) » 47tk^3sE^^(l$), E(k) = 2itk E^^(j^) (53,3D;54,2D) 
It is equivalent to the kinetic energy density per wave 
number, and is normalized to give the total kinetic energy 
by integration over all wave numbers 
E^ « = f E(k)dk (55,3D) 
o ^ Jq 
E: . *2 = r E(k)dk (56,2D) 
The von Karman-Howarth Equation 
An equation giving the decay of the velocity correla­
tion tensor ccui be derived using the Navier-Stokes equation. 
The Navier-Stokes equation at one point is (unprimed, 
associated with index i) 
amd at a second point is (primed, associated with index j) 
(58) 1 »p. fv.' 
Multiplying Equation 57 by Vj * and Equation 58 by v^ and 
adding gives 
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*b(v.v •) / ^ v.v. V. ' ) Mv.v,«v.*)\ 
-rf- + l~l^  * —53Ç^ ) 
2 2 (59) 
. /VPv.*) 3(P'v. )\ /VCv.v.*) V(v.v.*)\ 
- Î (-v^ -•-s;*-) • •< (-5^  
Rewriting in terms of the separation vector r\ * x^' ~ *i 
with 
^ b 3 _àL - _^L_ 3^ 
^*i ^^i' ^ *i' ^^i' 3r^^ 
and volume averaging gives 
(60) 
^v.v/ V 
(61) 
In averaging the differentials of two-point quantities the 
following averaging property is used 
Tfi 
(62) 
'S'S') Mi'j.js + s' iim 1 r »*i^3>5 + £> 
•fcri " ' V-»» V Jy % 
.^  [,*?. SX.Î5^ .ÎJia 
Equation 59 can be simplified by defining the auxiliary 
functions 
(63) 
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+ l/'SP'Vi \ 
Sr^l 
and identifying (r) « v^v^ • to give 
^j = T,,(r) - pT\(r) + 2S iV^ (65) 
at ij 3-J Z 
®^lc 
For incompressible isotropic turbulence pt.(r) = 0 and the ij ** 
other terms are known to reduce to scalar functions. There­
fore, contracting indices in Equation 65 and using Equations 
8, 19, 31, and 38 gives 
+ 1 )  
- " è * " 0 
%r' 
Integrating this and setting the integration constant equal 
to zero so that the function remains finite at r = 0 gives 
the final form 
(67) 
which is known as the von Karman-Howarth equation for 
isotropic turbulence. All quantities in it can be measured 
experimentally. 
Equation 67 can not be solved because it contains two 
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unknowns. An equation for the triple-velocity correlation 
can be constructed in a manner similar to that for the 
double-velocity correlation, but inertial terms of the 
fourth order appear because of nonlinearity. An infinite 
hierarchy of dynamical equations can be constructed in like 
manner, but there is always one more unknown than there are 
equations. This constitutes one of the major problems of 
the statistical approach to turbulence and is called the 
closure problem of turbulence theory. Various approximation 
techniques have been proposed for achieving closure, but all 
have met with only limited and varying success. These are 
discussed in detail by Leslie (60). 
Using Equations 24, 26, and 39, Equation 67 reduces to 
^ = 2(8„„ + 2)Vv2/lfll^) = -4(&nn + 2y*v2/X (t)2 (68) 
dt nn V / r - 0 ^ 
in the limit r = 0. But the rate of dissipation-of turbulent 
energy is defined as 
e s - % #  « 9 )  
so that 
^2 \(t)'" = 25^^(6]^^+2 )y<rVe (70) 
In the final period of turbulence the velocity fluctua­
tions decay as (5 ) 
v^ t"^/2 (71,3D) 
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Spectrum Equation 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation 65 gives 
—^ - T. .(k) - p;.(k) - 2^k%.(k) (72) 
« t IJ m, 1.J «W Ij /V 
where (k) s ^ CT^j(r)3 is the energy spectrum transfer 
tensor and pt.(k) 5 FCPÎzCrX]. The nonlinear term T..(k) 
xj ij ^ 
indicates a flow of energy between different wave numbers 
(for the same velocity component). It changes the wave 
number density of contributions to the energy tensor vTvT, 
but does not aiffect the total contribution; its integral 
over all wave numbers is zero. Mathematics does not define 
the direction of transfer, but reasoning shows that the 
effect of inertia is directed toward the large wave numbers 
or small eddies, where energy is lost due to viscous dissi­
pation. The nonlinear pressure term pt^(k) indicates a 
transfer of energy between different velocity components 
(for the same wavenumber), but it is zero for incompressible 
isotropic turbulence. The effect of pressure is to tend to 
equalize the mean square velocity values. 
The spectrum equation can be reduced by contracting 
indices to give 
^E..(k) 2 
— = T.,(k) - 2Vk^E,,(k) (73) dfc XI XX 
2 Multiplying through by 2TÇk or 2nk, using Equation 53 or 54, 
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and defining the scalar transfer function 
T(k) S 4ltk^3sT^^(]c), T(k)2 2TfkT^^(k) (74,3D;75,2D) 
gives 
^E(k) 
"St— 2^k^E(k) (76) 
which is the Fourier transform equivalent of the von Karman-
Howarth equation. The scalar T(k) is associated with the 
transfer of energy between wave numbers or eddy sizes. It 
does not affect the total amount of energy since its 
integral over all wave numbers is zero. 
The time rate of change of the"kinetic energy of 
turbulent motion can be established by integrating Equation 
75 over all wave numbers 
where 6 is the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy. 
Viscous dissipation reduces the energy from components of 
any one wave number, but has no effect on the transfer 
between wave numbers. Further, this energy dissipation is 
selective toward the high wave numbers, or small eddies, 
2 because of the strong effect of the k factor. 
2 Substituting Equation 55 or 56 for v and Equation 78 
T(k)dk - 2^ E(k)dk k^E(k)dk (77) 
or 
2"^ k^E(k)dk = 6 
/O 
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for 6 into Equation 70 gives 
1 k^E(k)dk = 
/*• 5 (79) 
I ]c^E(Jc)dJc 
^ 
\(tr E(k)dk 
Spectral Theory 
The energy spectrum function for fully developed turbu­
lence is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 1. The energy-
contad.ning eddies are associated with the maximum of the 
spectrum and contain most of the turbulent energy. Although 
the more permanent large eddies contain much less energy, 
their energy is by no means negligible and may amount to as 
much as twenty percent of the total kinetic energy (29). 
In analysing the energy cascade from large to smaJ.1 eddies, 
the concept of an eddy Reynolds number that varies with 
eddy size emd velocity is useful. For extensive eddies the 
eddy Reynolds number is large, viscosity has little influ­
ence on the motion, and no appreciable viscous dissipation 
of energy occurs. The viscosity becomes determinative only 
when the eddy Reynolds number is of order unity or less. 
Thus dissipation of energy occurs in the smallest eddies, 
which are unimportant in determining the general flow 
pattern. The smallest eddies are not influenced by outside 
forces but owe their existence to inertial interactions of 
the laurger scale motions. Unless the large scale eddies 
receive energy from an outside source, the total amount of 
energy 
containing 
eddies Universal Equilibrium Range 
large 
eddies 
Inertial 
Subrange 
Viscous Dissipation 
Subrange 
E(k) dissipation 
L term E(k) 
k'^ECk) 
-5/3 
-7 
k K 
wave number k 
Figure 1. General form of the energy spectrum function E(k) 
2 
and dissipation term k E(k) for fully developed 
isotropic turbulence 
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turbulent energy decays with time. 
In the universal equilibrium range, which exists only 
for very large turbulence Reynolds numbers, the decay 
process is relatively slow compared to eddy motion, and the 
turbulence may be considered to be statistically steady. 
Kolmogorov (46,47) was the first to postulate that the 
dynamics of this equilibrium state depend only on the rate 
of energy dissipation 6 and the kinematic viscosity. 
Furthermore, even if the large scale flow is anisotropic, 
this small scale motion may be considered to be locally 
isotropic. Length and velocity parameters characteristic 
of this range are the Kolmogorov microscale and velocity 
s and v^ S NfK Whereas the integral scale 
is associated with the region of maximum E(k), is 
associated with the viscous dissipation group k E(k). The 
Kolmogorov wavenumber 
k^S l/\ « (80) 
defines the separation between the inertial amd viscous 
dissipation subranges. 
Prom dimensional analysis Kolmogorov found E(k) ^  k~ 
in the inertial subrange, where inertial forces are con­
trolling and E(k) is independent of "P. Tchen(ll7) divided 
the equilibrium range into three subranges and showed by an 
approximate harmonic auialysis that E(k) is proportional to 
k"^, and k"*^, respectively, in the three subranges. 
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In the viscous dissipation subrange the k" dependence had 
also been obtained by Heisenberg (35), who assumed an 
explicit functional form for the energy transfer function. 
However, the -7 decay law has not been verified experimen­
tally. In the large eddies range Batchelor (2,3) showed 
that E(k) ^  k^. Von Karman and Lin (41) postulated the 
existence of a paurameter which characterizes the energy 
transfer mechanism and showed by dimensional analysis that 
E(k) ^  k in the subrange where E(k) depends only on D^. 
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PURE MIXING 
The statistical theory of turbulent mixing has been 
developed parallel to the turbulent motion problem, but is 
simpler since a scalar quantity rather than a vector quan­
tity is involved. The equations describing the mixing of a 
chemical species in the absence of reaction are also of the 
same form as equations describing temperature fluctuations 
in a turbulent fluid. Therefore experimental studies of 
pure mixing can be done by measuring temperature fluctua­
tions in analogous heat transfer experiments, eliminating 
the difficult task of measuring concentration fluctuations. 
Indeed, much of the theory of pure mixing has been developed 
in terms of the turbulent temperature fluctuation problems. 
Turbulent mixing theory usually considers only the period 
after initial contacting of the two fluids (as either two 
different species or one species and a diluent) when the 
mixing parameters are approximately uniform over the mixing 
field. General reviews of mixing are given by BrodJcey ( 8 ) 
and Hinze (38). 
Conservation Equation Analysis 
Analysis of the pure mixing problem begins with the 
mass conservation equation for a single species in an incom­
pressible isotropic turbulent velocity field 
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where C and are both random functions of position and 
time. The mixing process is assumed to be passive (does not 
affect the turbulent velocity field) with constant mass 
diffusivity. This restricts us to problems of low concen­
tration fluctuation (or small temperature variation) but it 
also uncouples the component mass conservation equation 
(with a given velocity field) from the Navier-Stokes equa­
tion, which is a great simplification. 
As was done with the instantaneous velocity, it is 
convenient to write the instantaneous concentration as the 
sum of a volume-averaged concentration C and concentration 
fluctuation c 
C(^,t) » C(t) + c(x,t) (82) 
Incorporating this into Equation 81 and subtracting out the 
volume-average of Equation 81 gives 
|| = 0, + ^ (83,84) 
i 
which shows that the mean concentration remains constant 
through the mixing process. A quantity of primary impor-
tance is the average squared concentration fluctuation c . 
An equation for c can be obtained by multiplying Equation 
84 by c, rearranging the convection term using continuity, 
and averaging to give 
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The terms in Equation 84 indicate that the species is 
distributed throughout the turbulent velocity field by two 
actions: turbulent dispersion and molecular diffusion. 
Turbulent dispersion (or turbulent diffusion) is the 
dispersion of a scalar quantity by turbulent motion only and 
is represented by the convective term of the mass conserva­
tion equation; it is not due to molecular diffusion. In 
turbulent mixing, the dispersive action is always present 
and can occur in the absence of molecular diffusion, as in 
the mixing of two immiscible liquids. One way in which it 
enhances submicroscopic mixing is by providing an increased 
area for diffusion. It is well esteUalished that turbulent 
convection stretches the iso-concentration surfaces contin­
uously on the average. This in turn tends to bring the 
surfaces even closer together, increasing the seal eu: gra­
dient fluctuation level and enhancing molecular diffusion 
further. (Prom the Fourier analysis viewpoint this is 
propagation to higher and higher wave number in the spectrum 
of the concentration field.) Although the convective term 
in the mass conservation equation is lineeur, this particular 
behavior resembles that of a nonlinear phenomenon. An 
inherent feature of this process is a continual reduction of 
the length-scale of concentration variations (size of 
unmixed clumps of fluid). However, because of the macro­
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scopic nature of turbulence, dispersion can only spread out 
unmixed fluid elements to an ultimate level that is nowhere 
near the molecular realm. 
Equation 85 shows that dissipation of average concen­
tration fluctuation, and hence ultimate mixing on a molec­
ular scale, is due entirely to molecular diffusion. With-
"2 
out diffusion c would remain constant regardless of the 
level of turbulent dispersion. Although the turbulent 
velocity does not appeau: explicitly in Equation 85, its 
mixing action is of course felt through dispersive concen­
tration gradient steepening, which tends to increase the 
mean square derivatives. Molecular diffusion allows the 
movement of different molecules across the iso-concentration 
surfaces, thus smearing out the fluctuation gradients or 
reducing the concentration difference between elements of 
fluid. This reduction in intensity will occur with or with­
out turbulence. 
Danckwerts (18) has presented two quantitative measures 
of the "goodness" of mixing that are based on dispersion and 
diffusion effects: first, the degree to which the material 
to be mixed by turbulent action has been spread out, as 
measured by the scale of segregation; second, the approach 
to uniformity by the action of molecular diffusion, as 
measured by the intensity of segregation. 
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Scale of segregation 
The scale of segregation is a measure of the size of 
unmixed clumps of pure components; as these clumps are 
spread out, the scale of mixing is reduced. It is analogous 
to the scale of turbulence, but there is only one concentra­
tion coefficient, defined as 
where is the root-mean-square concentration fluctuation, 
with which to define a concentration integral scale 
Since by definition there is good correlation between the 
concentrations of two points within the same concentration 
eddy, is a measure of the average concentration eddy 
size; it is a good measure of the large scale process of 
eddy breaUcup, but not of the small scale diffusional 
process. 
In a liquid system with slow molecular diffusion, the 
scale would decrease rapidly to some small value (smallest 
eddy size), and then increase slowly as molecular diffusion 
completes the mixing. The increase in scale is due to an 
apparent increase in eddy size because of outward diffusion. 
The scale increases indefinitely with time since f^Cr)-* 1 
for all r as a uniform medium is approached. 
In a gas with rapid molecular diffusion, the scale may 
f (r)S c(x)c(x + r)/c^ s m* ft -» (86) 
f_(r)dr 
0 
(87) 
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not be reduced appreciably before diffusional effects become 
controlling. For the gas system and in the latter part of 
the liquid mixing process the intensity of segregation gives 
a better description of the degree of mixing. 
Intensity of segregation 
The intensity of segregation is defined as 
I s -c^Cg/C^Cg = 1 - C^Cg/% (88) 
for the mixing of two species. It is a good measure of the 
degree of mixing at the molecular level (micromixing) 
because I varies from zero for a uniform solution to one 
when A and B do not coexist anywhere (complete segregation). 
For the mixing of a single species with pure diluent 
(nonpremixed case) it follows that I can be written as 
I = c^/Cq^ (89) 
where Cq is the initial fluctuation level. I then varies 
from one when mixing is initiated to zero when mixing is 
complete. 
The intensity of segregation describes the effect of 
molecular diffusion on the mixing process and may be viewed 
as a measure of the difference in concentration between 
neighboring clumps of fluid. In systems where reaction is 
to occur between two nonpremixed reactants, the need for 
submicroscopic mixing as measured by the intensity of 
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segregation is apparent, for without it the only chemical 
reaction that could occur would be on the surface of the 
fluid clumps. In the mixing of two reactants the intensity 
of segregation often needs to be reduced rapidly in order 
to avoid local spots of concentrated reactant and the unde­
sirable side reactions usually associated with such spots. 
Two-Point Correlation: The Mixing 
von Karman-Howarth Equation 
Equation 84 is an example of an equation describing the 
behavior of the concentration fluctuation at a single point. 
It is also instructive to examine the correlation between 
the concentration fluctuations at two different points in 
the turbulent field. An equation that describes this can be 
developed as follows. The mass conservation equation at one 
point (unprimed) is 
while at a second point (primed) at the same time it is 
Multiplying the first equation by c* auid the second by c, 
using continuity to rearrange the convection terms, and 
adding the two equations gives 
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Vcc- ) , , 21f!2i2l 
L "ix_. ' J bt 3Xj^ )Xi 
(92) 
. D r^^l££ll . Ésççn-, 
^ Xy ^ \v J 
Rewriting in terms of the sepsuration vector r^ = x^' - x^ ^ 
and noting that 
%(cc'v\) ^Tcc*vTTT 
ïxT ~ iix7« (93) 
gives 
+ 2 . 20 ^ -221 (94) 
Upon averaging. 
A two-point concentration (scalar) correlation function 
can be defined as 
Q__(r)S c(x)c(x + r) = cc* (r) (95) 
ss f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
and a two-point triple correlation vector as 
S.(r)S c(x)c(x+ r)v.(x) = cc'v.(r) (96) 
In isotropic turbulence it can be shown that Q__(r) and 
ss r* 
S^(j^) can be expressed by single scalar functions. Let 
these be defined as the concentration (scalar) correlation 
coefficient 
f^(r)H c(x)c(x + r)/c^ (97) s A, ^ <v 
cind the radial triple correlation coefficient 
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k (r) S c(x)c(x+ r)v (98) 
s 'w <v ^ r «v 
It can be shown that fg(r), Qgg(r), kg(r), and S^(r) are 
related by (38) 
fgCr) . Qss(r)/e2 (99) 
S. (r) . cH k,(r)r./r, S. (r)^ = (c^v)^)c,(r)^ <100,101) 
S  1 1 ^  S  
Since fg(r) is an even function its series expansion 
contains only even powers of r 
r2 />2 
r e^Vfii 
' i 'r = 0 * i + ... (102) r« 0 
As was done in the turbulence problem, the second derivative 
at r=0 can be used to define a concentration fluctuation 
microscale, which is a measure of the fluctuation 
dissipation length 
f=(r)\ 
® ' (103) 
^ 'r « 0 ^r 
However, kg(r) is an odd function and its first derivative 
is zero at r=0 (38), giving 
.3 
"s 
_3 |fk_(r)\ _5 /i%(r)\ 
'^rA^lr.o 
Substituting Qgg(r) and S^(r) into Equation 94 gives 
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In terms of the correlation coefficients Equation 105 
becomes 
(r)! 
—if 
(106) 
This is the mixing equivalent of the von Karmem-Howarth 
equation and it is expressed entirely in terms of measurable 
values. 
As in the turbulence problem, Equation 106 can not be 
solved because it contad.ns two unknowns. A hierarchy of 
ecg:,a^ons for expressing low order correlations or moments 
in terms of higher order moments can be written, but a 
closed set of equations is never obtcâned. The closure 
problem in mixing is similar to that of the motion problem, 
but it arises for a different reason. In turbulence, the 
closure problem is a direct consequence of the nonlinearity 
of the original equation of motion. In mixing, however, it 
is caused by the nonlinearity in the stochastic variables, 
even though the scalar conservation equation is essentially 
lineaur, and results from using a statistical approach. 
Various assumptions have been proposed for achieving 
closure, but all have met with limited and varying success. 
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Decay Laws 
Using Equations 101, 102, and 103, in the limit r= 0 
Equation 106 reduces to 
^ g = -4SiiDc2/Xg2 (107) 
2 In order to integrate this the time dependence of Ag is 
needed. For constant integration gives 
c^ = exp(-4S^^Dt/Kg^) (108) 
Corrsin (11) has suggested that for low Schmidt number 
2D/^ = 2Sc (109) 
Since Xg is constant for stationary turbulence, Xg is 
pseudoconstant and the decay of the concentration field is 
expressible entirely in terms of the turbulence. Various 
spectral analyses have been devised to give for high 
Schmidt numbers and hence the time constant of decay (8 )• 
For decaying isotropic turbulent velocity fields, the 
relative rate of decay of the concentration fluctuations can 
be found by dividing Equation 68 for the decay of ^  into 
Equation 107, giving 
valid for Sc unity or less (17), 
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The decay law of concentration fluctuations in homo­
geneous turbulence before the final period has been deter­
mined to be 
where A and t^ are constants determined by the initial 
conditions and the constant B depends on both initial condi­
tions and the Schmidt number (67). For large times the last 
term becomes negligible, leaving the -3/2 power decay law 
for the final period (10). Hinze (38) has determined that 
a -3/2 power decay law for the decay of c also holds in the 
initial period of decay of the velocity field. 
Concentration Spectrum Equation 
Insight into the distribution of concentration fluctua­
tions over the frequencies of fluctuations cam be gained 
from the Fourier transform of Equation 105 
c^ = A(t- tg)"^^^ + B(t-tQ)"S (111) 
2Dk^E^^(k) 
ss ** 
(112) 
E^^(k) = P[QL=(r)], T=^(k)== F[3S. (r)/)rj (113,114) 55 WW ^ SS i 1 
The concentration spectrum function is defined as 
Ecc(k)kd6d^ = 4%k<E=,(kJ (115,3D) 
E^„(k)kd© « 2Kk E^,(k) 
ss ^  ss ** 
(116,2D) 
and is normalized to give 
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= / E^(Jc)dk (117) 
•'O s 
Similarly the transfer function can be defined by 
Tg(k) = T^dc) S 4ltk (118,3D;119,2D) 
Incorporating these definitions into Equation 112 gives the 
basic relation 
tE (k) 2 
—— - Tg(k) - 2Dk^Eg(k) (120) 
which is the mixing analog of the Fourier transformed and 
reduced von Karmem-Howarth equation. Integrating Equation 
120 over all k gives 
- ^  = 2D f k^E,(k)dk = 6 (121) dt Vf. s s 
where 6^ is the rate of dissipation of the concentration 
fluctuations by diffusion. Incorporating Equation 121 for 
6g and Equation 117 for c into Equation 107 gives 
1/Xg^ = 6g/4S^^Dc^ = (l/2S^^c^) J k^Eg(k)dk 
I  
o# (122) 
k^Eg(k)dk 
= (1/2S^^) ° 
i E_(k)dk 0 ® 
As with the turbulence transfer term, Tg(k) is associ­
ated with the trsinsfer of concentration "energy" or "stuff" 
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between wave numbers or eddy sizes, but its integral over 
all wave numbers is zero. The diffusion-dissipation term 
causes no tremsfer through the spectrum but its effect is 
selective towards the high wave numbers, or small concen-
2 tration eddies, because of the k factor. The concentration 
spectrum function Eg(k) is the fundamental description of 
the mixing process whether in gases or liquids. A large 
part of mixing theory has been devoted to the prediction of 
its form under different conditions. 
Spectral. Theories of Mixing 
Spectral theories of mixing attempt to predict E^Ck) 
for a stationary (nondecaying) isotropic concentration field 
in a stationary isotropic turbulence. Examination of such 
an imaginary state is justified by reasoning similar to that 
connected with Kolmogorov*s hypothesis: for large turbu­
lence Reynolds numbers, the small-scale components (small 
eddies) of the concentration field are statistically steady, 
isotropic, and independent of the detailed structure of the 
large-scale components (big eddies). Unless concentration 
variations on some definite length scale are supplied 
continually by some external agency, the statistical proper­
ties of the concentration distribution can not be exactly 
steady; however, the properties of the small-scale compo­
nents will be approximately steady in general, because 
convective distortion emd concentration gradient steepening 
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occur much faster than the overall decay of the concentra­
tion field. The continual steepening of concentration 
gradients is checked by the smoothing action of mass diffu­
sion, and a statistically steady state is maintained in the 
small-scale components as the large-scale components decay. 
The part of the concentration spectrum just described 
emerges for large Peclet numbers and is called the mixing 
universal equilibrium range. It can be further divided into 
four subranges, with each characterized by the dominant 
feature (convection or diffusion) affecting the concentra­
tion and turbulence spectra. Figure 2 shows a composite 
plot of theoretical results for the subranges along with the 
turbulence spectrum. The Schmidt number, a measure of the 
relative rates of diffusion of mass and momentum, has a 
strong influence on the shape of the concentration spectrum. 
Characteristic limits of the subrsmges are the cutoff wave 
numbers of Kolmogorov 5 (6/^^)^, Corrsin-Obukhov k^ S 
(6/D^)^ = kj^Sc^^^, and Batchelor kg 5 (6/^D^)^ = k^Sc^. 
Inertial-convective subrange 
The velocity spectrum is of the Kolmogorov type (E(k)^ 
/O 
k" ) and is influenced by inertial forces, while in the 
concentration field spectral transfer is purely convective 
(diffusion transport is negligible). Largely by dimensional 
reasoning and intuitive arguments, Corrsin (10) and Obukhov 
(98) determined the concentration spectrum to be 
Viscous-Convéctive 
Subrange 
Inertial-Convective 
V Subrange 
Viscous-Diffusive 
Subrange 
-5/3 
-5/y 
-5/3 
-1 
17/3 
)c~ exp(-2k /k_ ) 
Inertial-
Diffusive 
Subrange 
Sc A/ 1 
5/3 Sc << 1 exp 
k k k 
log k 
Figure 2. Pure mixing energy spectrum functions E^(k) 
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E (le) ^  e k << k << k- (123) 
s s o c 
where k^ is a wave number characteristic of the energy 
containing eddies. Batchelor (4 ) later clarified that this 
was true for Sc « 1, but for Sc ^  1 Equation 123 holds over 
the extended range k^ << k « k^. 
Viscous subrange 
In the viscous subrange for the velocity field (k >> 
kj^), the velocity spectrum is strongly affected by viscous 
forces. The wave number range within this where the concen­
tration spectrum is strongly affected by diffusion is called 
the viscous-diffusive subrange. For Schmidt numbers about 
one the wave number dependence of the concentration spectrum 
and velocity spectrum are similar. For large Schmidt num­
ber, however, mass diffusion begins to affect the concentra­
tion spectrum only at wave numbers much larger than k^, and 
the viscous-diffusive subrange exists only for k » kg. For 
k^<c k kg the viscous-convective subrange appears, where 
the velocity spectrum is strongly affected by viscous forces 
but the concentration field transfer is predominantly 
convective and is probably due to distortion or straining of 
fluid elements. 
In the viscous subrange Heisenberg (35) found E(k)'^ 
k for the velocity spectrum. Using the same method and 
dimensional reasoning, Corrsin (10) found a —7 power law for 
the viscous-diffusive subrange with Sc 1. Batchelor, 
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however, has pointed out that basic assumptions in 
Heisenberg*s method are not entirely accurate; hence the 
validity of the -7 power laws has not been established. 
For large Schmidt numbers, Satchelor (4 ) presented 
eurguments that the velocity field can be regarded as a 
persistent uniform straining motion for the small-scale 
variation of the concentration field. Using a uniform 
straining model he derived by both dimensional and analyt­
ical means the concentration spectrum for the entire viscous 
range 
Eg(k) 26gW6)^"^exp(-21c^/k3^), k » (124) 
For the viscous-convective subrange this reduces to the -1 
power law 
Eg(k) 'v' 26^(^/6)^ k~^, kj^<<. k «. k^ (125) 
Pao (104,105) has presented a continuous spectral cas­
cading concept for transferring turbulent energy and passive 
scalar quantities at large wave numbers. This concept, in 
essence, is a modification and extension of the spectral 
jump concepts proposed by Onsager (99,100) and Corrsin (14, 
16). The deduced concentration spectrum function is 
E g ( k ) | ( k / k ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ] ,  k  >  k ^  ( 1 2 6 )  
which is independent of viscosity and claimed to be valid 
for the whole universal equilibrium range. However, 
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measurements by Nye and Brodkey (83) in the viscous-convec-
tive subrange support Batchelor*s -1 power law and do not 
agree with the cascading process suggested by Pao. 
Kraichnan (50) has reexamined Batchelor's persistent 
uniform straining model to see the effects of spatial and 
temporal fluctuations in the rate of strain. The -1 power 
law viscous-convective subrange spectrum is unaltered, 
except for the constant of proportionality, but the spectrum 
in the viscous-diffusive subrange displays a sensitivity to 
fluctuations which increases with wave number. Other 
analyses have also been given by Kraichnan (51), 
Inertial-diffusive subrange 
In the inertial-diffusive subrange that exists for very 
small Schmidt numbers the velocity spectrum follows the -5/3 
power law and is influenced by inertial forces, but the 
concentration spectrum is strongly diffusive and falls off 
more rapidly. The analogous heat transfer case (for very 
small Prandtl numbers) is heat transfer in liquid metals. 
Staurting from the equation of balance between transfer by 
turbulence convection and molecular diffusion, Batchelor, 
Howells, and Townsend (6 ) obtained 
D^k^Eg(k) = (6^/3D)E(k) (127) 
by making the hypothesis that the main contribution to a 
Fourier component of the c-spectrum is given by the Fourier 
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component of the same order of the velocity spectrum. 
Substituting in the -5/3 power law for E(k) gives 
Eg(k) ^  k^« k « kjç (128) 
Gibson (28,29) has examined the physical mechanisms by 
which the fine structure of scalar fields is produced by 
turbulent convection and from this has proposed universal 
similarity hypotheses based on local straining mechanisms, 
Kolmogorov* s local isotropy theory, and the mixing theories 
of Obukhov, Corrsin, and Batchelor. Three sets of similar­
ity coordinates are found that depend on five fundamental 
parameters of turbulent mixing: the turbulence dissipation 
rate, the scalar fluctuation dissipation rate, the local 
strain rate, the kinematic viscosity, and the molecular 
diffusivity. Transformations between coordinate systems 
depend only on the Schmidt number as a mapping parameter. 
When the similarity hypotheses are used to predict the 
scalar spectrum function the inertial-convective subrange 
-5/3 power law and the viscous-convective subrange (for 
large Sc) -1 power law are reproduced; however, for small Sc 
values, a new inertial-diffusive subrange arises with a -3 
power dependence. The Batchelor, Howells, and Townsend 
model gives a faster decay (-17/3 power law) since it 
excludes from consideration portions of the scalar field 
where convective transport is dominant (regions where the 
scalar gradient is small or zero), whereas the effect of 
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minimal gradient straining is taken into account in Gibson* s 
analysis. The -3 power law was shown to be consistent with 
temperature fluctuation spectra measured in mercury. 
Kraichnan (50) has treated the concentration fluctua­
tion spectrum by the Lagrangian history direct-interaction 
approximation. The -5/3, -1, and -17/3 power laws are all 
recovered, but it gives a faster-than-algebraic spectrum 
decay in the viscous-diffusive subrange. 
Differences between the mixing characteristics of gases 
and liquids arise primarily because of differences in 
Schmidt number and hence concentration spectra. In the 
inertial-convective subrange the spectra are independent of 
Schmidt number and both gases and liquids obey the -5/3 
decay law. The difference between gases and liquids is 
manifested in the viscous-convective subrange where gases 
follow (approximately) the -7 power law (Sc 1), whereas 
the liquid spectrum follows the -1 power law (Sc >> 1). 
However, most of the details of the spectrum are lost when 
quantities such as c are obtained by integrating over it. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The main problems considered in the statistical theory 
of turbulent mixing with chemical reaction are single-
species first- and second-order reactions and premixed or 
nonpremixed two-species second-order reactions. In analyses 
it is assumed that reactants and products are dilute enough 
so that diffusivities are constant and the reaction is 
effectively isothermal and passive. In order to simplify 
analysis (indeed to obtain any solution at all) it is often 
assumed that the diffusivities of all reactants and products 
are equal. The quantities of primary interest are CCt), 
c (t), and for two-species reactions c^cg(t); C(t) repre­
sents the average unconverted reactant per unit volume, 
c (t) is a measure of the nonuniformity of this residual and 
tells the approach to detailed spatial homogeneity of the 
species, and c^cg(t) indicates how well the two reactants 
are correlated. Sources of raindomness in the concentration 
field are statistical initial conditions, the stochastic 
velocity field, and the self-interaction of nonlinear reac­
tions. Concentration fluctuations increase the rate of 
conversion over that for uniform solutions for premixed 
single- or two-species second-order reactions but decrease 
the conversion rate for nonpremixed two-species reactions. 
Since turbulence is a macroscopic continuum phenomenon, 
the kinetic rate expressions developed for uniform solutions 
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can be used to give the rate expression at a point in the 
turbulent fluid, as is done in nonturbulent fluid dyneunics. 
The reaction term is a local function of the concentration 
of the reacting species and does not depend upon gradients, 
hence it has no length scale. Because of this, turbulence 
has no direct influence on the reaction rate. By writing 
the mass conservation equation of a reactant in Lagrangian 
coordinates it can be shown that an invariance property 
exists for D = 0: in the absence of molecular diffusion the 
fluid motion has no effect on the rate of reaction. Since 
C is a nonnegative random variable, the distribution of C 
becomes highly skewed during reactive decay; this has an 
important consequence in formulating statistical solutions, 
for in order to guarantee realizability of a solution (that 
is, to avoid linphysical results such as negative concentra­
tions) the following inequality between the moments of C 
must be satisfied (88) 
(C®)l"n £ (c*)l"*(cl)*"*, 1 > m > n 2 0 (129) 
The first-order reaction has the well-behaved property 
of linearity, consequently mean conversion is independent of 
concentration fluctuations and the mean-square fluctuations 
are given by simple extension of the pure mixing case. Much 
of the theory has been devoted to developing spectra for 
stationary, reacting concentration fields. 
The second-order single-component reaction is the 
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simplest nonlinear reaction case for studying turbulence 
effects. Much effort has gone into developing a successful 
closure approximation for the infinite hierarchy of equa­
tions that results from nonlinearity, but with only limited 
success. 
Turbulent mixing has the strongest effects in the case 
of two-species reactions, with diffusion playing an impor­
tant role in the initially unmixed case. Much work has 
been devoted to connecting the properties of systems with 
reaction to the corresponding nonreaction pure mixing case. 
The most fruitful results have come from predicting the 
conversion of nonpremixed reactants in a turbulent tubular 
flow reactor for very rapid reactions. 
Recent reviews of homogeneous turbulent mixing with 
chemical reaction have been given by Hill (36b)y Murthy (78), 
and Brodkey (9 ). 
First-Order Reactions 
Conservation equation analysis of a single reaction system 
The mass conservation equations for the reactant (A) 
and product (B) of the first-order irreversible reaction 
A B (130) 
with rate constant K in an isotropic turbulent velocity 
field are 
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)t + V 
!fA 
i èXi 
- KC. (131) 
3C B 
"St" * 
= D 
B bx. 
f + (132) 
For first-order reactions the conservation equations have 
the useful property of linearity in concentration, which 
simplifies analysis considerably. 
Decay equations Averaging Equations 131 and 132 and 
restricting to homogeneity gives 
(133,134) 
with the direct solutions 
C^(t) = C^Qexp(-Kt) 
Cg't) = So * 
(135) 
(136) 
which are the well known results for uniform solutions. 
Mean conversion of reactant and mean production of product 
are independent of concentration fluctuations. Setting 
+ c^, Cg = Cg + Cg in Equations 131 and 132 and 
subtracting out the averaged Equations 133 amd 134, respec­
tively, gives 
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2 
TT * <"8) 
Equations for and Cg , developed in the manner of 
Equation 85, are 
dc. "6c. "he, —? 
= -20a (139) 
2 dCp bc„ "6C 
~5t 2°b * 2"= Vs 
An equation for c^c^ is obtained by cross-multiplying 
Equations 131 and 132, adding, and averaging 
2_ ^2. dC.C— ^ C. ^ Cq ______ 
= D» c„ * + D„ c. i + K (c. - C.C=) (141) 
'A "B -A^^2 -A -A-B' 
Equation 139 shows that the dissipation of average reactant 
concentration fluctuation is due to both diffusion and 
reaction. Equation 140 shows that diffusion always dissi­
pates the average product concentration fluctuation, but 
that the reaction term can either increase or decrease 
Cg depending upon whether the cross-correlation c^cg is 
positive or negative, respectively. At the beginning of the 
reaction, for no B present initially, A and B aire well 
correlated and hence c^cg must be initially positive. 
Equation 141 shows that c^cg is created by interdiffusion of 
the species and from c^ through reaction, but that it is 
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also self-dissipating through reaction. 
Solution of the decay equations without diffusion 
In the limit of no diffusion (D^ = Dg = 0) the set of Equa­
tions 139-141 becomes determinant, with the solutions 
- (142) 
c^c^(t) = c^Q^£exp(-Kt) - exp(-2Kt)3 (143) 
- =A0^ (144) 
c%c^(0) = Cg^(O) = Cg(0) = 0 (145) 
This system has several interesting properties. Equations 
142 and 144 show that the relative intensities of reactant 
and product concentration fluctuations, and Cg^/Cg^, 
remain constant at the initial relative intensity c^q /C^g , 
during decay and growth, respectively. Also, the two 
concentration fields are always perfectly correlated since 
—2 U —2 k 
c^cg = (c^ y^^Cg )^. The fluctuation levels are also 
related by 
^AO ~ ^ A "*• ~ ^"^A ^B^ (146) 
c^cg(t) is always positive and reaches a maximum value of 
^ (22/3_2l/3)/2 . 0.164%^ (147) 
t__ = (In2)/3K (148) 
max 
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for all values of K, Cg (t) is not formed immediately but 
depends on development of cTcT(t), which acts like an inter-
—? —5 
mediate between the decay of c^ (t) and growth of Cg (t). 
Fluctuation intensity is conserved in the absence of diffu-
sion since at the completion of the reaction Cg (®®) = 
Solutions using a characteristic diffusion length 
Corrsin (13) has extended the analysis of Equation 139 by 
characterizing the diffusion term by the characteristic 
length )\^(t) 
2 (149) 
to give 
dc,^ —2 f 2 
= -2c.Z[2S D,/X^(t)^ + K] (150) dt ""A "ii^A'"s 
or upon integrating 
^A (t) = c^Q^ ®*PG"^^ii°A J dt^//^(t^)^]exp(-2Kt) (151) 
Corrsin then reasons that since a first-order reaction is a 
simple linear phenomena, it should not be spectrally selec­
tive cuid hence the presence of the reaction should not 
affect characteristic lengths; Kg(t) used above with a 
first-order reaction should be the same as A^(t) for pure 
mixing. With this Equation 151 can be expressed as a pure 
mixing result times the reaction exponential. In general 
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first-order reactions obey decay or growth laws of the form 
C(t) = C_(t)^t), c^(t) = c„^(t)^^(t) (152,153) 
m m 
__ '• A 
where C (t) and c (t) are the values for pure mixing and 
mm
diffusion without reaction under the same conditions, and 
A(t) depends only on the chemical kinetics. 
In order to carry out the integration in Equation 151 
the time dependence of Ag^(t) must be known. Corrsin (13) 
gives some approximate solutions. For stationary isotropic 
turbulence, using the pure mixing approximation given by 
Equation 109 gives 
Ca^ = c^o^ exp[-2(K+ 3^/Ag^)t] (154,3D) 
For decaying turbulence other approximations for must be 
used. In the turbulence close behind a grid both the turbu­
lence Reynolds (vX /V) and Peclet (vX/D) numbers remain g s 
fairly constant; this postulate gives ^^(t) = K^iO) + 
20 D^t for pure mixing and hence 
= c^o^ [1+ 20DAt/Xg2(o)]-3/5gxp(_2Kt) (155) 
In the final period of turbulence decay, both Re and Pe are 
small and giving 
^ t~3/2exp(_2Kt) (156,3D) 
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Solution in terms of pure mixing for For 
the case of equal diffusivities (D^ = D^) it can be shown 
(15,102) that the reactant and product concentration fields 
are perfectly correlated and that a solution can be obtained 
in terms of a pure mixing case. Equation 131 for the reac­
tant can be reduced to a pure mixing case by the transfor­
mation 
c.(x,t) = c_(x,t) exp(-Kt) (157) 
to give p 
bc_ ^c_ ^ c_ 
^ + V, -^ = D 5 (158) 
where c^^x^t) is the solution of the corresponding pure 
mixing problem. Likewise, when D = = Dg, the transfor­
mation 
Cg(^,t) = c^(x,t) Cl- exp(-Kt)"l (159) 
reduces the product equation, Equation 132, to Equation 158. 
With these transformations it is easily shown that c^cg * 
(Cj^^)^(Cg^)^ is satisfied since 
c^(t) = cj^(t) exp(-2Kt) (160) 
c^(t) = c^(t) £1-exp(-Kt)3^ (161) 
C^CB(t) a (t) C6xp(-Kt) - exp(-2Kt)3 (162) 
Comparison of these expressions with Equations 142-144 for 
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the no diffusion case shows that the time dependence due to 
reaction is the same for both cases. With diffusion the 
reactant fluctuations decay more quickly; the product fluc­
tuations grow and then die out. The linearity of the reac­
tion specifies that for each fluid material point, Cg is 
created at a rate proportional to the already there. In 
the absence of diffusion this would certainly result in 
perfect correlation. The equality of the diffusivities 
guarantees that although the two constituents actually 
diffuse, they diffuse together. 
Two-point correlation equation The two-point 
correlation equation with a first-order reaction is 
Corrsin (13) has solved this for the limiting case of small 
Peclet number. For very small Pe, local convection is 
negligible compared to molecular transport effects and the 
triple correlation terms can be neglected. Letting Q^^Cr) 
(163) 
= c^^fg(r), Equation 163 becomes 
2KQgg(r) (164,3D) 
with the solution 
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Qgg(r,t) « (32TV)"^^(p^t)"^''^expC-(r^/8D^t) - 2Kt"3 (165,3D) 
Qo - /o r^Qss'f'O'dr 
This is the corresponding pure mixing result times the 
reaction exponential. Notice that the reaction does not 
influence the spatial dependence. Taking the limit r = 0 
gives 
c^(t)^ = ( 32Tr) (D^t )"^/^exp (-2Kt ) (166,3D) 
Xg(t)^ « 8D^t (167,3D) 
Characteristic lengths are unaffected by first-order reac­
tions but concentration fluctuations die out much more 
rapidly than in the pure mixing case. Of course this case 
with negligible convection is not actually a turbulence 
phenomenon. 
Decay laws For large times, the fluctuation inten­
sity of a reactant undergoing a first-order reaction decays 
according to 
c^^(t) ^  [at"3/2 ^ + ct"^5/2] exp(-2Kt) (168,3D) 
The first term in Equation 168 is the -3/2 final period 
decay law (no velocity field), first given by Corrsin (13); 
the other terms are for slightly earlier times and were 
evaluated by Kumar and Patel (52,53) and Patel (106). These 
were obtained from a set of two-, three-, and four-point 
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single time correlation equations made determinant by 
neglecting quintuple correlation terms. The first term in 
Equation 168 corresponds to the concentration "energy" for 
the two-point equation, the second term is due to the three-
point correlation, and the third term comes from the four-
point correlation. The terms associated with the higher-
order correlations die out faster than those associated with 
the lower order ones. 
Multireaction system with equal diffusivities 
Using the simplification of equal diffusivities for 
all species, Pao (103) has shown that for certain conditions 
the concentration fields of all species in a multicomponent 
mixture undergoing different types of first-order reactions 
can be solved for in terms of pure mixing solutions. 
The mass conservation equation for the rth component is 
for r = 1, 2, ...; n reacting species, and for a nonreacting 
species (pure mixing) 
S = 1 
(169) 
(170) 
CpCx.t) = C^(t) + c^(x,t) 
(172) 
(171) 
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Let the initial conditions for all species r be 
c (^x,0) = C^(%,0)W^(0) (173) 
This initial condition suggests a possible relation 
C^(x,t) . C^(x,t)A^(t) (174) 
for all species r whereA^(t) is a function to be deter­
mined* Substituting Equation 174 into Equation 169 gives 
5 II 
or 
3C . C_ , n 
if * }î-'=m ' * 
Therefore, by demanding that 
 / 
n dW 
Krs*s - ^ = 0 ("7) 
S = Ï 
and D = for all species r, then Equation 176 reduces to 
the pure mixing equation. Thus, we have shown that, for the 
initial condition Equation 173, C^(^,t) can be related to 
C^(x,t) for properly chosen A'^(t). VV^(t) is determined by 
solving the set of simultaneous first-order ordinary 
differential equations defined by Equation 177. Averaging 
Equation 174 gives 
C^(t) = C^(t)A^(t) (178) 
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but 
CC^(t) + c^(x,t)l » CCj^(t) + Cjj^(x,t)l A^(t) (179) 
The difference of these two equations is 
c^.(x,t) = Cjjj(x,t) V^^(t) (180) 
Consequently the desired statistical relations are 
c^(t) = cj^(t)W^^(t) (181) 
Cr(*ft)Cs(x',t) = cjjj(x,t)cjjj(3c»,t) VV^(t) >Af^(t) (182) 
and so on. Pao also generalizes this approach to include 
cases where the C^ field is, initially, a linear combination 
of pure mixing fields 
J 
c^(x,0) = C _(x,0)vV _(0) (183) 
r ^  ' I - 1 
As an example of Pao*s method, consider the first-
order reversible reaction 
A B (184) 
with forward rate constant and reverse rate constant Kg. 
The mass conservation equations are 
^ • V .Vc^ = D 7% - + KgCg (185) 
^ + X '7Cg = • % - % (186) 
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Substitution of the transformations 
C.(x,t) « C (x,t) A'.(t), C=(x,t) « C (x,t)"Af_(t) (187,188) A m#' m A/' A B w' m «W ' B ' 
into Equations 185 and 186 gives the requirement that 
d^. d 
-ar = -'^A'^A + -g^ . - KgWg (189,190) 
with initial conditions 
C-(x,0) « C (xjOA (0), C„(x,0) = C (x;0)Vy_(0) (191,192) A ^  m *•*' A ' B m w B 
in order for the transformed equations to reduce to the pure 
mixing equation. Solving Equations 189 and 190 simulta­
neously gives 
K.CVV- (0) + W (0)1 
(193) 
-(K +K^)t 
The equation for Wg(t) is obtained from Equation 193 by 
interchanging the subscripts A and B. The desired concen­
tration fluctuation growth and decay relations are then 
c^^(t) = Cj^2(t)^^^(t), Cg^(t) = c^^(t)Wg^(t) (194,195) 
= c^ (t) W^(t) Ag(t) (196) 
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Concentration spectrum equation 
With a first-order reaction the concentration spectrum 
equation bec(xmes 
Taking the limit r = 0 of the two-point correlation equation, 
Equation 163, gives 
Upon substituting Equation 198 into Equation 199, Equation 
122 is recovered. 
Since it is a linear phenomenon, a first-order reaction 
is not spectrally selective in the case of freely decaying 
fields. Therefore, its occurrence should not eiffect the 
relative spectral distribution of concentration fluctua­
tions. Indeed, it can be shown (84) that for a first-order 
reaction the (nonstationary) concentration spectrum has the 
same wave number dependence as in the corresponding pure 
mixing case. For a first-order reaction the conservation 
equation for the reactant gives (Equation 137) 
tEe(k) 5 
—^— + 2[Dlc'^+K]Eg(lc) = Tg(k) (197) 
Integrating Equation 197 over all k gives 
E_(k)dk « f (198) k^E_(k)dk + 2K 
(199) 
TT + V 
%C 
at (200) 
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Let Cji^(xyt) be a solution of the pure mixing equation 
be 
•^ + V, ^  = D S (201) 
»t X 
Then Cj^(35,t)exp(-Kt) is a solution of the reaction equation 
as can be verified by direct substitution. Similarly, if 
the reaction equation at another point (primed) 
. • = D - KC» (202) 
^ ® i bx • 
"i 
is assumed to have a solution, it can be of the form 
c_'(x*t)exp(-Kt) where c^*(x,t) satisfies 
m m 
. .. . 
Tf-^ V ^-3^7 = <203) 
Multiplying the two solutions and averaging then gives 
cc*(r) a c_c_'(r)exp(-2Kt) (204) 
The Fourier transform of this is 
E (k) = E (Ic) exp(-2Kt) (205) 
s A* s m 
or from isotropy 
Eg(k) = Eg(k)^fxp(-2Kt) (206) 
From this it is evident that the (nonstationary) concentra­
tion spectrum function for a fluctuating field with a first-
order reaction has the same k dependence as the (nonstation-
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ary) spectrum function for a nonreactive fluctuating field. 
O'Brien (84) has attempted to investigate the statis­
tical behavior of the reactant of a first-order irreversible 
reaction in isotropic turbulence through numerical integra­
tion of the concentration spectrum equation. In order to 
make calculation feasible, only Equation 197 and the next 
higher moment equation in the infinite hierarchy were used. 
As a closure approximation it was assumed that all fourth-
order moments are related to second-order ones in the same 
manner as for Gaussian variables (zero fourth-order cumulant 
approximation). Under this hypothesis the mean of any four 
fluctuating components a, b, c, and d will satisfy the 
equation 
êZcd = ab*cd + ac*bd + ad'bc (207) 
If a, b, c, and d were true Gaussian veuriables any odd order 
mean would be zero. However, to require this would com­
pletely eliminate inertial transfer effects and thus destroy 
the very property of interest in the problem. Using the 
resultant determinant set of equations, the small time 
behavior of the concentration spectrum transfer function was 
calculated for several initial velocity and concentration 
spectra. However, numerical calculation (96) showed that 
the approximation leads to negative concentration spectrum 
functions (an unphysical result). 
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Spectral theories 
Simple dimensional reasoning does not work in deducing 
the spectrum function when reaction occurs because of added 
parameters like the reaction rate constant. To handle the 
reacting cases, Corrsin (14,15) extended Onsager's (100) 
spectral transfer concepts for turbulence dynamics to turbu­
lent mixing with or without reaction. Onsager introduced 
the crude concept of a spectral "energy cascade", in which 
spectral elements (local sections of the spectrum "content" 
that can be thought of as being "tagged" upon entering the 
spectrum) "jump" to successively larger wave numbers as time 
goes on. In a stationary field, large scale fluctuations 
are continuously introduced which decay to progressively 
smaller scale fluctuations and finally dissipate. Following 
a spectral element through the spectrum (from low to high 
wave numbers) cam be thought of as following a "tagged" 
fluctuation through the decay process. Assumptions made in 
the Corrsin-Onsager analysis are: 
1) The cascade wave number sequence is a geometrical 
progression, so that the size of the jump is giveii by 6k ^  
k. For turbulence dynamics this is suggested by the non-
linearity of the Navier-Stokes equation; here it is 
suggested by the nonlinear statisticeil characteristics of 
the convection term of the mass conservation equation. 
2) The part of the c —spectrum transferred in a jump at 
wave number k is Eg(k)A k, where Ak is the width of the 
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spectral "slab" being followed. Since the upper and lower 
wave number limits of the slab jump to new wave numbers 
proportioneil to their previous values,16 k*' k. 
3) The characteristic time for each jump depends on the 
velocity spectrum E(k). For the inertial part of the 
velocity spectrum, Onsager chose the simplest dimensional 
possibility, AO^Ck) = kT^/^ECk)"^. In other parts of the 
spectrum the spectral local convection time will be differ­
ent and dependent upon the characteristics of the subranges. 
4) A decrease (reactant) or gain (product) in c -
spectrum content for the progressing slab results from the 
chemical reaction. This rate of decrease or geân with k 
must be determined in some manner. 
The rate of transfer of spectral content through a 
wave number k is proportional to the quantity "jumping", 
Eg(k)Ak^ Eg(k)k, divided by the time for the jump A7'(k). 
In the inertial-convective and viscous-convective subranges, 
the spectral content is conserved for the nonreacting case 
because dissipation does not occur, therefore 
^ [Eg(k)k/^:r(k)] = 0 (208) 
For the reacting case Corrsin further proposed that 
~ [Eg(k)kf(k)/Ar (k)3 = 0 (209) 
f(k) is compensation for the decrease or increase in 
spectral content with k due to reaction. One difficulty of 
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this approach is deducing the form of f(k) by suitable 
arguments. 
Pao's(103) unified concept of spectral transfer uses a 
continuous spectral cascade rather than a geometric progrès-
-2 
sion. The rate at which a c -spectral element is trans­
ferred across k is defined as s(k) = dk/dO* . The rate of 
spectral flux across k is then E^(k}s(k). s(k) is obtained 
for the various subranges by physical reasoning. Since the 
integral of the transfer function T^Ck) from k to infinity 
is equal to the spectral flux across k, it can be shown that 
T (k) s -dCE (k)s(k)3/dk, and the stationary concentration S s 
spectrum equation for pure mixing can be written as 
2Dk^Eg(k) = -d[Eg(k)s(k)]/dk (210) 
from which Eg(k) can be found for a given form of s(k). 
Using this approach Pao developed analogous equations for 
the case of first-order reactions and used the expressions 
for s(k) developed for pure mixing to obtain solutions. 
Pao (104,105) has also developed a simple continuous 
spectral cascading concept for turbulent energy atnd scalar 
quantities. By dimensional reasoning s(k) is chosen to be 
s(k) and it is argued that the resulting scalar 
spectrum function for pure mixing is valid for the whole 
universal equilibrium range for any Schmidt number (experi­
ments by Nye and Brodkey (83) do not agree with this, how­
ever). In obtaining this it has essentially been postulated 
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that the small-scale of the concentration field is dependent 
on 6, and D, but not on the viscosity. 
In addition to the spectral cascade concepts above, 
physical reasoning and dimensional arguments are used in 
determining quantities such as^^(k), f(k), and s(k) in the 
different subramges. In the inertial-convective subrauige 
the transfer of spectral elements is purely convective and 
the cascade is expected to depend mainly upon the turbulent 
dissipation é. Since viscous and diffusive effects are 
negligible, the diffusion term is dropped from the mass 
conservation equation in finding f(Jc). In the viscous sub­
ranges Batchelor's uniform straining model is used since the 
turbulent straining action can be considered as locally uni­
form for a limited time; the local least turbulent straining 
rate is an important pêurameter. In the viscous-convective 
range diffusive effects are negligible; simplification is 
achieved by setting D = 0. Two different routes have been 
used in analyzing the inertial-diffusive subrange. The 
first uses the spectral cascade argument, where the cascad­
ing process is again dependent on the turbulent dissipation 
6, but the diffusion term in the mass conservation equation 
can no longer be neglected. The second does not use the 
spectral cascade method but instead follows the arguments 
and procedure established by Batchelor, Howells, and 
Townsend (6 ) for the pure mixing case with appropriate 
reaction terms added. The two routes generally yield dif­
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ferent results. 
Reaction spectra 
Calculations of the concentration spectrum functions 
of the reactant, G(3c), and the product, H(k), of a first-
order irreversible reaction (with rate constant a) have 
been made by Corrsin (14,15,16) and Pao (102) using the 
Corrsin-Onsager method, by Pao (103) using Pao*s unified 
concept of spectral transfer, by Kumar and Paul (54) using 
Pao's simple continuous spectral cascading concept, and by 
Tchen(118) and Menkes and Tchen (73). Additional results 
for the inertial-diffusive subrange have been obtained by 
Corrsin (14) and Pao (102,103) using the technique of 
Batchelor, Howells, and Townsend (6 ). For the first-order 
irreversible reaction the results of the three spectral 
theories reduce to the same wave number dependence, although 
the constants of proportionality vary. A summary of the 
results for the different analyses is presented in Table 1. 
The reactant auid product concentration spectrum func­
tions are depicted qualitatively in Figures 3 and 4 for 
large and small Schmidt numbers, respectively. Evidently in 
the inertial-convective subrange, for wave numbers well 
3 5s 
above the characteristic reaction wave number k^^S (a /6 ) , 
the effect of reaction on spectral shape is negligible since 
both the reactant and product spectra approach the pure 
mixing dependence on wave number, k^ locates the spectral 
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Table 1. First-order irreversible reaction spectrum 
functions 
Inertial-Convective Subrange 
Corrsin (14,15), Pao(103)« Kumar and Paul (54) 
G(k) ^  k"^/^exp £3(lc^/k)^/^3 
H(k) {l - N(a)exp [3(kg^/k)^/^]} ^  
3 k^ S (a /6) = characteristic reaction wave number 
N(a) = collection of constants, N(0) » 0 
Viscous Subrange 
Corrsin (14,15), Pao(103). Kumar and Paul (54) 
G(k) 4^^^exp(-2k2/kg2) 
Pao (102,103), Corrsin (14,15), Kumar and Paul (54) 
H(k) ^  k"^{l - L(a)(k%/k)2Ha}2 exp(-2k^/kg^) 
S a('^/fe)^ » reaction parameter 
L(a) = collection of constants, L(0) = 0 
In the viscous-convective range the above expressions 
simplify since exp(-2k^/kg^) ^  1 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
Inertial-Diffusive Subrange 
Corrsin (14), Pao (103) 
G(k) ^  [Dk^/(Dk^+ a)]^ 
Pao (102,103) 
H(k) C + aN2(Dk^ + a)"^] ^ 
Corrsin (16), Kumar and Paul (54) 
G(k) ^  k'^/^exp [3(k^/k)^/^ - (3/2)(k/k^)^^^l 
Kumar and Paul (54) 
H(k) - Ng^aexp £(3/2)(k^/k)^^^] 
+ N^'exp [3(k^/k)^/^]j exp [-(3/2) (k/k^)"^^^] 
k^5 (aVé)^ 
N^, Ng, N^', Ng', Ng' = collection of constants 
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region in which the rate of reactive loss (or gain) is of 
the same order as the rate of convective spectral transfer. 
The dominant feature in the low wave number range is the 
transfer of reactant spectral content to the product spec­
tral content during the flux to higher wave numbers. The 
product spectrum should be independent of the product diffu-
sivity to reactant diffusivity ratio since molecular diffu­
sion is of no concern in this range. 
In the viscous-convective subrange the reaction wave 
number does not influence the shape of the reactant 
spectrum; the spectrum remains linear but with increased 
slope on a log-log plot. It does, however, affect the 
entire local level through the constant of proportionality. 
In general the reactant spectrum decreases more rapidly than 
for simple mixing, while the product spectrum decreases less 
rapidly. As in the inertial-convective subrange, the prod­
uct spectrum is independent of diffusivity. For the 
viscous-diffusive subrange molecular diffusion is important, 
but no closed form solution for the product spectrum is 
known for the case of nonequal diffusivities; in this case a 
numerical solution is necessary, using the equations devel­
oped by Pao (103), for instance. 
In the inertial-diffusive subrange both reactant and 
product spectra approximate the pure-mixing form (-17/3 law) 
in the wave number range k >> (a/D)^, which is a measure of 
the spectral location where reactive and diffusive loss 
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rates are comparable. At the beginning of the subrange both 
approximate the -5/3 mixing law due to matching with the 
inertial-convective subrange. For nonequal diffusivities 
no closed form for the product spectrum exists. 
Spectra for multiple reaction cases (with equal reac-
tant and product diffusivities) have also been investigated. 
The reversible first-order reaction case has been solved by 
Pao (102) using the Corrsin-Onsager method, Pao (103) using 
Pao's unified concept of spectral transfer, and Kumar and 
Paul (55) using Pao's simple continuous spectral cascading 
concept. The parallel irreversible first-order reaction and 
consecutive irreversible first-order reaction cases have 
been solved for the inertial-diffusive subrange by Paul (108) 
using Batchelor, Kowells, and Townsend*s ( 6) method and for 
the other subranges by Kumeur and Paul (55) using Pao's 
continuous spectral cascading concept. 
It should be emphasized that none of these results has 
been tested experimentally. The fact that very few turbu­
lent mixing with chemical reaction theoretical results have 
been checked against experimental results of any kind points 
to a strong need for new methods of detecting rapidly 
fluctuating chemical concentrations. 
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Second-Order Single Component Reaction 
Decay equations 
The mass conservation equation for the reactant of a 
single component second-order irreversible reaction with 
rate constant K is 
Averaging and restricting to homogeneity gives 
II « -K(C^ + c^) (212) 
and the total rate of conversion of reactant depends explic­
itly upon concentration fluctuations: concentration 
fluctuations increase the rate of conversion. Setting 
C « C + c in Equation 211 and subtracting out the averaged 
Equation 212 gives 
+ V. = D _ 2KCc - Kc^ + Kc^ (213) 
1 3%! 3x/ 
The corresponding equation for the dissipation of average 
concentration fluctuation is 
—^ 
If" = (||-)(^ ) - 4KCc^  - 2K? (214) 
which shows that the dissipation of average concentration 
fluctuation of a second-order reaction is influenced by 
higher order fluctuation terms as well, c may be either 
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positive or negative, but consideration of the conservation 
2 
equation without convection or diffusion, dC/dt = -KC , 
T 
shows that the reaction tends to make c <0. Hence the 
T "5 
c term may slow the decay of c • Due to the nonlinearity 
of the reaction term, even in the limit of no diffusion 
(D s 0) Equations 212 and 214 are not determinant and a 
closure problem exists. An equation for c^ can be obtained 
2 by multiplying Equation 213 through by c , reaurranging the 
convection and diffusion terms, averaging, and restricting 
to homogeneity 
• 3D - 6KCc^ - 3Kc* + 3K (c^)^ (215) 
Corrsin (13) has examined simplifications of Equations 
212, 214, emd 215 for three different limiting conditions. 
The diffussive terms in Equations 214 and 215 are handled by 
introducing characteristic lengths 
(216,217) 
SO that Equations 214 and 215 become 
— 
||- = -2 [2S^ D^/Xg(t)^  + 2Kc]c^  - 2Kc^  (218) 
If" ' ^ [&iiD/p2(t) - 2KC]? - 3K [c^ - (c^)^] (219) 
Due to the presence of c^(t) and V(t) in Equation 218, 
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strong restrictions or assumptions are necessary for even 
rough estimates to be made. Hopefully, introducing a rough 
approximation into an equation for a higher moment of c will 
have less effect than an approximation in the equation for 
c . The three limiting cases considered by Corrsin are: 
1) Extremely low fluctuation level iti/C 1), This 
implies that the system is well mixed. For c/C 1, the 
system of equations becomes 
-KC^, -2[2a.^D/Xg(t)2 + 2Kc]c^ (220,221) 
—J 
3[SiiD/p^(t) - 2Kc]c^ (222) 
and the mean concentration decays in the manner of a uniform 
mixture. The equations for the fluctuation terms no longer 
depend on higher order moments, but solution for c still 
requires information on )^(t). Unlike the first-order reac­
tion, it can not be assumed a priori that Xg(t) is set only 
by the balance between convective and diffusive actions; the 
nonlinearity of a second-order reaction must influence the 
size structure of the concentration field. 
2) Very slow reaction (KC«D/Xg^). In addition, the 
dominance of diffusion should keep the skewness factor 
"7 3/2 
small: c /(c ) «1. Therefore, in the early stages of 
such a reaction (before c/C « 1) it may be possible to 
—T —? 2 
neglect c in the equation for c and to consider Xg(t) to 
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be given by pure mixing results, giving 
—J ___ 
^ « -K(C^ + c^), (223,224) 
3) Very fast reaction (KC » 2KC »5^^D/p^). 
If the rate of decrease of c due to chemical reaction is 
"5 
much greater than that due to diffusion, the c term is 
important but the diffusive terms may be negligible in both 
-4 fluctuation equations. An assumption for c is necessary to 
make the equations determinant. A crude assumption is that 
"2 2 
c is Gaussian, so that c si 3ic ) • Therefore 
~ » -K (C^ + ?), ^  Si -4KC? - 2Kc^ (225,226) 
-6KC c^ - 6K (c^)^ (227) 
In final period turbulence. Equation 220 shows that 
the mean field decays according to C(t) t"^, as it does 
for a nonturbulent reaction. O'Brien (87) has shown that 
the intensity follows c^(t) ^  t"^ for D = 0 and 
for 0. 
Closure theories, stochastic type reactions 
As can be seen from the above simple analyses, 
achieving closure of the mass conservation equation is a 
central problem in the theory of second-order reactions in 
turbulence. Developing closure techniques that satisfy 
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various statistical restraints imposed by the physical 
nature of turbulence and the concentration field while also 
being accurate and solvable has proved to be a difficult 
task. In order to understand the closure problem associated 
with the reaction term, there have been several studies of 
the equation 
^ = -KC^ (228) 
at 
The problem is made stochastic by assigning initial condi­
tions in a statistical manner. Homogeneity and isotropy 
are assigned to the initial statistics so that the concen­
tration probability density function PCC(x,0)] is indepen­
dent of X and the joint probability density PCC(x,0), 
C(x*,0)"3 is a function of fx - x*) only. 
The introduction of spatial dependence into a problem 
in which there is no spatial variable in the defining equa­
tion is somewhat artificial. It means, for example, that 
isotropy is guaranteed throughout the decay if it is embod­
ied in the initial conditions, that there is no spatial 
scale to the problem except in the initial prescription, and 
that spectral transfer only depends on the shape of the 
initial concentration spectrum (86). But in the sense that 
reaction terms never involve spatial operators, such behav­
ior is typical of the instemtaneous spectral transfer action 
of second-order reactions in a reeû. turbulence. 
The solution of Equation 228 with a deterministic 
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initial condition C(x,0) is simply 
C(x,t) - C(x,0)/Cl+C(3c,0)Kt'3 (229) 
Thus, typical stochastic solutions, in terms of initial 
probability densities, can be written 
d^U,t) m CCi/(l+ C^Kt)]* P[c^(x,0)]dc^ (230) 
c"(x,t)c"(x»,t*) - /J CC^/(1 +C^Kt)3" [€2/(1+ CgKt')]™ 
(231) 
. P[C^(X,0),C2(X',0)] dC^dCg 
For fluctuations in concentration defined in the usual way, 
c(x,t) = C(x,t) - C(t), the behaviors of the mean and 
moments of the fluctuation field follow immediately from 
Equations 230 and 231 once specific initial probability 
densities are assigned. Asymptotic decay limits (as t ^) 
that follow from Equation 230 are 
C(t) t"^, ?(t) ^ t"*, c^(t) 1"® (232) 
The appropriate form of the moment equations to be 
solved by the approximate closure methods are 
= -KC^ - Kc^ (233) 
= -4KCcf - 2Kc^ (234) 
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» -6KC? - 3K[c^ - (c^)^l (235) 
_ —2 —? 
and so on, where the initial moments C(0), c (0), c (0), 
..., are prescribed. 
O'Brien (86) has compared the exact solution of Equa­
tion 226; using an initial multivariate normal probability 
distribution, with various closure approximations that have 
been employed in the study of turbulence: 
1) The zero-third-moment approximation, which simply 
sets c s 0 in Equation 234. 
2) The joint normal distribution hypothesis, which 
assumes that all fourth-order moments are related to second-
order ones in the same manner as for Gaussian variables 
(Equation 207). It has been shown to have unphysical 
results in the turbulence problem, but in this problem it 
introduces no such difficulties provided C(0)/c(0) is not 
large. 
3) Kraichnan*s (49) direct-interaction hypothesis. 
The direct-interaction hypothesis provides a satis­
factory description of the mean, root-mean-square, and 
correlation function of the concentration field as does the 
joint normal distribution hypothesis. However, the former 
is slightly superior even in this problem in which energetic 
difficulties of the latter are not apparent. The zero-
third-moment approximation is less satisfactory. In order 
to obtain realizable results for the normal distribution, 
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the initial relative intensity c/C was limited to values of 
0.4 or less; this serves to lessen the distinction between 
the closures. 
O'Brien (90) has shown that the direct-interaction 
hypothesis, when applied to Equation 211, fails to preserve, 
even approximately, an important statistical invariance. 
Namely, that in the absence of molecular diffusion the decay 
of single-point statistical functions of the concentration 
field should be independent of the turbulence. To remedy 
this, O'Brien (89) applied the Lagrangian history direct-
interaction approximation which does preserve this property. 
In the limit of a stochastically distributed second-order 
reaction the equations reduce to those of direct-inter-
action. 
In order to guarantee a well-behaved system for any 
value of the relative intensity of the initial fluctuations, 
O'Brien (88) developed a closure at the third-order moment 
that satisfies the statistical realizability conditions for 
a nonnegative random variable. It is supposed that C(0), 
~2 "5 
c (0), and c (0) are prescribed, and it is desired to 
replace c by specified functions of C and c whose forms 
do not depend on the initial data, but are such that the 
first two moment equations yield physically acceptable 
descriptions of the first three moments. The proposed 
closure is 
? « A^(c^)^/C - Aq(?)^^^ (236) 
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— "T The constant is obtained from A^, C(0), c (0), and c (0). 
O'Brien cuid Eng (95) generalized the closure for reactions 
of order R where 1 i" R f: 3. Lin (63) has also proposed a 
third-order moment closure that satisfies the realizability 
conditions; although it is asymptotically less exact than 
O'Brien's it is easily generalized to include spatial 
correlation and two-species reactions. 
Lee (59) has developed a generalized direct-interaction 
approximation devised to close off the hierarchy of moment 
equations at the arbitrary moment level, and the results of 
such a closure technique have been compared term-by-term 
with the exact moment solutions for the system of Equation 
228. A quantitative comparison indicates that the direct-
interaction equations closed at the triple moment level 
represent a meaningful statistical approximation of the 
lowest order for this second-order reaction problem. 
Reaction with turbulence and diffusion using direct-
interaction 
Lee (58) used the direct-interaction approximation to 
_ —? 
compute the decay of C and c for a second-order reaction 
with turbulence and diffusion. The parameter dependence and 
component terms of the direct-interaction equations cam be 
summarized as follows (in dimensionless variables) 
Mean concentration 
r 
*C(t) , -Dajj^(t)^ - (2^Da^^/«c^7r^) J Jc^S(]c,t,t)dk (237) 
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Concentration covariance (fluctuations) 
* 2Dajjî(t)3 S(k,t,t') 
. (2)cPe2/it'S) (238) 
. fnonl^ear^^active^ 
S(]c,t,t*)S C(2^k \^)^/c^(0)J F[c(x,t)c(x',f n 
•c 3 C(0)/c(0), t s t'Dk^Z, 2(t):S P[C(t)/C(0)l 
Da^J S KC(0)/Dk^^ = second Damkohler number 
Pe S v/Dk^ a Peclet number 
s characteristic energy spectrum wave number 
In addition there is a third equation for a direct-inter-
action response function, which resembles the covariance 
equation. The response function appears in the nonlinear 
terms of the covariance equation. 
In the limit of Da^^ = 0, the equations reduce to those 
of pure mixing; therefore, the effect of reaction on the 
decay dynamics becomes increasingly important as Da^^ 
becomes large. In Equation 238, Da^^ appears with a linear 
reaction term and nonlinear reactive direct-interaction 
terms. The linear term gives rise to an exponential decay 
upon integration; however, the reactive direct-interaction 
term, which is typically positive, will cause divergence 
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without modulation by the exponential. An important param­
eter categorizing the decay dynamics is the first DamJcfthler 
number Da^ S Da^^/Pe. The evolved concentration spectra 
display accelerated decay with increasing Da^. Using a 
steady velocity field having a given velocity spectrum and 
an imposed initial concentration fluctuation spectrum, Lee 
_ —* 
calculated the decay of C and c for different Da^ and 
Overall field structure dependence on Da^ was eluci­
dated from changes in the scalar integral scale and micro-
scale during decay. With Da^ = 10, length scales remained 
virtually unchanged during the entire decay period due to 
the exponential reaction term, which induces a severe decay 
independently of wave number. Hence, the reactant field at 
large Da^ may be said to be structurally frozen. As Oa^ 
becomes small, both the exponential decay and the nonlinear 
interactions become mutually important so that the concen­
tration field undergoes a fuller structural evolution. The 
scales for small Da^ change considerably (decrease) during 
the decay period. 
For large «C (weak initial relative intensity) it was 
found that the uniform mixture result C(t) = (l+Da^^t)"" 
was a close upper bound to the mean field decay. An even 
better approximation was achieved through approximating the 
fluctuation intensity term in Equation 237 by S(k,t,t) = 
S(k,0,0)(1+ Da^jt)"^, an approximation valid at large Da^ 
(as shown later). Integrating Equation 237 over k gives 
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* -DajjC(t)^ - oc"^(l+Dajjt)"^ (239) 
the solution of which is (Riccati's equation) 
C(g) « P(g)"^ g S 1 + Da^jt (240) 
F(g) S g cot(l/g)cos(l/<.g) + g sin(l/fg) (241) 
This was found to agree very closely with the exact direct-
i n t e r a c t i o n  r e s u l t  f o r  a l l  D a ^ ^  ( 0 . 0 1 - 1 0 )  a n d  ^  ( 2 . 2 )  
considered. The asymptotic result C(g) = 1/g is recovered 
as 
It was observed that the fluctuation intensity, 
—? —? 
c (t)/c (0), begins to faill off rapidly in time as Da^ 
increases from zero to nesur unity, and that for larger Da^ 
the decay curves have the same shape. This suggests a fluc­
tuation decay mechanism at large Da^ in which the linear 
reaction term in Equation 238 is most dominant. Dropping 
2 the k diffusion term and the convective and reactive 
direct-interaction terms before integrating over all k gives 
?(t)/c^(0) = exp [-4Dajj C(t^)dt^l (242) 
Substituting C(t) « (l+Dat^jt)" gives the result (used 
earlier, after taking the Fourier transform) 
?(t)/?(0) « (l+Da^jt)"^ (243) 
valid for large Dai^^. With Da^ > 1, this result approx­
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imates the direct-interaction results. The implication is 
that the convective and reactive nonlinear interactions 
simply do not contribute enough to make the closure hypoth­
esis critical. Lee also improved upon this result using 
a quasinormal (fourth cumulant discard) approximation for 
c^ to give 
?(t)/c^(0) = g"^ £1 + 2/g+ l/g^)] (244) 
g S 1 + DSjjt 
This results in much closer agreement with the exact value 
(for Da^ > !)• 
For the other extreme of small Da^, the reactive non­
linear interaction becomes negligible, but the exponential 
decay still makes a sizable contribution. Therefore, the 
fluctuation decay is expected to depend on both the decay 
—5 —? 
rate of turbulent mixing, c^^ (t)/c^ (0), and the exponential 
decay, so that 
?(t)/?(0) » (1+ Da_Tt)-4 c[3\t)/c, 2(0) (245) 
XX m m 
With values of the mixing decay previously reported, this 
provided a simple decay prediction for the calculated 
results with Da^ 6 0.1. 
Calculations using «c ^ 2 were not done because of 
realizability difficulties. 
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Spectral results 
In addition to causing a loss in spectral content 
during spectral cascade through wave number space (as does 
the first-order reaction), the nonlinearity of the second-
order reaction term causes additional spectral transfer. 
Corrsin (16) accounted for this by combining the spectral 
flux due to convection (or diffusion) with a spectral flux 
due to reaction in a dual cascade. For simplicity it was 
assumed that the two fluxes do not interact, except in that 
they act on the same spectral content, and thus can be 
summed linearly. However, analytical solution of the 
resulting equation for the concentration spectrum was not 
possible. Numerical integration indicated several qualita­
tive features for the inertial-convective-reactive range: 
the asymptotic behavior for large k is pure mixing, the 
asymptotic behavior for small k presumably indicates that in 
this limit reactive transfer is more influential than reac­
tive loss, and in the middle of the range reactive loss is 
more important than reactive transfer. 
O'Brien (85) has made a high wave number analysis of 
the equations resulting from application of Kraichnan's 
direct-interaction hypothesis. The direct-interaction equa-
tions give rise to four time scales: viscous decay (Dk )~ , 
reactive decay C2KC(0)"3~^, spectral transfer by convection 
(kv)"^, spectral transfer by reaction (ZKc)"^. For a 
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first-order reaction the reactive decay time scale becomes 
[2C(0)3"^ and spectral transfer by reaction does not occur. 
Thus in the wave number range k >> 2Kc/v, first- and second-
order reactions have simileur response functions and perhaps 
similar spectral transfer behaviors. In terms of the 
direct-interaction hypothesis, second-order reactions pro­
duce a positive contribution to the spectral intensity 
gro%fth at all wave numbers. 
Dash (19) has calculated reactant and product spectra 
for a second-order reaction using a moment-discard closure 
and the simple continuous spectral cascading process of Pao. 
The reactant spectra are shown in Table 2. Comparison with 
first-order spectra in Table 1 shows that the k dependence 
for all subranges is similar except for the leading terms in 
the second-order spectra. Therefore the leading terms can 
be interpreted as arising from spectral transfer by reac­
tion; the other reaction terms are due to reactive decay. 
The inertial-convective subrange result reduces to pure 
mixing for k much larger than the characteristic reaction 
wave number, in keeping with the qualitative results of 
Corrsin. 
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Table 2. Single component second-order reaction spectrum 
functions 
Inertial-Convective Subrange 
G(k) ^  + NgCka/k)^/^] k'^^^exp 
k S ^K^C(0)^/(J^ = characteristic reaction wave. 
number 
Viscous Subrange 
G(k)^[N^ - N^kj^lnk^ exp(-2k^/kg^) 
S 2KC(0)N^/C''^ = reaction parameter 
2 2 
exp(-2k /kg ) = 1 in the viscous-diffusive subrange 
Inertial-Diffusive Subrarige 
G(k)^ [N^ + N2(ka/k)2/3]k"5/3exp[3(ka/k)2/3_ (3/2) Ck/k^)^^^] 
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Two-Species Reaction 
The case of irreversible reaction between two chemical 
species A and B, with rate constant K and stoichiometry 
A + nB"+ products ( 246 ) 
is inherently more complex than the single-component cases 
because two mass conservation equations 
 ^- °A r-4 - (247) 
sr * ^  ^ =AS '248) 
must be solved. The influence of concentration fluctuations 
on conversion can be seen by substituting + c^, 
Cg as Cg + Cg into Equations 247 and 248, averaging, and 
invoking homogeneity 
5^. 
W = -KfCaCg + C^Cg) (249) 
2»Cg _ _ 
^ = -KnCC^Cg + c^cg) (250) 
The joint correlation in the fluctuations of amd Cg 
either enhances or suppresses the rate of conversion. Only 
when these fluctuations either do not exist or are uncorre-
lated is the mean reaction rate the same as that for a 
uniform mixture. In general c^cg is positive for premixed 
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reactants and negative for separately introduced (nonpre-
mixed) reactants. 
Equations for the instantaneous fluctuations aure 
3^ * ^ i jôcT ° " KfCaCg + CgC^ + c^cg - c^cg) (251) 
X 
2 
3t^ * ^ i 3x7 ' r I " * S^A * Vs " (252) 
X i 
The corresponding equations for the dissipation of average 
concentration fluctuations are 
2 
dt " *• ^^(^A^A^B * ^ B^A * ^ B^A ^ (253) 
2 
dt ' " 2Kn(CgC^Cg + C^Cg^ + c^c^) (254) 
dc.c- bfc. ^^c 
^ ^ D. c« * + D„ c. 1 - K{C.c„^ + C„c.c„ + c.ce^) dt A -B B A 2 ^ A B ^B^A B A B 
(255) 
_ 2 .7? 
- Kn(CB=A + VA=B + ^B^A > 
which reveal the complexity of the interactions between the 
two species. 
Decay rate analyses 
In order to investigate the magnitude of concentration 
fluctuation effects on conversion, Donaldson and Hilst (22) 
solved Equations 249, 250, and 253-255 simultaneously for 
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the nondiffusive case (D^ = = 0) using a zero-third-
moment closure approximation. As expected, the greater the 
initial fluctuation level and lack of correlation between 
species, the less the reaction goes to completion. However, 
the results point toward an important role for fluctuations 
of concentration in controlling chemical reaction rates. 
The effect of diffusion and scale was investigated qualita­
tively (21) by characterizing the diffusion terms in Equa­
tion 255 by a characteristic length. It was shown that in 
many laboratory flows, the dissipative or diffusive scale of 
turbulence is very small, so that neglect of c^cg in the 
kinetic equations is permissible. On the other hand, if the 
laboratory experiment is just increased in size, holding all 
other parameters such as velocity, temperature, et cetera, 
constant, the character of the flow changes and fluctuation 
effects become important. 
0*Brien (92) has considered the problem of very rapid 
two-species reactions in isothermal homogeneous turbulence 
where the reactants are hypothetically premixed before reac­
tion is initiated in some manner. The concentration fields 
were found to decay in two stages. In the hypothetical 
first stage the reaction rate is kinetically controlled 
since the reaction time scale (CQK)" is much less than the 
shortest time scale of turbulent convection and diffusion 
(7^). Exact expressions for the concentration moments can 
be obtained if the initial concentrations are prescribed 
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stochastically in terms of a joint probability density. 
O'Brien obtained asymptotic results approached in a time y 
where (CQK)"^< y < At the end of this first stage the 
fluctuations become highly intense compared with the mean 
and the probability distribution of the concentration field 
can not be considered to be even approximately normal. This 
corresponds to a state of spatial segregation of the 
species. In the limit of an instamtaneous reaction (or no 
molecular diffusion) segregation is the physical situation 
which arises, unless the two reacting species are perfectly 
correlated or in concentrations far from the stoichiometric 
balance assumed here. 
In the second stage, interspecies diffusion, enhanced 
by the line and surface stretching characteristic of turbu­
lent motions, is rate controlling. For this stage O'Brien 
obtained exact solutions in terms of the turbulent mixing 
of a nonreacting species when the molecular diffusivities of 
the species are equal. The asymptotic behavior of the 
initial stage was used to provide explicit initial stochas­
tic information for the final stage of decay. For final 
period turbulence an approximate solution for unequal 
diffusivities predicts that very fast stoichiometric reac­
tions in the diffusion controlled limit will decay at a rate 
determined by the smaller of two widely different diffu­
sivities. 
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Oopazo and O'Brien (24) have generalized the above 
formulation to include the passive effects of an exothermic 
chemical reaction with an Arrhenius type rate constant. 
Both the temperature and concentration fields were found to 
decay in two stages: Icinetically driven and diffusion con­
trolled. Stochastic solutions show that only a weak concen­
tration- temper at\ire correlation is generated in the first 
stage. For the special case of equal mass diffusivities and 
a Lewis number of one the solution to the second stage was 
obtained in terms of a nonreacting binary mixing problem. 
An approximate solution for Lewis numbers other than one 
indicated that the temperature field seems to decay with an 
effective thermal diffusivity determined by the smaller of 
the mass and thermal diffusivities. In general, it was 
shown that starting from a uniform temperature field signif­
icant temperature fluctuations can be generated due solely 
to the random nature of the initial concentration fields. 
The concentration and temperature fluctuations decay at a 
rate dictated entirely by the time scale of the turbulent 
binary mixing problem. 
Lin and O'Brien (65) have proposed an approximation 
technique for solving for the evolution of the first 
moments, co-spectra, and cross-spectra of the concentration 
fields for a two-species second-order isothermal reaction in 
a turbulent fluid. An inequality preserving closure approx­
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imation was devised which accurately predicts the exact 
behavior of stochastically distributed (nondiffusing) reac-
tants, which preserves all established statistical inequal­
ities and invariances, and which adequately predicts the 
diffusion controlled behavior of very rapid reactions. 
Decay rates in final period turbulence 
O'Brien (93) derived asymptotic decay rates for an 
isothermal, very rapid, two-species reaction in final period 
turbulence. Reactant diffusivities were assumed equal. The 
approach used (described in detail later) is similar to that 
of Toor (121). Centred to the method is the assumption that 
the random variable 
is normally distributed, and hence the probability density 
of + c^ is 
where, from the theory of pure mixing in final period turbu­
lence , 
C.(x,t) 2 nC.(x,t) - Cn(x,t) t * A »* B (256) 
P(C^,t) - [2irc^^(t)]"^ exp£-c^^(t)/2c^2(t)l (257) 
(258) 
as t-»**. For stoichiometric reactants, « 0, and 
the asymptotic limits are (63,93,97) 
(259) 
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« Cg^ « c^^(t)/2ff (260) 
'^K"^h - - U - 1 (261) 
nc^ " ' -c^^Ct)/2Tt^ (262) 
For nonstoichi©metric reactants, 0, and with B as the 
underrepresented species 
nC^-C^^ [t"'^/^exp(-Kt^^^)], Cg^ t"^/^exp(-Kt^^^) (263,264) 
n^C^^ - - c^^ t"^^^^exp(-Kt^''^) (265) 
Cg^ ^  t"^^^'^exp(-Kt^^^) (266) 
Cg^/Cg^ -» *6 (267,268) 
nc^ = -nC^Cg ^  -t"^/^exp() (269) 
The above results indicate that one consequence of very 
rapid, diffusion-controlled reactions is to deplete the mean 
concentration field of each species as rapidly as the fluc­
tuation field, with the result that relative intensities of 
order unity and higher will be common. Another consequence 
is that even stoichiometric turbulent reaction fields of 
this kind can be expected to exhibit pronounced spottiness 
or intermittency where local nonstoichiometry produces 
marked depletion of one species and excess of the other. 
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Toor*s theory for turbulent flow tubular reactors, part I 
Toor(121) has presented a very useful analysis of the 
turbulent mixing of two very rapidly reacting chemical 
species in a turbulent flow tubular reactor. Assuming equal 
reactant diffusivities, the statistics of the reacting 
system are determined from those of an identical but non-
reacting system. Apparently Seek and Miller (7 ) were the 
first to make the very important point that the yield of a 
chemical reaction in a flow reactor is related to the decay 
of concentration fluctuations of a tracer introduced under 
identical flow conditions. They suggested that concentra­
tion data can be used to scale turbulent flow reactors but 
offered no details as to how this could be done quantita­
tively. 
For a reaction with the stoichicxnetry of Equation 246, 
the rates at which A and B react are related by nr^ - r^ 
= 0. Therefore, subtracting Equation 248 from n times 
Equation 247 gives 
b(nC,-C„) ^(nC. - C^) T?(nC.) 
For the case of equal diffusivities, = D, this 
reduces to . 
it i^ 3%! ' ° 3x^ 2 
where = nC^ - Cg. This equation for is the same as 
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that for the pure mixing of a nonreacting component C^; the 
quantity is conserved by the reaction, and solution for 
can be obtained from the equivalent pure mixing problem. 
The equivalent pure mixing problem is one in which mass 
transfer takes place in the absence of reaction with the 
velocity field, geometry, diffusivity, auid form of the boun­
dary conditions the same as in the reaction problem. 
The above results are valid for fast or slow reactions 
in both laminar and turbulent flow. In order to obtain use­
ful information about the progress of the reaction, however, 
it is necessary to relate to either or Cg. This is 
only possible in the case of irreversible reactions that 
proceed so fast as compared to diffusion processes that the 
reactants can not coexist at the same spot (that is, C^Cg 
= 0, which corresponds to an infinitely fast reaction). In 
this case the reactants remain separated from each other by 
a reaction surface (or surfaces). The conversion is com­
pletely controlled by the mixing. At points where A is 
present = nC^, Cg = 0; where B is present = -Cg, 
= 0 .  
For turbulent flow systems the instantaneous concen­
trations can be divided into time averaged and fluctuating 
quantities: + c^, Cg = Cg + Cg, + c^, 
Cm = Cjjj + c^ . The instantaneous reaction surface is defined 
by = 0 and fluctuates due to the turbulence. Thus on an 
average basis there is no continuous reaction surface but 
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rather a reactive volume, and the surface must lie inside 
this volume. It follows that the time average behavior of a 
nonreacting system does not allow a complete determination 
of the time average behavior of a reacting system, even for 
rapid reactions. 
If the solution of a pure mixing problem is given by 
where and are concentrations at suitable boundaries, 
then when a reaction takes place in the same reactor under 
the same conditions with analogous boundary conditions, 
(C^-C^l)/(C^2"^tl^ = f(x) (273) 
since the solution to both problems must be the same. 
Averaging the pure mixing solution and subtracting the 
averaged equation from the unaveraged gives 
- V=«2-=n,l) = 
where it is assumed that and « ^m2* Squaring 
and averaging this result gives 
Cm^/(Cjjj2-Cm^)^ = f^(x) + fTxT^ S d^(x) (275) 
Similarly, 
(276) 
Dividing these equations by their respective values at 
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X « (values at the entrance to the reactor, for instance) 
gives 
- d2(x)/d2(x^) (277) 
When species A is present = nC^, Cg » 0; when spe­
cies B is present « -Cg, « 0. Thus when + c^ 
>0, then » C^/n = (C^ + c^)/n; when is negative 
« 0. When is positive then is zero except when > 
-C^. Using this condition we obtain 
where ^(c^) and ^(c^) are the distribution functions of the 
fluctuating quantities. Since the distribution of c^ about 
C, must be the same as the distribution of c about C_, t  m m '  
$(c^) is of the same form as Toor was able to inte­
grate the above expression by assuming that c^ is normally 
distributed about C^, and hence c^ is normally distributed 
about C^. Therefore, the distribution function is assumed 
to be of the form 
^(c^) = (2TTc^^)"^ exp(-c^^/2c^^) (279) 
^ 2 3$ 
where c^ 5 (c^ ) is the root-mean-square fluctuation. 
Integration gives 
nC^/Ct = + 9(c^/C^) (280) 
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#(y) » (y/2^) ierfc(1/2^) (281) 
where ierfc is the first integral of the COTiplementary error 
function. For a stoichiometric feed ratio this result 
reduces to 
= c^/n(2'TT)^ (282) 
For the case of a stoichiometric feed ratio Equations 
277 and 282 can be combined to give the result 
^A^Ao ' Ct/Cto « ^ m'^^mo (^83) 
This remarkable result shows that the conversion of an 
infinitely fast reaction can be predicted from the decay of 
concentration fluctuations without reaction. That is, the 
fractional conversion along the reactor (measured from x^) 
is equal to the accomplished mixing: 
^ - V^ao • ^ <^84) 
For a nonstoichiometric feed ratio Equations 277 and 
280 can be combined and rearranged to give 
: - V- 1) <285) 
with stoichiometric parameter ^ £ Cg^/nC^^ and 
g(Cto/C^) = (286) 
at the reactor entrance (x = x^)• Species A is taken as the 
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limiting reactant. The fractional conversion versus accom­
plished mixing for different fi is shown in Figure 5. 
These results relate conversion to acccxnplished mixing; 
to obtain conversion as a function of distance the turbu­
lence field must be specified and the mass transfer problem 
of relating accomplished mixing to distance solved. The 
Reynolds and Schmidt numbers will appear only in this latter 
relationship. 
Extending Toor's technique, Lin and O'Brien (66) have 
shown two-species, irreversible, very rapid reactions with 
mild heat release in a turbulent shear flow to be analogous 
to the transport of two nonreacting species by the same 
shear field. Expressions for the probability density func­
tions of the reacting species, the product species, and the 
reaction-generated thermal field were obtained in terms of 
the joint probability density functions of the two nonreact-
ing species. 
Experimental investigations of Toor*s theory 
Gibson and Libby (30) have experimentally investigated 
the structure of the reaction surface between two reactants 
undergoing a very rapid reaction. Theoretical analysis 
of a model for the distribution of a weakly diffusive pro­
duct near the reaction zone (62) led to the conclusion 
that the reaction zone will be much smaller than the diffu­
sive zone. Corresponding length scales (see Figure 6) are 
1.0 
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Figure 5. Fractional conversion versus accomplished mixing 
for different feed ratios 
I reaction 
4 zone 
N 
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^ - V^mo 
Figure 6. Distribution of reactants and product near a 
reacting surface for the reaction A + B P 
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Ljç 5 (K/Ï)^^\g, Lg, and S (t/D)^Lg, respectively, where 
Lg « (D/%)^ is the Batchelor length scale, IS » (É/S)^ is 
the rate of strain, and K is the rate constant. Measure­
ments of the product of the neutralization of a weak-acid, 
weak-base showed very small scale features which are not 
inconsistent with the analysis. Sharp spikes in product 
concentration were observed that correspond to an interface 
crossing a probe sensitive to product. The spikes became 
less prominent at later stages in the reaction as the aver­
age concentration level of the product increases and it 
becomes more uniformly distributed by diffusion and strain­
ing of previous interfacial surfaces. A particularly small 
probe showed a number of features which were of a scale 
small compared to the diffusive scale and are probably 
related to the presence of reacting surfaces. 
Keeler et al.(43) experimentally verified Toor's theory 
by measuring (using a microconductivity probe) the sccJ.ar 
decay law and fractional conversion for the very rapid reac­
tion of NH^OH and acetic acid in the turbulent field behind 
a grid. The fractional conversion was successfully pre­
dicted from the accomplished mixing using Toor's relation 
(Equation 284 or 285) for both stoichiometric and non-
stoichiometric feed ratios. Unfortunately data were not 
obtained for values of the fractional completion of mixing 
less them 0.5. Torrest and Ranz (126) obtained the same 
results using a similar system and the same reaction. 
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Using an experimental procedure and apparatus similar 
to that of Keeler et al., Hiyairi et al. (75) studied the 
effect of the condition of agitation on the mixing state and 
extent of reaction between two miscible liquids undergoing a 
very rapid reaction in a tubular flow reactor. They visual­
ized the process of turbulent mixing as occuring in two 
steps. In the first step reaction takes place between 
concentrated masses that are distributed nonuniformly. In 
the second step reaction takes place in a state in which the 
distribution of the concentration masses is uniform on a 
coarse scale. Mixing in the first step was investigated 
qualitatively using rods or mesh grids of various sizes to 
alter the flow. It was found that step one plays an impor­
tant role in determining the overall mixing capacity of the 
reactor, that the method of turbulence generation strongly 
influences the point of conversion from step one to step 
two, and that significant conversion can occur in step one. 
The experimental results in step two agreed well with Toor's 
relation between conversion and accomplished mixing. 
Vassilatos and Toor (127) experimentally verified 
Toor's theory using a multiple jet mixing head to produce a 
turbulent field that was homogeneous on a course scale after 
about four jet diameters from the inlet. Four different 
very rapid acid-base reactions were studied. The progress 
of the reaction was followed by determining the temperature 
change along the reactor caused by the heat of reaction. 
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Since the diameter of the thermal couple probe was slightly 
larger than the diameter of the inlet jets, concentration 
fluctuations were not measured and the theory could not be 
checked directly as had been done by Keeler et al. Instead, 
a further check of the theory was obtained by comparing the 
conversion obtained with a nonstoichiometric feed ratio y 
1) at a given location in the reactor to the conversion 
measured with a stoichiometric feed ratio (^ = 1) at the 
same location. This is equivalent to assuming that Toor's 
theory holds for f = 1 and using the theory to predict the 
conversion for f ? 1. Agreement was good, but data were not 
obtained for values of the fractional completion of mixing 
less than 0.5. The results were the same for the four 
different reactions. Data were also obtained for two inter­
mediate rate reactions suid one slow reaction. The slow 
reaction effectively followed a homogeneous rate law, as was 
expected since the reaction rate was very slow compared to 
the rate of mixing. Both reaction rate smd rate of mixing 
were found to be important for the intermediate rate reac­
tions. 
McKelvey (72) examined the concentration and velocity 
fields of a reactor identical to the one used by Vassilatos 
and Toor. The velocity field was found to be highly aniso­
tropic and to be characterized by a strong jetting through 
the central portion of the reactor. Also, the axial veloc­
ity intensity along the centerline of the reactor did not 
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follow the M-1 power" law which describes the decay of more 
isotropic flow fields. There were also indications of a 
preferential eddy size which is probably associated with the 
break-up of the small jets from the mixing head* The con­
centration field was found (using a light probe) to obey 
the "-3/2 power" decay law despite the anisotropic velocity 
field. The decay of the concentration field was accurately 
related by Toor's theory to the conversion of the very rapid 
reactions studied by Vassilatos and Toor. Both the concen­
tration and velocity fluctuations were found to be normally 
distributed. 
MiyawaJci et al,(76) measured concentration fluctuations 
in a multinozzle injection tubular mixer and found the prob­
ability density distribution function of the fluctuations 
to be normally distributed. This result affirms the basis 
of Toor*s theory. Validity of Equation 284 was also 
demonstrated. 
Mixing model simulation of Vassilatos and Toor*s data 
. Kattan and Adler (42) developed a stochastic mixing 
model for homogeneous, turbulent, tubular reactors that is 
based on random coalescence and redispersion of fluid 
elements. The model's parameters, which reflect the mixing 
characteristics of the reactor, are determined from instan­
taneous reaction data. The model successfully simulates the 
conversion data obtained by Vassilatos and Toor over the 
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complete range of very fast, intermediate, and slow reac­
tions. Of special significance is the ability of the model 
to predict results of intermediate rates where both mixing 
and reaction rates are comparable. Harris and Shrivastava 
(32) presented a similar model. 
The success of the simple mixing model of Kattan and 
Adler, which avoided molecular diffusion as an explicit 
step, led to speculation that perhaps conversion is not a 
sensitive function of the details of the mixing, at least 
for the system of Vassilatos and Toor. To test this idea 
Mao and Toor (70) developed a simple pure molecular diffu­
sion model which represents almost the opposite extreme of 
the Kattan and Adler model. The model is based on simul­
taneous interdiffusion and reaction between alternate slabs 
of reactants, with slab sizes chosen to fit the conversion 
data for very rapid reactions in a stoichiometric mixture. 
The diffusion model was in close agreement to both the data 
of Vassilatos and Toor and the stochastic mixing model for 
all reaction rates, it was therefore concluded that the con­
version in a mixing process is not very sensitive to the 
details of the mixing. However, although the two types of 
models are very different in concept, Rao and Edwards (113) 
have presented arguments that the diffusion model and the 
coalescence-dispersion models aure equivalent, and hence 
would be expected to lead to the same results. 
Yet another model which represents the data of 
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Vassilatos and Toor was developed by Rao and Dunn (111). It 
uses a Monte Carlo coalescence model to simulate both axial 
and radial dispersion in a tubular reactor. 
Toor*s theory, part II - Independence hypothesis 
Toor (123) has shown that the decay of c^cg along a 
turbulent, tubular reactor is the same for very slow and 
very rapid stoichiometric second-order reactions provided 
that the diffusivities of A and B are the same. A slow 
reaction can be defined as one in which -c^cg « 
the limit K -» 0, a very slow reaction can be defined as one 
in which c^cg does not depend upon the chemical reaction. 
Very slow reactions This limit is treated by 
considering the mixing of two species which do not react at 
all. This includes all cases between completely premixed 
and completely nonpremixed. 
Consider a mixing device that is divided into two types 
of inlets: inlets 1 contain species A and B at concentra­
tions C^^ and Cg^, inlets 2 contain A and B at C^g Cgg. 
Since the diffusivities of A and 6 are assumed equal, the 
mass conservation equations are also identical 
L(C^) = L(Cg) = 0 (287) 
(288) 
The boundary conditions are 
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= ^Al» S = Si the "1" inlets (289) 
Ca » Ca2» ' Sa "2" inlets (290) 
with no mass transfer occurring at other boundaries. Let 
«aS (291) 
fB S (Cg-Cg^)/(Cg2-Cg^) (292) 
then 
L(fA) = L(fg) = 0 (293) 
f. = f„ = 0 at thé "1" inlets (294) A B 
fA = fg = 1 at the "2" inlets (295) 
Therefore, everywhere in the reactor at every instant of 
time fA = fg and 
=A-=A1 - (296) 
*^A ® '"A2 " ""Al' ^  ''B ® *"62 " '"Bl 
Subtracting out the average of Equation 296 from Equation 
296 gives 
=A = <297) 
From this we get 
=A^ •= (298) 
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2 
" (^^B^^^A^^A ' l^A^B (299) 
where the sign is the same as the sign of (AC^/ACg)/ 
jAC^/ACgl; the correlation coefficient R^g = +1. 
When the feed is not premixed, = ^£1 ® so that 
CaCB = "(^A1^S2^^B - "^^B2/^A1^^A ~ "^A^B 
Since there is no chemical reaction, the decay of c^ or Cg 
with time or distance describes the mixing in the reactor. 
For a flow reactor in which all averaged quantities depend 
only upon the axial distance, Z, then 
^A^B^^^A^B^O ~ "^^AO ' ^B /^gQ - d (Z), d(0) = 1 (301) 
where the subscript zero refers to the inlet of the reactor. 
d(Z) defines the decay law of the reactor and is measured by 
using A or B as a tracer in either set of jets, or by meas­
uring the conversion with a very rapid reaction between A 
and B, with A and B fed separately. Toor (122) proved that 
the scalar decay law is the same whether the tracer is 
added to the "1" inlets or to the "2" inlets of the mixer. 
Very rapid reactions For very fast reactions in 
which the reactants are fed in stoichiometric ratio 
^A^^AO " ^t/Cto = " ^CZ), d(0) = 1 (302) 
Since the reactants are fed in stoichiometric ratio, C^Q 
nC^Q, and by stoichiometry, everywhere along the reactor 
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C„ = nC. or nC.2 = c.C„ (303) 
B A A A B 
Since the reaction rate remains finite as the rate constant 
approaches infinity, for nonpremixed very rapid reactions 
Vs ^ "^aS (304) 
This result can also be obtained from the observation that 
for very rapid reactions the reactants A and B will not 
coexist at one point, thus C^Cg =0. Combining Equations 
302-304 leads to 
•=2/7: 2 ^2, 
Vs^^VB^O " ^A^B^^AO^BO ^A ^^AO ^ ^  (305) 
for a very rapid reaction. Comparison with Equation 301 
leads to the surprising result that c^cg at any position Z 
is the same for a very slow reaction as for a very rapid 
stoichiometric second-order reaction with equal diffusiv-
ities. This suggests that c^cg is independent of the rate 
of the reaction when the reactants are fed in stoichiometric 
proportion. If this is the case, the problem of predic­
ting reactions with intermediate rates would be solved for 
stoichiometric mixtures. Substituting Equation 305 into the 
expression for the averaged rate of reaction and making use 
of the relation (c^cg)^ = -C^q^BO ^ives 
'A - = -'^=AO=Bot^AV=AO^BO " (306) 
2 2 2 
where d (2) = c^ /c^^ describes the mixing characteristics 
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of the reactor. Assuming plug flow and no axial dispersion 
in the tubular reactor gives 
dC^/dZ = -(KnC^Q^v) - d^(Z)] (307) 
With the decay law known, the conversion-distance curve is 
completely specified. This equation can be written in 
dimensionless terms as 
dC^'/dZ" = -Daj [c^"^ - d^(2»)"3, d(0) = 1 (308) 
V ' V<=AO> 
Da^ = KnC^QZ^/v = first Damkohler number 
Zffl = mixing distance for the reactor, the 
distance required for d(Z) to fall to 
some specified value (0.02 for 
Vassilatos and Toor) 
2 The form of the decay law can also be expressed as d (Z*) 
= C**®(Z*), where = C^/C^ is the dimensionless conver­
sion of a stoichiometric very fast reaction as obtained by 
experiment, for example. Toor integrated Equation 308 for 
different values of the Damkohler number using the very 
rapid stoichiometric data of Vassilatos and Toor to give 
d(Z*). For Da^ less than about one, the conversion is not 
appreciably different from the homogeneous conversion, and 
for Da^ greater than 100, it is not appreciably different 
from the conversion for very rapid reactions. Unfortunately 
stoichiometric conditions were not used in Vassilatos and 
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Toor*s measurements for the intermediate reaction rates, so 
that a valid comparison with the integrated equation could 
not be made. However, an approximate analysis indicated 
that -c^cg apparently goes through a maximum as Da^ varies 
from very small to very large values, but further data with 
stoichiometric mixtures were needed to settle this point. 
Investigations of Toor's hypothesis 
Mao and Toor (71) carried out experiments designed to 
test Toor's hypothesis. The mixing device used was quite 
similar to that used by Vassilatos and Toor except more 
tubes were packed into the same area. The purpose of this 
modification was to reduce back flow in the regions between 
the jets as well as to improve the gross flow in the reac­
tor. The reactions were followed by measuring the small 
temperature rise along the eixis of the tube. Mixing charac-
teristics of the reactor, d (Z*,Re) = c^ /c^g , were deter­
mined from measurements of the conversion of stoichiometric 
very rapid reactions, C^*®» using the identity d(Z*,Re) = 
derived earlier. The conversions of stoichiometric inter­
mediate rate reactions were then measured and c^cg deter­
mined from the relation 
d^*/dZ* = -Da^ [C*^ - Y^(Z*,Da^,/)= l,Re)] (309) 
s Daj = KCgoZ^/v (310,311) 
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for a plug flow tubular reactor with no axial dispersion. 
The mixing length is the distance required for the frac­
tion unmixed for no reaction or the fraction unreacted for 
a very rapid reaction to fall to Since KC^Q/v is the 
reciprocal distance required for the fraction unreacted to 
fall to h when the reaction is homogeneous, Da^ is then the 
ratio of a mixing distance (time) to a reaction distance 
(time). The velocity v was taken as constant at the bulk 
average value. The values of for the intermediate rate 
reactions were consistently somewhat above the very rapid 
reaction values at the same flow rate. The differences were 
small enough, however, that at worst Toor's hypothesis is a 
useful approximation and at best an invariance result. As 
an alternate test the relation 
dC*/dZ* = -Da^ [ C*^ - d^(Z*,Re)"] (312) 
was integrated along the reactor and the results compared 
with the conversion profiles of the stoichiometric inter­
mediate rate reactions. The conversion predicted by the 
above model was slightly higher along the reactor than the 
measured conversion, but the correspondence was considered 
good enough to support the view that Toor's hypothesis is 
sufficiently accurate to allow reliable predictions of 
conversion for stoichiometric reactions. 
Data were also obtained for nonstoichiometric reactions 
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to see to what extent Toor*s hypothesis applies for non-
stoichiometric conditions. The statistical model for very 
rapid reactions shows that c^cg depends on the stoichio­
metric parameter ^ = Cgg/nC^^, while it is independent of 
for very slow reactions. The reactor model is 
dC*/dZ» = -Da^[C*(C*+^-l)^ - d^(Z*,Re)"] (313) 
For very rapid reactions this reduces to 
C*(C*+^-l)/^ = d^(Z*,Re) (314) 
which is quadratic in C^. From a comparison of predicted 
and experimental conversions for reactions with ^  = 1.5 and 
3.0, it was concluded that Toor's hypothesis is reasonably 
valid for 1 ~ ^  £ 3 and that the reactor model leads to 
reliable predictions of the conversion. The model would be 
expected to be less accurate at higher values of /9, partic­
ularly for large values of Da^. 
Yieh (131) offers support for Toor*s hypothesis by 
showing that for a steady state plug flow tubular reactor 
the decay of c^cg is independent of reaction under the 
assumptions of equal diffusivities, uncorrelated velocity 
and concentration fluctuations, and evenly distributed 
products of reaction (zero product concentration fluctua­
tions); however, the last two assumptions are of doubtful 
validity. By incorporating a variable mean axial velocity 
into the reactor model of Mao and Toor instead of using the 
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constant bulk average velocity, Yieh obtained better agree­
ment between predicted and measured conversion for 1 — ^ 6 3 
them obtained by Mao and Toor's smalysis. This refinement 
improves their confirmation of Toor's hypothesis. 
For reactions between gases Ajmera's (1 ) conclusions 
concerning Toor's hypothesis were similar to those of Mao 
and Toor for liquid reactions. The intermediate rate 
second-order reaction between nitric oxide and ozone was 
studied in a turbulent gas flow reactor with the reactants 
fed separately. In order to measure the rate of reaction 
along the reactor, the time-averaged temperature rise due to 
the highly exothermic reaction was measured instead of 
concentration. A study of c^cg decay under different condi­
tions indicated this process to be relatively invariant to 
the Damkohler number, stoichiometric ratio (1 6 yf 6 3), and 
Reynolds number within the ranges of these vauriables consid­
ered. 
Rao cind Edwards ( 112 ) compared stoichiometric concentra­
tion profiles in a tubular reactor calculated from the Monte 
Carlo coalescence model of Rao and Dunn (111) with those 
calculated using Toor*s hypothesis with the very rapid reac­
tion data of Vassilatos and Toor for various Damkohler num­
bers. The Monte Carlo model was also used to obtain root-
mean-square concentration fluctuations as a function of 
distance for a tracer input. These results were then used 
to calculate conversions for a very rapid reaction for = 
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1.0, 1.5, and 3.0. Because the results agree well with 
Vassilatos and Toor's data, the use of the Monte Carlo model 
for obtaining c^cg for different conditions is suggested. 
In order to determine the effect of reactor scale on 
conversion at constant Reynolds numbers, Toor and Singh (125) 
measured conversion in two geometrically similar tubular 
reactors whose scales differed by a factor of 2.13. A 
unique curve resulted for conversion versus distance made 
dimensionless by the half-mixing distance, which scales 
linearly with the diameter of the reactor. Conversion over 
a range of Reynolds numbers was measured and a small 
Reynolds number effect was found; however, the range was too 
narrow to determine the dependence. Scaling of reactors at 
constant Reynolds number was also discussed. The design 
equation for a one-dimensional turbulent flow reactor has 
been given as Equation 313. In the dimensionless Z* coor­
dinate system the effect of scale appears only in the 
Damkohler number, which can be shown to increase as the 
square of the reactor size 
At low values of Da^ «0.02 for Toor and Singh's reactor) 
the chemical reaction is slow compeared to the mixing, so 
that the system is reaction controlled; the second term in 
the square brackets is much less than the first. The design 
equation then reduces to the normal design equation for a 
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homogeneous plug flow reactor. Since this is expressible 
in dimensionless time coordinates, there is no effect of 
reactor size. At high values of Da^ (>50) the reaction is 
mixing controlled and Equation 314 applies. The conversion 
then depends upon reactor size in a simple manner: in 
dimensionless length coordinates the conversion-distance 
curve is invariant to scale. An interesting result of this 
analysis is that a small reactor which shows no mixing 
effects may, upon scaling up, become strongly influenced by 
mixing effects. In scaling up reactors with a variable 
Reynolds number it was suggested that one could guarantee 
that a reaction-controlled system would remain such by 
holding Da^ constant during scaling by increasing the 
Reynolds number appropriately. 
In order to compare liquid and gaseous mixing, Singh 
(115) conducted experiments using liquids in the reactor 
used earlier by Ajmera for gases. Upon comparing the scalar 
decay law of the liquid system, as obtained from very rapid 
stoichiometric reaction data, to the gaseous system data of 
Ajmera, it was concluded that the decay laws of liquids and 
gases on the length scale are approximately equal for equal 
Reynolds numbers, that is, d^^(Z*) » dg^(Z*). Using the 
stoichiometric parameter and Damkohler number for the gas­
eous system but the decay law of the liquid system at the 
same Reynolds number, the conversion profile obtained by 
numerical solution of the reactor model was compared with 
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the experimental conversions of Ajmera and found to be in 
good agreement. Therefore, in a one-dimensional reactor the 
conversion in gases as well as liquids can be predicted by 
using the decay law of the liquid. This is useful since it 
is easy to obtain the decay law from a very rapid liquid 
reaction. 
Singh has extended the principles developed for one-
dimensional plug flow tubular reactors to the two-dimen-
sional case of a coflowing confined jet reactor. In the 
reactor studied, reactant A is fed through a tube, forms a 
jet at the plane Z = 0, mixes with the external stream of 
reactant B, and reacts. Singh has developed a model to 
predict the time-average concentration profiles of the 
species A and B in the field of interest starting from the 
initial plane, Z = 0. Because of the axisymmetry, the 
variables depend only on axial and radial coordinates. In 
developing the model, the eddy diffusivity concept is intro­
duced to relate the velocity-concentration fluctuation 
correlation of a species to the gradient of the mean average 
concentration of the species. The eddy diffusivities were 
assumed to be equal and independent of reaction; and so they 
could be obtained from the nonreaction case. In practise 
they were obtained from a measurement of the time-average 
temperature field for two streams entering the reactor at 
different temperatures. The eddy distribution used was that 
which reproduced the temperature profile. The molecular 
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diffusivity was neglected compared to the eddy diffusivity 
and the axial dispersion term was neglected compared to the 
radial dispersion term. In order to handle the mean product 
of the concentration term, Singh advanced arguments to 
justify extending Toor*5 independence hypothesis, developed 
for one-dimensional systems, to two dimensions. Therefore, 
the scalar mixing decay in the reactor as determined from 
two-dimensional stoichiometric very rapid reaction conver­
sion data was used for c^cg for the intermediate rate reac­
tion investigated. Prom this the model was used to predict 
the two-dimensional conversion profiles of reactants A and 
B, which were then compared to measured conversion profiles. 
Since the comparison was favorable, it was concluded that 
the model developed can satisfactorily predict the time-
average concentration profiles of reactants undergoing an 
intermediate rate reaction in a two-dimensional field. The 
results also added credence to the extension of Toor*s 
independence hypothesis to two dimensions. 
Pavlica's (109) experiments, in which the completion of 
an acid-base reaction versus downstream position was mea­
sured photometrically, showed that for very fast reactions 
in a turbulence downstream from a grid much slower conver­
sion is obtained in a viscoelastic fluid than in water with 
similar conditions. A simple model was developed in which 
the eddy stretching process determines the overall rate of 
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reaction. The model adequately describes both the visco-
elastic and Newtonian data in terms of an experimental 
Kolmogorov cutoff wave number and the fluid deformation 
rate. 
Taking a point of view which translates and rotates 
with the turbulent liquid, Fisher (26) developed a laminae 
stretching model to describe very rapid reactions occurring 
in a tubular flow reactor. The model assumes that reactants 
contact one another in adjacent sheets of fluid which are 
subjected to a stretching flow. Measurements of the extent 
of reaction were made downstream of various multi-jet mixing 
devices in a tubular reactor. Effects of Reynolds number, 
mixing head geometry, stoichiometry, reagent diffusivity, 
and common ion were investigated and the results were sho%m 
to be consistent with the model behavior. 
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STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE HYPOTHESES 
The prediction of the rate of conversion of chemical 
reactants undergoing a second-order reaction in a turbulent 
mixing field is an extremely difficult problem that has 
defied rigorous solution. One approach towards simplifying 
the solution process has been to attempt to describe the 
turbulent mixing with reaction problem in terms of its 
component parts, namely, turbulent mixing without reaction 
and pure reaction without mixing. Statistical independence 
of reaction and mixing holds exactly in the case of first-
order reactions and is expressed by Equations 152 auid 153 in 
terms of physical-space quantities and Equation 206 in terms 
of Fourier-space quantities. In the case of second-order 
reactions two potentially useful statistical independence 
hypotheses have been proposed; O'Brien's (91) hypothesis 
for single component reactions and Toor's(123) hypothesis 
for two species reactions. 
O'Brien's Hypothesis 
The basic premise of O'Brien's hypothesis is that 
the concentration fluctuation intensity spectrum is given 
by the product of relative intensity due to mixing and 
intensity due to reaction where both act like statistically 
independent phenomena. This is the same point of view as 
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in Corrsin's (16) use of a noninteracting dual cascade of 
spectral flux due to convection (or diffusion) with a 
spectral flux due to reaction in deducing the inertial-
convection-reactive range spectrum. 
O'Brien's premise (given by O'Brien without proof) 
can be expressed in more precise terms by considering the 
first two moment equations of the reactant mass conservation 
equation (the second-moment equation is the same as Equation 
105 with second-order reaction terms added) 
~ • -K(C^ + c^) (316) dt 
N >2 bS-. (r) 
(A + 4KC-2D y) Qi ^(r) + 2KR^(r) « 2 (317) 
3t àr. ss s ^  ^ i, 
Q_,(r) = c(x)c(x + r) SS /W ^ /V 
R^(r)S c(x)c(x)c(x + r) s /W ft ^ 
S.(r)E c(x)c(x+ r)v.(x) 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation 317 gives the 
concentration spectrum equation 
(-Àr + 4KC+2Dk^) E: ^(k,t) + 2KR^(k) -2T^(k) (318) 
at SS ^  s ^  s ^  
ESS(K,T)S P[QSS(R,T)], RG(K) S FTRG(R)3 
Tg(k) = PtTgCr)'] « P[»S^(r)/)ri3 
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The independence hypothesis can then be stated as: if 
Ess^jSj^^rxn the solution of Equations 316 and 318 when 
D s 0, s 0 (the so-called stochastically distributed 
reactant or frozen field problem), 
- 0 (320) 
and if Egg(]$,0)^^^M(k,t)^^ is the solution of the same 
equations when K = 0 (no reaction), M(k,0)^^^ = 1, 
- ='0>»ix 
+ 2D)c2)E^^(lc,0)^M(k,t)^^ . 2Ts<JS'«ix 
then an approximation to the actual solution, Egg(k,t), of 
the equations for reaction with arbitrary D and is given 
by 
Ess<iS'<='ind ' (323) 
with 
• -K(^ind^ - ?ind> (324) 
* «^ind + "s'lS'ind 
(325) 
i 2T^(k) 
s 
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One property of the actual solution, E (k,t), is 
ss ^  
that integration of Equation 318 over all wave numbers 
gives the result 
that is, the integral of the left side of the equation is 
zero because the actual scalar transfer function T_(k) is 
known to integrate to zero. 
r T^(k)dk « 0 (32 I s 
^k /V 
This property of the actual solution creates a consistency 
condition that any acceptable approximation to E^g(k,t} 
must satisfy. Therefore, in order for the proposed 
statistical independence solution, Equation 323, to be an 
acceptable approximation, the left side of Equation 325 
should integrate to zero. 
(326) 
+ (328) 
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In regards to this, since by definition the mixing solution 
is an actual solution of Equation 322, 
then 
> V 
(330) 
* 2K 1 Rs<lf5rxn'% " « 
(329) 
+ 2D I . 0 
/V 
is an exact result. Similarly, for the reaction solution 
^ss^^'^^rxn* Equation 320 it follows that 
•k f 4. 
k ^k 
Through an imprecise analysis of the consistency 
condition resulting from the property of the scalar transfer 
function expressed by Equation 327, O'Brien claims that by 
imposing the restriction that the time and wave number 
dependence of the reaction solution be separable, 
^ss'ï'^rxn • F(t)E„(k,0)^ (331) 
P(0) - 1 
the consistency condition is satisfied. If this were true 
then the independence solution would become 
=ss<S't'ind - F(t)E,,(^,0)^M(!s,t)^ (332) 
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and.integration over all wave numbers would give the result 
2(0)2 ^(0)2 5(0)2 
But clearly this is not the case; the imposition of 
separability does not satisfy the consistency condition. 
Substituting Equation 332 into Equation 328 gives 
I E„(Js,0)^M(l5,t)^dlc 
This can be simplified by multiplying the mixing relation. 
Equation 329, by P(t) and subtracting the result from 
Equation 334, giving 
^ L ^ ss<l5'0>rxn«<S'«=>ndx<% 
is (335) 
F(t)E,,(k,0)^M(k,t)^dk+2K ^  0 
Substituting Equation 331 into the reaction relation. 
Equation 330, and subtracting the result from Equation 335 
gives 
^ ' 
+ «F(t) f E„(S,0)CCi„dM()5,t)„^ - C^]<% 
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+ 2K [RgCklind - • 0 <"6> 
« mean field decay with just reaction (D « « 0) 
» mean field decay with reaction and mixing 
Recognizing that 
=«'>Ln - 4 ^ss'ï'0>rxnO!S »"> 
m/ 
^ =ss<ï'<»rxn«<3S''>«ix<S5 <"®' 
converts Equation 336 to the form 
(339) 
^ [R.(k),_^ - R.(k) ]dk 4 0 + 2K / Rs'iS>rxnl'»' " « 
Clearly Equation 339 (or 336) does not form an identity 
even under crude assumptions. Only in the limit of zero 
diffusivity, when Equation 328 and 330 become similar and 
c(t)^^ m c(0)^^y « c(0)^^,does Equation 339 become an 
identity. 
O'Brien has compared the initial time behaviors of 
the actual solution, Egg(k^t), and independence solution 
^ss^îS»^^ind* given by Equation 332, using the difference 
of the Taylor series expansions of each. 
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1,2 , , , (340) 
+ 'S ^ [^ ss'X'" - =ss<J5."in<l3t.0 ' * — 
Ess'JS'O) = Ess'JS.O^ ind 
The first time derivative in Equation 340 is zero, but 
comparison of Equations 318 and 325 at t = 0 shows this 
to be a direct consequence of using identical initial 
conditions for the two solutions. Integration over all jc 
converts Equation 340 to the form 
?(t) - - H 
(341) 
O'Brien concludes that the second- and higher-order terms 
in the expansion are nonzero and proportional to the 
diffusivity; hence after the initial period the time 
behaviors of the actual and independence solutions diverge 
and only in the limit of no diffusion aure they the same. 
Some support for the independence hypothesis comes 
from Lee*s (58) direct-interaction calculations. For small 
values of Da^, it was found that the results could be 
expressed by Equation 245, which is of the same form as 
Equation 333. 
Unfortunately no experimental data exists with which 
the statistical independence hypothesis can be compared so 
that its validity and usefulness in either the modal decay 
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or fluctuation intensity decay forms remains a matter for 
investigation. Evidence would come from an experimental 
study of simple mixing and reactive mixing under the same 
turbulent conditions. Although Equation 332 for individual 
modes had been shown to be of doubtful validity, the 
behavior of the independence hypothesis in the form of 
Equation 333 remauLns of interest. In particular, Equation 
333 predicts that the faster of the two phenomena, mixing 
auid reaction, will dominate the decay of fluctuations; 
hence it holds in the limit of very large and very small 
Damkohler numbers. One of the purposes of this study is 
to investigate the behavior of the hypothesis over a 
range of intermediate Damkohler numbers by conducting 
computer experiments under carefully controlled reaction 
and mixing conditions. 
Toor's Hypothesis 
The development of Toor*s statistical independence 
hypothesis for two species second-order reactions has 
already been presented in the Literature Review section 
in terms of decay along a turbulent flow tubular reactor. 
The analysis can also be developed in terms of a statis­
tically homogeneous system in which the concentrations of 
reactants decays with time, the case that will be considered 
in this study. (This follows from considering a frame of 
reference that translates down the reactor with the flow.) 
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Toor has shown that the decay of c^cg over time is 
the same for very slow and very rapid stoichiometric 
second-order reactions when the diffusivities of A and B 
are equal. Furthermore, in these limits the rate of decay 
of c^cg is the same as that of for a nonreacting 
species in the same mixing field with the same diffusivity. 
Therefore, Toor hypothesized that the relation 
CACB(t)/c^CB(0) - C^'(t)/Cjg'(0) (342) 
may provide a useful approximation for intermediate rate 
stoichiometric reactions with equal diffusivities. This 
approximation would be extremely useful since reaction 
behavior under turbulent mixing conditions could then be 
predicted from either tracer studies of a reactor or pure 
mixing theory. Due to various difficulties experimental 
testing of this hypothesis has yielded unconclusive results: 
at best Equation 342 may be a valid independence hypothesis 
or at worst it may be a useful approximation. Experiments 
also suggest that the requirement of stoichiometric reac— 
tants may be relaxed. A second purpose of this study is to 
investigate the validity of Toor*s hypothesis over a range 
of intermediate reaction rates and to examine its sensitivity 
to changes in reactant stoichiometry and diffusivities by 
means of reaction and mixing computer experiments* 
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DEVELOPMENT OF TURBULENT VELOCITY 
FIELD SIMULATION MODELS 
In this section two simple models are developed for 
generating a simulated turbulent velocity field. The first, 
referred to as the random convection velocity, obeys conti­
nuity and has a constant specified energy spectrum (and 
hence constant time and distance scales) but lacks inter­
action between Fourier modes. The second model has inter­
action and satisfies continuity but the transient nature of 
its energy spectrum is unknown. The model is based on a 
modified form of the Navier-Stokes equation; notable differ­
ences aure convection of the flow velocity by the random 
convection velocity (instead of self—convection) and absence 
of the viscous-dissipation term. 
The numerical caJ.culations are performed in Fourier-
transformed space. The Fourier transform has the convenient 
property of converting spatial gradient terms in the momen­
tum and species mass conservation equations into wave number 
algebraic quantities, and hence only integration over time 
is necessary. Before proceeding to the development of the 
models, the Fourier transform and Fourier-space quantities 
are defined and relations are derived for calculating 
physical-space quantities from Fourier-space ones. Both 
two and three dimensional cases are considered. 
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Definitions of Quantities 
The Fourier transform (and its inverse) used in the 
Statistical Description of Turbulence, Pure Mixing, and 
Literature Review sections and defined by Equations 40 and 
41 is for an unbounded isotropic turbulence and it is 
inherently assumed that the integrations in Equations 40 
and 41 exist despite this. The wave number in the transform 
definition is thus a continuous variable. However, in 
numerical simulations of turbulence this produces great 
difficulties, which are normally avoided by supposing that 
the turbulence is confined to the insides of a large box 
(of side length L) and repeats Itself throughout space, 
obeying cyclic boundary conditions on the sides of the box. 
In this case the wave number k* (* denotes a dimensional 
variable or parameter) is a discrete variable of the form 
k| = 2*nj^/L*, n^ = 0, +1, +2, ... (343) 
where n^^ Is a vector having integer components. 
For numerical computations the discrete form of the 
Fourier transform of a function is used. It is defined by 
-g r 
a*(k') = L* ^ \ a*(x*) exp(-lk*.x*)dx« (344) 
where 
k* = (k^,k2,k|), X* = (x^,X2fX|), 5^* 3 
(345,3D) 
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dx.. dx.dx5dx|, ; . J r j 
*1 2 *3 
in three dimensions and 
k» . (k},k|), X" - (xj.xj), - 2 
dx.  dxîdx^, ^ ^ 
(346,2D) 
in two dimensions. Integration over x* is confined to the 
volume of the box. The discrete form of the inverse 
Fourier transform is 
a*(x*) « ^  a*(k*) exp(ik*»x*) (347) 
/V k* 
where 
% . % % ZZ (348,3D) 
r k| k| 
in three dimensions and 
% . Z ^  (349,2D) 
r ^ 
in two dimensions. Summation is over all wave numbers k*. 
In derivations it is sometimes convenient to approximate 
the summation over k* in the inverse transform by an 
integral, a procedure that becomes more accurate as L» 
becomes large. Equation 347 becomes 
a*(x*) « (L*/2'K)^™^ / a*(k*) exp(ik*-x*)dk* (350) 
k* 
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where 
« 1 « (L*/2ir)Alc£ -» (L*/2if)<lJc£ (351) 
as L* becomes large has been used. Comparison of Equations 
344 and 350 with Equations 40 and 41, respectively, reveals 
the identification of 
(L*/2if) ^  a'Ckf) -* f(k) (352) 
as L* approaches infinity. 
The Fourier transform will be made dimensionless 
using the as yet unspecified reference length The 
dimensionless Fourier transform of a dimensionless quantity 
is then defined by 
a(k) s N f a(x) exp(-ik»%)dx * F[a(x)l (353) 
2S 
= L|gjkJ » 2*n^/N, n^ * 0, +1, +2, ... (354) 
N5 L»A.f0, x^5 XJ/LJ^ (355) 
The discrete and integral approximation form# of the 
dimensionless inverse Fourier transform are, respectively 
a(x) m ^ a(k) exp(ik.x) « F~^[a(k)3 (356) 
A/ 
a(x) « (N/2îr)^*^ / a(k) exp(ik.x)dx (357) 
is 
A dimensionless longitudinal integral scale and a 
dimensionless longitudinal microscale can be written using 
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LJ^ as 
Lf(t) S L*(t*)/L*p, \^(t) 5 X«(t')/L#0 
Lf(t) - J^f(r,t)dr, r S r*/L|^ (358) 
2 
2/X^ (t)^  - -f-ii-iiJiij (359) 
Velocity quantities will be made dimensionless using 
the as yet unspecified reference velocity v^. The dimen­
sionless fluid velocity is 
V.(x) s vî(x*)/vî (360) 1 A, 1 'W P 
with dimensionless root-^nean-squaure velocity v(t) 5 v*(t*)/ 
v^. The longitudinal and lateral correlation functions can 
then be expressed in terms of dimensionless quantities as 
f(r,t) • v^(x)v^(x+ r)/v(t)^ (361) 
g(r,t) « v^(x)vn(x+ r)/v(t)^ (362) 
The dimensionless Fourier velocity is 
I 
u, (k) = N ^ f V. (x) exp(-ilc*x)dx (363) 
" J 1 ^ ^ m. 
%fith the corresponding discrete and integral approximation 
inverse relations 
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V.(x) • u.(k) exp(ik*x) (364) 
V. (x) » (N/2ir) f u. (k) exp(ik«x)dk (365) 
A/ 
The dimensionless velocity correlation tensor is 
- Vi(S)Vj{x+r) (366) 
The dimensionless energy spectnim tensor is then defined by 
Eij(k) - Elj(%.)/?%: . PCQij(r)l 
S (367) 
E. .(k)S N f Q. ,(r) exp(-ik-r)dr ij «V Ij «w ^ ^ 
f* 
The discrete and integral approximation inverse relations 
are 
Q..(r) • H E..(k)j exp(ik*r) (368) Ij#» y, ij * d 
Qlj(r) » (N/2%0^** J" E^j(k)^ exp(i}5*r)dr (369) 
where the subscript d denotes a discrete basis and the 
subscript c denotes a continuous basis. 
The energy spectrum function E(k) is usually defined as 
a continuous function and normalized by integration as 
E(k)^5 2(k*)J/LJ^vj2 
(370) 
Eo « %fiiV(t)2 ^  J E(k)^ak 
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2 
where k » and the subscript c denotes normalization on 
a continuous basis. Although B(k)^ and E^j(k)^ are defined 
independently, they both describe the distribution of turbu­
lent energy in the velocity field and thus are interrelated. 
On a continuous basis this interrelation can be established 
from 
= I v(t)2 » 3sQ..(0) . %(N/2y)3 f E,.(k)_dk 
o z 11 ^  ix c 
(371,3D) 
» 3{(N/2ir)^ f 4Kk^E. . (k)^dk = f'^E(k)^dk 
J  0  ii-'C Jq C 
in three dimensions and 
« v(t)2 « « %(N/2%)2 J E^^(k)çdk 
(372,2D) 
» 35(N/27r)^ 1 27ïk E..(k)^dk » f E(k)^dk 
Jq ii'-c Jq C 
in two dimensions, giving 
E(k)^ « (N/2rr)^2Kk^E^^(k)^ (373,3D) 
E(k)^ » (N/27r)^ Ifk E^^(k)^ (374,2D) 
A discrete energy spectrum function E(k)^ can also be 
defined that is normalized by summation over the discrete 
values of k 
E(k)^= E(k»)5/vj^ 
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- %5,.v(t)2 . Z E(k). (375) 
o ix ic 
The relation between E(k). and E..(k). can be established a xj ^  d 
from 
Eo - I ?(t)2 . 3sQ^. (0) . 35 r 
(376,3D) 
' " ' W  \  A# 
= 3; Z «l(k)E^^(k)^ . % E(k)a 
n(k) 5 %! ^ 1» number of discrete points 
^ r, on the spherical surface 
^ k • 0"^ constant (377 3D) 
in three dimensions and 
EQ « v(t) »  ^Ç ^ii^ &^ d 
= Ss H Z E,,(k)^ - % IT H E,j(k). (378,2D) 
k, kg 11 - d k a% - 4 
% T. 1(k)E,j(k).  Z- E(k) 
k " k ^ 
= r 1 i^(k) z: ^ m number of discrete points on 
Ô- the curve k = |k) « constant 
- (379,2D) 
in two dimensions, giving 
E(k)j « 35ij(k)E^^(k)^ (380) 
This discrete form of the energy spectrum is useful 
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because it can be calculated exactly from the discrete 
Fourier velocity components; integral approximation with 
averaging over volumes in j^-space is not used. Tabulated 
values of are given in Appendix A along with analysis 
of the interconversion process between the discrete and 
continuous forms of the energy spectrum. Comparison of the 
discrete and continuous forms shows the following quantities 
to be analogous 
^nn (N/27IO ^ E.,(k)^ «E..(k) . (381) li " c xi d 
4*lc^ <-» »\(k) (382,3D) 
2vk n(k) (383,2D) 
Calculation of the Energy Spectrum Tensor 
In order to be able to assign initiad conditions and 
follow the evolution of the generated velocity field, it is 
necessary to be able to calculate the energy spectrum and 
other quantities directly from the Fourier velocity modes. 
In this section the energy spectrum tensor is found. 
From the definition of u.(k), it follows that i A* 
u.(k)u.(k') 
^ ^ (384) 
-25 , , 
« N I I  V.  (x)v. (x') expL-i(k«x + k'«x* )3dxdx* 
- 'X X • '  
Letting r » x - x*, we get 
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„-"nn r f V. (x*+r)v,(x*)exp[-i(k+k*)*x*]dx* (385) 
r -'x* M 
• exp(-ik*r)dr 
 ^ 010 00 
In order for the Integral over x* to become a volume average, 
the condition k + k* « 0 must be imposed, giving 
u.(k)u.(-k) 
i " 3 " 
« N j N ^  f  V, (x* + r)v, (x*)dx* exp(-ik»r)dr 
-^r -'x* 
(386) 
. N Qij(r) exp(-ik-r)dr - B^j(lc) 
Hence 
E..(k) = u.(k)u.(-k) (387) ij " 1 ^  J 
Energy Content of the Turbulence 
Prom the inverse Fourier transform of u^(k), it follows 
that 
Vi(x)Vj(x) = 22 % u^(k)uj(k*) exp[i(k + k')-x] (388) 
Volume averaging both sides gives 
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k k 
But 
% ZI u, (k)u,(k*) N f expCKk + k')*x3dx (389) 
^k+kSO - f exp[i(]s+k')"x]dx (390) 
/V 'x 
Therefore, 
V3,(x)Vj(x) . Y Z ^+k.,0 "91) 
For constant k, in the summation over k', there is only one 
value of k* that has a nonzero result, namely -k, so that 
the double summation over both k and k* reduces to a single 4M ^  
summation over k. with the condition k* = -k, giving Af * A» A/ 
Vj^(x)Vj (x) « ^ u^(k)uj(-k) = ZI (k) (392) 
is is 
and hence 
(393) 
» %^^^v(t)^ = % v^(x)v^(x) = 3s Z7uj^(k)uj^(-k) « )g % Ej^j^(k) 
Is 3s 
Calculation of the Energy Spectrum 
The form of E^^(k) is restricted by the requirement of 
isotropy and the continuity condition expressed by Equation 
45. A form of E^j(k) that satisfies these requirements is 
u.(k)u.(-k) . E,,(k) » P,,(k)E(k) (394) 
X  ^  J  X j  ^  I J  
where 
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P..(k) = 6.. - k.k./k^ (395) ij ^  ij 1 J 
A 
is the standard projection operator. E(k) is a scalar 
function of a scalar variable, but it must be identified 
with some meaningful quantity to be useful. 
Continuous energy spectrum in three dimensions 
Fran Equations 392 and 394 we have 
V.(x}v.(x) - Z P,,(k) E(k) (396) 
In order to relate E(k) to the continuously defined energy 
spectrum function E(k)^, it is first necessary to convert 
the summation into the continuous integral approximation. 
Using 
1 » (N/2ir)Ak^-» (N/a-K) dk^ (397) 
as N gets large we get 
V. (x)v.(x) « (N/a-K)^ ( P. ,(k)E(k)dk (398,3D) i J i j  
Equation 398 can be converted into a form dependent only on 
scedar k (instead of k) by integrating over a spherical 
surface of radius k in k-space. (Polar coordinates have x^ 
direction as axis.) 
3 ^ 2 *  r Z K  .  ( 3 9 9 , 3 D )  
»  ( U / Z 7 f )  I k^E(k)dk (S, ,-k,k,/k^)sin6 d*c& 
k -'o ^0 3. J 
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The components of k cam be written as 
k^ - k cos0 , k2 " k sind cos^, kg « k sin9 sin^ (400,30) 
Consider the 1,1-component of the tensor 
Values of vZTxTvTTxT and v\(x)v.(x) are the same as this. 
Now consider an off-diagonal component of the tensor. 
The other off-diagonal components are also zero. Therefore, 
k'E(k)dk (N/2%) 
(N/2TC)'' (8*/3) k'E(k)dk 
(402,3D) 
(-cos8 sin^ô)d^ d6 = 0 = (N/27f)^ k^E(k)dk 
"^k WW 
V. (x)v.(x) « (N/2if)^ (87*/3) g.  . k'^E(k)dk 
^ J ^ Ij Vi_ 
The energy content of the flow is thus 
I 4nk^ E(k)dk » f 
•'k -'k 
(N/2K) 
ECk) = (27r/N)^ E(k) /4wk^ 
c 
(405,3D) 
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giving a relation that can be used for calculating E(k)^ 
directly from the Fourier velocity modes 
Eij(k) « Ui(k)Uj(-k) . (2ir/N)^ (k)E(lc)^/4Tflc^ (406,3D) 
Continuous energy spectrum in two dimensions 
In two dimensions Equation 396 becomes 
v. (x)v.(x) « (N/2Tf)^ I P. .(k)E(k)dk (407,2D) 
in the integral approximation. Integration over a circle 
of radius k gives 
v.(x)v,(x) « (N/2ir)^r kE(k)dk .-k.kyk^)de (408,2D) 
-/jç J q ijij 
The components of k can be written as 
k^ = k cos9, kg = k sinB (409,2D) 
Consider the 1,1-component of the tensor 
•2Tt 
k 0 
"TxTvTficT « (N/2ir)^ f kê(k)dk f (1 - cos^Ô)de 
^ ^ "/ Jo
(410,2D) 
» (N/2ir)^ TT I kE(k)dk « vTTxTvTIxT 
Jk 2 - 2 -
Consider the 1,2-component of the tensor 
v^ (x)v_(x) = (N/2lf)^ r k£(k)dk f (-cosô sin6)d© = 0 
1 2 J Q 
^ " (411,2D) 
The 2,1-component is also zero. Therefore, 
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v^(x)vj(x) - (N/2'k)^'K kE(k)dk (412,2D) 
The energy content of the flow is then 
• v(t)^ » H  V.(x)v.(x) 
O i X 
(413,2D) 
. (N/2Tr)^  TV I kE(k)dk » f E(k)^dk 
-'k "^ k  ^
Therefore, 
E(k) . (27r/N)^ E(k)^/trk (414,2D) 
which gives 
Ej^j(k) « û^(k)Uj(-k) = (2'n/N)^ (k)E(k)^/îtk (415,2D) 
Discrete energy spectrum in three dimensions 
The discrete energy spectrum function E(k)^ is useful 
because it can be calculated in exact form directly from the 
Fourier velocity modes without the use of approximations. 
» 
In order to relate E(k)^ to E(k), it is necessary to express 
Equation 396 in terms of k (and 6^, ^^) instead of k^, k^, 
and k^. The components of k can be written as 
k^ « k cos6^, kg * k sinôjç cosfJjç, k^ » k sinSj^ sinA (416,3D) 
where Ô. and are discrete singles and known for each k. 
-1 -1 For example, 6^ « cos" (k^/k) and = tan" (kg/kg). 
Considering the diagonaUL components of Q^j(^), we 
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find 
vTTxTvTTxT » Z Z % (1 - ic.k./ic^)E(ic) 
^  k k k  ^  ^  
^ ^ ^ (417,3D) 
» Z T X (1 - cos^e^)E(k) . % 1 % sin^B. E(k) 
" ®k 'k ~ k ^  'k -
vZTxTvZTxT * % Z Y (1 - k,k,/k^)ê(k) 
V - V V  ^  6  JCi Kg Kg 
= %^ Z % (1 - sin^e, cos^*L)Ê(k) 
k \ ^ - -
(418,3D) 
V jTxTJpp- . ^ <1 - k^kg/k^)Ê(k) 
Z % Z (1 - sin^G. sin?f.)E(k) 
k «k **k ~ -
Consider the off-diagonal 1,2-component, 
(x)v_(x) » Z Z Z (-k^k5/k^)E(k) 
I ' - Z ' -  v v >  1  Z  
X 2 3 
» % 27 % (-cosfiL sinft cos<L)Ê(k) » 0 
k fe « S. J£ 5 
(419,3D) 
(420,3D) 
It is zero because for points located on the k^-axis and 
k^ » 0 plane, cos^ sin^^^ cos^^ « 0. During the summation 
over ôjç and for constant k, points (k, 6^, 4^ lying on 
the sphere k = constant in the half-space k^ > 0, cancel 
with the mirror image points (k, if - Ô , i ) in the hauLf-
space kg^ < 0. This can be seen from 
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cosôjç sinA^ cos^jç + cos(7ï - 6^)sin(K - 6^1cosf% = 0 (421) 
^ A» «w n r* 
The off-diagonal 1,3-component, 
(422,30) 
(423,30) 
(x)v-(x) = % 21 % (-k^k_/k )E(k) 1 ^ 3 / m  1 3  
1 2 3 
m % % (-cos^v. S in 6. sinA )E(k) • 0 
is JS s 
is zero by the same arguments. 
Consider the off-diagonal 2,3-component, 
* kj \ ?3 (-k^ k;/k^ )Ê(k) 
« 21 21 21 (-sin^ ô, cos^ . sin6 )Êfk) « 0 
k ÔJ ~ - -
It is also zero. Points located on the kg-axis and kg = 0 
2 plane have sin^. cos A sin^. » 0. During the summation 
A A A  
over and for constant k, points (k, , P.) in the 
M JS ^ A/ 
half-space k^ > 0 cancel exactly with the mirror image 
points (k, 6j^, 2n - *^) in the half-space k^ < 0. This can 
be seen from 
2 
sin cos^jç sin#^ 
(424) 
• sin^ô. cos(2"K - 4%)6in(2mi - 4>-^ « 0 
^ A/ yv 
Likewise, the other off-diagonal components (2,1), (3,1), 
and (3,2) are all zero. Therefore, the energy content of 
the flow is 
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" 2 ^ 
• % ^  ^  • (1 - sin^ S. cos^ t^ ) 
Ic e^ « £ £ 5 
+ (1 - sin^e. sin?*.)] E(k) (425,3D) 
m# Af 
= % % % E(k) « Z. n(k)E(k) . T E(k) . 
k »k k k 
and 
E(k) . E(k)^/i^(k) (426,3D) 
The discrete energy spectrum function can be calculated frcm 
Ej, j (k) j « u^(k)uj(-k) » Pij(k)E(k)j/^(k) (427,3D) 
Discrete energy spectrum in two dimensions 
In order to relate E(k)^ to E(k) in two dimensions it 
is necessary to express Equation 396 in terms of k (and 6^) 
instead of k^ and kg. The components of k can be written as 
k^ • kcosdj^, kg « ksinôj^ (428,2D) 
A# ^ 
where 6. is discrete and known for each k. Considering the 
A '* 
diagonal components of the tensor gives 
v^(x}v^(x) m % % (1 - k^k^/k^)E(k) 
(429,2D) 
« X X (1 - cos^ô. )E(k) . % 21 sin^ô. E(K) 
k \ - k ]5 
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v.(x)v_(x) » 51 % (1 - k.k./k^)E(k) 
2 2 ~ jç 2 2 
^ ^ (430,2D) 
% Z (1 - sinV )E(k) . % z cos^d. E(k) 
k »k - k & 
Consider the off-diagonal 1,2-component 
2,A 
v^CxJVgCx) » Z 51 (-k^kg/k )E(k) 
ki kg 
Z (-cos6. sinft )E(k) « 0 
k  '  I S  t  
(431,2D) 
Points on the k^-axis have cos6^ sin^ «0. In the summa-
fw w 
tion over for constant k, points (k, ô ) lying on the 
& JS 
circular curve k » constamt in the half-plane kg > 0 cauicel 
with the mirror image points (k, -^) in the half plane 
kg <. 0. This can be seen from 
cos@^ sin6^ + cos(-G^)sin(-6^) * 0 (432) 
fx Af W 
Likewise, the 2,1-component is also zero. 
Therefore, 
E. « v(t)2 » V. (x)v. (x) 
o 1 i 
(433,2D) 
- (sin^Ô, + cos^e. )E(k) » 3; % % E(k) » % E(k) . 
k a. is IS k A k ° 
and 
E(k) » 2E(k)^//|(k) (434,2D) 
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and the discrete energy spectrum function can be calculated 
from 
EijCk)^ » u^(k)u^(-k) . 2P^j(lc)E(Jc)y«l()c) (435,2D) 
Calculation of Q^j(r) and f(r) 
The integral approximation of the inverse Fourier trans­
form gives Qj^j (r) from E^j(]c). The angular dependence can 
be removed from Equation 369 by integrating over the surface 
k » Ikl * constant, using the relations 
k*r s kr cosD, dk » k^sinS d9 d^ dk (436,3D) 
k*r m kr cosB, dk « k d& dk (437,2D) 
where & is the angle between k and r. This gives 
Qij(r) m J J j k^E^j(k)^sinô exp(ikr COSÔ) dddj5 dk 
» (N/2lf)^ 2Tf f f k^E. .(k) sin6 cos(kr cos0) dôdk 
-'k-'O ^ 
(438,3D) 
+ (N/2'KO^ 27ri I I k?E. .(k)_sin@ sin(krcosô) dôdk 0 a.3  ^c 
Qij(r) - (N/2*)2 J kE^j(k)^ exp(ikr cosG) d^dk (439,2D) 
and finally 
^ij(r' - -• A " "ij^'c "Her Q. i(r) « (N/2ir)^ 41f j k^E, ,(k)^ dk (440,3D) 
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Qlj(r) » (N/2ir)^ ZtC J jQ(lcr)dJc (441,2D) 
where 
r2ir r2K 
I exp(lkrcosd) dô * cosCkrcosfr) dô • 2ir J.(kr) (442) 
•'o Jo " 
has been used to get Equation 441 and where J^Ocr) is the 
zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. Converting 
Equations 440 and 441 back to discrete form gives 
^ij(r) • % q(k)Eij(k)a (443,3D) 
Qlj(r) -Z i)(k)E^^(k)^ jQ(kr) (444,2D) 
Using Equation 373 (374) converts Equation 440 (441) to 
Q^^(r) » 2 J E(k)^ dk (445,3D) 
Qii(r) - 2 J E(k)^ Jo(kr) dk (446,2D) 
and using Equation 380 converts Equations 443 and 444 to 
Q^^(r) . 2 Z E(k)^ (447,3D) 
Qii(r) « 2 21 E(k)^ JQ(kr) (448,2D) 
Integrating Equation 19 gives f(r) from Q^^(r) 
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5 fr (& -1) 
f(r) . <l/v^r )J^ ^ (449) 
Incorporating Equations 445 - 448 Into Equation 449 gives 
expressions for calculating f(r) directly from the discrete 
or continuous energy spectrum, 
f(r) m (2/v^) r - cos(kr)g^^^ (450,3D) 
-•o ^ (kr)-^ (kr)^ 
f(r) » (2/v^) E:(k),. [cr_ (1er)/Icr] elk (451,2D) J  Q  C I  
f(r) » (2/v^) 27 E(k). - cos(kr)n (452,3D) 
k ° (kr)3 (kr)^ ^ 
f(r) » (2/v^) Z E(k). J.(kr)/kr (453,2D) 
k ° ^ 
Using Equations 380 and 387 and the definition of *)(k) 
converts Equations 452 and 453 to a form from which f(r) 
can be calculated directly from the Fourier velocity modes, 
f(r) » (l/yZ) Z u. (k)u. (-k)!! (454,3D) 
k i - 1 - (kr)^ (kr)Z 
f(r) = (1/v^) % u.(k)u.(-k) J^(kr)/kr (455,2D) 
~ i 1 ^ 1 
Calculation of E^j(k) and E(k) from Q^j(r) and f(r) 
E^j(&) is given by the Fourier transform of Q^j(r), 
The angular dependence can be removed from Equation 367 by 
Integrating over the surface r » |r) - constant, giving 
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E^jCk) . N*"^f f I r^Q. . (r)sinô exp(-ikr COSÔ) dô d# dr 
^ (456,30) 
E^j(k) * J rQ^j(r) exp(-lkrcos&} d&dr (457,2D) 
E,,(k) . (4jr/N^) J r^Q,,(r) dr (458,3D) 
and finally 
ij(^ ' " ' Jq ' ^ij^ '-' ~kE 
Eij(k) . (27r/N^) r Q^^Cr) jQ(kr) dr (459,2D) 
Combining Equation 373 (374) and Equation 458 (459) gives 
E(k)^ . (1/Tr) kr ^^^(r) sin(kr) dr (460,3D) 
E(k)^ . % kr Q^i^r) JQ(kr) dr (461,2D) 
Substituting Equation 19 into Equations 460 and 461 and 
simplifying the results using integration by parts gives 
expressions for calculating the energy spectrum directly 
from f(r), 
E(k)^ > (v^/TC) f(r)Ckr sin(kr) - k^r^cos(kr)] dr (462,3D) 
f»0 
E(k)^ . (v^/2) f(r) k^r^ JXkr) dr (463,2D) 
C J Q 1 
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Calculation of the Longitudinal Integral Scale 
The longitudinal integral scale has been defined by 
Equation 358 and can be found directly through integration 
of Equations 450 - 455 over all r. 
L_(t) . (Tf/2v^) f k"^E(k) dk (464,3D) 
f J q c 
L^(t) « (2/v^) j k"^E(k)^dk (465,2D) 
Lf(t) - (Tf/2v^) ^  k"^E(k) - (466,3D) 
^ k ° 
Lf(t) . (2/v^) Z k"^E(k) - (467,2D) 
^ k * 
L^(t) - (Tf/4^^) X k"^u^(]5)u^(-k) (468,3D) 
Lf(t) . (1/v^) Z k"\^(k)u^(-k) (469,2D) 
Calculation of the Longitudinal Microscale 
The longitudinal microscale has been defined by Equa­
tion 359 and can be found through differentiating Equations 
450 - 455 twice and taking the limit r » 0. 
X-(t)~^ « (1/15*2) f k2E(k) dk (470,3D) 
Z / Q c 
>Vp(t)"2 - (1/8V2) k2E(k)^dk (471,2D) 
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X (t)"^ . (l/15v^) T lc^E(Jc) , (472,3D) 
^ k ° 
- (l/8v^) T k?E(k)a (473,2D) 
X^(t)^^ = (l/30v^) ZT k^u^(k)u^(-k) (474,3D) 
tf(t)"^ « (l/16v^) Z kV(k)u. (-k) (475,2D) 
t k 1 ~ 1 -
Navier-Stokes Equation 
In formulating a model for the simulation of isotropic 
turbulence, it is useful to first examine the Navier-Stokes 
equation in wave number space. For incompressible flows, 
the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations in physical space 
are 
^ ^  ^ 
^vJAx? - 0 (477) 
Using the reference length and reference velocity v^, 
dimensionless variables can be defined as 
t = f Çj/tfj,, = XJA.|0, 5 P 5 PV/OVJ^  (478) 
and the Navier-Stokes equation can be made dimensionless, 
J 1 OXj 
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Re 2 (480) 
The Fourier transform of Equation 479 is (see Appendix B for 
properties of the Fourier transform) 
(481) 
( k )  
^u. (k) » * ji « 
~ + ik. %. u.(p)u.(q) m -ik. P(k) - k u,( i 
J p+q.k 1 ~ J ^ ^ ^ ~ 
where P(k) S F£P(x)3. The Fourier transformed continuity 
equation is 
k.u,(k) . 0 (482) 
X X ^ 
The summation over the inertial terms is restricted by the 
requirement that k » p + q. The term involving this sum 
indicates that two Fourier modes with wave numbers p and q 
 ^ Al» 
can interact to put energy into, or taJce energy out of, a 
third mode with wave number k provided that k, £, and ^  
satisfy the triangle relation k « p + q. This interaction 
^ 
between modes is a consequence of the nonlinearity of the 
Navier-Stokes equations and is central to the problem of 
turbulence, having no emalogue in linear systems. 
By taking the inner product of Equation 481 and k^, 
the pressure term can be solved for and eliminated by using 
the continuity equation 
T-p + ik.k, u, (p)u,(q) 
1 J p+q.k 1 ~ j ~ 
(483) 
- -ik^P(k) - — kftk.u,(k)] Ke X 1 
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P(k) » -(kk,/k^) ^ u (p)u.(q) (484) 
^ ^  p+q.k * ~ J 
*>0 é>0  ^
Substituting Equation 484 into Equation 481 gives (with 
reaurranging) 
tu,(k)  ^ o  ^
-Ft^ + Ri ^  - -ikj 
 ^ 4M ^ (485) 
+ i(k.k.k /k^) ^ u (p)u.(q) 
^ p+q.k * " j 
Upon using the identities 
-ik, % u,(p)u.(q) = -ik_ u,(p)u^(q) 
J p+q.k i " J - * p+q.k ^ ^ " 
K.  ^ M It " 
' p^.lc - -•'n 
<»»*»•*' «W *f 
Equation 485 becomes 
"iu.(k) . 2 
"Tt— * ^ *i(%) 
(486) 
• -i(&<z - k,k./k^)k_ ^ u (p)u.(q) 
a-J 1 J n p+q=k " 
/ V A /  ^ 
or, finally, 
^u. (k) -, 5 ^ 
-si— * h z Vn«P>«3<£-P> ("87) 
A/ 
One feature of the Navier-Stokes equation. Equation 
487, is that it cannot describe stationary isotropic turbu­
lence since it contains no input of energy to balance the 
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dissipatlve effect of viscosity. Therefore, turbulent 
energy and hence the intensity of turbulent mixing decays 
over time. In real flows, energy input is provided by 
effects, such as the interaction of the mean velocity 
gradient with the Reynolds stress, which are incompatible 
with the ideas of homogeneity auid isotropy. This difficulty 
is sometimes avoided by introducing a hypothetical homoge­
neous isotropic stirring force. It is important to realize 
that this stirring force is not a real force, rather it is 
a compensation for the unreality of the model. 
Using Equation 393, it can be shown that turbulent 
energy is conserved by the Navier-Stokes equation for the 
case of infinite Reynolds number (no viscous dissipation). 
Prom Equation 486 
Taking the inner product of Equation 488 and u.(-k) and the 
X ^ 
inner product of Equation 489 and u^(k), adding the 
resulting equations, emd summing over gives 
(488) 
iu.(-k) 
u (-p)u.(-q) (489) 
p+q=k " J 
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» -i % % P. .(lc)k [u (p)u.(q)u. (-k)3 
k  p + q . k  3 . j - n  n  -  J  ~  i  -
(490) 
+ i % X. Pzi(k)k Cu (-p)u,(-q)u, (k)3 « 0 
k p+q.k ~ 
the two summations being equal by symmetry arguments and 
where (k) = P^j(-k) has been used. 
Turbulent Velocity Field Generation Equation 
In this study, one simulated turbulent velocity field 
will be generated using a modified form of the Navier-Stokes 
equation 
Notable features of this model are convection of the flow 
velocity v^(x) by a random convection velocity J5j(x) 
(instead of self-convection) amd absence of the viscous-
dissipation term. The Fourier transform of Equation 491 is 
-r-r + ik. % u, (p)(9.(q) = -ik.P(k) (492) 
^ J p+q»k 1 ~ j ~ ^ ~ 
Solving for and eliminating the pressure term as before 
>Lk.u. (k)"3/>t + ik.k. T u. (p)0.(q) = -ik^P(k) (493) 
^ ^  ^ J p+q « k ^ J 
V 
P(k) » -(k^kj/k^) ^ u^(p)0j(q) (494) 
A/ ^ ^ 
gives 
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tu,(k)/ït • -ik. % u, (p}0,(q) 
^ : P+q.k i- J -
and 
+ Kk.k.k /k^) ^ u (p)0,(q) 
^ J p+q-k n - J -
s  ^
' -""j p^k 
^ ^  
+ iCkjk.k /k^) ^ u (p)0.(q) 
^ p+q.k ~ J ^ 
mê »é  ^
' -i(Stn - W^)kj r ^ 
• -i(&,, - k.k,/k^)k_ Z! 0„Cq)u,(p) 
13 13 * p+q. k * ~ j " 
/V ^ 
>Uj^(k)At . -iPj^j(k) kjj ^ Pn(p)Uj(q) (495) 
or finally 
tu. (k)/tt a -1 P., (k) k % 0_(p)u.(k-p) (496) 
for generating the velocity field directly In wave number 
space. 
That the velocity field generated obeys continuity can 
by shown by taking the Inner product of Equation 496 and k^ 
bCk.u, (k)3/>t » -l(k, S, . - k.)k %, 0 (p)u, (k-p) • 0 (497) 1 ij j p 
which gives 
k,u,(k,t) = k.u.(k,0) (498) 1 1 <»» 1 1 A»' 
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Therefore, continuity is obeyed over all time if it is 
obeyed initially. 
It can also be shown that turbulent energy is conserved. 
From Equation 495, 
iu. (-lc)/»t - +iP,,(-k) k % 0„(-p)u.(-q) (499) 
i - ij - n p+q.fc n £ J -2 
m »  ^  
Taking the inner product of Equation 495 and u^(-lc) and the 
inner product of Equation 499 and u^Cjjc), adding the result­
ing equations, and summing over k gives 
^ dT " A ^ 
» -i "Z Z P. .(k)k„ C0„(p)u.(q)u. (-k)l (500) 
k  p + q - k  i J - n  n ^ j ^ i ^  
+ i Z Z. P..(k)k C0_(-p)u.(-q)u.(k)3 = 0 
k  p + q - k  n ^ j ^ i -
That the random convection or forcing velocity does not 
pump energy into the flow or extract energy from it stands 
to reason; it is a purely convective action and merely 
transports turbulent energy about the flow. Notice that 
this also means that v(t) should remauLn constant over time. 
Although exclusion of the viscous-dissipation term in 
the Navier-Stokes equation would result in turbulent energy 
conservation, with self-convection integration over time 
would still result in equipartitioning of turbulent energy 
over all wave numbers: the initial shell-averaged energy 
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spectrum would decay to a uniform distribution over the 
finite number of wave number modes used in the calculation. 
In Equation 496, the random convection velocity field (with 
constauit energy spectrum and fluctuation intensity) acts 
like a forcing function on the v^(x) field energy spectrum 
and a statistically steady velocity field might be reached 
by integration over time. Use of the random convection 
velocity should aû.so guarantee that the turbulent mixing 
field remains complicated over time. 
Velocity Field Expressions in Terms 
of Real and Imaginary Parts 
The Fourier transformed velocity is a complex variable 
and can be written in terms of real and imaginary parts as 
Uj^(k) » u^(k) + i u^(k) (501) 
Substituting this into 
- Z exp(ik.x) (502) 
we get 
V.(x) = 21 [u^(k) + i u?(k)][cos(k«x) + i sin(k»x)l 
* T [uf(k)cos(k*x) - u?(k)sin(k"x)l 
+ i ^ [u?(k)sin(k"x) + u?(k)cos(k»x)'] 1 A /  A #  ^  
(503) 
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However, since v^(x) is a real variable, we must have 
V, (x) « ^ C.u^(3c)cos(k*x) - uf (k)sin(k*x)3 (504) 
X ^  ^ ^ X ^ ^ ^  
«m* 
0 a ZJ[u?(k)sin(k'x) + u?(]c)cos(lc*x)3 (505) i « «  A ,  / * »  2 .  / w  • v ' w  
Furthermore, 
vTTxT « n"^  f V.(x) exp(-i0"x)dx « u.(0) » 0 Ï /V J i*'  ^ r*  ^ IA/ ^ 
so that 
With 
(506) 
u?{0) . u?(0) . 0 (507) 1 /« 2. ^ 
Also, 
sin(-k»x) » -sin(k*x), cos(-k«x) = cos(k*x) (508) 
SO that Equation 505 gives the requirement 
uf(k) = uf(-k), u^(k) - -u^(-k) (509) Ia/ 1 ^ 
0,(k) . 0^(k) + i 0?(k) (510) 1 «V 1 ** 2. ** 
the velocity field generation equation. Equation 496, can 
be written in real and imaginary parts, 
»u«(j5) 
it - z 4. 
J (511) 
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The equation of continuity gives 
lc^u^(k) . kj^u^(k) - 0 (512) 
The energy spectrum tensor becomes 
EyCJS) - Cu^CkJu^Ck) + v,^(k)u^(k)] 
(513) 
+ i Luî(]c)u^(k) - u^(k)ui(k)] 1 ^  J "* i «V J 
By using the identity 
E..(k) . u.(k)u.(-k) « u?(k)2 + u?(k)^ (514) 
XX ^ i z*' 1 1 ^  i Af 
the energy spectrum function, energy content, and longi­
tudinal correlation function, integral scale, and micro-
scale can be calculated directly from the real and imagineury 
Fourier velocity components using the expressions derived 
previously. 
Calculation of the Stream Function 
In two dimensions, the stream function exists and is 
defined by 
vhx} 
- ing- ' *2<2' ^ (515,2D) 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation 515 gives 
T(k) « -i u^(k)/k2 « i U2(k)/k^ (516,2D) 
where f(k) 5 FL$(x)']. The right hand equality in Equation 
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516 simply reproduces the continuity condition. In terms of 
real and imaginary parts. Equation 516 becomes 
f ^(jj) « u^(Jc)/k2 - -u^()^)/k^ (517,2D) 
$^(k) « -u^(l$)/k2 . u|(j^)/k^ (518,2D) 
The physical-space stream function is found using the 
inverse Fourier transform 
t(x) « Zr$^(k)cos(k.x) - i^(k)sin(k-x)l (519,2D) 
*• ^ k ^ ^  ^ ^  
Substituting in Equations 508 and 509 gives the final 
expression 
'{'(x) m 22 Cu^(k)cos(k*x) + u^(k)sin(k"x)]/kg 
k^ k^ 0 
^ ^ (520,2D) 
- ru3(k)cos(k*x) + uu^k)sin(k"x)]/k^ + $(0) 
k^.O 
The physical-space velocity field is found using Equa­
tion 504. The fluctuation in velocity over time can be 
obtained in simple manner at the single point x» 0, since 
Equation 504 reduces to 
v^(0,t) « % u^(k,t) (521) 
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Numerical Calculation Considerations 
Truncation of the infinite system of equations 
Equations 511 involve an infinite system of equations 
that clearly cannot be implemented on a finite computer. 
In the Fourier transformed Navier-Stokes equation, a natural 
truncation of the system is to cut off artificially all 
wave number summations of the type in Equations 511. Such 
a cutoff would result if the viscosity acting on modes above 
the cutoff were allowed to become infinite. An asymptotic 
ordering argument (101) indicates that modes subject to such 
a viscosity are indeed cut off - in effect, they can never 
be excited. A finite set of ordinary differential equations 
for a finite set of dynamical quantities is therefore 
obtained by setting u?(k) « u5(k) 5 0 for /kj > k, where X " 1 max 
'^max the cutoff wave number. The dynamical quantities 
retained in the simulation are u.(k) for lk| £ k . This i ** max 
truncation is clearly the most natural for isotropic turbu­
lence . 
Assignment of flow initial conditions 
The principal requirements or constraints placed on the 
initial values of the Fourier velocity modes are that they 
give the desired energy spectrum and obey the continuity 
equation. In three dimensions, these constraints can be 
expressed in terms of the real suid imaginsury parts of the 
velocity modes as the system of equations 
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u^(k,0)^ + u^(lc,0)^ « P^^(jc)E(k,0)^/H(k) (522,3D) 
UjCjt.O)^ + . P22(k)E(k,0)j/4(k) (523,3D) 
u^(k,0)^ + u^(k,0)^ . P23(k)E(k,0)a/n(k) (524,3D) 
k^u^(k,0) + k2u|(k,0) + k^u^(k,0) « 0 (525,3D) 
k^u^(]5,0) + kgUgCk/O) + k3U^{k,0) . 0 (526,3D) 
This system of six variables and five independent equations 
leaves one degree of freedom with which an ensemble of 
initial flows can be created, each obeying continuity and 
having the same energy spectrum. Notice that Equations 522 
- 524 indicate that values of u^(^,0) and u^()^,0) always 
lie on a circle of radius CPj^j_(k)E(k,0)^/«j (k)3^ (no summa-
R I tion over i) in u^(k), u^(k)-space. Since there is one 
degree of freedom available, one of the six variables must 
p 
be specified arbitrarily. Therefore, values of u^(k,0) and 
u^(k,0) will be determined by random selection of a point 
on the circle determined by Equation 522. This leaves the 
system of Equations 523 - 526 to be solved simultaneously for 
the variables U2(k,0), U2(k,0), Ug(k,0), and Ug(k,0). The 
solution of this system is (for k^ = kg f 0) 
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*2 " ^3 * Q 
4(lç,0) . C-k^kjU^Ck.O) + kkgul(k,0)]/(k2 -k^2j (527,3D) 
u|(k,0) « C-kjkjU^Ck.O) + kkgU*(k,0)]/(k2 (528,3D) 
u|(k,0) 
- C-kjkjU^Ck.O) + kk2ul(k,0)]/(kf 
-
(529,3D) 
u2(k,0) 3 Af - C-kjkjU^Ck.O) + kk2U*(k,0)]/(k2 -k^2) (530,3D) 
The special solution for the cases kg = kg » 0 (k^-axis) is 
found by rotating indices (1-^2, 2 3, 3 -» 1) in the 
previous solution and simplifying, 
kg » kg « 0, k^ f 0 
u|(]c,0)^ + UgCkjO)^ . E(k,0)^/»|(k) 
UgCkjO) . + UgCjSfO), Ug(k,0) - + u^Ck.O) 
u^(k,0) » u^(k,0) . 0 
k^ * kg = kg * 0 
u^(0,0) « u^(0,0) = 0 (534,3D) 
R I 
In this case, U2(k,0) and UgCkyO) eure chosen arbitrarily 
from the circle determined by Equation 531. 
In two dimensions, the system of independent constraint 
equations is 
(531,3D) 
(532,3D) 
(533,3D) 
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u^(k,0)^ + u^(k,0)^ = 2P^^(k)E(]c,0)^/n(lc) 
k^u^(Jc,0) + kgU^Ck.O) . 0 
k^u^(k,0) + k^u^CkjO) . 0 (537,2D) 
(535,20) 
(536,2D) 
The fourth constraint equation 
U2(k,0)^ + U2(k,0)^ = 2P22(k)E(k,0)a/n(k) (538,2D) 
is not independent of the first three. This system of four 
variables suid three independent equations also leaves one 
degree of freedom with which an ensemble of initial flows 
can be created, each obeying continuity and having the same 
energy spectrum. Solution of this system of equations is 
trivial, 
k2 f 0 
u^(k,0)^ + u^(k,0)^ = 2(1 - k^^/k^)E(k,0)yfj(k) (539,2D) 
u|(k,0) « -k^u^(k,0)/k2 
u^(k,0) = -k^u^(k,0)/k2 
(540,2D) 
(541,2D) 
1^2 » 0, ki ^ 0 
u|(k,0)^ + u^(k,0)^ » 2E(k,0)^/»i(k) (542,2D) 
u^(k,0) . u^(k,0) » 0 (543,2D) 
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uf(G,0) « uî(0,0) . 0 (544,2D) X X 
R T 
For kg ^ 0, u^(k,0) and u^(l^,0) are chosen arbitrarily from 
the circle determined by Equation 539; for kg = 0, UgCk^C) 
amd UgCkyO) are chosen arbitrarily from the circle deter­
mined by Equation 542. 
Generation of the Random Convection Velocity 
Constraint equations 
It is desirable for the random convection velocity 
0u(%;t) to obey continuity and to have a constant energy 
spectrum, and hence a constant fluctuation intensity S^(t), 
over time. The constraint equations that result from 
continuity amd assignment of an energy spectrum are the same 
as Equations 522-526 and 535- 537 with 0^(k,t), 0?(k,t), 
R T 
and E(k)j0 replacing u^(k,0), u^(k,0), and E(k,0)^, respec­
tively. In three dimensions, the corresponding solution 
of the constraint equations over time is 
kg * kg ^ 0 
0^(k,t)^ + 0^(k,t)^ » (1 - k^^/k^)E(k)^^/n(k) (545,3D) 
0|(k,t) » [-k^kg0^(k,t) + kkg0^(k,t)]/(k^ - k^^) (546,3D) 
02^j5»t) » [-k^kg0^(k,t) + kk30^(k,t)!3/(k^ - k^^) (547,3D) 
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0^(jc,t) . * kk2*^(k,t)]/(k2 _ k^2) (548,3D) 
0^(lc,t) - C-k^]c^0^(k,t) • kk20^Tk,t)3/(k2 - k^^) (549,3D) 
kg * kg » 0, k^ f 0 
0^(k,t)^ + 02(k,t)^ - E(k)^^/»i(k) 
0^(k,t) . + 02^k,t), 03(J5,t) « + 02(%'t) 
0^Xk,t) « 0^(k,t) - 0 
k^ » kg = kg * 0 
0^(0,t) - 0^(O,t) . 0 (553,3D) 
For k2 « kj ^  0, values of 0^(k,t) and 0^(k,t) will be 
generated over time by a point making a random walk on the 
R I 
circle determined by Equation 545 in 0^(k), 0^(k) - space; 
for k2 » kg * 0, k^ 0, values of 02(^,t) and 02(k,t) will 
be similarly generated using Equation 550. 
In two dimensions, we have 
kg f 0 
0^(]S,t)^ + 0^(k,t)^ » 2(1 - k^^/k^)E(k)^/n(k) (554,2D) 
02(k,t) . -k^0^(k,t)/k2 (555,2D) 
02(k,t) = -k^0^(k,t)/k2 (556,2D) 
(550,3D) 
(551,3D) 
(552,3D) 
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kg . 0, f 0 
02(J^,t)^ + 0^(k,t)^ - 2E(k)^^/»\(k) (557,2D) 
0^(k,t) » 0^(k,t) - 0 (558,20) 
k^ • k2 « 0 
0^(0,t) » 0^(0,t) « 0 (559,20) 
Values of 0^(k,t) and 0^(k,t) (for kg ^ 0) are generated 
using Equation 554 by the same random walk method used in 
R I three dimensions; for k^ * 0, values of 02(k,t) and 02(k,t) 
are similarly generated using Equation 557. 
Random walk on a circle 
The location of a point making a random walk on a 
circle given by 
(560) 
- (4 - &nn)Pii(k)E(k)^1(k) S R(k)^ 
R I in 0^(k), 0^(k) - space is given by its angular coordinate 
8(k;t). From this it follows that 
0?(k,t) « R(k)cos@(k,t), 0Î(k,t) « R(k)sind(k,t) (561) 
A random walk in B(k,t) that exhibits inertia and temporal 
continuity can be generated as the second-order response to 
the integral of the random step forcing function s(t,Tg^) 
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2 
^ + 2r1 II + e - 2* S(t,T^^) (562) 
S(t,T^^) - A r s(t,T,p)<lt (563) 
(564) 
rs t a t.?g/L g^. a a a.l|J/!?j, 
The random step function s(t,Tg^) is generated by succes­
sively choosing random numbers from a uniform distribution 
having the range -0.5 ± s 6 0.5. A is a scaling constant. 
The duration of each individual step T^ is chosen succes­
sively from a Poisson distribution of cheuracteristic period 
T„^. From Equation 563, the value of S(t,T ) in the j + 1 
so so 
period is given from the value in the jth period by 
+ 1 " S j + ^ ^ j + 1 
where a is a scaling constant. Each step generated has an 
equal probability of being in the forward or backward direc­
tion along the circle and the magnitude and direction of 
each step is independent of prior step history. Over time 
the random walk shows equal preference for all locations on 
the circle; the time average of S(t,Tg^) depends explicitly 
on the averaging interval used and so infinite time averages 
of S and ê do not exist. 
A random walk needs to be generated for each value of 
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je and values of T, the time constant of the response, must 
be assigned accordingly. The value of T^^ will be assigned 
as being proportional to T. The value of 5, the dampening 
ratio of the second-order response, can be used to control 
the time-smoothness of the response and will be assigned a 
constant value for all k. 
The value of 7" is to be associated with the local con­
vection time of the turbulence. The square-root of the 
U 
energy spectrum, is a measure of the local velocity; 
this can be combined with a measure of the local length 
scale to get a local time. One measure of the local length 
scale is the inverse wave number, this gives 
3^ " ^k^y^fg " B/kE(k)^^ (566) 
where B is a constant of proportionality which must be 
assigned. decreases with wave number as k increases from 
zero, but passes through a minimum and increases for large 
k; it is valid in the low wave number range (energy contain­
ing eddies) but not for large wave numbers. 
Another local length scale can be defined using the 
longitudinal integral scale. L^Ct) is found by summing over 
all wave numbers using 
L-(t) = (7r/2v^) Z k~^E(k) . = 7L L.(k) (567,3D) 
^ k ° k * 
L-(t) » (2/v^) Z k"^(k) , = Z Lf(k) (568,2D) 
^ k k ^ 
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Therefore, it can also be imagined that L^(t) is equal to a 
sum of local length scales, which cure given by 
L^(lc) « irE(k)^/2v^]c (569,3D) 
L^(Jc) « 2E(k)yv^k (570,20) 
Using this gives 
« B^7tE(k)^V2v^k (571,30) 
. B^2E(k)^^/v^lc (572,20) 
where B^ is a constant of proportionality. After passing 
through a maximum at small wave numbers, 7^ falls off for 
large wave numbers; it behaves properly at large wave 
numbers but not at small wave numbers. 
By matching the wave number dependence of ^  emd 7^ at 
intermediate wave numbers, we can get an expression for y 
that behaves properly for all wave numbers. For a smooth 
matching of 7^ and 0^, it is necessary to find the value of 
the wave number k^ at which o 
dT dS-
'k " 'f dir ' ST (573) 
From the first requirement, we get 
B - B^*E(k^)^/2v^ (574,30) 
B . B^2E(k^)^/v^ (575,20) 
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Using this, the second requirement gives the condition 
/dE(k) 
I- i  (576) 
Smooth matching of 3^ and occurs at the wave number 
that corresponds to the maximum in the energy spectrum 
E(k)^. Therefore, r is given by 
r » (B^TT/av^k) E(k^)^/E(k)^^ for k 6 k^ (577,3D) 
r«(B^2/v^k) E(ko)a/E(k)j% for k 6 k^ (578,2D) 
r « (B^7r/2v^k) E(k)^^ for k 2 k^ (579,3D) 
y . (B^2/v^k) E(k)^^ for k 2 k^ (580,2D) 
The proportionality constant B^ must be assigned in some 
manner. 
Self-consistency requirements 
The velocity field equations that have been developed 
have been made dimensionless using the reference velocity 
v^ and reference length quantities that have not yet 
been defined. Since the energy spectrum and fluctuation 
intensity of the random convection velocity 0^ aire held 
constant in time, let v^ be defined as the root-mean-square 
velocity fluctuation of 0^ and let be defined as the 
longitudinal integral scale of 0^» Two self-consistency 
requirements on the vadues of the random convection 
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velocity Fourier modes then follow from this assignment, 
namely that 
3(t) = #"(t')/v2 - 1 (581) 
Lfp(t) 2 Lf^(f)/L|^ . 1 (582) 
The requirement of 0(t) « 1 is satisfied by normalization of 
the energy spectrum of 0^ and hence proper normalization of 
the Fourier modes, as seen from 
. 3S Z n(k)E^^(k)jg . 3s Z (583) 
.  3s H 0,{k)0. (-k) .  )s Z W?(k,t)^ + 0Î(k,t)^3 
For the requirement of = 1 to be satisfied, it is 
necessary that 
Lf^(t) = 1 « (ir/2) H k-^E(k)a0 
(584,3D) 
» (7r/4) Z k"V0?(k,t)^ + Oi(k,t)2] 
The vaa.ues of the velocity modes, however, have already been 
fixed by normalization of the energy spectrum. The only 
variable left for adjustment is the as yet unspecified value 
of N in the dimensionless wave number k^ = 2Kn^/N, which is 
the number of - field longitudineil integral scales equal 
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to the length of the repeating unit box of turbulence. 
Therefore, the required value of N is given by 
8/N » 2 2 n"^E(n)^0 « Z n"^C0^(n,t)^ + 0^(n,t>^] (585,3D) 
2r/N « 2 Z n"^E(n) « Z n""^[0^(n,t)^ + 0?(n,t)^] (586,2D) 
n n 
2 
where n » dimensional arguments, it cam be shown 
that in any expression for the discrete energy spectrum, the 
wave number k eilways appears in ratio with some reference 
wave number so that k/k^^^ * n/n^^^ N does not 
appear. Therefore, E(k)^ can be written equally well as 
E(n)^0 in Equations 585 and 586. Likewise, the correspon­
dence of 0j^(]^) with 0j^(n) presents no problem. 
Equations 585 and 586 can also be used to show that a 
lower limit exists for the value of N. Since 
H E(k). = E(n).  hS.. (587) 
k ° n a ii 
and n'"^E(n)^ ± ECn)^ because n 3 1, it follows that 
Z n"^E(n)^ 6 (588) 
n 
and hence 
N > 8/3 (589,3D) 
N ^ 'W (590,2D) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCENTRATION 
FIELD EQUATIONS 
In this section, Fourier-space quantities that describe 
the concentration fields of the reactants are developed, 
relations for calculating concentration field physical-space 
quantities from Fourier-space quantities are derived, and 
the Fourier transformed mass conservation equations of the 
reactants are formed. 
The instantaneous concentration of the reacting species 
C*(x*,t*) can be written as the sum of the volume averaged 
concentration C*(t*) and instantaneous concentration fluc­
tuation c*(x*,t*) 
Dimensionless concentrations will be defined using the 
initial average concentration C^ s C*(0) 
Definitions of Quantities 
C"(x»,t*) = C*(t*) + c'(x#,t*) (591) 
C(x,t) 3 C*(x*,t»)/Eg (592) 
c(x,t) S c*(x",t*)/C* A# ' U (593) 
C(t) S C*(t*)/C*, C(0) S 1 (594) 
and Equation 591 becomes 
C(x,t) « C(t) + c(x,t) (595) 
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The Fourier transformed concentration is given by 
g(k) 55 N f C(x) exp(-ilc'x)dx (596) 
a 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation 595 gives 
g(k) • C N f exp(-ik*x)dx + N T c(x)exp(-ik*x)dx m i ^ ^ m# J m# mâ ^ 
^ a (597) 
but ^ 
ft " N f exp(-ik*x)dx (598) 
k,0 Vx " ~ ~ 
r 
g(0) . N C(x) exp(-iO"x)dx » C (599) 
and Equation 597 becomes 
g(k) - g(0)&. n - (t(k) = N ^ c(x) exp(-ik«x)dx (600) 0é m, jv ) V A* ^ ^ mj  ^  ^
e(0) « N ^ r c(x) exp(-iO*x)dx » c(x)5 0 (601) 
 ^ A/ <%/ «V 
^x 
The inverse transform is 
C(x) * Z! 2(k) exp(ik*x) (602) 
k " 
Taking the inverse transform of 
g(k) « g(0)a% Q + $(k) (603) 
gives 
c(x) » % $(k) exp(ik.x) (604) 
<v , ^ ^ 
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The integral approximation of the inverse transform is 
c(x) . (U/2K)^^ J <f(k) e%p(ik.x)d& (605) 
#5 
The dimensionless concentration correlation function is 
Q__(r)= c(x}c(x + r) (606) 
SS ^ ^ 
with Fourier transform 
r 
E,^(k) S N ^ Qi ,(r) exp(-ik.r)dr (607) 
SS SS ~ ^ V 
The discrete and integral approximation forms of the inverse 
transform are 
Q| .(r) « % E__(k). exp(ik*r) (608) 
SS ^  jç SS ~ d ^ ^  
Q^^(r) » f E„(k)^ exp(ik«r)dk (609) 
ss<^ SS * c ^ ^ ^ 
The concentration correlation coefficient can be 
expressed in terms of dimensionless quantities as 
f^(r,t) « c(x)c(x+ r)/c(t)2 (610) 
where c(t) is the root-mean-square concentration fluctua­
tion. A dimensionless concentration integral scale and 
microscale are defined by 
Lg(t) = I f_(r,t)dr (611) 
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2 
2/Xg(t)^ • - [ I (612) I .  
L;(t) S LJ(t«)/L»g, Xg(t) 2 Xj(f )/LJ^ 
The concentration spectrum function is usually defined 
as a continuous function and normalized by integration 
c(t)^ « f E_(k)_dk (613) 
E,(k)^S E;(k.)^/L.gEg2 
The relationship between ^ ^^(ïc)^ and Eg(k)^ can be estab­
lished from 
c(t)2 « c(%)c(x) « Q^«(0) » (N/2ir)^ f ECjs) 
" " SS «V J •. SS c% 
(614,3D) 
» (N/2Tf)^ / 4i%k^E,,(k)^dk - [ E^(k)^dk 
•'0 s* c -'o 
in three dimensions and 
c(t)^ . (N/27()^ J Egg(k)^dJ5 
oD ^ (615,2D) 
- {N/27r)^ I 2irk E.,(k)^dk = | E^(k)^dk 
>0 ss ~ c Jq s c 
in two dimensions, which gives 
EgCk)^ = (N/27r)^ ^^^^^ss^^^c (616,3D) 
Es(k)c = (N/2x)^ 2yk Egg(k)^ (617,2D) 
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As with the velocity field, it is useful to define a 
discrete concentration spectrum function EgCk)^ that is 
normalized by summation over the discrete values of k 
c(t)2 . Z E.Ck)^ (618) 
k ® 
The relationship between E^^Ck)^ and E^Ck)^ can be estab­
lished from 
(619) 
Z(t)2 - Qss(o) - I E;,(k)a . r n(k)Es;(k)a . Z E^Ck), 
which gives 
E;(k)d - n(k)E;,(k)a <620) 
Calculation of the Concentration Spectrum 
An expression for calculating E^^Ck) directly from the 
Fourier concentration modes can be found following the 
procedure used to find E^j(k) in the velocity field section, 
From the definition of <t(k), it follows that 
-2S__ f f (621) 
X 'x' 
 ( ($(k)$(k*) • N j I c(x)c(x') expC-i(k"x + k' *x' )]dxdx' M M  J  I  , * *  * "  « V  » »  "  • *  W  
Letting r » x - x*, we get 
c(k)t(k') 
'-zï ( ( (622) 
»N j 1 c(x» + r)c(x* )expf-i(k + k* ) «xO dx* exp(-ik*r)dr f *• M t» f*  ^
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In order for the integral over x* to become a volume 
average, the condition k + k' = 0 must be imposed, giving 
$(k)$(-k) » N ^ f N f c(x* + r)c(x*)dx* exp(-ik'r)dr 
r vx' 
^ ~ ~ (623) 
= N j Q (r)exp(-ik*r)dr « E (k) J ^  SS  ^ SS-" 
Hence, 
E _(k) « *(k)*(-k) (624) 
ss ^  ^ ^ 
Using Equations 616 and 617 gives the continuous concentra­
tion spectrum function 
Es(k)c » (N/2tv)^ 4Kk^ «(k)e(-k) (625,3D) 
E (k)_ » (N/2Tr)2 airk *(k)*(-k) (626,2D) 
s c ^ ^ 
and using Equation 620 gives the discrete concentration 
spectrum function 
E^(k). = M(k) e(k)<t(-k) (627) 
s a l  ^  
Summing Equation 627 over the discrete values of k and 
using the definition of >)(k) gives the concentration fluc­
tuation intensity 
c(t)2 = c(x)c(x) = T (t(k)e(-k) « T E,,(k). (628) A # - » *  ^  ^  A.  ^ s s - ^ d  
<v 
With two species reactions, the single-point correla­
tion between the fluctuations of reactants A and B is also 
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of interest. From the inverse Fourier transform of $(k) 
we get 
c,(x)c_(x) » X 51 c.(k)$_(k*)expCi(k + k»)*xl (629) 
k k *  A  ^  D  ^  ^  A f  ^  
A# M 
Volume averaging both sides gives 
-S , 
? ^ S+k'.S • Ç «A(S)«B(-S) 
(630) 
Hence, 
c%c:(t) . % $.(k)e_(-k) 5 ^  E._(k). (631) 
A B  j ^ A a ^ B - v  ^  A B  O  
«a'5'*B'-J5> (632) 
where is the joint fluctuation spectrum. 
Calculation of the Concentration Integral 
Scale and Microscale 
Qgg(r) can be related to ^^^(k)^ by integrating out 
the angular dependence of the integral approximation of the 
inverse Fourier transform of ^^^(k)^, as given by Equation 
609, with the result 
Qgg(r) . (N/27ï)^ 47Î ^^Egg(k)^ dk (633,3D) 
Qgg(r) « (N/2?r)^ 2Tf J k Egg(k)^ jQ(kr) dk (634,2D) 
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Converting Equations 633 and 634 back to discrete form gives 
0,s(r) - Ç (635.30) 
Qgg(r) - Z ^(k)Egg(k)j^ jQ(kr) (636,2D) 
Using Equation 616 (617) converts Equation 633 (634) to 
Qgg(r) . Eg(k)g dk (637,3D) 
Qgg(r) « EgCk)^ JQ(kr) dk (638,2D) 
and using Equation 620 converts Equations 635 and 636 to 
Qgg(r) - Z Eg(k)a (639,3D) 
Qgg(r) . Z EgCk)^ JgCkr) (640,2D) 
Substituting Equation 624 into Equations 635 and 636 and 
using the definition of i^(k) gives a relation for calcu­
lating Qgg(r) directly from the Fourier concentration modes 
(641,3D) 
(642,2D) 
Similarly, integrating out the angular dependence of 
the Fourier transform of Q; _(r) gives the inverse relations 
SS /w 
- 5^ f,(r) - Z «(%)«(-&) 
Q^_(r) a c^ f,(r) » Ç <t(k)«(-k) J^(kr) 
S S  s  < 4 ,  u  
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m OO 
Egg(k) . (4ir/N^) ^ (643,3D) 
Egg(k) m (2Tr/N^) r QggCr) JgCkr) dr (644,2D) 
Using Equations 606, 610, 616, and 617 gives 
E,(]c)^ - (2c^/Tr) f Jcr f.(r) sln(Jcr) dr (645,3D) 
se JQ s 
_*A 
Eg(k)2 » j ^ kr fg(r) jQ(kr) dr (646,2D) 
The concentration Integral scale has been defined by 
Equation 611. Using the definition of f (r), L (t) follows S 8 
directly from Integration of Equations 637 - 642 over all r. 
L^(t) » (7r/2c^) j k"^,(k)^dk (647,3D) 
s ^0 
/
** 
k"'^„(k)^dk (648,2D) 
0 * c 
L^(t) » (7r/2c^) H k"^E^(k) , (649,3D) 
s k sa 
Lg(t) « (1/cf) Z k'^EgCk)^ (650,2D) 
L^(t) « (TT/2c^) % k"^$(k)$(-k) (651,3D) 
k " ~ 
L^(t) « (1/c^) Z k"^<t(k)(t(-k) (652,2D) 
S k - -
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The concentration microscale has been defined by Equa­
tion 612. Using the definition of f^Cr), ^(t) follows 
directly from differentiating Equations 637 - 642 twice with 
respect to r and taking the limit r * 0. 
."A 
X (t)~^ = (l/6cf) ( k^E,(k)^dk (653,3D) 
s ^0 
X <t)"^ . (l/4cf) k^E^(k)^dk (654,2D) 
s ^0 
X^(t)"^ . (l/6c^) Z k^E^(k)^ (655,3D) 
X (t)"^ . (1/42%) Z k^E.(k) . (656,2D) 
s k so 
\g(t)-2 . (l/6é^) T. $(k)e(-k) (657,3D) 
X (t)"^ - (l/4cf) 71 k^ $(k)e(-k) (658,2D) 
s k 
Concentration Field Expressions in Terms 
of Real and Imaginary Parts 
Like the velocity, the Fourier transformed concentra­
tion is a cOTiplex variable amd can be written in terms of 
real and imaginary parts as 
*(k) » <t^(k) + i e^(k) (659) 
However, since c(x) is a real variable, the real and 
imaginary parts must obey 
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$*(k) - *f(k) » -c^(-k) (660) 
^ A# «W 
This gives 
E^^(lc) . *(k)*(-k) = t*(k)2 + *I(k)2 (661) 55 ^  ^ ^ mj  ^
Using Equation 661, the concentration spectrum function, 
integral scale, microscale, and fg(r) can be calculated 
directly from the real and imaginary Fourier concentration 
modes. The physical space concentration field is found from 
c(x) = ZI [c*(k)cos(k*x) - e^(k)sin(k*x)"3 (662) 
 ^ , m» ^ A/ ^ ^ k 
The temporal fluctuation in concentration is easily obtained 
at the point x » 0 since Equation 662 reduces to 
c(0,t) - Z <t^(k) (663) 
k 
Using Equation 662, isoconcentration lines can also be 
found. 
Fourier Transformation of the Conservation Equation 
for a Single Component Second-Order Reaction 
The conservation equation for a single component 
second-order reaction is 
^ ° K (664) 
®*i %xr 
Using the reference length LJ^, reference velocity vg, and 
reference concentration Cg, dimensionless variables can be 
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defined as 
t = f ÇjA.f J, Xj s X-/L{p, s V£/VJ, C . C'/Cg (665) 
and the concentration equation can be made dimenslonless 
^ » Pe A - Da_ C (666) 
^*1 ^ 
Pe m m turbulence Peclet number (667) 
Da^ * KCgL^p/vg, = first Damlcohler number (668) 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation 666 gives 
lg(k) 
^t • Ik. % u.(p)g(k-p) » -Pe"^ k^g(k) 1 1 ^  ^ ^ 
(669) 
- Da- %2 0(p)(2(k-p) 
X p ^ 
Substituting Equation 603 into Equation 669 gives 
^g(0)/6t 5. n + &t(k)/lt + Ik. ZI u, (p)g(O) 5. _ ^ 
k,0 ^ 1 p 1 « - JS"P»2 
+ Ik. % u. (p)c(k-p) + Pe""^ k^g(O) &. _ + Pe"^ k^c(k) i X ^ ^ ^  A# jC # V ^ 
P ^ 
- -°=I Z ®»p,o^k_p,o - "«I ^ ^ <£)*«!S-P) Sp.o 
(670) 
- Da- g(0)$(p) &. n - ^ «(p)c(k-p 
i p - 5-P*% ^ p 
) 
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However, with the simplifications 
iki Z Ui(p)Z(0)(k_p,0 " (k)g(O) . 0 (671) 
Pe~^ A(0)^ Q - 0 (672) 
-Daj r I£(0)2« s .-Daj0(O)2s (673) 
-Daj H S,0 • "°®1 (674) 
P <»» <• 
-Da_ H g(0)t(p) S. ^ n » -Da_ 0(O)<t(k) (675) 
^ p ~ ~ l5-P»2 T ^ 
Equation 670 reduces to 
3Z(0)/^t n + &t(k)/&t + ik. % u.(p)t(k-p) + Pe"^ k^$(k) jc,u ^ 
(676) 
« -Daj g(0)2 Sjç 0 *" - Daj 51 C(p)$(k-2) 
*» '«# p 
Separated into parts valid for k m 0 and k ^ 0, Equation 676 
*• M «v 
becomes 
k . Q 
ag(0)/at « -Dar 2(0)2 _ D. 21 *(p)*(-p) (677) 
^ X ** X p ^ ^ 
<t(0) . 0 (678) 
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SjLÊ 
a$(k)/&t + ik. T u,(p)$(k-p) + Pe"^ k^c(k) 
(679) 
» -2Daj ^ (O)e(k) - Da^ %] c(p)c(k-p) 
S 
Subtracting S. - times Equation 677 from Equation 676 
2*% 
gives 
tc(k)/&t + ik. ZI u.(p)$(k-p) + Pe~^ k^e(k) 
1 p 1 A, m, m, /-* 
(680) 
» -2Da^g(0)$(k) - Da^ % c(p)@(k-p) • ^]c,0^®I ^  C(p)«(-p) 
Equation 680 reduces to Equation 679 for ^ ^  and reduces 
to zero for k » 0. As a check on the consistency of the 
vaurious forms of the fluctuation equation derived, it should 
be noted that Equation 676 results directly from taking the 
Fourier transform of Equation 666 after substituting C = 
C • c, namely 
^ - "«1== -
Also, Equation 677 results from taking the Fourier transform 
of the volume average of Equation 681, that is 
dC/dt « -DajC^ - Da^c^ (682) 
and Equation 680 results from the Fourier transform of 
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Equation 681 minus Equation 682 
Xv.c) ^ \2 5 —? 
Il • —^ Pe"^ - -2DajCc - Da^c^ + Da^c^ (683) 
i ^*i 
Taking the limit k * 0 in k-space is the same as volume 
averaging in %-space. 
In terms of real and imaginary parts, the Fourier 
transformed conservation equation becomes 
k » 0 M ^ 
^g(0)/^t » -Da^gCO^z - Da^ % L<t (p) + <t^(p)^3 (684) 
**(0) « *1(0) . 0 (685) 
k ' 0 
t$*(k)/tt - k. [u?(p)e^(k-p) + u?(p)$^(k-p)] 
+ Pe"^ k^<t^(k) . -2Da^g(0)c^(k) (686) 
— Da, C$^(p)$^(k—p) • $^(p)$^(k—p)^ 
^<t^(k)At + kj. % - u^(p)$^(k-p)'l 
+ Pe"^ k^<t^(k) . -2Da^g(0)$^(k) (687) 
- Da^ Z Ctf^(p,)«^(k-p) + <p^(p)«^(k-p)7 
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Fourier Transformation of the Conservation Equations 
for a Two Species Second-Order Reaction 
The dimensionless conservation equations for a second-
order reaction between species A and B are 
oX^ 
5, «VA' 
Mv^Cg) 
>t * 
-1 
where C^(0) is the reference concentration. By 
definition, C^(0) # 1, and Cg(0) gives the initial stoichi-
ometry of the reactants. Taking the Fourier transform of 
Equations 688 and 689, substituting in 
^Ic.O + *A<£' 
(8%) - «B<2> «IC.O * «s'is' 
and simplifying gives 
W (£) >«.<15) ^ 
at ^k,o * it * ^ "i'£'*a'!S"£' 
* p®A'^ - -°»ieA'2"^<2>Sk,o -
(692) 
p 
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• k%(k) - -Daj(8j^<0)«g(0) g - D.^(£^<0),g(lç) 
(693) 
- Oai«B'2>«A'5' - Daj X Cj^(p)Cg(k-2) 
Separated into parts valid for k m 0 amd k 0, Equations 
692 and 693 become 
k . 0 
- -'>»I«a<2>«B'S' - DaiZ *A<P'*B'-£' (G94) 
4#^  - -»W2>V£> - »•! Z «A(P)$B(-P) (695) 
P 
<t.<0) - t_(0) . 0 (696) A ^  D ^ 
k f 0 
&$&(k) ^ « 
+ ik^ Z Ui(p)$^(k-p) + Pe^ k $^(k) 
- (697) 
- "=1% *a'p'«B'S-S' 
P 
^n(k) ^ -12 
"it * ^ i p ^ 
(698) 
- °^«A'2'*B<y - °VB'2)«A(&) - °»I H *A<P'*B'JS-£' 
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In terms of real and Imaginary parts, we have 
C^(Jc) « + i <tj(k) (699) 
e=(k) « $5(k) + i (700) O  ^ a *>* a 
and the system of Equations 694 - 698 becomes 
k . 0 
^ ^  
- "«I ^  W^P>«B<£> * 
P (701) 
4#^ - ^ t«^p)«®<p) 4. «i<p)«|(p)T 
f (702) 
$*(0) . cî(0) . **(0) - <t?(0) . 0 (703) A ^  A A# 0 0 
Js S 
^ V— R T T R 
* k^«%(k) . -Da^gj,(0)««(k) - Da^gg(2)«%(k) (704) 
- Z C*a<P'«B<£.-JB' - *A<P>*B'5.-£^T 
R R IT 
+ P«a'^ k^«A(k) - (705) 
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R T I R 
- °*i Ç c*a(p'*b'ï"£' - •a's'^ b'ïtp'^  
- P 
• \ Y i:"i<p>*B<s-p' - »î<p>«b<Js.-2):] 
P«b"^ l'2«I(lc) . -Dajl£j^(0)4(k) - D.j«b(0)«J()5) (707) 
- =»I Y c*J(p)4(iç-p) 4. «J(p)«^(!c-p)l 
Fourier Transformation of the Conservation Equation 
for a First-Order Reaction 
The dlmensionless conservation equation for a first-
order reaction is 
\r ^(v.C) . \2_ 
+ — « Pe A — Da_C (708) 
0»I r KL^g/vg (709) 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation 708 gives 
)g(&) ^ .1 ,  
— + ilCj^ Z. "i(p)((k-p) - -Pe k^g(k) - Da^g(k) (710) 
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Substituting in Equation 603, simplifying, and separating 
the result into parts valid for k # 0 and jc |( 0 gives 
k . 0 
tC(0) 
- -Daj jt(0), <t(0) - 0 (711) 
 ^ m 
• ikj^ X + Pe" k $(k) » fDa^$(k^ (712) 
In terms of real and imaginaury parts, the Fourier trans­
formed conservation equation becomes 
js 8 
^$^(k) R T T R -, 
-rr - k, % [u. (p)$ (k-p) • u. (p)e (k-p)] 
^ W i X ^  A# mf jU 
(713) 
• Pe"^ k^<t^(k) m -Daj<t^(k) 
• ki Z Cu^p)«''(lc-g) - u^(p)«^(!c-£)T 
~ (714) 
• Pe'^ k^<t^(k) - -Daj«^(k) 
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Numerical Calculation Considerations 
As was done with the velocity field, a finite system of 
equations describing the concentration field is obtained by 
truncations of summations at a cutoff wave number k • 
max 
For single component reactions, the initial value of 
the average concentration has been defined to be 
C(0) « ^(£,0) « 1 (715) 
by choice of Cg a C*(0) as the reference concentration. An 
important parameter in the calculations is the initial 
average concentration fluctuation intensity c(0). The 
assigned initial concentration spectrum must be normalized 
to give the desired value of S(0). This in turn assures 
that the assigned initial, real and imaginary Fourier concen­
tration modes are properly normalized, as seen from 
c(0)^ » Z [**(k,0)2 + » "Z Egg(k,0)a 
^ " (716) 
« X Eg(lc,0)^/*}(k) . Z Eg(k,0)a ]s  ^
since the assignment is made using 
«^(k,0)^ + c^(k,0)^ . Eg(k,0)^/«j(k) (717) 
Equation 717 contains two variables, so there is one degree 
of freedom left with which an ensemble of initial concen­
tration distributions can be created, each having the same 
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D 
concentration fluctuation spectrum. Values of $ (jg,0) and 
$^(k,0) lie on a circle of radius CE^(k,0)^/i)(k)3^ in 
<t^(]c) > space and can be chosen by random selection of a 
point on the circle. 
The initial value of the concentration integral scale 
and microscale are fixed once E_(k,0). and N have been S ' a  
specified; L^(0) can only be changed by changing the first 
moment of the concentration spectrum. 
For two species reactions, the initial average concen­
trations are 
Cj^(O) - . 1 
(718) 
Cg(0) m jig(0,0) m initial stoichiometry 
by choice of C^q » ^ (0) as the reference concentration. 
The initial concentration fluctuation spectra of A and B are 
normalized to give the desired values of ^(0) and c^(0). 
In addition the initial correlation between the fluctuations 
of A and B is also of interest. In particular, in testing 
Toor's hypothesis it is desirable to have A and E uncorre-
lated initially, so that A emd B are not premixed. This 
condition is expressed by C^Cg » + c^c^ « 0 or c^Cg(O) 
m -Cj^(0)Cg(0). Therefore, the constraints put on the 
initial values of the concentration modes can be expressed 
as the set of equations 
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eJ(Jc,0)^ + €l(k,0)^ . Ej^(k,0)^/»l(k) (719) 
$g(jS,0)^ + $^(k,0)^ . Eg(k,0)y*](k) (720) 
«J(k,0)e|(k,0) + ej(k,0)«^(k,0) . Ej^(k,o)y^(k) (72i) 
where 
c^ CB(O) " ^  E^(k,0)^/») (k) « ^ (722) 
This system of four variables and three equations leaves 
one degree of freedon with which an ensemble of concentra­
tion distributions of A and B can be generated, each having 
the same concentration spectrum and correlation between A 
and B. Values of e^(j^,0) and e^(k,0) can be determined by 
p T 
random selection of a point on the circle in $^(k), $j^(k) -
P 
space determined by Equation 719. Values of $^(k,0) and 
Cg(k,0) are then given by the simultaneous solution of 
Equations 720 and 721, 
Ad Ad 
(723) 
4<!S'0^ • ^  «i's.o. ; 
A a AO 
(724) 
for E^(k)^ ^  0 (k f 0) 
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TIME SCALED EQUATIONS IN TERMS OP n 
The velocity field and concentration field equations 
can be put into a more convenient form for numerical 
integration by rewriting them in terms of the integer vector 
n instead of the wave number vector k. The resulting 
appearance of the quantity N in the equations can be removed 
by time scaling. In addition, quantities which are a func­
tion of the discrete scalar values of n are more easily 
2 
expressed in terms of the integer values n . 
Velocity Field Equations 
Velocity field generation equation 
When time scaled and written in terms of n, the 
velocity field generation equation becomes 
P.,(n)n. Y C0?(m)u^(n-m) + 0^(m)u^(n-m)3 (725) 1 1 J ^ M l-» J ^  ^  
DuJ(n) 
- m 
^^ 4 r— R H T T 
tt, - -PijCn)*! Z [0i(m)u;(n-m) - 0^(m)u^(n-m)] (726) 
B 
t' s (2Tr/N)t (727) 
In three dimensions, the equations for assigning initial 
conditions become 
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^2 + *3^ 4 0 
(728,3D) 
u^(n,0)^ + u^(n,0)^ . (l-n^^/n^)E(n^,0)y)(n^) 5 R^(n^)^ 
u^(n,0) » R^(n^)cose(n,0) (729,3D) 
u^(n,0) - R^(n^)sine(n,0) (730,3D) 
U2(n,0) « [-n^n2U^(n,0) + nngU^(n,0)]/(n^-n^^) (731,3D) 
U2(n,0) • C-n^n2U^(n,0) + nngU*(n,0)3/(n2-n^^) (732,3D) 
u^Xn,0) * C-n^n^u^(n,0) • nn2U^(n,0)3/(n^ - n^^) (733,3D) 
u^(n,0) » [-n^ngU^(n,0) • nn2U^(n,0)3/(n^ - n^^) (734,30) 
n2 » n3 » 0, |4 0 
u|(n,0)^ + U2(n,0)^ . E(n^,0)y»)(n^) S R2(n^)^ (735,3D) 
u|(n,0) » R2(n2)cos8(n,0) (736,3D) 
U2(n,0) « R2(n^)sine(n,0) (737,3D) 
u^(n,0) - + u^(n,0), u^(n,0) . ? u|(n,0) (738,3D) 
u^(n,0) « uj(n,0) « 0 (739,3D) 
* n2 " Rg » 0 
uj(0,0) « uj(0,0) . 0 (740,3D) 
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and in two dimensions 
ng ^ 0 
(741,20) 
u^(n,0)^ + u^(n,0)^ . 2(1 - n^^/n^)E(n^,0)y,)(n^) s R^(n^)^ 
u^(n,0) . R^(n^)cos0(n,O) (742,2D) 
u^(B,0) . R^(n^)sine(n,0) (743,2D) 
u|(n,0) « -n^u^(n,0)/n2 (744,20) 
U2(n,0) . -n^u^(n,0)/n2 (745,20) 
*2 " 0* *1 ^  0 
u|(n,0)^ + U2(n,0)^ - 2E(n^,0)^/»)(n^) = R2(n^)^ (746,20) 
U2(n,0) . R2(n^)co8Ô(n,0) (747,20) 
U2(n,0) - R2(n^)sin9(g,0) (748,20) 
u^(n,0) . u^(n,0) . 0 (749,20) 
n^ s n2 * 0 
u^(g,0) - u^(0,0) « U2(0,0) - U2(0,0) « 0 (750,20) 
where 9(n,0) is an angular coordinate that is chosen at 
random. 
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Velocity field statistics 
In calculating velocity field statistics, it is 
convenient to write the discrete energy spectrum function 
E(n)^ in the equivalent form E(n^)^. Furthermore, let 
2 2 2 
E(n = 0 for values of n having '}(n ) * 0, that is, 
2 2 integer values of n that are not given by n • (do not 
correspond to points on the n-lattice). Then summations 
over the discrete (noninteger) values of n can be accom-
2 plished by summing over all integer values of n within 
0 - - "max^-
In practice, there is no guarantee that the velocity 
field will remain isotropic as calculations proceed over 
time. Therefore, let the value of the energy spectrum at 
the point n bé denoted by E(n}^. Then the average value 
2 E(n for points on the surface n is given by 
E(n^) . = »)(n^)~^ % IE E(n) 
®n *n 
(751,3D) 
E(n2) » »)(n^)""^ H E(n) 
e 
n 
(752,2D) 
However, from Equations 427 and 435 we have 
®ii<5^d uj(n)^ + u^(n)^ . 2E(n)^/ij(n^) (753) 
and hence 
E(n) . « H >j(n^)Luf(n)^ • u?(n)^] (754) 
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Substituting Equation 754 into Equations 751 and 752 gives 
th# result# 
E(n^)^ . 3% % % [u^(n)^ • u^(n)^] (755,3D) 
®n ^n 
E(n^)^ . 35 Z [u^(n)^ • (756,3D) 
®n 
To simplify the summation procedure, the equivalent form 
E(n^)^ . 3% Z 6 2 2 + u^(m)^] • (757) 
n ,m 
can be used. In practice, it is not necessary to sum over 
2 
all values of m for each value of n ; summations for all 
2 
values of n can be done simultaneously in one operation. 
The velocity field statistics can be found directly 
2 
2 from E(n )^, using 
"^max 
E^(f ) • JjS^^v(t*)^ - Z1 E(n^,t*)^ (758) 
n^. 1 
_ 2 
max 
L^(t*) . [N/4v(t*)2] n~^E(n^,t*)^ (759,3D) 
n^- 1 
2 
max 
Lg(t*) . [N/*v(t')2] n'S:(n^,t*)^ (760,2D) 
n^.l 
„ 2 
max 
)^(t*)"^ . C4Tr^/15N^v(t*)^3 H n^E(n^,t*)^ (761,3D) 
n^- 1 
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„ 2 
max 
X,(t*)"^ « Cic^/2N^v(t*)^3 TI n?E(n2,t')a (762,2D) 
W' "63,3D) 
f(r,t«) » [2/v(t')2] ^  
1 
2 
^2^ ^ (kr)^ (kr)' 
%ax 
f(r,t') . [2/v(t')2] ZZ E(n^,t')^ J^(kr)/kr (764,2D) 
n2.l 
kr m (2Tr/N)nr (765) 
In calculating the stream function (two dimensions), 
it is convenient to use the scaled coordinate system x' = 
x*/L* that is referenced to the length of the sides of the 
box» In terms of x* and n, the stream function is given by 
9'(x',t') » (2t/N) «?(x*,t') 
» ruî(n,t*)cos(2Tn*x*) + u?(n,t*)sin(2fn*x')]/n-
1 ^ 2 
(766,2D) 
- ^ ruî(n,t* )cos(2nn"x* ) + u5(n,t« )sin(2nn*x* )]/n^ 
n^#u 
*2"° + (jg) 
The physical-space velocity at the point x m JO can be 
found from 
v.(0,t*) . T u^(n,t*) (767) 
n 
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Random convection velocity 
The equations for generating the random convection 
velocity in three dimensions are 
^2 + *3^ f 0 
(768,3D) 
**(n,t')2 + 0l(n,t*)2 - (1 - n^^/n^)E(n^)^^/J| (n^) S 
0^(n,t') « R^^(n^)cosa(55,t*) (769,3D) 
0^(n,t«) . R^p(n2)sin6(n,t') (770,3D) 
02(n,t') . [-n^n20^(n,t') + nn^0^(n,t')]/(n^-n^^) (771,3D) 
0^(n,t«) - [-n^n20^(n,t') + nng0^(n,t')]/(n^-n^^) (772,3D) 
03(jj,t») « C-n^ng0^(n,t') + nn20j(n,t* )"3/(n^ - n^^) (773,3D) 
^^(n.t*) . L-n^n30^(n,t*) + )3/in^ - (774,3D) 
ng * n^ m 0, n^ 0 
0*(n,t')2 + 0^(n,t*)^ . E(n^)^^/r)(n^) = (775,3D) 
0|(n,t') - R20(n^)cosô(n,t') (776,3D) 
02(n,t*) - R20(n^)sinô(n,t*) (777,3D) 
0|(n,t*) . + 02(n,t«), 03(n,t*) - + 02(5,tO: (778,3D) 
0^(n,t') . 0^(n,f) - 0 (779,3D) 
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* Hg » Rg * 0 
0^(0,t*) » 0 (^0,t*) . 0 (780,30) 
and in two dimensions 
n^ ^  0 
(781,2D) 
0*(n,t')2 + 0l(n,t')2 « 2(1-n^2/n^)E(n^)^^/i) (n^) s 
0^(n,t') . R^^(n^)cose(n,t*) (782,2D) 
0^(n,t*) . Rip(n2)sine(n,t') (783,2D) 
0|(n,t») « -n^05(n,t')/n2 (784,2D) 
0^(n,t*) « -n^0^(n,t*)/n2 (785,2D) 
n2 « 0, n^ ^  0 
(786,2D) 
0^^n,t')2 + 0^(n,t*)^ - 2E(n^,f )^^lj(n^) = 
0|(in,t*) . R20(n2)cose(n,t*) (787,2D) 
02(n,t») . R20(n^)sinô(n,t*) (788,2D) 
0^(n,t') . 0^(n,t') . 0 (789,20) 
n^ « ng * 0 
0^(n,t') . 0^(n,t') - 0|(n,t') « 0^(n,t*) . 0 (790,20) 
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where values of G(n,t') are generated by a random walk on a 
circle. 
The statistical properties of the random convection 
velocity are held constant aind can be calculated directly 
d0> 
2 from the assigned energy spectrum function E(n ) using 
n 2 
max 
4/N . n"^(n2)^^ (791,3D) 
n^- 1 
„ 2 
max 
TT/N » H n*"^(n^)^^ (792,2D) 
n^. 1 
L^^(t*) « 1, 0(t*) . 1 (793) 
„ 2 
max 
Eo(t'), . . f. E(n2),, (794) 
n » 1 
n^.l 
Xf^(t')"'^ . (4*^/15N2) 2Z n^E(n^)^ (795,3D) 
2 
t 
Agg^t')-* . (Tr^/2N^) ^ n^E(n^)^^ (796,2D) 
2 
'^max
n^-l 
"^max 
f(r).  2 - £2«<k^l (797,30) 
„2.1 (kr)^ (kr)2 
« 2 
max 
f(r)^ - 2 H E(n^)^^ J^(Jcr)/lcr (798,2D) 
n2- 1 
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Random walk on a circle 
The time-scaled equations for generating a random walk 
on a circle using a second-order response to an integral 
random step forcing function eure 
. d^ô(n,t*) dfi(n,t») 
r (n) =^-5— + 2r*(n)S ——, + e(n,f) 
dt* (799) 
- 2* S(n,t',T;,) 
- S.(n,t..T»^) + B Sj+i(n,t',T;,) (800) 
T» 2 (27r/N)Cr, TJq s (27l/N)Tg^ (801) 
y (%) - (B^7r/2)n"^E(n^^)^^/E(n^)^^ (802,3D) 
for 1 6 n 6 n^ 
:r»(n) « (2B^)n"^(n^^)^0/E(n^)^0^ (803,2D) 
r(n) - (B^ïï/2)n"S:(n^)^^^ (804,3D) 
-1 a 3, 7^(n) » (2B^)n^E(n'^)^g'^ (805,2D) 
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Concentration Field Equations 
Single component second-order reaction 
Written in terms of n, the time-scaled conservation 
equation for a single component second-order reaction is 
* £ 
2 ^ R 2 T 2 
. -DaJ^(O)^- Daj Z C«*(m)^ • (806) 
ni 
$^(0) . <t^(0) • 0 (807) 
n 0 A# «W 
be^(n) 1 ) p « 
- -Pe' ^n^«^(n) - 2Da^ g(0)$^(n) 
+ n. % [u?(m)$^(n-m) • u?(m)«^(n-m)"] (808) 
m 
t«f(n) 
^t* 
- Dal (m)$ (n—m) — $ (m)$ 
m M/ 
' -Pe*"^n^«^(n) - 2Da* C(0)«^(n) 
- n, jL [u?(m)$^(n-m) - u?(m)e^(n-m)] (809) 
in 
m# 
- Dal % [$^(m)$^(n-m) + $^(m)e^(n-4n)3 
m 
t* = (27r/N)t, Daj. 5 (N/2Tr)Daj, Pe* S (N/2T)Pe (810) 
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The Initial conditions on the concentration field are 
assigned using 
C(0) . g(g,0) . 1 (811) 
„ 2 
max 
c(0)2 . H El (nf,0). (812) 
n^.i ' ^ 
<t^(n,0)^ + 4f(n,0)2 . E^(n^,0)^/»)(n^) = Rg(n^)^ (813) 
<t®(n,0) . R (n^)cose(n) (814) Af * g m# 
<t^(n,0) . Rg(n^)sine(n) (815) 
where 9(n) is the angular coordinate of a point chosen at 
random on the circle determined by Equation 813. 
First-order reaction 
The time-scaled conservation equation in terms of n 
for a first-order reaction is 
n w 0 
^Z(O) o T 
- -Da£^(0), $*(0) . $1(0) - 0 (816) 
n ^ 0 
^^(n) . J, _ -
tt, - -Pe'"^nV(n) - Da£ <t^(n) 
+ n. [u^(m)$^(n-m) + u?(m)«^(n-m)T 
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" —Pe* — Da^ $^(n) 
(818) 
- n. %. Cu?(m)e^(n-m) - uî(m)e^(n-^)3 
m ys/ 
where Oa^ 5 (N/2Tr)Da^ is the scaled DamkShler number for a 
first-order reaction. The initial conditions are estab­
lished using Equations 811-815. 
Two species second-order reaction 
For the reactants of a two species second-order reac­
tion, the time-scaled conservation equations written in 
terms of n are 
»e.(o) »e-(o) 
H? 
(819) 
- Da^ X C«J(m)<tg(m) + <tj(m)«^(m)"3 
m 
<t?(0) . <tî(0) - e»(0) - «î(0) . 0 (820) A A A* J>^ A** 
SJJ. 
- 04C«a<2'«B'5> * 
+ n, % [u?(m)$?(nMn) + u?(m)$^(n-m)] (821) 1 ^ ^ A ^  ^  A'»'*» 
5 
- Daj 2! [<i;5(m)<f^(n-m) - $]^(g)e^(n-m)] 
m 
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4  ^- -PeJ^-^n2«J(n) - D4[e^(0)«|(n) + «^(OjeJCj})] 
- n. [u?(m)$?(n—m) — u?(m)$f(n—m)^ (822) 
Bl A/ 
- Daj H L<tA^2)«B^n-in) + <tj(m)«^(n-ra)l 
m W 
+ n. % [u^(m)cE(n-m) + u?(m)«?(n-m)3 (823) 
m 
- Daj^ H C$%(m)$g(nTm) - <ti(i5)«B(n-m)l 
m 
1 9 T — T T 
-lir- - -Pej-^n2<tl(n) - Da* Ce^(0)e^(n) + (23(0)^^(5)] 
- X [u^(m)eg(n-m) - u^(m)«g(n-m)3 (824) 
m 
m 
Pe^ = (N/2ir)Pe^, Pe^ = (N/2%)Peg (825) 
The initial conditions are assigned using 
C^(0) » g^(0,0) . 1 (826) 
Cg(0) » jeg(£,0) • initial stoichiometry (827) 
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2 
^max 
c^(0) » ^ (828) 
c^(0)2 . ^ EgCn^,©)^ (829) 
n'- 1 
%ax 
' F- (830) 
n'« 1 
" «1^2.0)2 _ E^(n2,0)^/^(„2, = R^(„2,2 
R o 
*a'S>®' " Kj^(n )cos&(n) (832) 
n^.l ' ' " 
• R.(n2)sin8(n) (833) 
' %% 
d 
E^(n^,0). " ~ ^ A^5»0) 
; [SA(*^,0)dGR(nf,0)j - E^^(n2,0)^2]^ ^ 
E^(n^,0)^ - <Pj^(n,0) 
for E/.2,o)^E^(n\o)^ZE^(n\o)/, n> 0 (836) 
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Concentration field statistics 
The concentration fluctuation spectrum for each 
reacting species cam be calculated using 
EgCnZ)^ « Z Z C«^(n)^ + $^(n)^] (837,3D) 
^n ^n 
Eg(n2)j . % [t*(n)2 + (838,2D) 
®n 
or the equivalent form 
E.(n2)a = Z S , , (839) 
Simileurly, for two species reactions the joint correlation 
spectrum function can be found from 
E^(n2)^ . •£ S 2 2 <840) 
m n ,m 
2 2 2 
where E_(n ) , S 0 and E.„(n ) . S 0 for values of n not 
s a AB a 
2 2 given by n • n^n^, that is for which i](n ) » 0. 
The concentration field statistics can be found using 
„ 2 
max 
c(t*)^ « ZI E,(n2,t'). (841) 
n^.l ' " 
(842) 
n^.l 
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L.(t») . CN/4c(t»)^3 2Z n"S,(n^,t*). (843,3D) 5  ^  S  Q  
n^.l 
„ 2 
max 
L^(t») - [N/2vc(t')^] (844,2D) 5 ^ SO 
n^« 1 
„ 2 
max 
X^(t*)"^ - C2ïT^/3N^c(t*)^] TZ n^E^(n^,t*)^ (845,3D) S ^ 8 O 
nT.l 
„ 2 
max 
\,(t')"^ . [K^/N^c(t*)^J H n^E.(n^,t»)- (846,2D) 5 ^ S CI 
n^.l 
^ 2 
'^max (847,3D) 
fg(r,t*) » Cl/c(t»)^] %Z E^(n^,t* )^sin(lcr)/lcr 
nf.l 
« 2 
max 
fg(r,t') « [l/c(t')^ % Eg(n2,t')j J^Ocr) (848,2D) 
n^.l 
The concentration field isolines are found using 
c(x*,t*) = % rt*(n,t*)cos(2*n"x*) - e^(n,t* )sin(2iTn*x* )1 
^ (849) 
where x* = x*/L*. 
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NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PROCEDURE 
Due to the very large computational requirements of 
three-dimensional turbulence, calculations were only made 
for two-dimensional turbulence. In two dimensions, the 
discrete values of the integer vector n can be represented 
as a lattice of points in n-space, as portrayed in Figure 7 
for different values of n„ , the spherical (circular) cut-
max 
off value of n. Because the real part of a Fourier trans­
formed variable must be symmetric in n and the imaginary 
paurt antisymmetric in n (the physical-space reality require­
ment), it is convenient to separate each point and its 
inversion point into two categories. In Figure 7, the 
points within the cutoff have been divided into the so-
called upper half-space points and lower half-space points. 
Since Fourier fluctuation variables associated with the 
point n K £ are zero for all t, it is immaterial whether the 
point n = 0 is included in or excluded from either half-A/ ^ 
space. Therefore, only half of the values of the Fourier 
modes need to be integrated over time; values of the other 
half are assigned using the inversion properties aind are 
only used in convolution summations. 
Because computation requirements grow rapidly with 
increasing values of n_ „ even in two dimensions, a cutoff 
max ' 
2 
of n^^ = 8 was used in this study, which corresponds to 
the system of Figure 7c. 
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a) b) 4 "2 
# # # # # (  » & * * * * >  »  #  e  #  #  (  ;  A  *  «  A  A  ^  n  
• • • • o • • 
O 
# 
a) 
b) 
c) 
• • • 
• A A 
• • A 
» # # 
» # 
• » 
"2 
• • 
A • 
A A 
•> n. 
• • •' 
» # m 
n » excluded points 
lower half-space points, values of Fourier modes 
associated with these points are obtained by numericeJ. 
integration over time 
upper half-space points, values of Fourier modes 
associated with these points are assigned using the 
inversion symmetry properties of real and imaginary 
parts resulting from the physical-space reality 
requirement; these values are only used in convolution 
summations 
Example of summation limits for cutoff having n ^ 
an integer. 
Example of summation limits for cutoff having n, 
an integer. Notice that limits on n^ 
summing over just the upper half-space points or lower 
half-space points. 
c) Spherical cutoff used in calculations. 
max 
are different in 
Figure 7. Classification of points in the lattice associ­
ated with the integer vector g for spherical 
(circular) cutoff of summations over n. 
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Generation of the Turbulent Velocity Fields 
Random convection velocity 
In order to integrate Equation 799 to find the second-
order response to an integrated random step forcing function 
for each lower half-space value of n, it is convenient to 
rewrite Equation 799 as two first-order differential equa­
tions 
5 d*«(n,t*) 
r'Cn) + 2y»(n)S ot(n,t*) + ô(n,t*) 
^ at ^ ^ ^ 
(850) 
- 2f S(n,f,T'^) 
d0(n,t») 
^ .  *( n , t ' )  ( 8 5 1 )  
Converting Equations 850 and 851 to finite difference form 
gives 
- 2r'(n)S (n,t^) - © (n,t^)7/r'(n)^ 
(852) 
ô(n,t^^^) = ô(n,t^) +ût^«<(n,t^) (853) 
t^+1 = ^,t^ (854) 
Values of 0?(n,t*) and 0?(n,t') are found using Equations 
781 - 790. 
The Gaussian energy spectrum in discrete form assigned 
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to the random convection velocity for all time is given in 
Table 3 ailong with other statistics and numerical integra­
tion parameters* The longitudinal correlation function 
f(r,t)^ is shown in Figure 8. 
Initial values SCn^OpT^^) and successive values of 
s(n,t',T^Q) were computer generated random numbers chosen 
from a uniform distribution ranging from -0.5 to 0.5. The 
initial values *(n,0) were generated as reindom numbers from 
the same distribution scaled by the factor 2ir. The initial 
values «((n,0) were assigned using 
^(n,0) - [2Tr S(n,0) - ô(n,0)3/2Sr(n^) (855) 
Initiad and successive values of T^Cn) were computer gener­
ated random numbers chosen from a Poisson distribution 
2 having a mean value of 20 amd scaled by the factor T^^fn )/ 
20. 
Using Equations 781- 790, 800, and 852- 854, values of 
t', 0^(n,t'), 0^(n,t'), 02^n,t*), and 02(n,t*) were computed 
(using an IBM 370/158 computer located at the Iowa State 
University Computation Center) and recorded on magnetic com­
puter tape. Since only every other set of values of 
R X 0^(n,t*) and 0^(n,t*) were recorded on tape, the effective 
time increment for the random convection velocity values is 
Atjj » 2at^. 
Figure 9 shows an example (for an arbitrary time scale) 
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Table 3. Assigned random convection velocity numerical 
integration parameters» statistics, and energy 
spectrum 
Numerical Integration Parameters 
time scale factor = 2ir/N = 1.40442 
Tg^d) = 4.0, Tg^Cn^) = 4y(n^) (assigned) 
' 5.1532 x 10"" 
S = 0.3, B s 0.4 
Statistics 
E(n^,t)^0 = a^(n/n^)^ expC-l«5(n/n^)^l 
- 8. a* = 1.60254 
Lfg(t) = 1.0, Af0(t) = 1.22911, N = 4.47385 
Energy Spectrum and Time Scales 
n2 •)(n^) rcn^) 
1 4 0.27787 1.00000 
2 4 0.35688 0.62269 
4 4 0.20813 0.36625 
5 8 0.13208 0.23959 
8 4 0.02503 0.08245 
1.0 
.8 
.6  
. 2  
0 
0 3 2 
r 
Figure 8. Longitudinal correlation function f(r,t)^ for the 
random convection velocity for all t ^ 
Example of a random step forcing function S(t,Tg^) with 
successive periods chosen from a Poisson distribution 
Example of a second-order response to a random step forcing 
function with constant successive periods T « 4IT and for 
a dampening ratio 5 » 0.3 
1, Q = (0,-1) 
2 
t • 0 t • 10 
Figure 11. Examples of the time behaviors of the random convection 
velocity Fourier modes 0?(i3,t) and 0^(rj,t) for different 
values of n 
t» 10 t = 0 
Figure 12. Time behavior of the components and magnitude of the 
physical-space random convection velocity at the 
point » 0 
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Figure 13. Streamlines for the random convection velocity 
at t « 0 
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Figure 14. Streamlines for the random convection velocity 
at t = 5 
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Figure 15 Streamlines for the random convection velocity 
at t « 0 extended over several unit boxes of 
turbulence 
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Figure 16. Streamlines for the random convection velocity 
at t s 5 extended over several unit boxes of 
turbulence 
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of a random step forcing function with successive 
periods chosen from a Poisson distribution. An example 
of a second-order response to a random step forcing function 
with constant successive periods T^, the random walk on a 
circle with inertia whose location is indicated by 6(^,t'), 
is illustrated in Figure 10 (for an arbitrary time scale). 
Figure 11 shows examples of the time behavior of some of the 
R I 
random convection velocity Fourier modes 0^(nyt) and 0^(i&,t) 
that were generated and stored on tape. The scale of motion 
2 decreases from being largest at the top of the figure (n = 
2 1) to smallest at the bottom (n * 8). The reduction in 
amplitude of the fluctuations reflects the decrease in 
energy content of the scales as dictated by the assigned 
energy spectrum. Likewise, the time scale of the fluctua­
tions decreases with the scale of motion. The time behavior 
shown is for 10 dimensionless time units or eddy circulation 
times. The time.behavior of the components and magnitude of 
the physical-space random convection velocity at the point 
0, found by summing the read parts of the Fourier modes, 
is shown in Figure 12 for ten eddy circulation times. 
Streamlines for the physical-space random convection veloc­
ity at t > 0 and t = 5 eddy circulation times are shown in 
Figures 13 and 14, respectively. Streamline patterns 
extending over severaU. repeating unit boxes of turbulence 
are shown in Figures 15 and 16. 
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Convected velocity field with interaction 
The velocity field u^(n) that is convected by the ran­
dom convection velocity and has interaction between 
Fourier modes, hereafter referred to as the convected 
velocity field with interaction, is generated by integrating 
the set of Equations 725 and 726 over time. In two dimen­
sions, Equations 725 and 726 can be written in abbreviated 
form as the set of equations 
>,u^(n,t*) , 
= Pi(n,t') (855,856) 
— = P*(n,t*) (857,858) 
with 
F^(n,t') = n^P^^(n) % r0^(m)u5(n-m) + 0Î(m)u?(n-m)3 
m 
+ n^P^,(n) % r0?(m)uî(n-m) + 05(m)u5(n-m)] 
m 
(859,2D) 
+ n-P.^Cn) % t0?(m)uî(n-m) + 0Î(m)u?(n-m)3 
m 
+ n_P^_(n) [ 0g(m)uE(n-m) + 0Î(ra)u?(n-m^3 
m 
p|(n,f ) . n^Pg^Cn) % [e^CmJu^Cn-m) + 
m 
+ V22<5^ Z 
m 
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+ n^P.^Cn) ^  [0^(m)u5(n-m) + J&î(m)u^(n-œ)l 6 6l A/ ^ ^  6 ^  2^ % ^  ^ ^ 
(860,2D) 
+ *^2^22^-2^ ^ C^2f;5^^2^2"i2^ "*" 
pî(n,t') • -n^P--(n) % £0?(ni)u?(n-m) - 0î(m)uî(n-m)l A 1 XX ^  X ^ ^ X ^ X ^ ^  ^ 
m 
- n-P^p(n) 2] [0^(m)u^(n-m) - 0î(m)uî(n-m)'3 A ic /V m fe'V-^ % /Vf 
(861,2D) 
- n5P-^(n) ^  t0?(m)u?(n-m) - 0î(in)uî(n-m)"3 
in 
- n-P^gCn) ^  [0^(m)u^(nMn) - 0î(m)uî(n-m) 3 
In /Sr 
pî(n,t*) » -n.P.^Cn) % ^ 0^(m)u^(n-m) - 0î(in)uî(n-m) *] t /V X t i _ *'** i/w<0 % ^ ^ in 
- n^P-gCn) S r0?(m)u?(n-4n) - 0î(in)uî(n-m)'3 
X zz ^  in z ^  ^ X ^  z ^  ^ 
^ (862,2D) 
- n^P5^(n) % r 0^(m)u?(n-.m) - 0î(in)uî(n-m) 1 Z  Z  X  ^  ^  ^  Z  ^  X  ^  / w  Z ' v  
m 
- ^ 2^22^1}^ ^  [ 02(m)u2(n-m) - ii^ (ja)v^ in-m)'2 
Converting Equations 855 - 858 to finite difference form and 
R I 
using values of P^(n,t*) and P^(^t*) that are averaged 
over time steps t^ and t^^^ gives 
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- u^(n,tp3At' . %:Pi(n,t') + (863) 
- ujcn.tpn/âf = SsCPiCn.t-J + (864) 
and hence the set of predictor equations 
Ui(n,t'^j) . uj{n,t') + at' ^ ^{n.t') (865) 
uî(n,t' ,) » uî(n,ti) + at' pj(n,t') (866) 1 A,' r+x i /v' r 1 /v' r 
and set of iterative corrector equations 
+ ^ ^t'[Fi(n,t;) * F?(n,t^+i)] (867) 
"i'2'^ r+a' - * 'S't'C Pi(n,tp + Fi(n,t^ ^^ )3 (868) 
R I The initial conditions for u.(n) and u.(n) are found 1 /V 1 /V 
using Equations 741 - 750 and were generated in the same 
manner as for the random convection velocity. The initial 
energy spectrum and other statistics are the same as those 
given previously for the random convection velocity in 
Table 3 and Figure 8 but with different (randomly) generated 
values of the Fourier modes. 
p 
By reading the previously calculated values of 0,(n,t*) 
and 0^(n,t*) from tape and using Equations 865- 868, values 
of u^(n,t'), u^(n,t*), U2(n,t*), and u^Ciiit*) were calcu­
lated and recorded on a second magnetic computer tape. In 
order to avoid significant accumulations of round-off 
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errors, the caJ.culations were performed in double precision 
p T 
but the values of u.(n) and ut(n) were truncated to single 1 ^  1 ^  
precision for storage on tape. The criteria used to deter­
mine iteration convergence of Equations 867 and 868 are 
given by 
^ 3 X 10"? (869) 
6 3 X 10"7 (870) 
for all n for the jth iteration. 
The time behavior of the components of the physical-
space convected velocity field with interaction at the 
point X = ^ is shown in Figure 17. The streamline pattern 
for the velocity field at t « 5 eddy circulation times is 
shown in Figures 18 and 19. The corresponding streamline 
pattern for the random convection velocity at the same time 
is shown in Figures 14 and 16. 
The energy spectrum and hence time scales and other 
statistics of the random convection velocity are constant 
over time. However, the energy spectrum of the convected 
velocity field with interaction fluctuates randomly with 
time and does not reach a steady state even after long 
times. The turbulent energy content remains constant but 
t- 0 t - 8.5 
Figure 17. Time behavior of the components of the physical-space 
convected velocity field with interaction at the 
point jîç » g 
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Figure 18. Streamlines for the convected velocity field 
with interaction at t = 5 
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ÊM #3 
S 
61 Isl 
Figure 19. Streamlines for the convected velocity field 
with interaction at t « 5 extended over several 
unit boxes of turbulence 
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the energy spectrum modes freely and randomly exchange 
energy content between one another, and hence the time 
scales of the turbulence fluctuate. For this reason, the 
random convection velocity field was used for most of the 
concentration field cailculations and wets used to obtain 
all results reported, except where otherwise indicated. 
The convected velocity field with interaction was used in 
selected cases in order to compare concentration field 
behaviors for the two velocity fields. 
Integration of the Concentration Field Equations 
Concentration field initial conditions 
For single component reactions the initial concentra­
tion field was generated using Equations 811 - 815, whereas 
for two-species reactions the initial concentration fields 
A and B were generated using Equations 826- 836. The values 
of ô(n} were computer generated random numbers (scaled by 
the factor 2ir) chosen from a uniform distribution ranging 
from 0 to 1. In actuality, the initial concentration field 
used for the single component system was the same as the 
initial concentration field of species A in the two-species 
system. The same initial, concentration field was used for 
all cases examined. The initial statistics assigned to the 
concentration fields cure given in Table 4. The initial 
concentration correlation coefficient f_(r,0) is shown in 
s ' 
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Table 4. Initial assigned statistics for the concentration 
fields 
For single component reactions, the initial concen­
tration field and statistics are identical to the concen­
tration field and statistics for species A for two species 
reactions. 
C^(0) m 1.0, CgCO) = initial stoichiometry 
correlation coefficient %(0) « c^c^(0)/ê^(0)cg(0) « -1.0 
segregation coefficient ?(0) = c^Cg(0)/C^(0)Cg(0) « -0.2 
c^(0)^ . 0.2, 0^(0) « :>(0)Cg(0) 
Cg(0)^ = C?(0)Cq(0)/«(0)C^(0)]2 
L^(0) = Lg(0) « 0.52772, X^(0) « Xg(0) » 0.90289 
Eg(n^,0)^ = agC(O)^ (n/n^g) exp(-n^/2n^g^) 
n^g^ = 1.0, a^ « 0.61244 
Eg(n^,0)d/c(0)^ » E^(n2,0)^/c^-(0)^ = EgCn^,0)^/2^(0)2 
Î? Eg(nZ,0)j/c(0)2 
1 0.37146 
2 0.31863 
4 0.16577 
5 0.11241 
8 0.03173 
1.0 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
0 1 2 
r 
Figure 20. Initial concentration correlation coefficient f (r,0) 
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Figure 20. For the two-species system, the wave number 
2 2 2 dependences of E^^Cn ,0)^, Eg(n yO)^, and E^(n ,0)^ were 
taken to be the same. Under this restriction, Equations 
834 - 836 reduce to 
R C.Cg(O) g c.(O)Cg(O) 2ik I 
$:(n,0) . ^ ^ y $%(n,0) + [1 -
®~ a-.co)^ - s.(o)^  
^ ^ (871) 
I C.C-(O) _ C.(0)Cq(0) 2nk R 
c.10) c.(0) 
A A (872) 
-1 ^%(0) ± 1 (873) 
In finding initial concentration fields with desired 
statistics, one fundamental difficulty (related to the 
nature of the Fourier transform itself) that must be over­
come is that of satisfying the requirement of having only 
positive physical-space concentrations. In this study, 
this requirement restricted the initial relative intensity 
of concentration fluctuations to values of approximately 
c(0)^/C(0)^ » 0.2 or less (c(0)/C(0) C 0.447). Since large 
/»* 2 
relative intensities of fluctuation are desirable, c(0) / 
M 0 
C(0) s 0.2 was used, but even at this moderate level of 
intensity, only one concentration field out of six randomly 
generated ones did not contain regions of negative physical-
space concentration. Furthermore, this restriction on 
intensity does not seem to arise from the small number of 
Fourier modes used in this study. Using a much larger 
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number of modes» at different intensity levels the amount 
of concentration field negativity was about the same as that 
for fewer modes and was insensitive to changing the concen­
tration spectrum. 
Another related limitation is the degree to which spe­
cies segregation can be accurately described using the 
Fourier transform, especially with a small number of modes. 
For two-species reactions, in order to approximate segrega­
tion as much as possible, a correlation coefficient of 
^(0) = c^cg(0)/c^(0)cg(0) » -1 was used, which corresponds 
to the concentration fluctuations of A and B being complete­
ly out of phase. An initial segregation coefficient value 
of ^ (0) » c^Cg(0)/Cj^(0)Cg(0) » -0.2 was used. 
The initial physical-space concentration fields of A 
and B used for stoichiometric reactants are shown in 
Figure 21. 
Single component second-order reaction 
Equations 806 - 809 for a single component second-order 
reaction can be written in abbreviated form as 
n s 0 
(874) 
c(t*)^ = ^  L«^(m,t*)^ + <t^(m,t*)^1 (875) 
m 
e^(o,t») = c^(o,t') = 0 (876) 
0.67 1.03 1.29 1.36 1.21 0.88 0.51 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.67 
0.51 0.64 1.03 1.35 1.28 0.92 0.62 0.60 0.67 0.61 0.51 
0.61 0.45 0.73 1.13 1.21 0.97 0.82 0.99 1.17 1.01 0.61 
0.62 0.38 0.46 0.77 1.04 1.10 1.05 1.07 1.09 0.94 0.62 
0.54 0.41 0.38 0.65 1.10 1.36 1.21 0.85 0.61 0.57 0.54 
0.75 0.66 0.64 0.99 1.51 1.64 1.21 0.64 0.44 0.61 0.75 
1.36 1.14 1.11 1.52 1.91 1.72 1.04 0.60 0.79 1.24 1.36 
1.91 1.63 1.51 1.78 1.93 1.50 0.80 0.58 1.10 1.77 1.91 
1.87 1.79 1.64 1.65 1.58 1.17 0.60 0.42 0.86 1.52 1.87 
1.26 1.52 1.52 1.42 1.26 0.94 0.50 0.20 0.30 0.76 1.26 
0.67 1.03 1.29 1.36 1.21 0.88 0.51 0.24 0.17 0.34 0.67 
A Field 
Figure 21. Physical-space concentration fields of A and B 
at t« 0 with Cg(0) . 1.0, c^(0)^ « Cg(0)^ » 0.2, 
and c^Cg(O) = -0.2 
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1.33 0.97 0.71 0.64 0.79 1.11 1.49 1.76 1.83 1.66 1.33 
1.49 1.36 0.97 0.65 0.72 1.08 1.38 1.40 1.33 1.39 1.49 
1.39 1.55 1.27 0.87 0.79 1.03 1.18 1.01 0.83 0.99 1.39 
1.38 1.62 1.54 1.23 0.96 0.90 0.95 0.93 0.91 1.06 1.38 
1.46 1.59 1.62 1.35 0.90 0.64 0.79 1.15 1.39 1.43 1.46 
1.25 1.34 1.36 1.01 0.49 0.36 0.79 1.36 1.56 1.39 1.25 
0.64 0.86 0.89 0.48 0.09 0.28 0.96 1.40 1.21 0.76 0.64 
0.09 0.37 0.49 0.22 0.07 0.50 1.20 1.42 0.90 0.23 0.09 
0.13 0.21 0.36 0.35 0.42 0.83 1.40 1.58 1.14 0.48 0.13 
0.74 0.48 0.48 0.58 0.74 1.06 1.50 1.80 1.70 1.24 0.74 
1.33 0.97 0.71 0.64 0.79 1.11 1.49 1.76 1.83 1.66 1.33 
B Field 
Values shown are concentrations at points in the 
unit box of turbulence corresponding to a 10 by 
10 grid 
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n ]< 0 
t$*(n,t') p , R R 
« -InVPe* + 2Da£^(t*)3e (n,t*) + p"(n,t*) (877) 
iC (lljt*) A Y T 
» -[nVPe* + 2Da^C(t')]*i(n,t*) + P^\n,t') (878) 
with 
P*(n,t*) » n. % ru?(m)e^(n-m) + u?(m)$^(n-m)'] 
m 
(879) 
— Dai. ^  r c^(in)c^(n—ni) — <t^(ni)c^(n—ro)"! i L. ^ «TA» /W A f  ^ J 
F^(n,t') = -n. ^  ru?(m)$^(n-4n) - u?(m)c^(n-m)l 
m (880) 
- Dal % r $^(in)$^(n-m) • c^(m)c^(n-m)3 X 0» <v r* /V  ^ " 
Converting Equations 874, 877, and 878 to finite difference 
form using values of the right-hand sides averaged over 
time steps t^ and t^^^ and solving for 2(t^+^), c*(n^t^^i), 
and $^Xn,t^^^) gives the set of predictor equations 
[1 - 3;At'Da^g(t^)3g(tp - At*DaJc(t^)^ 
1 + %At'Da^e(t^) 
e(t^+i) . E £ i £— (881) 
**(2*t^+i) = [[1 - %At*n2/pe, _ At'Daj.e(t^)]c*(n,t^) 
(882) 
+ At»F^(n,tp}/Cl + ^At'n^/Pe' + At'Daie(t^)] 
$^(n,t^^^) » same as Equation 882 with I replacing R (883) 
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and corrector equations 
Z(t^^l) .{[1 - WDa^g(t^)3g(t^) - 35AfDaj[c(tp^ 
(884) 
+ c(t;+i)2]/[l + %At'Daig(t;+i)] 
(t^(n,t^^^) «{Cl - %At'n2/Pe' - At'Daj.g(t^)]e^(n,tp 
+ 32At»[F^(n,tp + P*(2,t;+i)3} (885) 
/[I + 3sAt*n^/Pe« + &t'Da^g(t^^^)l 
C^(n,t^^^) = same as Equation 885 with I replacing R (886) 
First-order reaction 
Writing Equations 816 - 818 for a first-order reaction 
in abbreviated form gives 
n = 0 W -%• 
^ = -Da^g(t«) (887) 
"^(t (n,t ' ) 2 p o 
^ ^7 = -(nVPe» + DaJ)<t (n,t*) + F^(n,t* ) (888) 
( n ; t * ) ^ y Y 
—^ = -(nVPe* + Da£)<t"^(n,t') + F'^(n,t' ) (889) 
with 
P^(n,t*) = n. % fuf(m)t^(n,m) + u?(m)c^(n-m)l (890) 
1  ^ 3L A/ 1 ^   ^  ^ J in 
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P^(njt*) » —n. ru?m) — uT(in)$^(n—xa)l (891) 1  U X ^  ^  ^  1  
m 
In terms of finite differences, Equations 887— 889 give the 
predictor equations 
(1 - 3{at*Da^) 
(1 + Hàt*Da^) 
« — g(t^) (892) 
<t^(n,t^^^) » [Cl - %&t'n2/Pe' - 3{At'Da^]$^(n,t^) 
+ ôt»P^(n,tp}/£l + %6t»n^/Pe» + 
(893) 
C^(n,t^^^) » same as Equation 893 with I replacing R (894) 
and corrector equations 
$^(n,t^^^) « {Cl - %ôt*n^/Pe» - Jf^t'Da^ 
+ hAf[F^(n,tp + (895) 
/[I + 3s6t«n^/Pe* + JjAt'Da^l 
c^(n,t^^^) = same as Equation 895 with I replacing R (896) 
Two-species second-order reaction 
The abbreviated forms of Equations 819 - 824 for a two-
species second-order reaction eure 
n at 0 
— - -Da^[g^(t')Zg(t') t c^cg(t')] (897) 
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—— » same as Equation 897 > (898) 
(899) 
m WW 
5 * 3 ,  
)  ,  D 
* = -CnVPe^ + DaJCgCf ) 
- Da-Z^Cf )4<n,f ) + F«(n,f ) 
•k(tî(n,t>) 5 . I 
— —  =  - [ "  / P = À  +  )  
- Dai2A(t')«I(n.t.) + Pjcn.f) 
— " -ZnZ/Pe& + ) 
- Daieg(t')«%(n,t') + F*(n,t') 
^®R ( t ' ) n ^ T 
[" /p«A + D4e;^(f 04(n,f ) 
- Da^eg(t')it^(n,t«) + Fg(n,t') 
with 
Pa (n,t') = n. ru?(m)<tî(n-m) + u?(m)$^(n-m)l 
m /V 
- Da* % [$^(m)$^(n-m) - e^(m)$Q(n-m)l 
o - v / ^  a a x  jA ^  ^  ^ 
(900) 
(901) 
(902) 
(903) 
(904) 
m 
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Fa(n,t*) » -n. % ru?(m)«^(n-m) - uî(m)«î(n-m)"] A m,' A/v/*» 1/s/ 
m 
(905) 
- DajX [«J(m)4(n-m) + «3(11-10)7 
m 
Pa(n,t») » n. IZ ru?(m)Cg(n-m) + u?(m)$*(n-m)j| 
m 
(906) 
— Dal ^  rc?(m)c?(n^) — «î(m)tî(n—m)"! X A /V O ^  /V A /V f> fV mf ^ 
m 
Fn(n,t') = -n. % [u.(m)$^(n-m) - u.(m)ta(n-m)] 
n 
(907) 
- 04 ^C«A<»>'4'2-55' * *A'2'*B'2-2'^ 
m 
-• 
Converting Equations 897-903 to finite difference form 
gives the predictor equations 
^A^^r+1^ - )$6t'Da^gg(tp]g^(t^) - AfDaJc^(t^)} 
(908) 
/LI + 3sùt*DaJ^(tp3 
- 3{At'Daj.gj^(t^)]gg(tp - .&fDaJc^(tp} 
(909) 
/II + îsAfDajC^(tp3 
®A^i?»^r+l^ - I CI - 3;&t'n^/Pej^ - 3{At'Da^(Eg(tp]$^(n,tp 
- At*DaJje^(tp<t^(n,tp +^t*pj(n,tp) (910) 
/[I + ^&t*n^/Pe^ + %At'Da2gg(t^)3 
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= same as Equation 910 with I replacing R (911) 
e|(n,t^^l) « (CI - %4t'n2/Pe& - 3g^t'Da^g^(tp] tgCn.tp 
- At'Da£^3(tpeJ(n,t^) + At«Pg(n,tp} (912) 
/[I + %At*n2/Pe^ + ^At'Da^ga^t^)] 
CQ(n,t' -) = same as Equation 912 with I replacing R (913) 
and corrector equations 
- 3,6t.Da.eB(t;)3Z^(t;) 
- 35At'Da^Lc^Cg(tp + C^Cg(t^^^)3} (914) 
/£1 + %6t'DalCB(t^+^)l 
= ir: - 33&t.Da^e^(tp]gg(tp 
- JsAt'Da* [c^cg(tp + c^cg(t^^i)l} (915) 
/[I + 35&t'Da^e^(t^^^)l 
<tj(n,t^^l) = {11 - 32At»n^/Pe^ - ;g6t'Da^gg(tp]c^(5,tp 
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/Cl + îjAt'nVpe^ + %6t'Daigg(t^+i)3 (916) 
s* same as Equation 916 with I replacing R (917) 
«B(n,t^^l) « (Cl - %At'n2/Pe& - 3sAt'Da£C^(tp3<t|(n,t^) 
- 3s4t.D4[eB(t-^^)««(n,t'^l) + 
(918) 
+ * P|<n,tp3} 
/Cl + %4t'n^/pe^ + 3s4t>Da'«^(t*^j)'] 
C^Xn,t^^^) m same as Equation 918 with I replacing R (919) 
Limiting Cases and Check of Numerical Integration 
Using the finite difference equations given in the 
previous section, the concentration fields were calculated 
over time using the previously calculated velocity fields 
stored on magnetic tape and time increments At' that are an 
integer multiple of the time increment corresponding to 
the velocity field values. To avoid accumulation of round­
off errors, the concentration variables were carried in 
double precision although the velocity field was in single 
precision. Iterations of the corrector equations were cut­
off according to the specifications 
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^ ^2»^r+l^j+l 
< 3 X 10 -7 (920) 
*^(2*tr+i)j+i 
< 3 X 10 -7 (921) 
for all g for the jth iteration. 
In order to check the numerical integration of the 
concentration field equations and properties of the turbu­
lence simulation used in this study, calculations were made 
for several different mixing and reaction limiting cases. 
In the limit of no diffusion and no reaction (pure convec­
tion), concentration fluctuation intensities and correlation 
between species should remain constant with time. This is 
shown in Table 5 for different integration time increments, 
which gives an indication of the convergence of the concen­
tration field integration with the velocity field present. 
For final period turbulence, u = 0 and convection does 
not occur. In the limit of pure diffusion, the Fourier 
concentration field equations reduce to 
(S,t' ) 2 R 
- = -(nVPe*)<t^(n,t«) 
tt' 
><t^(n,t*) p T 
^ » -(nVPe')<t^(n,t') 
(922) 
(923) 
which can be integrated exactly to give 
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Table 5. Convergence of the concentration field integra­
tion for different time increments and check of 
constant species fluctuation intensities for 
pure convection without diffusion or reaction 
c(t)< 
4t/At^« 2 4 5 Ï5 51 
0 1. 000000 1. 000000 1. 00000 1 .00000 1. 00000 
0 .495 0. 999998 0. 999993 0. 99997 0 .99989 0. 99957 
0 .989 0. 999997 0. 999990 0. 99996 0 .99983 0. 99933 
1 .484 0. 999999 0. 999995 0. 99998 0 .99992 0. 99968 
1 .979 1. 000000 0. 999999 1. 00000 0 .99998 0. 99994 
2 .475 1. 000001 1. 000004 1. 00002 1 .00006 1. 00026 
2 .968 1. 000001 1. 000006 1. 00002 1 .00009 1. 00038 
3 .463 1. 000001 1. 000005 1. 00002 1 .00008 1. 00030 
4 .452 1. 000001 1. 000003 1. 00001 1 .00005 1. 00018 
4 .947 0. 999999 0. 999998 0. 99999 0 .99996 0. 99985 
5 .442 1. 000000 0. 999998 0. 99999 0 .99998 0. 99990 
0 —0 # 20000 0 .20000 0. 20000 
0. 594 —0# 19999 0 .19999 0. 19999 
1. 187 —0. 20000 0 .20000 0. 20000 
1. 781 —0 . 19999 0 .19999 0. 19999 
2. 375 —0 * 19998 0 .19998 0. 19998 
2. 968 —Oe 19997 0 .19997 0. 19997 
3. 562 —0# 19994 0 .19994 0. 19994 
4. 155 —0 * 19991 0 .19991 0. 19991 
4. 749 —0 • 19994 0 .19994 0. 19994 
5. 343 —0 * 19997 0 .19997 0. 19997 
^ t = 16 41^ 
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**(n,t') » **(n,0) exp[-(n^/Pe')t'] (924) 
*F(n,t') . *I(n,0) exp[;-(n^/Pe*)t«] (925) 
and hence the decay of fluctuation intensity as 
n 2 
Akt 5 ^^X o o 
c(t')^ . ^ Eg(n'^,0)^ exp[-.2(nVPe»)tO (926) 
nf.l 
in terms of the initial concentration spectrum. Notice that 
using the time scale t'/Pe* results in a unique decay for 
c . Results for diffusive decay of c(t) obtained by numer­
ical integration and Equation 926 are compared in Table 6. 
In Figure 22, the exact result as given by Equation 926 is 
compared with the -3/2 power law for final period turbu­
lence. 
For final period turbulence with diffusion and a first-
order reaction, the concentration field equations become 
^<t^(n,t») g R 
- -(nVPe* + Da^)c"(n,t*) (927) 
^t 
and integrate to 
tcF(n,t') - T 
» -(n^/Pe' + DaJ)<f^(n,t» ) (928) 
e^(n,t*) = $^(n,0) exp[-(n^/Pe*)t'3 exp(-Da^t') (929) 
<t^(n,t*) = c^(n,0) exp£-(n^/Pe*)tO exp(-Da£t«) (930) 
This gives 
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Table 6. Comparison of numerical integration and analyti­
cal results for diffusive decay of 6(t) with and 
without a first-order reaction and no convection 
» 0) for Pe = 100 
Da = 0 Da = 0.1 
t c(t)2 C(t) e(t)2 
0 0.2000000 1.0000000 0.2000000 
0.528 0.1900266 
0.1900265 
0.9485996 
0.9485996 
0.1709938* 
0.1709938* 
1.055 0.1807712 
0.1807711 
0.8998413 
0.8998413 
0.1463730 
0.1463730 
1.979 0.1661061 
0.1661060 
0.8204669 
0.8204669 
0.1118170 
0.1118170 
3.034 0.1514047 
0.1514046 
0.7382899 
0.7382900 
0.0825264 
0.0825264 
4.024 0.1393020 
0.1393020 
0.6687403 
0.6687403 
0.0622977 
0.0622977 
5.013 0.1285716 
0.1285715 
0.6057424 
0.6057425 
0.0471760 
0.0471760 
6.002 0.1190105 
0.1190104 
0.5486792 
0.5486793 
0.0358280 
0.0358280 
6.992 0.1104514 
0.1104514 
0.4969916 
0.4969917 
0.0272816 
0.0272816 
7.981 0.1027557 
0.1027557 
0.4501732 
0.4501732 
0.0208240 
0.0208240 
9.037 0.0953685 
0.0953685 
0.4050844 
0.4050844 
0.0156493 
0.0156493 
9.960 0.0895101 
0.0895101 
0.3693522 
0.3693522 
0.0122111 
0.0122111 
^Analytical solution. 
^Numerical integration. 
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Figure 22. Decay of ^(t) by diffusion without convection 
or reaction and comparison with the -3/2 power 
law for final period turbulence 
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E^(n ,0)jexp[-2(n /Pe*)t*]jexp(-2Da^t*) 
n^.l ' (931) 
Results for diffusive decay of c(t) with a first-order 
reaction as obtained by numerical integration and Equation 
931 are also compared in Table 6. 
Enhancement of mixing (with no reaction) by the rsmdam 
convection velocity for Peelet numbers of 5, 20, cuid 100 is 
shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25, respectively. In addition, 
the decay of c(t)^ by diffusion with (euid without) convec­
tion is compared with the -3/2 power law for mixing in the 
initial period of turbulence decay. 
For first-order reactions, statistical independence 
holds exactly and is expressed by 
c(t*)^ # c(t* )^j^^ expC-2Daj.t*) (932) 
2 In Table 7, the decay of c(t) for a first-order reaction 
with convection and diffusion as obtained by numerical 
integration is compared with that calculated using Equation 
2 932 and the pure mixing decay c(t)^.y. In addition, the 
concentration integral scale and microscale were found to 
be unchanged from the pure mixing values by the first-order 
reaction. 
A check of the convergence of the numerical integration 
of thé single component second-order reaction terms is 
c(t') 
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1.0 
c(t)2 
c(0)2 
u = 0 
, 005 — 
5 10 
Figure 23. Decay of c(t) by diffusion with (and without) 
convection and no reaction for Pe = 5 and 
comparison with the initial period -3/2 power 
law 
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Figure 24. Decay of c(t) by diffusion with (and without) 
convection and no reaction for Pe = 20 and 
comparison with the initial period -3/2 power 
law 
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Figure 25. Decay of c(t) by diffusion with (and without) convection 
and no reaction for Pe = 100 and comparison with the 
initial period -3/2 power law 
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Table 7. Check of statistical independence for first-
order reaction with diffusion and convection 
c(t)2 for Pe = 20^ c(t)^ for Pe » 100* 
t Da^ » 0 Da^ » 0*5 t Da^ « 0 Da^« 0.1 
0 0 .200000 0.200000 0 0 •200000 0.200000 
0 .247 0 .178222 0.139168= 
0.139168* 
0 .528 0 .190358 0.171296= 
0.171292° 
0 .495 0 .160283 0.097734 
0.097733 
1 .055 0 .180744 0.146357 
0.146351 
0 .742 0 .144603 0.068851 
0.068850 
1 .979 0 .155768 0.104867 
0.104858 
0 .989 0 .130001 0.048334 
0.048334 
3 .034 0 .127251 0.069372 
0.069361 
1 .237 0 .115675 0.033584 
0.033583 
4 .024 0 .108797 0.048668 
0.048655 
1 .484 0 .099505 0.022559 
0.022558 
5 .013 0 .094837 0.034810 
0.034798 
1 .731 0 .081932 0.014504 
0.014504 
6 .002 0 .082742 0.024919 
0.024909 
1 .979 0 .065491 0.0090531 
0.0090529 
6 .992 0 .070417 0.017402 
0.017393 
2 .226 0 .051603 0.0055702 
0.0055701 
7 .981 0 .061053 0.012380 
0.012373 
2 .474 0 .041128 0.0034667 
0.0034666 
9 .037 0 .052377 0.008600 
0.008595 
2 .721 0 .033567 0.0022094 
0.0022093 
9 .960 0 .045367 0.006193 
0.006189 
2 .968 0 .027392 0.0014078 
0.0014078 
^i»t = 4 6tg. 
*At = 16 Atp. 
^Numerical integration. 
^Using mixing result and statistical independence. 
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Table 8. Check of single component second-order reaction 
(without convection or diffusion) time and 
OarnkShler number scaling inveuriance for numerical 
integration 
Da^t t Dai C(t) c(t)2 
0.06596 6.596 
0.6596 
0.06596 
0.01 
0.1 
1.0 
0.927293 
0.927293 
0.927292 
0.1531772* 
0.1531771* 
0.1531764* 
0.1319 13.19 
1.319 
0.1319 
0.01 
0.1 
1.0 
0.865422 
0.865422 
0.865420 
0.1199332 
0.1199331 
0.1199321 
0.2309 2.309 
0.2309 
0.1 
1.0 
0.787916 
0.787914 
0.0859268 
0.0859258 
0.4947 4.947 
0.4947 
0.1 
1.0 
0.639409 
0.639407 
0.0407338 
0.0407332 
0.9894 9.894 
0.9894 
0.1 
1.0 
0.476766 
0.476764 
0.0141165 
0.0141162 
^At = 16 Atg. 
^At « 4Atp. 
provided by the time and Damkohler number scaling invariance 
of the reaction when convection and diffusion do not occur. 
In this limit the decay of C(t) and c(t)^ becomes unique 
when expressed in terms of Da^t. This is shown in Table 8. 
One significant test of the turbulent concentration 
field simulation that shows the affect of only using a 
finite number of Fourier modes is that for no molecular 
diffusion the fluid motion should not affect the rate of 
reaction (36a). This is shown in Table 9 for a single 
component second-order reaction and in Table 10 for a two-
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Table 9. Check of single component second-order reaction 
invaurismce to convection for no diffusion and 
Da^ s 0.1 
t C(t) C(t)2 t C(t) c(t)2 
0 1.000000 
1.000000 
0.20000* 
0.20000* 
4.024 0.684043 
0.683977 
0.05188 
0.05271 
0. 528 0.940876 
0,940870 
0.16126 
0.16173 
5.013 0.636458 
0.636310 
0.04006 
0.04123 
1. 055 0.889041 
0.889000 
0.13195 
0.13269 
6.002 0.595445 
0.595207 
0.03153 
0.03252 
1. 517 0.848597 
0.848543 
0.11186 
0.11184 
6.992 0.559682 
0.559382 
0.02523 
0.02607 
1. 979 0.812006 
0.811968 
0.09565 
0.09528 
7.981 0.528186 
0.527838 
0.02046 
0.02132 
2. 507 0.774197 
0.774183 
0.08072 
0.08036 
9.037 0.498456 
0.498056 
0.01659 
0.01752 
3. 034 0.740034 
0.740027 
0.06872 
0.06886 
9.960 0.475179 
0.474732 
0.01395 
0.01486 
3. 496 0.712715 
0.712688 
0.06008 
0.06080 
= S-
\ * a-
species second-order reaction. In both cases the solutions 
with and without convection are both convergent and differ­
ences that appear over time are due to the use of a finite 
number of Fourier modes in the model and not to numerical 
integration inaccuracies. 
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Table 10. Check of two-species second-order reaction 
invariance to convection for no diffusion and 
Da^ « 0.1 
t =A. S V V 
0 1.000000 -0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 
0. 594 0.955178 
0.955178 
-0.19992 
-0.19991 
0.20272 
0.20191 
0.19748* 
0.19822 
1. 187 0.915154 
0.915157 
-0.19964 
-0.19970 
0.20534 
0.20423 
0.19539 
0.19636 
1. 781 0.879236 
0.879244 
-0.19926 
-0.19944 
0.20784 
0.20819 
0.19364 
0.19289 
2. 375 0.846857 
0.846883 
-0.19880 
-0.19929 
0.21023 
0.20951 
0.19217 
0.19182 
2. 968 0.817549 
0.817611 
-0.19828 
-0.19913 
0.21251 
0.20820 
0.19093 
0.19340 
3. 562 0.790923 
0.791037 
-0.19772 
-0.19886 
0.21470 
0.20483 
0.18986 
0.19723 
4. 155 0.766652 
0.766828 
-0.19712 
-0.19858 
0.21680 
0.20404 
0.18896 
0.19843 
4. 749 0.744459 
0.744720 
-0.19651 
-0.19856 
0.21881 
0.20119 
0.18818 
0.20145 
5. 343 0.724109 
0.724481 
-0.19587 
-0.19850 
0.22075 
0.19748 
0.18751 
0.20539 
5. 936 0.705399 
0.705908 
-0.19523 
-0.19851 
0.22262 
0.19809 
0.18693 
0.20472 
6. 530 0.688156 
0.688835 
-0.19458 
-0.19860 
0.22441 
0.19546 
0.18644 
0.20713 
7. 124 0.672229 
0.673100 
-0.19392 
-0.19847 
0.22615 
0.19508 
0.18602 
0.20772 
7. 717 0.657486 
0.658568 
-0.19326 
-0.19834 
0.22782 
0.19113 
0.18566 
0.21203 
^vj « 0 above and ^ ^ ^  below. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
' Test of O'Brien*s Statistical 
Independence Hypothesis 
In terms of concentration fluctuation intensities, 
O'Brien's statistical independence hypothesis for single 
component second-order reactions is given by Equation 333, 
In order to test O'Brien's hypothesis, for given Damkdhler 
and Peclet numbers numerical experiments were made to find: 
1) c(t)^^, the decay of c(t) by pure reaction (u = 0, no rxn J r ^ » 
diffusion) for given Da^« 
2) c(t)^^, the decay of c(t)^ by pure mixing (no reaction) 
for given Pe. 
3) actual' actual decay of c(t)^ by mixing with 
reaction for given Da^ and Pe. 
The initial concentration field was the same for all 
three experiments and the velocity field was identical for 
the pure mixing and mixing with reaction experiments. 
/V 2 
Equation 333 was then used to calculate c(t)the decay 
^ 2 
of c(t) according to the independence hypothesis. Values 
of cCti^g^yg^ and cCt)^^^ were then compared by calculating 
the correction factor on O'Brien's hypothesis at time t, 
defined by 
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The results of the numerical experiments and the 
correction factors on O'Brien's hypothesis are given in 
Tables 11 - 13 and 15 - 18 using the random convection veloc­
ity and in Table 14 using the convected velocity field with 
interaction. Calculations were made for the following 
cases: 
Table 
number Daj Pe 
11 
O
 • 
O
 20 
12 0.1 100 
13 0.1 20 
15 0.1 5 
16 1.0 100 
17 1.0 20 
18 10.0 20 
The correction factors found for different DamkBhler numbers 
(using Pe = 20) are compared in Table 19 for different 
«'2 —2 
values of the relative intensity of fluctuations, c /C . 
Table 20 summarizes the correction factors for different 
Peclet numbers with constant Da^. 
For constant Peclet number, O'Brien's hypothesis holds 
in the limit of very small Damkohler numbers, where mixing 
decay is dominant since mixing is finished before apprecia­
ble reaction can occur, and in the limit of very large 
Damkohler numbers, where reaction decay is dominant because 
Table 11. Check of O'Brien's independence hypothesis for Da^ » 0.01 and 
Pe « 20 ^ 
g2y%2 c(t) /c(0) correction 
' mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1. 00000 0. 20000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 0000 
0. 264 0. 99688 0. 17608 0. 88469 0. 98891 0. 87488 0. 87491 1. 0000 
0. 528 0. 99383 0. 15652 0. 79018 0. 97799 0. 77279 0. 77299 1. 0003 
0. 792 0. 99085 0. 13966 0. 70855 0. 96723 0. 68533 0. 68560 1. 0004 
1. 055 0. 98792 0. 12373 0. 63082 0. 95663 0. 60346 0. 60378 1. 0005 
1. 319 0. 98506 0. 10790 0. 55299 0. 94618 0. 52323 0. 52351 1. 0005 
1. 583 0. 98225 0. 08977 0. 46247 0. 93588 0. 43282 0. 43304 1. 0005 
1. 847 0. 97951 0. 07147 0. 37013 0. 92574 0. 34264 0. 34286 1. 0006 
2. 111 0. 97683 0. 05544 0. 28857 0. 91574 0. 26426 0. 26449 1. 0009 
2. 375 0. 97419 0. 04291 0. 22449 0. 90589 0. 20336 0. 20361 1. 0012 
2. 638 0. 97160 0. 03413 0. 17942 0. 89618 0. 16079 0. 16110 1. 0019 
2. 902 0. 96904 0. 02739 0. 14469 0. 88660 0. 12828 0. 12862 1. 0026 
3. 166 0. 96651 0. 02203 0. 11689 0. 87717 0. 10253 0. 10289 1. 0035 
3. 430 0. 96400 0. 01804 0. 096147 0. 86787 0. 083443 0. 083837 1. 0047 
3. 694 0. 96151 0. 01487 0. 079579 0. 85870 0. 068334 0. 068738 1. 0059 
3. 956 0. 95905 0. 01231 0. 066191 0. 84966 0. 056240 0. 056623 1. 0068 
4. 221 0. 95660 0. 01033 0. 055777 0. 84074 0. 046894 0. 047247 1. 0075 
4. 485 0. 95417 0. 00889 0. 048244 0, 83195 0. 040137 0. 040460 1. 0081 
4. 749 0. 95175 0. 00778 0. 042422 0. 82329 0. 034926 0. 035222 1. 0085 
5. 013 0. 94935 0. 00679 0. 037216 0. 81474 0. 030321 0. 030591 1. 0089 
Table 11. (Continued) 
g2yp2 g(t) /g(0) correction 
' mix rxn ind actual factor 
5. 277 0. 94696 0. 00595 0. 032765 0. 80632 0. 026419 0. 026665 1. 0093 
5. 541 û. 94459 0. 00521 0. 028833 0. 79801 0. 023009 0. 023235 1. 0098 
5. 804 0. 94223 0. 00447 0. 024847 0. 78981 0. 019624 0. 019828 1. 0104 
6. 068 0. 93989 0. 00373 0. 020834 0. 78173 0. 016287 0. 016465 1. 0110 
6. 332 0. 93755 0. 00305 0. 017121 0. 77375 0. 013247 0. 013401 1. 0116 
6. 596 0. 93523 0. 00248 0. 013996 0. 76589 0. 010719 0. 010849 1. 0121 
6. 860 0. 93293 0. 00205 0, 011612 0. 75813 0. 0088034 0. 0069128 1. 0124 
7. 124 0. 93063 0. 00172 0. 0097831 0. 75047 0. 0073419 0. 0074354 1. 0127 
7. 388 0. 92835 0. 00143 0. 0081842 0. 74292 0. 0060802 0. 0061604 1. 0132 
7. 658 0. 92608 0. 00118 0. 0067817 0. 73547 0. 0049877 0. 0050563 1. 0137 
7. 915 0. 92382 0. 00098 0. 0056638 0. 72812 0. 0041239 0. 0041829 1. 0143 
8. 179 0. 92157 0. 00084 0. 0048490 0. 72087 0. 0034955 0. 0035473 1. 0148 
8. 443 0. 91933 0. 00073 0. 0042379 0. 71371 0. 0030246 0. 0030706 1. 0152 
8. 707 0. 91711 0. 00063 0. 0036679 0. 70665 0. 0025919 0. 0026317 1. 0153 
8. 971 0. 91489 0. 00053 0. 0031023 0. 69968 0. 0021706 0. 0022041 1. 0154 
Table 12. Check of O'Brien's independence hypothesis for Da_ = 0.1 and 
Pe = 100 1 
t c yp2 Z ( t )  /c(0)^ correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1 .00000 0. 20000 1 .00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 0000 
0. 264 0 .96949 0. 18600 0 .97516 0. 89618 0. 87392 0. 87413 1. 0002 
0. 528 0 .94109 0. 17378 0 .95179 0. 80632 0. 76744 0. 76953 1. 0027 
0. 729 0 .91456 0. 16239 0 .92870 0. 72812 0. 67621 0. 67914 1. 0043 
1. 055 0 .88973 0. 15139 0 .90372 0. 65974 0. 59622 0. 59923 1. 0050 
1. 319 0 .86642 0. 14031 0 .87581 0. 59967 0. 52519 0. 52664 1. 0028 
1. 583 0 .84452 0. 12873 0 .84054 0. 54666 0. 45949 0. 45907 0. 9991 
1. 847 0 .82390 0. 11742 0 .80004 0. 49971 0. 39979 0. 39853 0. 9969 
2. 111 0 .80445 0. 10679 0 .75754 0. 45796 0. 34692 0. 34554 0. 9960 
2. 375 0 .78607 0. 09716 0 .71701 0. 42071 0. 30165 0. 30017 0. 9951 
2. 638 0 .76865 0. 08913 0 .68192 0. 38737 0 .  26415 0. 26329 0. 9967 
2. 902 0 .75209 0. 08218 0 .65087 0. 35743 0. 23264 0. 23243 0. 9991 
3. 166 0 .73632 0. 07609 0 .62249 0. 33047 0. 20571 0. 20628 1. 0028 
3. 430 0 .72128 0. 07084 0 .59700 0. 30613 0. 18276 0. 18427 1. 0082 
3. 694 0 .70691 0. 06586 0 .57239 0. 28409 0. 16261 0. 16456 1. 0120 
3. 956 0 .69316 0 .  06117 0 .54938 0. 26410 0. 14509 0. 14696 1. 0129 
4. 221 0 .67999 0. 05697 0 .52851 0. 24591 0. 12996 0. 13172 1. 0135 
4. 485 0 .66736 0. 05323 0 .50945 0. 22933 0. 11683 0. 11853 1. 0146 
4. 749 0 .65523 0. 04984 0 .49163 0 .  21418 0. 10530 0. 10699 1. 0160 
5. 013 0 .64356 0. 04670 0 .47419 0. 20032 0. 094988 0. 096714 1. 0182 
Table 12. (Continued) 
g2y%2 c(t) /g(0) correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
5. 277 0. 63234 0 •04379 0. 45772 0. 18760 0 .085870 0. 087552 1. 0196 
5. 541 0. 62153 0 .04106 0. 44213 0. 17592 0 .077781 0. 079306 1. 0196 
5. 804 0. 61111 0 .03840 0. 42631 0. 16518 0 .070416 0. 071703 1. 0183 
6. 068 0. 60106 0 .03579 0. 40929 0. 15527 0 .063550 0. 064645 1. 0172 
6. 332 0. 59136 0 •03323 0. 39086 0. 14612 0 .057113 0. 058109 1. 0174 
6. 596 0. 58199 0 .03085 0. 37327 0. 13766 0 .051385 0. 052246 1. 0168 
6. 860 0. 57293 0 .02879 0. 35856 0. 12983 0 .046551 0. 047246 1. 0149 
7. 124 0. 56416 0 .02698 0. 34577 0. 12257 0 .042379 0. 042937 1. 0132 
7. 388 0. 55568 0 .02527 0. 33273 0. 11582 0 .038537 0. 039015 1. 0124 
7. 658 0. 54745 0 .02367 0. 31985 0. 10955 0 .035040 0. 035477 1. 0125 
7. 915 0. 53948 0 .02223 0. 30806 0. 10371 0 .031950 0. 032348 1. 0125 
8. 179 0. 53175 0 .02092 0. 29721 0. 098271 0 .029207 0. 029573 1. 0125 
8. 443 0. 52425 0 .01970 0. 28693 0. 093194 0 .026740 0. 027078 1. 0127 
8. 707 0. 51696 0 .01853 0. 27636 0. 088451 0 .024444 0. 024763 1. 0130 
8. 971 0. 50988 0 .01734 0. 26486 0. 084016 0 .022252 0. 022543 1. 0131 
9. 234 0. 50300 0 .01618 0. 25310 0. 079864 0 .020213 0. 020465 1. 0125 
9. 498 0. 49631 0 .01512 0. 24234 0. 075973 0 .018411 0. 018626 1. 0117 
9. 762 0. 48980 0 .01420 0. 23295 0. 072323 0 .016848 0. 017028 1. 0107 
Table 13. Check of O'Brien's Independence hypothesis for Da- = 0.1 and 
Pe « 20 ^ 
t c g2y^2 c(t) /5(0)^ correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1. 00000 0. 20000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 0000 
0. 1978 0. 97704 0. 17567 0. 91086 0. 92072 0. 83865 0. 83850 0. 9998 
0. 3958 0. 95551 0. 15582 0. 83618 0. 84966 0. 71046 0. 71133 1. 0012 
0. 5936 0. 93523 0. 13835 0. 76830 0. 78576 0. 60370 0. 60504 1. 0022 
0. 7915 0. 91606 0. 12328 0. 70850 0. 72812 0. 51587 0. 51727 1. 0027 
0. 9894 0. 89789 0. 10934 0, 65000 0. 67600 0. 43941 0. 44076 1. 0031 
1. 1873 0. 88064 0. 09639 0. 59291 0. 62875 0. 37279 0. 37376 1. 0026 
1. 3852 0-86422 0. 08349 0. 53144 0. 58580 0. 31131 0. 31180 1. 0016 
1. 5830 0. 84860 0. 07021 0. 46242 0. 54666 0. 25279 0. 25281 1. 0001 
1. 7809 0. 83370 0. 05764 0. 39246 0. 51092 0. 20052 0. 20031 0. 9990 
1. 9788 0. 81948 0. 04657 0. 32745 0. 47823 0. 15660 0. 15636 0. 9985 
2. 1767 0. 80587 0. 03727 0. 27063 0. 44825 0. 12131 0. 12103 0. 9977 
2. 3746 0. 79280 0. 02996 0. 22445 0. 42071 0. 094429 0. 094147 0. 9970 
2. 5725 0. 78023 0. 02453 0. 18928 0. 39536 0. 074834 0. 074668 0. 9977 
2. 7703 0. 76811 0. 02032 0. 16123 0. 37200 0. 059977 0. 05994 0. 9994 
2. 9682 0. 75640 0. 01679 0. 13696 0. 35042 0. 047994 0. 04804 1. 0010 
3. 1661 0. 74507 0. 01395 0. 11684 0. 33047 0. 038612 0. 03873 1. 0031 
Table 14. Check of O'Brien's independence hypothesis for Da^ » 0.1 and 
Pe • 20 using convected velocity field with interaction 
g2y%2 2(t) /&(.0) correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1. 00000 0. 20000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1 • 0000 
0. 198 0. 97705 0. 17503 0. 90786 0. 92072 0. 83589 0. 83543 0 .9995 
0. 396 0. 95555 0. 15204 0. 81791 0. 84965 0. 69494 0. 69419 0 .9988 
0. 594 0. 93537 0. 13030 0. 72624 0. 78575 0. 57065 0. 57001 0 .9989 
0. 792 0. 91637 0. 11017 0. 63557 0. 72812 0. 46277 0. 46258 0 .9996 
0. 989 0. 89844 0. 09197 0. 54914 0. 67600 0. 37122 0. 37117 0 .9999 
1. 187 0. 88145 0. 07593 0. 46955 0. 62875 0. 29523 0. 29498 0 .9991 
1. 385 0. 86532 0. 06245 0. 39992 0. 58579 0. 23427 0. 23382 0 .9981 
1. 583 0. 84994 0. 05173 0. 34256 0. 54666 0. 18726 0. 18684 0 .9977 
1. 791 0. 83522 0. 04332 0. 29630 0. 51092 0. 15138 0. 15111 0 .9982 
1. 979 0. 82111 0. 03660 0. 25841 0. 47823 0. 12358 0. 12338 0 .9984 
2. 177 0. 80755 0. 03105 0. 22636 0. 44825 0. 10147 0. 10124 0 .9978 
2. 375 0. 79449 0. 02634 0. 19825 0. 42071 0. 083406 0. 083145 0 .9969 
2. 572 0. 78190 0. 02233 0. 17318 0. 39536 0. 068470 0. 068252 0 .9968 
2. 770 0. 76974 0. 01887 0. 15069 0. 37200 0. 056056 0. 055909 0 .9974 
2. 968 0. 75800 0. 01588 0. 13049 0. 35042 0. 045726 0. 045619 0 .9977 
3. 166 0. 74664 0. 01332 0. 11264 0. 33047 0. 037223 0. 037122 0 .9973 
3. 364 0. 73563 0. 01118 0. 097295 0. 31199 0. 030355 0. 030250 0 .9965 
Table 14. (Continued) 
c(t)^/c(0)^ 
rxn ind mix actual 
correction 
factor 
3. 562 0. 72497 0. 00943 0.084418 0. 29484 0.024890 0.024787 0.9959 
3. 760 0. 71463 0. 00800 0.073578 0. 27891 0.020522 0.020436 0.9958 
3. 958 0. 70459 0. 00680 0.064165 0. 26409 0.016946 0.016892 0.9968 
4. 156 0. 69485 0. 00578 0.055846 0. 25029 0.013978 0.013965 0.9991 
4. 353 0. 68537 0. 00493 0.048671 0. 23743 0.011556 0.011583 1.0023 
4. 551 0. 67616 0. 00423 0.042661 0. 22541 0.0096163 0.0096763 1.0062 
4. 749 0. 66720 0. 00365 0.037596 0. 21418 0.0080522 0.0081332 1.0101 
4. 947 0. 65847 0. 00316 0.033168 0. 20367 0.0067553 0.0068443 1.0132 
Table 15. Check of O'Brien's Independence hypothesis for Da_ » 0.1 and 
Pe - 5 
^2y%2 c(t) /c(0) correction 
' mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1. 00000 0. 20000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1.0000 
0. 066 0. 99223 0. 17428 0. 88213 0. 97259 0. 85795 0. 85792 1.0000 
0. 132 0. 98474 0. 15311 0. 78468 0. 94620 0. 74246 0. 74240 0.9999 
0. 198 0. 97747 0. 13570 0. 70409 0. 92072 0. 64827 0. 64826 1.0000 
0. 264 0. 97041 0. 12118 0. 63661 0. 89618 0. 57051 0. 57059 1.0001 
0. 330 0. 96354 0. 10893 0. 57938 0. 87250 0. 50551 0. 50564 1.0003 
0. 396 0. 95683 0. 09831 0. 52951 0. 84966 0. 44990 0. 46001 1.0003 
0. 462 0. 95027 0. 08891 0. 48497 0. 82761 0. 40136 0. 40143 1.0002 
0. 528 0. 94385 0. 08057 0. 44507 0. 80632 0. 35887 0. 35888 1.0000 
0. 594 0. 93757 0. 07325 0. 40976 0. 78575 0. 32197 0. 32195 0.9999 
0. 660 0. 93140 0. 06687 0. 37873 0. 76589 0. 29006 0. 29003 0.9999 
0. 726 0. 92535 0. 06121 0. 35104 0. 74668 0. 26212 0. 62608 0.9998 
0. 729 0. 91941 0. 05609 0. 32561 0. 72812 0. 23708 0. 23706 0.9999 
0. 857 0. 91357 0. 05136 0. 30182 0. 71017 0. 21434 0. 21434 1.0000 
0. 923 0. 90784 0. 04700 0. 27953 0. 69281 0. 19366 0. 19369 1.0001 
0. 989 0. 90219 0. 04299 0. 25875 0. 67600 0. 17492 0. 17497 1.0003 
1. 055 0. 89663 0. 03931 0. 23939 0. 65974 0. 15794 0. 15803 1.0005 
1. 121 0. 89117 0. 03590 0. 22120 0. 64400 0. 14245 0. 14257 1.0008 
1. 187 0. 88578 0. 03269 0. 20377 0. 62875 0. 12812 0. 12825 1.0010 
1. 253 0. 88048 0. 02960 0. 18669 0. 61398 0. 11462 0. 11475 1.0011 
Table 15. (Continued) 
^2y^2 c(t) /c(0) correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
1. 319 0. 87525 0 .02661 0. 16976 0. 59967 0. 10180 0. 10192 1. 0012 
1. 385 0. 87010 0 .02372 0. 15308 0. 58579 0. 089673 0. 089787 1. 0013 
1. 451 0. 86503 0 .02096 0. 13687 0. 57235 0. 078337 0. 078435 1. 0013 
1. 517 0. 86002 0 .01838 0. 12137 0. 55931 0. 067883 0. 067966 1. 0012 
1. 583 0. 85509 0 .01599 0. 10684 0. 54666 0. 058405 0. 058471 1. 0011 
1. 649 G. 85022 0 .01384 0. 093507 0. 53439 0. 049969 0. 050021 1. 0010 
1. 715 0.  84542 0 .01193 0. 081515 0. 52248 0.  042590 0. 042631 1. 0010 
1. 781 0. 84068 0 .01026 0. 070905 0. 51093 0. 036227 0. 036262 1. 0010 
1. 847 0. 83600 0 .00882 0. 061640 0. 49971 0. 030802 0. 030834 1. 0010 
1. 913 0. 83138 0 .00759 0. 053622 0. 48881 0. 026211 0. 026242 1. 0012 
1. 979 0. 82681 0 .00655 0. 046718 0. 47823 0. 022342 0. 022373 1. 0014 
2. 045 0. 82230 0 .00565 0. 040779 0. 46795 0. 019082 0. 019133 1. 0016 
2. 111 0. 81784 0 .00489 0. 035668 0. 45796 0. 016334 0. 016362 1. 0017 
2. 177 0.  81343 0 .00424 0. 031268 0. 44825 0. 014016 0. 014040 1. 0017 
2. 243 0. 80907 0 .00369 0. 027489 0. 43881 0.  012063 0. 012083 1. 0016 
2. 309 0. 80476 0 .00322 0. 024265 0. 42963 0. 010425 0. 010441 1. 0015 
2. 375 0. 80050 0 .00283 0. 021531 0. 42071 0. 0090583 0. 0090700 1. 0013 
2. 441 0. 79629 0 .00250 0. 019214 0. 41203 0. 0079167 0. 0079253 1. 0011 
2. 507 0. 79212 0 .00222 0. 017237 0. 40358 0. 0069566 0. 0069628 1. 0009 
2. 572 0. 78799 0 .00198 0. 015527 0. 39537 0. 0061388 0. 0061431 1. 0007 
Table 15. (Continued) 
^2/^2 c(t)^/c(0)^ correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
2. 638 0. 78391 0.00177 0 .014025 0. 38737 0 .0054328 0 .0054357 1. 0005 
2. 704 0. 77987 0.00158 0 .012691 0. 37958 0 .0048173 0 .0048194 1. 0004 
2. 770 0. 77587 0.00142 0 .011500 0. 37200 0 .0042780 0 .0042799 1. 0004 
2. 836 0. 77192 0.00128 0 .010436 0. 36462 0 •0038052 0 .0038072 1. 0005 
2. 902 0. 76800 0.00115 0 .0094878 0. 35743 0 .0033912 0 .0033938 1. 0008 
2. 968 0. 76413 0.00104 0 .0086467 0. 35043 0 .0030300 0 .0030332 1. 0011 
3. 034 0. 76029 0.00094 0 .0079016 0. 34360 0 .0027150 0 .0027189 1. 0014 
3. 100 0. 75649 0.00085 0 .0072406 0. 33695 0 .0024397 0 .0024443 1. 0019 
3. 166 0. 75273 0.00078 0 .0066512 0. 33047 0 .0021980 0 .0022032 1. 0024 
Table 16. Check of O'Brien's independence hypothesis for Da_ « 1.0 and 
Pe « 100 ^ 
*• r c(t) /c(0) correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1 •00000 0 •20000 1 .00000 ! •  00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 0000 
0. 066 0 •92731 0 .17688 0 .99363 0. 76588 0. 76100 0. 76048 0. 9993 
0. 132 0 .86552 0 .15783 0 .98734 0. 59966 0. 59207 0. 59119 0. 9985 
0. 198 0 .81220 0 .14206 0 .98118 0. 47822 0. 46922 0. 46855 0. 9986 
0. 264 0 .76563 0 .12890 0 .97516 0. 38736 0. 37774 0. 37779 1. 0001 
0. 330 0 .72452 0 .11774 0 .96937 0. 31799 0. 30825 0. 30902 1. 0025 
0. 396 0 .68794 0 .10802 0 .96359 0. 26409 0. 25448 0. 25560 1. 0044 
0. 462 0 .65513 0 .09943 0 .95773 0. 22158 0. 21221 0. 21338 1. 0055 
0. 528 0 .62551 0 .09181 0 .95179 0. 18760 0. 17856 0. 17960 1. 0058 
0. 594 0 .59863 0 .08501 0 .94587 0. 16012 0. 15145 0. 15232 1. 0058 
0. 660 0 .57410 0 .07895 0 .94006 0. 13766 0. 12941 0. 13010 1. 0054 
0. 726 0 .55162 0 •07352 0 .93439 0. 11913 0. 11131 0. 11185 1. 0048 
0. 792 0 .53093 0 .06861 0 •92870 0. 10371 0. 096316 0 .  096706 1. 0040 
0. 857 0 •51181 0 .06416 0 .92281 0. 090781 0. 083774 0 .  084038 1. 0032 
0. 923 0 .49410 0 .06009 0 .91665 0. 079862 0. 073206 0. 073354 1. 0020 
0. 989 0 .47762 0 •05635 0 .91025 0. 070581 0. 064247 0. 064277 1. 0005 
1. 055 0 .46226 0 •05289 0 .90372 0. 062645 0. 056614 0 .  056514 0. 9982 
1. 121 0 .44791 0 .04969 0 .89715 0. 055822 0. 050081 0. 049840 0. 9952 
1. 187 0 .43445 0 .04671 0 •89044 0. 049926 0. 044456 0^ 044079 0. 9915 
1. 253 0 .42182 0 .04393 0 •88338 0. 044805 0. 039580 0. 039084 0. 9875 
Table 16. (Continued) 
g2y%2 c(t) /c(0) correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
1. 319 0. 40992 0 .04134 0. 87581 0 .040340 0 .035330 0 .034735 0 .9832 
1. 385 0. 39871 0 .03891 0. 86769 0 .036429 0 .031609 0 .030930 0 .9785 
1. 451 0. 38812 0 .03663 0. 85906 0 •032991 0 •028341 0 .027589 0 .9735 
1. 517 0. 37809 0 .03449 0. 84999 0 .029957 0 .025463 0 .024650 0 .9681 
1. 583 0. 36859 0 .03248 0. 84054 0 .027271 0 .022923 0 .022064 0 .9625 
1. 649 0. 35958 0 .03061 0. 83076 0 .024884 0 .020673 0 .019788 0 .9572 
1. 715 0. 35100 0 .02887 0. 82072 0 .022758 0 .018678 0 .017785 0 .9522 
1. 781 0. 34284 0 .02726 0. 81047 0 .020858 0 .016905 0 .016019 0 .9476 
1. 847 0. 33506 0 .02576 0. 80004 0 .019156 0 .015326 0 .014457 0 .9433 
1. 913 0. 32764 0 .02435 0. 78949 0 .017627 0 .013916 0 .013071 0 .9393 
1. 979 0. 32055 0 .02304 0. 77884 0 .016250 0 .012656 0 .011837 0 .9353 
2. 045 0. 31377 0 .02181 0. 76817 0 .015006 0 .011527 0 •010735 0 .9313 
2. 111 0. 30727 0 .02066 0. 75754 0 .013882 0 .010516 0 .0097509 0 .9272 
2. 177 0. 30105 0 .01958 0. 74703 0 .012862 0 .0096080 0 .0088712 0 • 9233 
2. 243 0. 29508 0 .01857 0. 73674 0 .011935 0 .0087930 0 .0080848 0 .9195 
2. 309 0. 28934 0 .01763 0. 72672 0 .011092 0 .0080605 0 .0073817 0 .9158 
2. 375 0. 28383 0 .01677 0. 71701 0 .010322 0 .0074012 0 .0067531 0 .9124 
2. 441 0. 27853 0 .01596 0. 70768 0 .0096194 0 .0068075 0 .0061910 0 .9094 
Table 17. Check of O'Brien's independence hypothesis for Da^ = 1.0 and 
Pe « 20 ^ 
. r c(t) /c(0) correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
0 1 .00000 0. 20000 1. 00000 1 •00000 1. 00000 1 •00000 1 • 0000 
0. 050 0 .94444 0. 17873 0. 97619 0 •81686 0. 79741 0 .79711 0 .9996 
0. 099 0 .89551 0. 16055 0. 95332 0 .67600 0. 64444 0 .64377 0 .9990 
0. 148 0 .85201 0. 14498 0. 93156 0 .56577 0. 52705 0 .52623 0 .9984 
0. 198 0 .81301 0. 13157 0. 91086 0 .47822 0. 43559 0 .43484 0 .9983 
0. 247 0 .77780 0. 11997 0. 89111 0 .40777 0. 36337 0 .36289 0 .9987 
0. 297 0 .74580 0. 10983 0. 87221 0 .35042 0. 30564 0 .30545 0 .9994 
0. 346 0 .71658 0. 10084 0. 85397 0 .30325 0. 25897 0 .25891 0 • 9998 
0. 396 0 .68976 0. 09278 0. 83618 0 .26409 0. 22083 0 .22072 0 .9995 
0. 445 0 .66505 0. 08551 0. 81866 0 .23131 0. 18936 0 .18911 0 .9987 
0. 495 0 .64219 0. 07894 0. 80142 0 .20367 0. 16323 0 .16277 0 .9972 
0. 544 0 .62096 0. 07299 0. 78458 0 .18019 0. 14137 0 .14073 0 .9954 
0. 594 0 .60119 0. 06763 0. 76831 0 .16012 0. 12302 0 .12222 0 .9935 
0. 643 0 .58273 0. 06278 0. 75269 0 .14287 0. 10754 0 .10660 0 .9913 
0. 693 0 .56545 0. 05839 0. 73767 0 .12796 0. 094392 0 .093348 0 .9889 
0. 742 0 .54922 0. 05439 0. 72302 0 .11501 0. 083155 0 .082029 0 .9865 
0. 792 0 .53395 0. 05072 0. 70850 0 .10371 0. 073479 0 .072297 0 .9839 
0. 841 0 .51955 0. 04773 0. 69394 0 .093808 0. 065097 0 .063881 0 .9813 
0. 890 0 .50595 0. 04420 0. 67931 0 .085096 0. 057807 0 .056573 0 .9787 
0. 940 0 .49308 0. 04130 0. 66463 0 .077401 0. 051443 0 .050207 0 .9760 
Table 17. (Continued) 
t s c^/c^ 
mix 
c(t)^/ë(oF" 
rxn ind 
correction 
actual factor 
0. 989 0 .48088 0 .03862 0 .65000 
1. 039 0 .46930 0 .03613 0 .63554 
1. 088 0 .45829 0 .03382 0 .62127 
1. 138 0 .44781 0 .03167 0 .60713 
1. 187 0 .43781 0 .02966 0 .59291 
1. 237 0 .42827 0 .02777 0 .57838 
1. 286 0 .41915 0 .02597 0 .56333 
1. 336 0 .41042 0 .02427 0 .54768 
1. 385 0 .40207 0 .02266 0 .53144 
1. 435 0 .39406 0 .02112 0 .51469 
1. 484 0 .38637 0 .01966 0 .49753 
1. 534 0 .37899 0 .01828 0 .48007 
1. 583 0 .37190 0 .01697 0 .46242 
1. 632 0 .36507 0 .01574 0 .44473 
1. 682 0 .35850 0 .01459 0 .42711 
1. 731 0 .35216 0 .01352 0 .40966 
1. 781 0 .34606 0 .01252 0 .39246 
1. 830 0 .34016 0 .01159 0 .37559 
1. 880 0 .33447 0 .01072 0 .35910 
1. 929 0 .32897 0 .00991 0 .34304 
1. 979 0 .32366 0 .00916 0 .32745 
070581 0 .045878 0 .044649 0 .9732 
064517 0 .041003 0 .039784 0 .9703 
059107 0 .036721 0 .035515 0 .9671 
054268 0 .032948 0 .031753 0 .9637 
049926 0 .029602 0 .028424 0 .9602 
046020 0 .026617 0 .025463 0 .9566 
042498 0 .023940 0 .022817 0 .9531 
039314 0 .021532 0 .020444 0 .9495 
036429 0 .019360 0 .018313 0 .9459 
033810 0 .017402 0 .016397 0 .9423 
031427 0 .015636 0 .014674 0 .9385 
029255 0 .014044 0 .013126 0 .9346 
027271 0 .012611 0 .011736 0 .9306 
025455 0 .011321 0 .010492 0 .9268 
023791 0 .010161 0 .0093788 0 .9230 
022263 0 .0091203 0 .0083844 0 .9193 
020858 0 .0081859 0 .0074965 0 .9158 
019565 0 .0073484 0 .0067039 0 .9123 
018371 0 .0065970 0 .0059963 0 .9089 
017269 0 .0059240 0 .0053644 0 .9055 
016250 0 .0053211 0 .0048002 0 .9021 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table 17. (Continued) 
g2y=2 g(t)^/^(0)^ correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
2 .028 0. 31851 0 .00847 0. 31238 0 .015305 0 .0047810 0 .0042965 0 .8987 
2 .078 0. 31353 0 .00783 0. 29785 0 .014430 0 .0042980 0 .0038471 0 .8951 
2 -127 0. 30871 0 .00723 0. 28392 0 .013617 0 .0038661 0 .0034467 0 .8915 
2 .177 0. 30403 0 .00669 0. 27063 0 .012862 0 .0034808 0 .0030906 0 .8879 
2 .226 0. 29950 0 .00619 0. 25802 0 .012159 0 .0031373 0 .0027744 0 .8843 
2 .275 0. 29510 0 .00573 0. 24610 0 .011504 0 .0028311 0 .0024941 0 .8810 
2 .325 0. 29083 0 .00531 0. 23491 G .010893 0 .0025589 0 .0022461 0 .8778 
2 .375 0. 28668 0 .00493 0. 22445 0 .019322 0 .0023168 0 .0020268 0 .8748 
2 .424 0. 28266 0 .00459 0. 21471 0 .0097893 0 .0021019 0 .0018332 0 .8722 
2 .473 0. 27874 0 .00428 0. 20564 0 .0092907 0 .0019105 0 .0016619 0 .8699 
Table 18. Check of O'Brien*s Independence hypothesis for Oa^ = 10.0 and 
Pe » 20 
^ c /c^ c(t) /c(0) correction 
mix rxn Ind actual factor 
0 1. 00000 0 .20000 1 .00000 1. 00000 1 •00000 1 •00000 1 .0000 
0. 0330 0. 72356 0 .11857 0 .98403 0. 31594 0 .31089 0 .31038 0 .9984 
0. 0660 0. 57315 0 .08019 0 .96845 0. 13660 0 .13229 0 .13172 0 .9957 
0. 0989 0. 47675 0 .05832 0 .95332 0. 070028 0 .066759 0 .066279 0 .9928 
0. 132 0. 40910 0 .04443 0 .93868 0. 040029 0 .037575 0 .037183 0 .9896 
0. 165 0. 35876 0 .03498 0 .92455 0. 024697 0 .022834 0 .022511 0 .9859 
0. 198 0. 31972 0 .02823 0 .91086 0. 016131 0 .014693 0 .014428 0 .9819 
0. 231 0. 28851 0 .02323 0 .89760 0. 011013 0 .0098852 0 .0096672 0 .9779 
0. 264 0. 26295 0 .01942 0 .84472 0. 0077906 0 •0068925 0 .0067128 0 .9739 
0. 297 0. 24162 0 .01644 0 .87221 0. 0056745 0 .0049494 0 .0047992 0 .9697 
0. 330 0. 22353 0 .01407 0 .85999 0. 0042355 0 .0036425 0 .0035155 0 .9651 
0. 363 0. 20799 0 .01215 0 .84800 0. 0032281 0 .0027374 0 .0026289 0 .9603 
0. 396 0. 19450 0 .01058 0 .83618 0. 0025049 0 •0020945 0 .0020011 0 .9554 
1. 088 0. 08266 0 .00151 0 .62127 0. 0000936 0 .0000581 0 .00005155 0 .8865 
Table 19. Summary of correction factors on O'Brien's 
hypothesis - effect of Damkohler number (Pe>20) 
Da, 
0.01 0.1 0.1' 1.0 10 
0. 20 1.0000 
0. 18 1.0000 
0. 16 1.0002 
0. 14 1.0004 
0. 12 1.0005 
0. 10 1.0005 
0. 08 1.0006 
0. 06 1.0008 
0. 04 1.0014 
0. 02 1.0041 
0. 01 1.0076 
0. 008 1.0084 
0. 006 1.0093 
0. 004 1.0108 
0. 002 1.0124 
0. 001 1.0142 
1 .0000 1 .0000 
0 .9999 0 .9996 
1 .0009 0 .9990 
1 .0021 0 .9989 
1 .0028 0 .9993 
1 .0027 0 .9998 
1 .0012 0 .9993 
0 .9992 0 .9980 
0 .9979 0 .9983 
0 .9995 0 .9972 
0 .9961 
0 .9958 
0 .9986 
1 .0077 
1 .0000 1 .0000 
0 .9996 0 .9996 
0 .9990 0 .9992 
0 .9984 0 .9988 
0 .9987 0 .9984 
0 .9998 0 .9971 
0 .9974 0 .9957 
0 .9898 0 .9930 
0 .9746 0 ,9879 
0 .9394 0 .9745 
0 .9059 0 .9536 
0 .8961 
0 .8829 
0 .8678 
^Using convected velocity field with interaction 
Table 20. Summary of correction factors on O'Brien's 
hypothesis - effect of Peclet number 
S2/c2 
Da^ = 0.1 Daj m 1.0 
Pe = 5 Pe « 20* Pe = 100 Pe - 100 Pe= 20 
0.20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.18 1.0000 0.9996 1.0014 0.9994 0.9996 
0.16 0.9999 0.9990 1.0045 0.9986 0.9990 
0.14 1.0000 0.9989 1.0028 0.9988 0.9984 
0.12 1.0001 0.9993 0.9974 1.0020 0.9987 
0.10 1.0003 0.9998 0.9954 1.0054 0.9998 
0.08 1.0000 0.9993 1.0004 1.0055 0.9974 
0.06 0.9998 0.9980 1.0131 1.0020 0.9898 
0.04 1.0005 0.9983 1.0191 0.9806 0.9746 
0.02 1.0013 0.9972 1.0126 0.9248 0.9394 
0.01 1.0010 0.9961 1.0061 0.9059 
0.008 1.0011 0.9958 0.8961 
0.006 1.0015 0.9986 0.8829 
0.004 1.0016 1.0077 0.8678 
0.002 1.0007 
0.001 1.0012 
^Using convected velocity field with interaction. 
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the reaction goes to completion before appreciable mixing 
can occur. Similarly, for constant Damlcohler number, 
O'Brien's hypothesis holds exactly in the limit of infinite 
Peclet number, since diffusion and hence mixing does not 
occur, and in the limit of a zero Peclet number, since the 
diffusivity approaches being infinite and the concentration 
field diffuses to uniformity before appreciable reaction 
can occur. Therefore, conditions in which both mixing and 
reaction are significant are of the greatest interest in 
testing O'Brien's hypothesis. 
For Daj = 0.01 and Pe = 20, the results in Table 11 
show the decay of S(t) due to reaction to be very slow 
compared to the mixing decay. O'Brien's hypothesis under­
estimates the decay rate by less than one percent through­
out most of the decay and the deviation is only 1.5 percent 
at = 0.0005. 
For Da^ = 0.1, Tables 12, 13, and 15 give results for 
Peclet numbers of 100, 20, euid 5, respectively, with the 
mixing decay being slower than, approximately equal to, and 
faster than the reaction decay. Table 14 gives results for 
Oa^ = 0.1 and Pe = 20 obtained using the convected velocity 
field with interaction. Comparison with results in Table 
13 for the random convection velocity shows that although 
mixing is somewhat faster with the convected velocity field, 
the correction factors obtained are similar for both veloc­
ity fields. It is interesting to note that in all four 
298 
cases the correction factor oscillates about one throughout 
the decay. The maximum deviations of O'Brien*s hypothesis 
are 2 percent for Pe » 100, 1 percent for Pe « 20, and less 
than 0.2 percent for Pe « 5. 
For Da^ « 1.0, Tables 16 and 17 give results for Peclet 
numbers of 100 and 20, respectively. In both cases, the 
reaction decay is much faster than the mixing decay but 
significant mixing does occur. Initially the correction 
factor oscillates about (or close to) one, but in the later 
stages of decay it continually drops off from one. At 
c^/C^ » 0.02 (10 percent of the initial, intensity) the 
deviation is 6-7 percent. 
For Da^ = 10.0 and Pe = 20, the results in Table 18 
show that the decay due to reaction is extremely fast com­
pared to the decay due to mixing, and at initial times the 
system approaches being a frozen field reaction. The cor­
rection factor continually drops off from one with the 
decay but at a relatively slow rate; the deviations are less 
than those for Oa^ = 1.0. At c /C = 0.02, the deviation 
is 2.5 percent and at c /C = 0.002 approximately 10 percent. 
The observation that O'Brien's hypothesis underesti­
mates the decay rate when mixing is dominant, overestimates 
the decay rate when reaction is dominant, and oscillates 
between underestimating and overestimating the decay rate 
for intermediate conditions, suggests that counteracting or 
canceling of two opposing (physical) factors is responsible 
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for the success of 0*Brien*s hypothesis. 
One drawback to using O'Brien's independence hypothesis 
in practice is the need for estimating c(t)^^ for real 
systems. The elimination of mixing effects from a reacting 
system would seem to be most difficult. Of course the pure 
reaction decay rate can be calculated if initial concentra­
tion probability densities eure known (see Equations 230 and 
231), but this information would also seem difficult to 
obtain. 
From analysis of the single component second-order 
reaction problem using the direct-interaction approximation, 
Lee (58) obtained the approximate result 
c(t)^xn^c(0)^ = (1 + Da^.t)"'^ (934) 
for pure reaction decay (see Equations 243 and 245; notice 
that Lee's time scale is different from that in this study 
and hence his Dai^ and Da^^ are defined differently). This 
approximate result is compared in Table 21 and Figure 26 to 
^ 2 the decay of c(t)^^ obtained in this study. Notice that 
mmm O 
unique decays of C(t) and c(t) for pure reaction result if 
the time scale Da^t is used. This means that for eULl values 
of c(t)^, the difference between Equation 934 and the 
results of this study is independent of the rate of reaction. 
From Figure 26 it cam be seen that Lee's approximate result 
agrees reasonably well with the decay found in this study 
and may provide a useful order-of-magnitude estimate of 
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Table 21. Decay of c(t) for a single component second-
order reaction without convection or diffusion 
compared to Lee*s approximate result 
Daijt C(t) (1+ Da^t)-* ratio* 
0 1.00000 0.20000 1.00000 1.00000 1.0000 
0.01055 0.98751 0.19620 0.95663 0.95888 0.9976 
0.02111 0.97537 0.19251 0.91574 0.91984 0.9955 
0.03166 0.96356 0.18895 0.87717 0.88278 0.9936 
0.05013 0.94365 0.18299 0.81474 0.82229 0.9908 
0.07124 0.92198 0.17657 0.75047 0.75938 0.9883 
0.1055 0.88904 0.16694 0.65974 0.66943 0.9855 
0.2111 0.80218 0.14234 0.45796 0.46485 0.9852 
0.3166 0.73200 0.12335 0.33047 0.33279 0.9930 
0.5013 0.63646 0.09890 0.20032 0.19685 1.0176 
0.7124 0.55525 0.07951 0.12257 0.11630 1.0539 
1.006 0.47282 0.06126 0.06848 0.06177 1.1087 
2.012 0.31598 0.03127 0.01561 0.01215 1.2846 
3.018 0.23836 0.01922 0.00546 0.00384 1.4226 
4.947 0.16249 0.00967 0.00128 0.000800 1.5968 
6.926 0.12273 0.00578 0.000437 0.000253 1.7193 
9.894 0.08985 0.00323 0.000130 0.0000710 1.8374 
®Ratio of 2^/Cq^ to (l + Da^t)"^. 
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-1 C(t) 
C(t) c(t) 
c(0) 
-4 
01 (1+ Da^t)" 
10 1 .1 
Daijt 
Figure 26. Decay of c(t) and C(t) by a single component 
second-order reaction without convection or 
diffusion and compeurison with Lee's approximate 
result and O'Brien's asymptotic limits 
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Table 22. Check of O'Brien's hypothesis of modal indepen 
dence for Da^ « 0.01 and Pe • 20 
^ss^B'^^d^^ss^B'^^d correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
& = (Of 1), = 1 
0 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1.0000 
0. 989 0.6281 0. 9529 0. 5985 0 .6016 1.0053 
1. 979 0.01486 0. 9086 0. 01350 0 .01372 1.0159 
2. 968 0.1064 0. 8670 0. 09222 0 .09568 1.0376 
3. 958 0.06101 0. 8278 0. 05050 0 .05250 1.0396 
4. 947 0.006139 0. 7908 0. 004855 0 .004990 1.0279 
5. 936 0.005464 0. 7561 0. 004131 0 .004358 1.0547 
6. 926 0.000624 0. 7232 0. 000451 0 .000484 1.0725 
7. 915 0.008818 0. 6922 0. 006104 0 .006524 1.0688 
8. 905 0.002989 0. 6629 0. 001981 0 .002121 1.0706 
n = (2, o
 
H 4 
0 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1.0000 
0. 989 0.2054 0. 9602 0. 1972 0 .1970 0.9991 
1. 979 0.04827 0. 9224 0. 04452 0 .04510 1.0129 
2. 968 0.01170 0. 8866 0. 01037 0 .01059 1.0204 
3. 958 0.08426 0. 8527 0. 07184 0 .07243 1.0082 
4. 947 0.01784 0. 8204 0. 01464 0 .01492 1.0190 
5. 936 0.01956 0. 7897 0. 01544 0 .01562 1.0116 
6. 926 0.04110 0. 7606 0. 03126 0 .03154 1.0091 
7. 915 0.003116 0. 7328 0. 002284 0 .002293 1.0039 
8. 905 0.002765 0. 7064 0. 001954 0 .001990 1.0188 
B as (—2 , 2), rf . : 8 
0 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1.0000 
0. 989 0.8854 0. 9952 0. 8457 0 .8620 1.0193 
1. 979 4.7293 0. 9130 4. 3176 4 .3534 1.0083 
2. 968 0.9963 0. 8732 0. 8699 0 .8824 1.0143 
3. 958 0.2029 0. 8357 0. 1696 0 .1739 1.0254 
4. 947 0.1777 0. 8002 0. 1422 0 .1475 1.0371 
5. 936 0.03963 0. 7668 0. 03039 0 .03169 1.0427 
6. 926 0.02384 0. 7351 0. 01753 0 .01826 1.0420 
7. 915 0.05206 0. 7052 0. 03671 0 .03826 1.0420 
8. 905 0.002460 0. 6768 0. 001665 0 .001812 1.0880 
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Table 23. Check of O'Brien*s hypothesis of modaO. indepen­
dence for Da^ « 0.1 and Pe = 20 
Gss(9*t)d/Egg(B,0)a 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
II 
-1), n^ = 2 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
2.968 
1.0000 
0.4304 
0.03079 
0.2896 
0.5868 
0.2228 
0.06769 
1.0000 
0.8123 
0.6684 
0.5564 
0.4678 
0.3968 
0.3392 
1.0000 
0.3496 
0.02058 
0.1611 
0.2745 
0.08842 
0.02296 
1.0000 
0.3465 
0.01815 
0.1622 
0.2676 
0.08435 
0.02320 
1.0000 
0.9913 
0.8819 
1.0066 
0.9747 
0.9540 
1.0106 
n = (2, -1), n^ « 5 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
2.968 
1.0000 
3.9983 
2.2344 
1.4080 
0.2864 
0.8491 
0.6487 
1.0000 
0.7814 
0.6194 
0.4974 
0.4039 
0.3314 
0.2745 
1.0000 
3.1243 
1.3840 
0.7003 
0.1157 
0.2814 
0.1781 
1.0000 
3.2953 
1.4867 
0.8198 
0.1237 
0.3603 
0.2349 
1.0000 
1.0547 
1.0742 
1.1706 
1.0691 
1.2802 
1.3190 
II ro
 
2), nf = 8 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
2.968 
1.0000 
0.2576 
0.6925 
0.2561 
1.4102 
1.6084 
0.05308 
1.0000 
0.8338 
0.7061 
0.6057 
0.5251 
0.4593 
0.4049 
1.0000 
0.2147 
0.4890 
0.1551 
0.7404 
0.7388 
0.02149 
1.0000 
0.2337 
0.4513 
0.1118 
0.6905 
0.5624 
0.01711 
1.0000 
1.0881 
0.9231 
0.7205 
0.9326 
0.7613 
0.7962 
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Table 24. Check of O'Brien's hypothesis of modal indepen­
dence for Da^ = 0.1 and Pe = 20 using the 
velocity field with interaction 
^'ss^B*t)^/Egg(#,0)2 correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
B ~ -1), nZ = 2 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
2.968 
3.463 
3.958 
1.0000 
0.2657 
0.06885 
0.4582 
0.7002 
0.4913 
0.2428 
0.1295 
0.08788 
1.0000 
0.8123 
0.6684 
0.5564 
0.4678 
0.3968 
0.3392 
0.2921 
0.2532 
1.0000 
0.2158 
0.04602 
0.2549 
0.3276 
0.1950 
0.08238 
0.03782 
0.02225 
1.0000 
0.2232 
0.04219 
0.2449 
0.3245 
0.1978 
0.08532 
0.04051 
0.02399 
1.0000 
1.0342 
0.9167 
0.9607 
0.9908 
1.0144 
1.0357 
1.0708 
1.0783 
n = (2, -1), n^ = 5 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
2.968 
3.463 
3.958 
1.0000 
0.9253 
0.3049 
0.4504 
0.4442 
0.3193 
0.2599 
0.2808 
0.2047 
1.0000 
0.7814 
0.6194 
0.4973 
0.4039 
0.3314 
0.2745 
0.2294 
0.1931 
1.0000 
0.7230 
0.1889 
0.2240 
0.1794 
0.1058 
0.07136 
0.06440 
0.03953 
1.0000 
0.7533 
0.01892 
0.2842 
0.2516 
0.1562 
0.1029 
0.08729 
0.05230 
1.0000 
1.0419 
0.1002 
1.2690 
1.4022 
1.4761 
1.4420 
1.3556 
1.3232 
n = (2, 2), nf = : 8 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
2.968 
3.463 
3.958 
1.0000 
0.1674 
2.1491 
2.9667 
1.6987 
1.5043 
0.8773 
0.2413 
0.2302 
1.0000 
0.8338 
0.7061 
0.6057 
0.5251 
0.4593 
0.4049 
0.3592 
0.3205 
1.0000 
0.1396 
1.5174 
1.7968 
0.8919 
0.6910 
0.3552 
0.08668 
0.07379 
1.0000 
0.1326 
1.4277 
1.6308 
0.7900 
0.5904 
0.3001 
0.07782 
0.05844 
1.0000 
0.9505 
0.9409 
0.9076 
0.8857 
0.8545 
0.8449 
0.8977 
0.7920 
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Table 25. Check of O'Brien's hypothesis of modal indepen­
dence for Oa^ s 1.0 and Pe = 20 
^ss^&'^^d/^ss^B'O^d correction 
mix rxn ind actual factor 
("If —1) f n' 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
1.0000 
0.4304 
0.03079 
0.2896 
0.5868 
0.2228 
n = (2, —1) n 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
1.0000 
3.9983 
2.2344 
1.4080 
0.2864 
0.8491 
1.0000 
0.1935 
0.06452 
0.02792 
0.01413 
0.007944 
n = (2, 2) n 
0 
0.495 
0.989 
1.484 
1.979 
2.475 
1.0000 
0.2576 
0.6925 
0.2561 
1.4102 
1.6084 
1.0000 
0.1398 
0.03808 
0.01461 
0.006897 
0.003727 
8 
1.0000 
0.2589 
0.1077 
0.05406 
0.03033 
0.01839 
1.0000 
0.08326 
0.001987 
0.008087 
0.008292 
0.001770 
1.0000 
0.5590 
0.08509 
0.02058 
0.001975 
0.003165 
1.0000 
0.06668 
0.07460 
0.01384 
0.04278 
0.02958 
1.0000 
0.07704 
0.001483 
0.008445 
0.006790 
0.001254 
1.0000 
0.8326 
0.1268 
0.04298 
0.002034 
0.007631 
1.0000 
0.09911 
0.04640 
0.001709 
0.02240 
0.01140 
1.0000 
0.9252 
0.7466 
1.0443 
0.8189 
0.7083 
1.0000 
1.4895 
1.4896 
2.0883 
1.0298 
2.4111 
1.0000 
1.4862 
0.6220 
0.1235 
0.5237 
0.3854 
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pure reaction decay. 
O'Brien's hypothesis of modal independence for single 
component second-order reactions can be written in the form 
®ss^2»^^ind ^ss^2*^^mix ^ss^^'^^rxn 
E3S<2.0> e„(b,Ô) • <"5) 
This is tested for selected modes of different scales using 
the random convection velocity and Pe » 20 for Da^ = 0.01, 
0.1, and 1.0 in Tables 22, 23, and 25, respectively, and 
using the convected velocity field with interaction for Pe 
= 20 and Da^ = 0.1 in Table 24. For Day. = 0.01, the 
hypothesis agrees reasonably well with the actual results 
but the percentage deviation is significantly larger than 
that found for the hypothesis applied to fluctuation 
intensities. For the larger DamkBhler numbers, Da^ = 0.1 
and 1.0, the error in using the hypothesis approaches being 
substantial. 
Test of Toor's Statistical 
Independence Hypothesis 
Toor's statistical independence hypothesis for two-
species second-order reactions states that for nonpremixed 
stoichiometric reactants with equal diffusivities, c^cg(t) 
is independent of the rate of reaction and equal to the 
pure mixing result. Hence, the procedure for testing Toor's 
hypothesis is quite simple: for given stoichiometry and 
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Peclet numbers, c^cg(t) obtained for pure mixing is compared 
to results obtained for different DamkShler numbers using 
the same initial concentration fields and the same velocity 
field. Of course in this study it was not possible to 
simulate complete species segregation. Therefore, the 
nonpremixed reactants requirement was relaxed to include 
premixed reactants with a correlation coefficient of -1, 
which corresponds to the concentration fluctuations of 
species A and B being completely out of phase. 
Calculations were made using the random convection 
velocity for the following cases: 
Table 
number Daj CB(0) 
0
 
1 (Q 
26 0.1 OÙ eO 1.0 —0 . 2 
27 # 
O
 100 100 1.0 —0.2 
28 0.1 20 20 1.0 —0.2 
29 0.1 20 20 
o
 • 
CM 
-0.4 
30 0.1 20 20 4.0 —0.8 
31 1.0 20 20 1.0 
CM •
 
O
 1 
33 1.0 20 20 
o
 • 
CM 
-0.4 
34 1.0 20 5 1.0 -0.2 
36 1.0 5 5 1.0 —0 . 2 
37 1.0 5 5 2.0 -0.4 
38 10.0 20 20 1.0 —0.2 
39 
o
 • 
O
 20 20 1.0 1 o
 
•
 
In addition, results using the convected velocity field with 
interaction for Da^ * 1.0, Pe^ » Pe^ = 20, and Cg(0) » 1.0 
are given in Table 32. The correction factor on Toor's 
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hypothesis is defined by 
"la"or°" = - 0 <"6) 
Correction factors for stoichiometric reactants and Pe^ = 
Pen = 20 are compared for the different DamkBhler numbers in 
Table 41. Correction factors showing the effects of 
stoichiometry and Peclet number are compared in Table 42 for 
Daj = 0.1 and Table 43 for Da^ » 1.0. 
The inability to accurately portray species segregation 
placed a restriction on the conditions that could be inves­
tigated in this study. In particular, very fast reactions 
or moderately fast reactions with large Peclet numbers 
could not be used because the reaction drives the system 
towards segregation and produces regions of negative 
physical-space concentrations. Because of this, the results 
reported for Da^ * 10.0 are not strictly valid. 
For stoichiometric reactants with equal Peclet numbers, 
Toor's hypothesis was found to behave in a stable manner 
throughout the course of the reaction. In all cases, after 
dropping off from one during the initial part of the reac­
tion, the correction factor passes through a minimum and 
approaches one asymptotically as the reaction nears comple­
tion. The maximum deviations are less than 1 percent for 
Da^ = 0.1, 3-4 percent for Da^ « 1.0, and 19 percent for 
Da^ = 10.0. However, the increase in deviation of Toor's 
Table 26. Check of Toor's independence hypothesis for 
Da^ » 0.1, Pe^ = Pe^ « Cg(0) * 1.0, 
c^(0) • = CgCO)^ . 0.2, and c^Cg(O) = -0.2 
/^AO /CgQ 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.2968 0.97694 1.00622 0.99387 
0.5936 0.95518 1.00957 0.99108 
0.8965 0.93461 1.01400 0.98782 
1.1873 0.91516 1.02117 0.98179 
1.4841 0.89672 1.03195 0.97229 
1.7809 0.87924 1.04093 0.96445 
2.0778 0.86265 1.04464 0.96153 
2.3746 0.84688 1.04753 0.95911 
2.6714 0.83189 1.04489 0.96214 
2.9682 0.81761 1.04101 0.96699 
3.2651 0.80401 1.03298 0.97611 
3.5619 0.79104 1.02414 0.98616 
3.8587 0.77865 1.02200 0.98954 
4.1555 0.76683 1.02020 0.99215 
4.4523 0.75553 1.01455 0.99815 
4.7492 0.74472 1.00596 1.00727 
5.0460 0.73438 0.99484 1.01898 
5.3428 0.72448 0.98742 1.02693 
5.6396 0.71500 0.98727 1.02732 
5.9365 0.70591 0.99045 1.02358 
6.2333 0.69719 0.98459 1.02846 
6.5301 0.68884 0.97730 1.03563 
6.8269 0.68081 0.97630 1.03715 
7.1237 0.67310 0.97538 1.03858 
7.4206 0.66569 0.96677 1.04738 
7.7174 0.65857 0.95567 1.06013 
310 
î' - T-TT-/? n correction 
^A CB/=A=B o
 
M 
t 
O
 
Da^ JÉ 0 factor 
-1 •00000 -0 .20000 1.00000 1.00000 1 .0000 
-0 .99977 -0 .20951 1.00000 0.99980 0 .9998 
-0 .99926 -0 .21911 1.00000 0.99954 0 .9995 
-0 .99838 -0 .22878 1.00000 0.99920 0 .9992 
-0 .99721 -0 .23844 1.00000 0.99850 0 .9985 
-0 .99606 -0 .24816 1.00000 0.99773 0 .9977 
-0 .99527 -0 .25799 1.00000 0.99722 0 .9972 
-0 .99465 -0 .26791 1.00000 0.99687 0 .9969 
-0 .99413 -0 .27787 1.00000 0.99646 0 .9965 
-0 .99346 -0 .28788 1.00000 0.99610 0 .9961 
-0 .99237 -0 .29789 1.00000 0.99566 0 .9957 
-0 .99098 -0 .30787 1.00000 0.99509 0 .9951 
-0 .98936 -0 .31779 1.00000 0.99428 0 .9943 
-0 .98786 -0 .32770 1.00000 0.99343 0 .9934 
-0 .98691 -0 .33771 1.00000 0.99291 0 .9929 
-0 .98666 -0 .34788 1.00000 0.99289 0 .9929 
-0 .98629 -0 .35802 1.00000 0.99282 0 .9928 
-0 .98593 -0 .36812 1.00000 0.99267 0 .9927 
-0 .98560 -0 .37818 1.00000 0.99248 0 .9925 
-0 .98532 -0 .38821 1.00000 0.99232 0 .9923 
-0 .98577 -0 .39837 1.00000 0.99255 0 .9925 
-0 .98688 -0 .40861 1.00000 0.99308 0 .9931 
-0 .98704 -0 .41855 1.00000 0.99300 0 .9930 
-0 .98646 -0 .42832 1.00000 0.99263 0 .9926 
-0 .98598 -0 .43807 1.00000 0.99237 0 .9924 
-0 .98614 -0 .44785 1.00000 0.99232 0 .9923 
-0 .98523 -0 .45730 1.00000 0.99168 0 .9917 
Table 27. Check of Toor's Independence hypothesis for 
Daj = 0.1, Pe^ « Peg « 100, Cg(0) » 1.0, 
= eg(0)2 » 0.2, and c^(0) » -0.2 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.2968 0.97686 0.97837 0.96636 
0.5936 0.95486 0.95517 0.93729 
0.8905 0.93393 0.93289 0.90812 
1.1873 0.91396 0.90919 0.87412 
1.4841 0.89486 0.88084 0.83168 
1.7809 0.87651 0.84181 0.78308 
2.0778 0.85883 0.79477 0.73514 
2.3746 0.84175 0.74878 0.68962 
2.6714 0.82525 0.70627 0.65395 
2.9682 0.80933 0.66827 0.62334 
3.2651 0.79397 0.63180 0.59847 
3.5619 0.77915 0.59740 0.57687 
3.8587 0.76484 0.56798 0.55269 
4.1555 0.75101 0.54233 0.52987 
4.4523 0.73765 0.51813 0.51017 
4.7492 0.72475 0.49478 0.49307 
5.0460 0.71227 0.47112 0.47740 
5.3428 0.70020 0.44997 0.46183 
312 
^T/c a- TT/C C CACB(t)/=A=B(0) correction 
^A^b'^A^B Da^ . 0 Day. J& 0 factor 
-1 .00000 —0. 20000 1. 00000 1 .00000 1 .0000 
-0 .99978 —0. 20375 0. 97225 0 .97213 0 .9999 
-0 .99929 —0 . 20740 0. 94587 0 .94551 0 .9996 
-0 .99848 -0. 21073 0. 91977 0 .91903 0 .9992 
-0 .99746 —0. 21290 0. 89044 0 .88922 0 .9986 
-0 .99648 —0. 21302 0. 85456 0 .85289 0 .9980 
-0 .99578 —0 . 21047 0. 81047 0 .80848 0 .9975 
-0 .99522 —0. 20627 0. 76284 0 .76072 0 .9972 
-0 .99476 —0 . 20178 0. 71701 0 .71483 0 .9970 
-0 .99421 —0 . 19842 0. 67789 0 .67567 0 .9967 
-0 .99337 —0 * 19576 0. 64347 0 .64113 0 .9964 
-0 .99246 —0 . 19362 0. 61271 0 .61027 0 .9960 
-0 .99153 —0 « 19176 0. 58461 0 .58207 0 .9957 
-0 .99081 —0. 18980 0. 55773 0 .55513 0 .9953 
-0 .99056 —0. 18830 0. 53355 0 .53100 0 .9952 
-0 .99065 —0. 18721 0. 51174 0 .50933 0 .9953 
-0 .99071 —0. 18632 0. 49163 0 .48933 0 .9953 
-0 .99075 —0. 18523 0. 47206 0 .46986 0 .9953 
-0 .99075 —0 • 18424 0. 45378 0 .45165 0 .9953 
Table 27. (Continued) 
5.6396 0.68852 0.43161 0.44505 
5.9365 0.67721 0.41349 0.42632 
6.2333 0.66623 0.39183 0.40721 
6.5301 0.65555 0.36996 0.38807 
6.8269 0.64518 0.35256 0.37096 
7.1237 0.63510 0.33797 0.35644 
7.4206 0.62531 0.32246 0.34238 
7.7174 0.61580 0.30710 0.32919 
8.0142 0.60655 0.29361 0.31698 
8.3110 0.59755 0.28124 0.30581 
8.6079 0.58879 0.26849 0.29551 
8.9047 0.58027 0.25458 0.28442 
9.2015 0.57196 0.24063 0.27191 
9.4983 0.56385 0.22782 0.26034 
9.7952 0.55594 0.21672 0.25051 
314 
A/ 
Da^ = 0 Da^ ^  0 
-0.99075 
-0.99110 
-0.99176 
-0.99195 
-0.99192 
-0.99204 
-0.99232 
-0.99212 
-0.99154 
-0.99076 
-0.98989 
-0.98899 
-0.98828 
-0.98789 
-0.98767 
-0.18319 
-0.18147 
-0.17850 
-0.17492 
-0.17236 
-0.17073 
-0.16865 
-0.16637 
-0.16444 
-0.16275 
—0•16086 
-0.15807 
-0.15455 
-0.15135 
-0.14892 
0.43628 
0.41801 
0.39784 
0.37743 
0.36024 
0.34577 
0.33107 
0.31680 
0.30389 
0.29204 
0.28042 
0.26781 
0.25453 
0.24234 
0.23187 
0.43423 
0.41612 
0.39615 
0.37585 
0.35872 
0.34432 
0.32972 
0.31545 
0.30249 
0.29056 
0.27883 
0.26613 
0.25279 
0.24059 
0.23013 
correction 
factor 
0.9953 
0.9955 
0.9957 
0.9958 
0.9958 
0.9958 
0.9959 
0.9957 
0.9954 
0.9949 
0.9943 
0.9937 
0.9932 
0.9928 
0.9925 
Table 28. Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
Daij » 0.1, Pe^ • Peg = 20, Cg(O) = 1.0, 
Cj^(O)^ = ëg(0)2 . 0.2, and c%c^(0) = -0.2 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.2968 0.97655 0.87767 0.86690 
0.5936 0.95376 0.77643 0.76074 
0.8905 0.93168 0.68983 0.66986 
1.1873 0.91028 0.60519 0.58191 
1.4841 0.88948 0.51087 0.48561 
1.7809 0.86917 0.40498 0.38144 
2.0778 0.84930 0.30787 0.28918 
2.3746 0.82991 0.23217 0.21782 
2.6714 0.81110 0.18019 0.17007 
2.9682 0.79293 0.14082 0.13389 
3.2651 0.77540 0.11085 0.10660 
3.5619 0.75852 0.088664 0.086640 
3.8587 0.74227 0.071461 0.070569 
4.1555 0.72664 0.058450 0.057981 
4.4523 0.71161 0.049309 0.048971 
4.7492 0.69716 0.042630 0.042335 
5.0460 0.68325 0.036775 0.036540 
5.3428 0.66987 0.031866 0.031716 
316 
_ _ ^ /= = CACg(t)/CACg(0) 
CACg/C^Cg Da^ = 0 Da^ ^  0 
-1.00000 
-0.99980 
-0.99938 
-0.99880 
-0.99818 
-0.99757 
-0.99702 
-0.99647 
-0.99600 
-0.99560 
-0.99522 
-0.99507 
-0.99524 
-0.99557 
-0.99603 
-0.99655 
-0.99714 
-0.99765 
-0.99802 
-0.20000 
-0.18290 
-0.16887 
-0.15644 
-0.14298 
-0.12560 
-0.10374 
-0.08244 
-0.06504 
-0.05298 
-0.04347 
-0.03598 
-0.03032 
-0.02566 
-0.02196 
-0.01934 
-0.01743 
-0.01567 
-0.01414 
1.00000 
0.87219 
0.76833 
0.67940 
0.59295 
0.49755 
0.39254 
0.29793 
0.22449 
0.17471 
0.13701 
0.10845 
0.087441 
0.070857 
0.058100 
0.049055 
0.042422 
0.036614 
0.031759 
1.00000 
0.87209 
0.76807 
0.67896 
0.59235 
0.49687 
0.39186 
0.29733 
0.22398 
0.17429 
0.13666 
0.10817 
0.087229 
0.070699 
0.057984 
0.048970 
0.042361 
0.036571 
0.031728 
correction 
factor 
1.0000 
0.9999 
0.9997 
0.9993 
0.9990 
0.9986 
0.9983 
0.9980 
0.9977 
0.9976 
0.9975 
0.9974 
0.9976 
0.9978 
0.9980 
0.9983 
0.9986 
0.9988 
0.9990 
Table 28. (Continued) 
5. 6396 0 .65698 0. 027405 0 .027361 
5. 9365 0 .64456 0. 022818 0 .022863 
6. 2333 0 .63258 0. 018415 0 .018534 
6. 5301 0 .62102 0. 014642 0 .014801 
6. 8269 0 .60985 0. 011802 0 .011964 
7. 1237 0 .59907 0. 0097161 0 .0098654 
7. 4206 0 .58866 0. 0079379 0 .0080651 
7. 7174 0 .57859 0. 0064267 0 .0065304 
8. 0142 0 .56886 0. 0052848 0 .0053714 
8. 3110 0 .55944 0. 0044963 0 .0045688 
8. 6079 0 .55033 0. 0038562 0 .0039135 
8. 9047 0 .54150 0. 0032226 0 .0032629 
9. 2015 0 .53295 0. 0026434 0 .0026675 
9. 4983 0 .52467 0. 0021846 0 .0021992 
9. 7952 0 .51663 0. 0018399 0 .0018514 
318 
-r r correction 
Ws WB Da^ » 0 Da^ * 0 factor 
-0 .99826 -0 .01267 0.027359 0.027335 0 .9991 
-0 .99836 -0 .01098 0.022822 0.022803 0 .9992 
-0 .99835 -0 .009218 0.018459 0.018444 0 .9992 
-0 .99834 -0 .007622 0.014709 0.014697 0 .9992 
-0 .99832 -0 .006379 0.011873 0.011863 0 .9992 
-0 .99846 -0 .005448 0.0097830 0.0097754 0 .9992 
-0 .99857 -0 .004611 0.0079956 0.0079898 0 .9993 
-0 .99861 -0 .003865 0.0064739 0.0064693 0 .9993 
-0 .99862 -0 .003288 0.0053243 0.0053206 0 .9993 
-0 .99876 -0 .002892 0.0045295 0.0045264 0 .9993 
-0 .99875 -0 .002562 0.0038824 0.0038799 0 .9994 
-0 .99880 -0 .002209 0.0032408 0.0032388 0 .9994 
-0 .99887 -0 .001868 0.0026540 0.0026524 0 .9994 
-0 .99896 -0 .001591 0.0021907 0.0021896 0 .9995 
-0 .99908 -0 .001382 0.0018448 0.0018439 0 .9995 
Table 29. Check of Toor's independence hypothesis for 
Daij = 0.1, Pe^ = Peg = 20, Cg(0) = 2.0, 
c^(0)^ = 0.2, Cg(0)2 = 0.8, and c^(0) = -0.4 
t CA S ^A 
->/ 
0 1 .00000 2. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1.00000 
0. 2968 0 .95379 1. 95379 0. 88200 0. 86747 1.00834 
0. 5936 0 .91011 1. 91011 0. 78109 0. 76266 1.01201 
0. 8905 0 .86885 1. 86885 0. 69358 0. 67349 1.01481 
1. 1873 0 .82982 1. 82982 0. 60734 0. 58728 1.01694 
1. 4841 0 .79272 1. 79272 0. 51120 0. 49240 1.01891 
1. 7809 0 .75720 1. 75720 0. 40285 0. 38896 1,01770 
2. 0778 0 .72307 1. 72307 0. 30292 0. 29678 1.01029 
2. 3746 0 .69034 1. 69034 0. 22543 0. 22514 1.00064 
2. 6714 0 .65914 1. 65914 0. 17191 0. 17706 0.98535 
2. 9682 0 .62952 1. 62952 0. 13185 0. 14042 0.96900 
3. 2651 0 .60143 1. 60143 0. 10152 0. 11263 0.94940 
3. 5619 0 .57484 1. 57484 0. 079151 0. 092234 0.92637 
3. 8587 0 .54968 1. 54968 0. 062294 0. 075713 0.90706 
4. 1555 0 .52587 1. 52587 0. 049855 0. 062725 0.89153 
4. 4523 0 .50334 1. 50334 0. 041175 0. 053444 0.87774 
4. 7492 0 .48203 1. 48203 0. 034838 0. 046627 0.86439 
5. 0460 0 .46186 1. 46186 0. 029379 0. 040623 0.85042 
5. 3428 0 .44274 1. 44274 0. 024862 0. 035591 0.83579 
5. 6396 0 .42462 1. 42462 0. 020862 0. 030988 0.82050 
5. 9365 0 .40741 1. 40741 0. 016942 0. 026130 0.80522 
6. 2333 0 .39106 1. 39106 0. 013323 0. 021373 0.78953 
6. 5301 0 .37550 1. 37550 0. 010316 0. 017224 0.77391 
6. 8269 0 .36070 1. 36070 0. 0080971 0. 014051 0.75912 
7. 1237 0 .34660 1. 34660 0. 0C64936 0. 011695 0.74515 
7. 4206 0 .33318 1. 33318 0. 0051718 0. 0096488 0.73212 
320 
correction 
Ddj = 0 Da^ f 0 factor 
—1*00000 -0 •20000 1.00000 1.00000 1.0000 
-0.99955 -0 .18769 0^87219 0.87441 1.0025 
-0.99870 -0 .17736 0.76833 0.77081 1.0032 
-0.99753 -0 .16794 0^67940 0.68177 1.0034 
-0.99632 -0 .15675 0.59295 0.59503 1.0035 
-0.99519 -0 .14053 0^49755 0.49930 1.0035 
-0.99418 -0 .11831 0.39254 0.39354 1.0025 
-0.99328 -0 .095617 0^29793 0.29782 0.9996 
-0.99255 -0 .076648 0.22449 0.22360 0.9960 
-0.99192 -0 .063297 0.17471 0.17306 0.9905 
-0.99131 -0 .052596 0.13701 0.13488 0.9844 
-0.99118 -0 .044018 0^10845 0.10599 0.9773 
-0.99153 -0 .037433 0^087440 0.084719 0.9688 
-0.99220 -0 .031998 0.070857 0.068141 0.9617 
-0.99313 -0 .027684 0.058100 0.055536 0.9559 
-0.99416 -0 .024653 0.049055 0.046636 0.9507 
-0.99525 -0 .022460 0.042422 0.040112 0.9455 
-0.99616 -0 •020388 0.036614 0.034414 0.9399 
-0.99681 -0 .018568 0.031759 0.029652 0.9337 
-0.99719 -0 .016766 0.027359 0.025355 0.9267 
-0.99733 -0 .014638 0.022822 0.020984 0.9195 
-0.99732 -0 .012374 0.018459 0.016829 0.9117 
-0.99729 -0 .010295 0.014709 0.013293 0.9038 
-0.99735 -0 .0086701 0.011873 0.010638 0.8960 
-0.99757 -0 .0074503 0.0097830 0.0086934 0.8886 
-0.99778 -0 .0063472 0.0079957 0.0070485 0.8815 
Table 30. Check of Toor's independence hypothesis for 
Daij « 0.1, Pe^^ = Peg = 20, Cg(0) = 4.0, 
c^(0)2 = 0.2, Cg(0)2 = 3.2, and c^(0) » -0.8 
t CA s c 
2/3' 2 
B '=60 ( 
0 1. 00000 4 .00000 1. 00000 1 .00000 1 .00000 
0. 2968 0. 91022 3 .91022 0. 88852 0 .86854 1 .01144 
0. 5936 0. 82991 3 .82991 0. 78124 0 .76612 1 .00982 
0. 8965 0. 75779 3 .75779 0. 68448 0 .67974 1 .00348 
1. 1873 0. 69267 3 .69267 0. 58817 0 .59616 0 .99328 
1. 4841 0. 63342 3 .63342 0. 48364 0 .50320 0 .98037 
1. 7809 0. 57888 3 .57888 0. 36918 0 .40048 0 .96013 
2. 0778 0. 52833 3 .52833 0. 26559 0 .30797 0 .92865 
2. 3746 0. 48159 3 .48159 0. 18790 0 .23548 0 .89328 
2. 6714 0. 43864 3 .43864 0. 13504 0 .18652 0 .85088 
2. 9682 0. 39938 3 .39938 0. 097355 0 .14887 0 .80868 
3. 2651 0. 36357 3 .36357 0. 069906 0 .12009 0 .76296 
3. 5619 0. 33098 3 .33098 0. 050428 0 .098798 0 .71443 
3. 8587 0. 30133 3 .30133 0. 036808 0 .081472 0 .67215 
4. 1555 0. 27440 3 .27440 0. 027388 0 .067821 0 .63547 
4. 4523 0. 24994 3 .24994 0. 021026 0 .058068 0 .60174 
4. 7492 0. 22775 3 .22775 0. 016508 0 .050895 0 .56952 
5. 0460 0. 20759 3 .20759 0. 012883 0 .044520 0 .53794 
5. 3428 0. 18928 3 .18928 0. 010066 0 .039134 0 .05717 
5. 6396 0. 17264 3 .17264 0. 0077824 0 .034156 0 .047733 
5. 9365 0. 15748 3 .15748 0. 0058165 0 .028853 0 .44899 
6. 2333 0. 14368 3 .14368 0. 0042012 0 .023626 0 .42169 
5. 5301 0. 13110 3 .13110 0. 0029820 0 .019049 0 .39566 
6 . 8269 0. 11964 3 .11964 0. 0021437 0 .015546 0 .37134 
7. 1237 0. 10919 3 .10919 0. 0015747 0 .012942 0 .34882 
7. 4206 0. 099666 3 .099666 0. 0011508 0 .010677 0 .32830 
322 
e T?-/r r correction 
Vb'^^A^B Daij » 0 Da^ ^ 0 factor 
-1 .00000 -0 .20000 1.00000 1.00000 1. 0000 
-0 .99884 -0 .19723 0.87219 0.87745 1. 0060 
-0 .99676 -0 .19409 0.76833 0.77113 1. 0036 
-0 .99410 -0 .19050 0.67940 0.67809 0. 9981 
-0 .99151 -0 .18364 0.59295 0.58713 0. 9902 
-0 .98919 -0 .16963 0.49755 0.48799 0. 9808 
-0 .98715 -0 .14657 0.39254 0.37958 0. 9670 
-0 .98559 -0 .12097 0.29793 0.28187 0. 9461 
-0 .98439 -0 .098800 0.22449 0.20707 0. 9224 
-0 .98325 -0 .082766 0.17471 0.15605 0. 8932 
-0 .98215 -0 .069672 0.13701 0.11824 0. 8630 
-0 .98194 -0 .058857 0.10845 0.089971 0. 8296 
-0 .98255 -0 .050325 0.087440 0.069353 0. 7931 
-0 .98396 -0 .043331 0.070857 0.053883 0. 7604 
-0 .98602 -0 .037838 0.058100 0.042496 0. 7314 
-0 .98833 -0 .034011 0.049055 0.034534 0. 7040 
-0 .99064 -0 .031250 0.042422 0.028715 0. 6769 
-0 .99246 -0 .028556 0.036614 0.023769 0. 6492 
-0 .99372 -0 .026137 0.031759 0.019723 0. 6210 
-0 .99441 -0 .023681 0.027359 0.016213 0. 5926 
-0 .99460 -0 .020729 0.022822 0.012885 0. 5646 
-0 .99452 -0 .017549 0.018459 0.0099082 0. 5368 
-0 .99444 -0 .014607 0.014709 0.0074951 0. 5096 
-0 .99457 -0 .012307 0.011873 0.0057416 0. 4836 
-0 .99505 -0 .010585 0.0097830 0.0044920 0. 4592 
-0 .99548 -0 .0090358 0.0079957 0.0034893 0. 4364 
Table 31. Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
Daj « 1.0, Pe^ » Peg » 20, Cg(0) = 1.0, 
2^(0)2 « Cg(0)2 . 0.2, and c%^(0) = -0.2 
=a'/Sao' s;^ /Cbo' 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.2968 0.81420 0.92055 0.83624 
0.5936 0.69471 0.83123 0.72934 
0.8905 0.61096 0.75507 0.63798 
1.1873 0.54825 0.67818 0.54768 
1.4841 0.49841 0.58652 0.44836 
1.7809 0.45619 0.46847 0.35029 
2.0778 0.41895 0.34985 0.27116 
2.3746 0.38570 0.25866 0.20829 
2.6714 0.35620 0.19538 0.16753 
2.9682 0.33014 0.14995 0.13443 
3.2651 0.30702 0.11428 0.11019 
3.5619 0.28650 0.087599 0.093047 
3.8587 0.26821 0.069333 0.076631 
4.1555 0.25186 0.056794 0.062278 
4.4523 0.23722 0.048145 0.051879 
4.7492 0.22410 0.041727 0.044447 
5.0460 0.21229 0.035880 0.038370 
5.3428 0.20158 0.030904 0.033454 
324 
CaCg/c^Cg Da^ = 0 Da^ ^ o 
-1.00000 
-0.98701 
-0.97142 
-0.95421 
-0.94015 
-0.93148 
-0.92744 
-0.92644 
-0.92845 
-0.92838 
-0.92845 
-0.93264 
-0.93660 
-0.94295 
-0.95277 
-0.96240 
-0.96959 
-0.97305 
-0.97471 
-0.20000 
-0.26126 
-0.31344 
-0.35485 
-0.38125 
-0.38458 
-0.36106 
-0.32514 
-0.28972 
-0.26476 
-0.24190 
-0.22206 
-0.20603 
-0.19109 
-0.17866 
-0.17094 
-0.16629 
-0.16023 
-0.15425 
1.00000 
0.87219 
0.76833 
0.67940 
0.59295 
0.49755 
0.39254 
0.29793 
0.22449 
0.17471 
0.13701 
0.10845 
0.087441 
0.070857 
0.058100 
0.049055 
0.042422 
0.036614 
0.031759 
1.00000 
0.86598 
0.75637 
0.66228 
0.57297 
0.47767 
0.37570 
0.28535 
0.21550 
0.16796 
0.13182 
0.10466 
0.084558 
0.068732 
0.056664 
0.048098 
0.041756 
0.036104 
0.031340 
correction 
factor 
1.0000 
0.9929 
0.9844 
0.9748 
0.9663 
0.9600 
0.9571 
0.9578 
0.9600 
0.9614 
0.9621 
0.9650 
0.9670 
0.9700 
0.9753 
0.9805 
0.9843 
0.9861 
0.9868 
Table 31. (Continued) 
c ^/c ^ c ^/c ^ /Cgo 
5. 6396 0 .19184 0 .026402 0. 029017 
5. 9365 0 .18289 G .021869 0. 024353 
6. 2333 0 .17462 0 .017493 0. 019906 
6. 5301 0 .16693 0 .013722 0. 016101 
6. 8269 0 .15979 0 .010921 0. 013159 
7. 1237 0 .15315 0 .0089515 0. 010873 
7. 4206 0 .14699 0 .0073144 0. 0088000 
7. 7174 0 .14125 0 .0060667 0. 0070189 
8. 0142 0 .13590 0 .0050626 0. 0056908 
8. 3110 0 .13091 0 .0043550 0. 0047849 
8. 6079 0 .12625 0 .0037598 0. 0040695 
8. 9047 0 .12189 0 .0031589 0. 0033752 
9. 2015 0 .11780 0 .0026073 0. 0027429 
9. 4983 0 .11396 0 .0021625 0. 0022523 
9. 7952 0 .11034 0 .0018158 0. 0018991 
326 
c.c„(t)/c.c„(0) 
=A ^B^^A^B D = 0 Ddj. jt 0 factor 
-0 .97578 -0 .14678 0 .027359 0.027009 0 .9872 
-0 .97640 -0 .13473 0 .022822 0.022533 0 .9873 
-0 .97639 -0 .11951 0 .018459 0.018220 0 .9870 
-0 .97598 -0 .10412 0 .014709 0.014507 0 .9863 
-0 .97643 -0 .09169 0 .011873 0.011705 0 .9859 
-0 .97854 -0 .08232 0 .0097830 0.0096539 0 .9868 
-0 .98062 -0 .07314 0 .0079956 0.0079019 0 .9883 
-0 .98155 -0 .06421 0 .0064739 0.0064051 0 .9894 
-0 .98219 -0 .05709 0 .0053243 0.0052720 0 .9902 
-0 .98336 -0 .05239 0 .0045295 0.0044890 0 .9911 
-0 .98429 -0 .04831 0 .0038824 0.0038501 0 .9917 
-0 .98448 -0 .4327 0 .0032408 0.0032146 0 .9919 
-0 .98449 -0 .03794 0 .0026540 0.0026328 0 .9920 
-0 .98510 -0 .03348 0 .0021907 0.0021741 0 .9924 
-0 .98563 -0 .03009 0 .0018448 0.0018321 0 .9931 
Table 32. Check of Toor's independence hypothesis using 
convected velocity field with interaction for 
Daj =* 1.0, Pe^^ = Peg » 20, Cg(0) = 1.0, 
6^^0)2 = Cg(0)2 = 0.2, and c%c^(0) - -0.2 
6 ^ /c ^ c ^/c ^ 
'^AO '^BO 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.2968 0.81407 0.92318 0.81662 
0.5936 0.69333 0.80598 0.67341 
0.8905 0.60672 0.66698 0.54779 
1.1873 0.54000 0.54240 0.42410 
1.4841 0.48612 0.43592 0.32513 
1.7809 0.44150 0.34520 0.26249 
2.0778 0.40408 0.27624 0.21749 
2.3746 0.37218 0.22492 0.18004 
2.6714 0.34452 0.17841 0.15261 
2.9682 0.32020 0.13913 0.12873 
3.2651 0.29857 0.10966 0.10561 
3.5619 0.27924 0.087792 0.085946 
3.8587 0.26193 0.070760 0.070594 
4.1555 0.24635 0.056315 0.058523 
4.4523 0.23227 0.044680 0.048991 
4.7492 0.21952 0.036098 0.041226 
5.0460 0.20795 0.029492 0.034357 
5.3428 0.19739 0.023651 0.027605 
^A'S 
328 
<=A 
CACe(t)/c 
Da^ = 0 
A^O) 
Da^ f 0 
correctii 
factor 
-1 .00000 -0 .20000 1.00000 1.00000 1.0000 
-0 .98619 -0 .25842 0.86309 0.85628 0.9921 
-0 .96751 -0 .29655 0.72624 0.71278 0.9815 
-0 .95288 -0 .31293 0.59167 0.57597 0.9735 
-0 .95048 0. 32166 0.46956 0.45586 0.9708 
-0 .93525 -0 .30373 0.36970 0.35887 0.9707 
-0 .95922 -0 .29626 0.29630 0.28874 0.9745 
-0 .96581 -0 .28997 0.24180 0.23673 0.9790 
-0 .96420 -0 .28014 0.19825 0.19403 0.9787 
-0 .95611 -0 .26583 0.16164 0.15776 0.9760 
-0 .94933 -0 .24783 0.13049 0.12705 0.9736 
-0 .94470 -0 .22808 0.10465 0.10166 0.9714 
-0 .94362 -0 .21024 0.084418 0.081967 0.9710 
-0 .94476 -0 .19466 0.068725 0.066773 0.9716 
-0 .94537 -0 .17885 0.055846 0.054272 0.9718 
-0 .94525 -0 .16394 0.045530 0.044224 0.9713 
—0 .94692 -0 .15160 0.037596 0.036529 0.9716 
-0 .95040 -0 .13992 0.031089 0.030253 0.9731 
-0 .95390 -0 .12512 0.025001 0.024374 0.9749 
Table 32. (Continued) 
5.6396 0.18767 0.018425 0.021423 
5.9365 0.17872 0.014541 0.016752 
6.2333 0.17048 0.011950 0.013681 
6.5301 0.16291 0.010035 0.041539 
6.8269 0.15594 0.0083694 0.0097351 
7.1237 0.14950 0.0070007 0.0082630 
7.4206 0.14354 0.0060622 0.0071822 
7.7174 0.13803 0.0053824 0.0063486 
8.0142 0.13290 0.0048078 0.0056676 
8.3110 0.12814 0.0042439 0.0050003 
8.6079 0.12368 0.0036137 0.0042293 
330 
« 7? correction 
^B/^A^B V •B^^A^B Day. = 0 Daij ^ 0 factor 
-0 .95596 —0 * 10796 0.019468 0.019013 0 .9766 
-0 .96118 —0# 093936 0.015324 0.015001 0 .9789 
-0 .96656 —0 * 085044 0.012587 0.012358 0 .9818 
-0 .97222 —0 # 078838 0.010624 0.010462 0 .9847 
-0 .97683 —0 • 072518 0.0089348 0.0088174 0 .9868 
-0 .97986 —0 . 066686 0.0075432 0.0074524 0 .9880 
-0 .98231 —0* 062915 0.0065520 0.0064817 0 .9893 
-0 .98397 "^0 • 060384 0.0058087 0.0057519 0 .9902 
-0 .98593 —0. 058275 0.0051922 0.0051466 0 .9912 
-0 .98788 —0 • 055434 0.0045865 0.0045508 0 .9922 
-0 .98898 —0 * 050549 0.0038939 0.0038663 0 .9929 
Table 33. Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
Da^ = 1.0; Pe^ = Peg = 20, Cg(0) = 2.0, 
2^(0)2 « 0.2, Cg(0)2 = 0.8, and c%c^(0) = -0.4 
t S 
0 1 .00000 2. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1 .00000 
0. 2968 0 .66947 1. 66947 0. 90342 0. 87053 1 .01872 
0. 5936 0 ,49509 1. 49509 0. 72939 0. 81265 0 .94739 
0. 8905 0 .38831 1. 38831 0. 59069 0. 75867 0 .88238 
1. 1873 0 .31575 1. 31575 0. 47426 0. 69244 0 .82759 
1. 4841 0 .26202 1. 26202 0. 36727 0. 60397 0 .77980 
1. 7809 0 .21793 1. 21793 0. 25411 0. 50148 0 .71184 
2. 0778 0 .17936 1. 17936 0. 15384 0. 40788 0 .61414 
2. 3746 0 .14564 1. 14564 0. 090128 0. 32808 0 .52413 
2. 6714 0 .11704 1. 11704 0. 053292 0. 27212 0 .44254 
2. 9682 0 .093417 1. 093417 0. 031812 0. 22495 0 .37606 
3. 2651 0 .074047 1. 074047 0. 017988 0. 18784 0 .30945 
3. 5619 0 .058281 1. 058281 0. 0098691 0. 15918 0 .24900 
3. 8587 0 .045617 1. 045617 0. 0055800 0. 13366 0 .20432 
4. 1555 0 .035586 1. 035586 0. 0032211 0. 11258 0 .16915 .. 
4. 4523 0 .027703 1. 027703 0. 0018912 0. 097295 0 .13942 
4. 7492 0 .021544 1. 021544 0. 0011312 0. 085878 0 .11477 
5. 0460 0 .016728 1. 016728 0. 00066711 0. 075490 0 .094006 
5. 3428 0 .012960 1. 012960 0. 00038978 0. 066527 0 .076544 
5. 6396 0 .010015 1. 010015 0. 00022259 0. 058088 0 .061903 
5. 9365 0 .007712 1. 007712 0. 00011203 0. 048999 0 .047816 
6. 2333 0 .005912 1. 005912 0. 00006365 0. 040005 0 .039890 
6. 5031 0 .004510 1. 004510 0. 00003208 0. 032127 0 .031603 
6. 8269 0 .003427 1. 003427 0. 00001622 0. 026093 0 .024939 
7. 1237 0 .002595 1. 002595 0. 00000844 0. 021603 0 .019772 
7. 4206 0 .001961 1. 001961 0. 00000449 0. 017719 0 .015922 
332 
3T-/C c T7-/C C correction 
Vs^^A^B Da^ = 0 Da^ ^ 0 factor 
-1 .00000 -0 .20000 1. 00000 1 .00000 1. 0000 
-0 .97657 -0 .30995 0. 87219 0 .86604 0. 9929 
-0 .95304 -0 .39651 0. 76833 0 .73374 0. 9550 
-0 .92962 -0 .46174 0. 67940 0 .62231 0. 9160 
-0 .91289 -0 .50368 0. 59295 0 .52314 0. 8823 
-0 .89962 -0 .51252 0. 49755 0 .42370 0. 8516 
-0 .89136 -0 .47954 0. 39254 0 .31820 0. 8106 
-0 .89422 -0 .42358 0. 29793 0 .22399 0. 7518 
-0 .89843 -0 .37036 0. 22449 0 .15449 0. 6882 
-0 .89399 -0 .32936 0. 17471 0 .10766 0. 6162 
-0 .89080 -0 .29510 0. 13701 0 .075357 0. 5500 
-0 .88878 -0 .25985 0. 10845 0 .051664 0. 4764 
-0 .88534 -0 .22758 0. 087441 0 .035091 0. 4013 
-0 .89249 -0 .20440 0. 070857 0 .024374 0. 3440 
-0 .91025 -0 .18814 0. 058100 0 .017334 0. 2983 
-0 .92931 -0 .17711 0. 049055 0 .012606 0. 2570 
-0 .94231 -0 .16880 0. 042422 0 .0092875 0. 2189 
-0 .94768 -0 .15817 0. 036614 0 .0067252 0. 1837 
-0 .94935 -0 .14729 0. 031759 0 .0048343 0. 1522 
-0 .94958 -0 .13502 0. 027359 0 .0034145 0. 1248 
-0 .94882 -0 .11941 0. 022822 0 .0023202 0. 1017 
-0 .94787 -0 .10173 0. 018459 0 .0015126 0. 08194 
-0 .94684 -0 .084862 0. 014709 0 .00096133 0. 06536 
-0 .94780 -0 .071739 0. 011873 0 .00061676 0. 05195 
-0 .95208 -0 .062505 0. 0097830 0 .00040668 0. 04157 
-0 .95659 -0 .054919 0. 0079956 0 .00026988 0. 03375 
Table 34. Check of Toor's Independence hypothesis for 
Da^ = 1.0, Pe^^ » 20, Pe^ » 5, Cg(0) » 1.0, 
0^(0)2 » c^(0)2 . 0.2, and c^(0) . -0.2 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.1319 0.90502 
0.2968 0.80999 0.88229 0.60296 
0.4617 0.73394 
0.5936 0.68312 0.74577 0.42422 
0.7256 0.63918 
0.8905 0.59193 0.63074 0.31733 
1.0554 0.55131 
1.1873 0.52259 0.52544 0.23621 
1.3192 0.49657 
1.4841 0.46704 0.41925 0.15869 
1.6490 0.44014 
1.7809 0.42020 0.30885 0.093176 
1.9129 0.40156 
2.0778 0.37994 0.21362 0.053853 
2.2427 0.36008 
2.3746 0.34538 0.14532 0.032038 
2.5065 0.33168 
2.6714 0.31584 0.10154 0.020541 
2.8363 0.30131 
c.,5 A' B 
334 
CACB(t)/CACB(0) correction 
Da^ = 0 Daj JÉ 0 factor 
-1 .00000 -0.20000 1.00000 1.00000 1.0000 
-0.20876 0.85668 0.85494 0.9980 
-0 .98587 -0.21920 0.72177 0.71907 0.9962 
-0.22874 0.61757 0.61607 0.9976 
-0 .97279 -0.23451 0.54757 0.54717 0.9993 
-0.24001 0.48970 0.49029 1.0012 
-0 .95779 -0.24459 0.42640 0.42850 1.0049 
-0.24521 0.36903 0.37264 1.0098 
-0 .94185 -0.24300 0.32736 0.33181 1.0136 
-0.23596 0.28557 0.29092 1.0187 
-0 .92285 -0.21826 0.23122 0.23804 1.0295 
-0.19364 0.17892 0.18756 1.0483 
-0 .89817 -0.17258 0.14218 0.15236 1.0716 
-0.15241 0.11135 0.12288 1.1036 
-0 .87250 -0.12965 0.080921 0.093581 1.1564 
-0.11036 0.058407 0.071546 1.2250 
-0 .85703 -0.098046 0.045339 0.058478 1.2898 
-0.088521 0.035826 0.048690 1.3591 
-0 .85990 -0.078733 0.027140 0.039271 1.4470 
-0.069368 0.020467 0.031489 1.5385 
Table 34. (Continued) 
2.9682 0.29052 0.071973 0. 013035 
3.1001 0.28041 
3.2651 0.26866 0.051757 0. 0088143 
3.4300 0.25779 
3.5619 0.24968 0.037963 0. 0063979 
3.6938 0.24204 
3.8587 0.23309 0.028092 0. 0046715 
4.0236 0.22475 
4.1555 0.21848 0.021032 0. 0033006 
4.2874 0.21253 
4.4523 0.20552 0.016303 0. 0024004 
4.6172 0.19895 
4.7492 0.19399 0.013055 0. 0018834 
4.8811 0.18926 
5.0460 0.18366 0.010540 0. 0015381 
5.2109 0.17837 
5.3428 0.17435 0.0085810 0. 0012445 
336 
0*1 Da^ f 0 
correction 
factor 
-0.85930 
-0.85745 
-0.86226 
-0.86561 
-0.86871 
-0.88774 
-0.91176 
-0.92841 
-0.94251 
-0.062367 
-0.056452 
-0.050749 
-0.046267 
-0.043114 
-0.040153 
-0.036503 
-0.032920 
-0.030327 
-0.028205 
-0.026295 
-0.024944 
-0.024029 
-0.023173 
-0.022165 
-0.021163 
-0.020264 
0.016282 
0.013090 
0.010235 
0.0082042 
0.0069642 
0.0059564 
0.0048962 
0.0039986 
0.0034101 
0.0029535 
0.0025470 
0.0022594 
0.0020823 
0.0019428 
0.0018050 
0.0016738 
0.0015512 
0.026320 
0.022195 
0.018314 
0.015373 
0.013438 
0.011761 
0.0099161 
0.0083144 
0.0072379 
0.0063700 
0.0055534 
0.0049367 
0.0045211 
0.0041500 
0.0037381 
0.0033667 
0.0030800 
1,6165 
1.6955 
1.7894 
1.8738 
1.9296 
1.9745 
2.0253 
2.0793 
2.1225 
2.1567 
2.1804 
2.1850 
2.1712 
2.1361 
2.0710 
2.0114 
1.9856 
Table 35. Comparison of the ratio of the correlation 
coefficients for mixing with reaction and pure 
mixing with the correction factor on Toor's 
hypothesis for Da^ » 1.0, Pe^^ « 20, Pe^ « 5, 
Cg(0) « 1.0, 0^(0)2 . Cg(0)^ » 0.2, and 
c^Cg(O) M —0.2 
Da^ « 0 
t 
(M 
O
 
>
 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0. 2968 0.87219 0.60694 0.72177 
0. 5936 0.76833 0.40982 0.54757 
0. 8905 0.67940 0.29055 0.42640 
1. 1873 0.59295 0.20381 0.32736 
1. 4841 0.49755 0.12905 0.23122 
1. 7809 0.39254 0.070941 0.14218 
2. 0778 0.29793 0.038145 0.080921 
2. 3746 0.22449 0.021542 0.045339 
2. 6714 0.17471 0.013347 0.027140 
2. 9682 0.13701 0.0086528 0.016282 
3. 2651 0.10845 0.0058805 0.010235 
3. 5619 0.087440 0.0040858 0.0069620 
3. 8587 0.070857 0.0027830 0.0048962 
4. 1555 0.058100 0.0017915 0.0034101 
4. 4523 0.049055 0.0011028 0.0025470 
4. 7492 0.042422 0.00068844 0.0020823 
5. 0460 0.036614 0.00044363 0.0018050 
5. 3428 0.031759 0.00028369 0.0015512 
338 
^(Daj^) = 4(1.0) correction 
Da^ = 0 Dsi^ = 1.0 %(0) factor 
—1# 00000 -1 •00000 1.00000 1.0000 
—0 # 99202 -0 .98587 0.99380 0.9962 
—0 # 97582 -0 .97279 0.99689 0.9993 
—0# 95972 -0 .95779 0.99799 1.0049 
—0# 94169 -0 .94185 1.00017 1.0136 
—0 # 91248 -0 .92285 1.01136 1.0295 
•0« 85201 -0 .89817 1.05418 1.0716 
"*0* 75908 -0 .87250 1.14942 1.1564 
—0# 55197 -0 .85703 1.31452 1.2898 
••0 # 56204 -0 .85990 1.52996 1.4470 
•0 # 47288 -0 .85930 1.81716 1.6165 
—0# 40530 -0 .85745 2.1156 1.7894 
—0# 36845 -0 .86226 2.3402 1.9296 
—0# 34867 -0 .86561 2.4826 2.0253 
—0# 33425 -0 .86871 2.5990 2.1225 
—0« 34628 -0 .88774 2.5636 2.1804 
—0# 38532 -0 .91176 2.3662 2.1712 
—Oe 44787 -0 .92841 2.0729 2.0710 
—0 * 51677 -0 .94251 1.8238 1.9856 
Table 36* Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
DeIj = 1.0, Pe^ * Peg = 5, Cg(0) = 1.0, 
Cj^(O)^ = Cg(0)^ = 0*2, and c^Cg(O) » —0.2 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.1319 0.90406 
0.2968 0.80646 0.64053 0.57996 
0.4617 0.72749 
0.5936 0.67441 0.44715 0-38129 
0.7256 0.62839 
0.8905 0.57881 0.32256 0.26707 
1.0554 0.53621 
1.1873 0.50614 0.22708 0.18765 
1.3192 0.47899 
1.4841 0.44839 0.14432 0.11918 
1.6490 0.42083 
1.7809 0.40069 0.079496 0*065858 
1.9129 0.38209 
2.0778 0.36081 0.042123 0.036014 
2.2427 0.34153 
2.3746 0.32741 0.023403 0.020613 
2.5065 0.31433 
2.6714 0.29931 0.014355 0.012825 
2.8363 0.28559 
340 
CACB(t)/cAC-(0) 
Daj )aj JÉ 0 
-1.00000 
-0.99037 
-0.98189 
-0.97542 
-0.97010 
-0.96345 
-0.95644 
-0.95567 
-0.95962 
-0.96579 
-0.20000 
-0.19167 
-0.18562 
-0.18173 
-0.17828 
-0.17558 
-0.17091 
-0.16383 
-0.15634 
-0.14524 
-0.12569 
-0.10319 
-0.08628 
-0.071669 
-0.057184 
-0.046076 
-0.039323 
-0.034210 
-0.029256 
-0.025188 
1.00000 
0.78476 
0.60694 
0.48504 
0.40982 
0.35110 
0.29055 
0.23943 
0.20381 
0.16980 
0.12905 
0.093547 
0.070941 
0.053649 
0.038145 
0.027502 
0.021542 
0.017247 
0.013347 
0.010443 
1.00000 
0.78330 
0.60363 
0.48090 
0.40543 
0.34666 
0.28629 
0.23552 
0.20025 
0.16662 
0.12636 
0.091379 
0.069205 
0.052315 
0.037222 
0.026873 
0.021077 
0.016900 
0.013104 
0.010272 
correction 
factor 
1.0000 
0.9981 
0.9945 
0.9915 
0.9893 
0.9873 
0.9853 
0.9837 
0.9825 
0.9812 
0.9791 
0.9768 
0.9755 
0.9751 
0.9758 
0.9771 
0.9784 
0.9799 
0.9818 
0.9836 
Table 36. (Continued) 
2.9682 0.27546 0.0092339 0.0083289 
3.1001 0.26600 
3.2651 0.25503 0.0062000 0.0056918 
3.4300 0.24490 
3.5619 0.23735 0.0042536 0.0039816 
3.6938 0.23024 
3.8587 0.22192 0.0028702 0.0027288 
4.0236 0.21416 
4.1555 0.20833 0.0018418 0.0017599 
342 
TT/c g c~c"/c c correction 
Vs Da^ . 0 Da^ jé 0 factor 
-0.97200 -0.022468 0.0086528 0.0085242 0.9851 
-0.020209 0.G072458 0.0071498 0.9867 
-0.97889 -0.017882 0.0058805 0.0058151 0.9889 
-0.015874 0.0048043 0.0047604 0.9909 
-0.98507 -0.014392 0.0040858 0.0040539 0.9922 
-0.012972 0.0034617 0.0034382 0.9932 
-0.98857 -0.011236 0.0027830 0.0027666 0.9941 
-0.0095283 0.0021970 0.0021850 0.9946 
-0.98992 -0.0082131 0.0017915 0.0017822 0.9948 
Table 37. Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
Daij = 1.0, Pe^ = Peg = 5, Cg(0) = 2.0, 
c^(0)^ = 0.2, Cg(0)^ = 0.8, and c^Cg(O) = -0.4 
t =8 
CM V? 
( 
=A/^B 
0 1 .00000 2.00000 1. 00000 1.00000 1 .00000 
0. 1319 0 .81912 1.81912 
0. 2968 0 .65500 1.65500 0. 62384 0.60566 1 .01490 
0. 4617 0 .53474 1.53474 
0. 5936 0 .45966 1.45966 0. 38366 0.43169 0 .94273 
0. 7256 0 .39810 1.39810 
0. 8905 0 .33536 1.33536 0. 23406 0.32906 0 .84339 
1. 0554 0 .28432 1.28432 
1. 1873 0 .24992 1.24992 0. 13515 0.25008 0 .73514 
1. 3192 0 .22001 1.22001 
1. 4841 0 .18761 1.18761 0. 069591 , 0.17068 0 .63854 
1. 6490 0 .15973 1.15973 
1. 7809 0 .14020 1.14020 0. 030514 0.10066 0 .55058 
1. 9129 0 .12290 1.12290 
2. 0778 0 .10410 1.10410 0. 012181 0.058201 0 .45748 
2. 2427 0 .088108 1.088108 
2. 3746 0 .077078 1.077078 0. 0048986 0.035093 0 .37362 
2. 5065 0 .067430 1.067430 
2. 6714 0 .057063 1.057063 0. 0021272 0.022967 0 .30434 
2. 8363 0 .048306 1.048306 
344 
TT/Z S TT/C c CA=B(t)/CACB(0) 
Vs^^A^B Da^ = 0 Oa^ ik 0 
—1*00000 
-0.98259 
-0.96939 
-0.95908 
-0.95029 
-0.93855 
-0.92606 
-0.92316 
-0.92688 
-0.93453 
-0.20000 
-0.21178 
-0.22287 
-0.23133 
-0.23519 
-0.23817 
-0.23774 
-0.23189 
-0.22371 
-0.20981 
-0.18363 
-0.15254 
-0.12843 
-0.10722 
-0.085539 
-0.068744 
-0.058553 
-0.050824 
-0.043317 
-0.037132 
1.00000 
0.78476 
0.60694 
0.48504 
0.40982 
0.35110 
0.29055 
0.23943 
0.20381 
0.16980 
0.12905 
0.093547 
0.070941 
0.053649 
0.038145 
0.027502 
0.021542 
0.017247 
0.013347 
0.010443 
1.00000 
0.78894 
0.60399 
0.47462 
0.39450 
0.33140 
0.26617 
0.21169 
0.17470 
0.14078 
0.10229 
0.070642 
0.051325 
0.036991 
0.024580 
0.016476 
0.012153 
0.0091453 
0.0065321 
0.0047009 
correction 
factor 
1.0000 
1.0053 
0.9951 
0.9785 
0.9626 
0.9439 
0.9161 
0.8842 
0.8572 
0.8291 
0.7926 
0.7551 
0.7235 
0.6895 
0.6444 
0.5991 
0.5641 
0.5302 
0.4894 
0.4501 
Table 37. (Continued) 
^ ^A /^AO /^Bo ^A^^B 
2.9682 0.042287 1.042287 0.00094814 0.015602 0.24652 
3.1001 0.037026 1.037026 
3.2651 0.031367 1.031367 0.00042782 0.011048 0.19678 
3.4300 0.026580 1.026580 
3.5619 0.023286 1.023286 0.00019282 0.0079488 0.15575 
3.6938 0.020401 1.020401 
3.8587 0.017294 1.017294 0.00008481 0.0055723 0.12337 
4.0236 0.014660 1.014660 
4.1555 0.012845 1.012845 0.00003554 0.0036703 0.09840 
346 
CACB(t)/CACB(0) 
0*1 Da^ * 0 
correction 
factor 
-0 .94383 —0 # 032944 0 .0086528 0. 0036301 0 .4195 
—0# 029400 0 .0072458 0. 0028221 0 .3895 
-0 .95510 —0 # 025674 0 .0058805 0. 0020764 0 .3531 
—0# 022442 0 .0048043 0. 0015309 0 .3186 
-0 .96600 —0 * 020076 0 .0040858 0. 0011959 0 .2927 
— 0 e 017847 0 .0034617 0. 0092880 0 .2683 
-0 .97219 — 0 e 015195 0 .0027830 0. 00066833 0 .2401 
•O# 012684 0 .0021970 0. 00047170 0 .2147 
-0 .97414 —0 # 010817 0 .0017915 0. 00035182 0 .1964 
Table 38. Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
Da^ a 10.0, Pe^ = PCg = 20, Cg(0) « 1.0, 
6^(0)2 . Cg(0)2 = 0.2, and c][c^(0) = -0.2 
t CA'=B 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.0660 0.68328 
0.1319 0.55535 
0.1979 0.48973 
0.2638 0.45149 
0.2968 0.43814 1.10137 0.83001 
0.3298 0.42731 
0.3958 0.41076 
0.4617 0.39843 
0.5277 0.38852 
0.5936 0.37994 1.00200 0.75133 
0.7256 0.36464 
0.7915 0.35762 
0.8905 0.34805 0.93182 0.66546 
0.9894 0.33943 
1.1873 0.32322 0.85864 0.54796 
1.4841 0.30014 0.72872 0.44155 
1.7809 0.27344 0.54830 0.37061 
2.0778 0.24574 0.37207 0.30502 
2.3746 0.21918 0.26925 0.23893 
2.6714 0.19288 0.20535 0.20467 
2.9682 0.17130 0.15388 0.16392 
3.2651 0.15410 0.10529 0.14495 
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3-E-/C ê" T^/C C =A=B(t)/=ACB(0) 
Da^ « 0 Day. ^ 0 
1.00000 
0.81443 
-0.76066 
-0.71135 
-0.70357 
-0.72274 
-0.72236 
-0.76379 
-0.76836 
-0.70441 
-0.72482 
-0.74287 
-0.20000 
-0.40336 
-0.57066 
-0.69261 
-0.77884 
-0.81127 
-0.83740 
-0.87395 
-0.89599 
-0.90855 
-0.91441 
-0.91747 
-0.91968 
-0.92485 
-0.92688 
-0.92389 
-0.91022 
-0.87100 
-0.85220 
-0.81134 
-0.77636 
-0.78463 
-0.77296 
1.00000 
0.96851 
0.93875 
0.91089 
0.88469 
0.87219 
0.86000 
0.83621 
0.81293 
0.79018 
0.76833 
0.72788 
0.70855 
0.67940 
0.65008 
0.59295 
0.49755 
0.39254 
0.29793 
0.22449 
0.17471 
0.13701 
0.10845 
1.00000 
0.94159 
0.88001 
0.83056 
0.79382 
0.77869 
0.76452 
0.73728 
0.71119 
0.68571 
0.65999 
0.60995 
0.58810 
0.56016 
0.53394 
0.48260 
0.40997 
0.32562 
0.25731 
0.19488 
0.14441 
0.11511 
0.091773 
correction 
factor 
1.0000 
0.9722 
0.9374 
0.9118 
0.8973 
0.8928 
0.8890 
0.8817 
0.8748 
0.8678 
0.8590 
0.8380 
0.8300 
0.8245 
0.8213 
0.8139 
0.8240 
0.8295 
0.8637 
0.8681 
0.8266 
0.8402 
0.8462 
Table 39. Check of Toor*s independence hypothesis for 
Daj = 10.0, Pe^ « Peg = 20, Cg(0) « 1.0, 
c^(0)^ « 3^(0)^ = 0*1, and c^Cg(O) » —0*1 
c ^/c ^ c ^/c ^ 
^^AO '^BO 
0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.0660 0.64257 
0.1319 0.49523 
0.1979 0.41772 
0.2638 0.37140 
0*2968 0.35489 1.05254 0.81775 
0.3298 0.34139 
0.3958 0.32070 
0.4617 0.30561 
0.5277 0.29404 
0.5936 0.28471 0.97000 0.73992 
0.7256 0.26993 
0.7915 0.26374 
0.8905 0.25553 0.90914 0.65741 
0.9894 0.24829 
1.1873 0.23541 0.83812 0.54795 
1.4841 0.21798 0.71883 0.43892 
1.7809 0.19934 0.54599 0*36178 
2.0778 0.17983 0.37488 0.29858 
2.3746 0.16113 0.26866 0.23365 
2.6714 0.14342 0.20274 0.19769 
2.9682 0.12817 0.15344 0.15866 
3.2651 0.11552 0.10729 0.13858 
3.5619 0.10455 0.077034 0.12283 
3.8587 0.095214 0.062961 0.096250 
<=A'<=B 
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c.co(t)/c.c_(0) 
B/VB Da^ = 0 Da^ / 0 factor 
•1. 00000 -0.10000 1.00000 1.00000 1.0000 
-0.23116 0.96851 0.95445 0.9855 
-0.36930 0.93875 0.90571 0.9648 
-0.49406 0.91089 0.86208 0.9464 
-0.59839 0.88469 0.82541 0.9330 
0. 87225 -0.64250 0.87219 0.80923 0.9278 
-0.68115 0.86000 0.79386 0.9231 
-0.74314 0.83621 0.76431 0.9140 
-0.78805 0.81293 0.73602 0.9054 
-0.81964 0.79018 0.70866 0.8968 
•0. 80466 -0.84098 0.76833 0.68170 0.8872 
-0.86445 0.72788 0.62986 0.8653 
-0.87194 0.70855 0.60651 0.8560 
•0. 74444 -0.88142 0.67940 0.57552 0.8471 
-0.88709 0.65008 0.54687 0.8412 
0. 72729 -0.88937 0.59295 0.49287 0.8312 
•0. 74103 -0.87601 0.49755 0.41624 0.8366 
0. 74520 -0.83348 0.39254 0.33119 0.8437 
•0. 77450 -0.80127 0.29793 0.25912 0.8697 
0. 78957 -0.76193 0.22449 0.19782 0.8812 
-0. 74528 -0.72539 0.17471 0.14920 0.8540 
•0. 75601 -0.71801 0.13701 0.11796 0.8610 
•0. 77055 -0.70408 0.10845 0.093958 0.8664 
0. 77051 -0.68563 0.087441 0.074950 0.8571 
0. 79783 -0.68509 0.070857 0.062108 0.8765 
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Table 40. Growth of two species correlation and segregation 
by reaction frcxn zero values initially for 
Da^ • 0*5, Pe^i^ » Pe^ « 50, Cg(0) « 1.0, 
c^^0)2 « Cg(0)2 » 0.2, and c}[c^(0) - 0 
t <=A'^ c^CB(t) i 2 
0 1.00000 0. 20000 0 .20000 0 0 0 
0. 297 0.87393 0. 14876 0 .14849 -0.041123 -0 .2767 -0 .0538 
0. 594 0.78042 0. 12286 0 .12092 -0.059173 -0 .4855 -0 .0972 
0. 890 0.70789 0. 10790 0 .10344 -0.066370 -0 .6282 -0 .1324 
1. 187 0.64968 0. 09608 0 .09194 -0.067923 -0 .7227 -0 .1609 
1. 484 0.60165 0. 08641 0 .08141 -0.065733 -0 .7837 -0 .1816 
1. 781 0.56102 0. 07790 0 .07136 -0.061531 -0 .8253 -0 .1955 
2. 078 0.52600 0. 06896 0 .06293 -0.056504 -0 .8577 -0 .2042 
2. 375 0.49533 0. 06093 0 .05539 -0.051383 -0 .8845 -0 .2094 
2. 671 0.46820 0. 05523 0 .04846 -0.047027 -0 .9090 -0 .2145 
2. 968 0.44408 0. 05160 0 .04311 -0.043832 -0 .9293 -0 .2223 
3. 265 0.42255 0. 04921 0 .03915 -0.041380 -0 .9428 -0 .2318 
3. 562 0.40324 0. 04739 0 .03617 -0.039313 -0 .9495 -0 .2418 
3. 859 0.38584 0. 04603 0 .03351 -0.037283 -0 .9494 -0 .2504 
4. 156 0.37003 0. 04466 0 .03077 -0.035144 -0 .9480 -0 .2567 
4. 452 0.35557 0. 04319 0 .02840 -0.033179 -0 .9472 -0 .2624 
4. 749 0.34230 0. 04179 0 .02643 -0.031460 -0 .9467 -0 .2685 
5. 046 0.33008 0. 04012 0 .02469 -0.029791 -0 .9465 -0 .2734 
5. 343 0.31876 0. 03811 0 .02309 -0.028132 -0 .9483 -0 .2769 
5. 640 0.30823 0. 03537 0 .02157 -0.026299 -0 .9520 -0 .2768 
5. 936 0.29832 0. 03202 0 .01988 -0.024113 -0 .9558 -0 .2709 
6. 233 0.28893 0. 02852 0 .01796 -0.021688 -0 .9582 -0 .2598 
6. 530 0.27997 0. 02522 0 .01618 -0.019371 -0 .9590 -0 .2471 
6. 827 0.27142 0. 02240 0 .01482 -0.017472 -0 .9591 -0 .2372 
7. 124 0.26329 0. 02011 0 .01375 -0.015951 -0 .9592 -0 .2301 
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Table 41. Summary of correction factors on Toor's hypoth­
esis - effect of Damkohler number for 
Pe^ » Peg a 20 and Cg(0) = 1.0 
Daj 
t 0.1 1.0 1.0* 10.0 10.0^ 
0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.2968 0.9999 0.9929 0.9921 0.8928 0.9278 
0.5936 0.9997 0.9844 0.9815 0.8590 0.8872 
0.8905 0.9993 0.9748 0.9735 0.8245 0.8471 
1.1873 0.9990 0.9663 0.9708 0.8139 0.8312 
1.4841 0.9986 0.9600 0.9707 0.8240 0.8366 
1.7809 0.9983 0.9571 0.9745 0.8295 0.8437 
2.0778 0.9980 0.9578 0.9790 0.8637 0.8697 
2.3746 0.9977 0.9600 0.9787 0.8681 0.8812 
2.6714 0.9976 0.9614 0.9760 0.8266 0.8540 
2.9682 0.9975 0.9621 0.9736 0.8402 0.8610 
3.2651 0.9974 0.9650 0.9715 0.8462 0.8664 
3.5619 0.9976 0.9670 0.9710 0.8571 
3.8587 0.9978 0.9700 0.9716 0.8765 
4.1555 0.9980 0.9753 0.9718 
4.4523 0.9983 0.9805 0.9713 
4.7492 0.9986 0.9843 0.9716 
5.0460 0.9988 0.9861 0.9731 
^using convected velocity field with interaction. 
^c^(O) = -0.1, c^(0)^ » Cg(0)^ . 0.1. 
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Table 41. (Continued) 
t #
 
o
 1.0 1.0* 10.0 10.0 
5.3428 0.9990 0.9868 0.9749 
5.6396 0.9991 0.9872 0.9766 
5.9365 0.9992 0.9873 0.9790 
6.2333 0.9992 0.9870 0.9818 
6.5301 0.9992 0.9863 0.9847 
6.8269 0.9992 0.9859 0.9869 
7.1237 0.9992 0.9868 0.9880 
7.4206 0.9993 0.9883 0.9893 
7.7174 0.9993 0.9894 0.9902 
8.0142 0.9993 0.9902 0.9912 
8.3110 0.9993 0.9911 0.9922 
8.6079 0.9994 0.9917 0.9929 
8.9047 0.9994 0.9919 
9.2015 0.9994 0.9920 
9.4983 0.9995 0.9924 
9.7952 0.9995 0.9931 
^using convected velocity field with interaction. 
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Table 42. Summary of correction factors on Toor's hypoth­
esis - effect of Peclet number and stoichiometry 
for Daj » 0.1 
100 20 
t So'i fso-i fao-i So" 2 So" 4 
0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.2968 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 1.0026 1.0060 
0.5936 0.9995 0.9996 0.9997 1.0032 1.0036 
0.8905 0.9992 0.9992 0.9993 1.0035 0.9981 
1.1873 0.9985 0.9986 0.9990 1.0035 0.9902 
1.4841 0.9977 0.9981 0.9986 1.0035 0.9808 
1.7809 0.9972 0.9975 0.9983 1.0025 0.9670 
2.0778 0.9969 0.9972 0.9980 0.9996 0.9461 
2.3746 0.9965 0.9970 0.9977 0.9960 0.9224 
2.6714 0.9961 0.9967 0.9976 0.9905 0.8932 
2.9682 0.9957 0.9964 0.9975 0.9845 0.8630 
3.2651 0.9951 0.9960 0.9974 0.9773 0.8296 
3.5619 0.9943 0.9957 0.9976 0.9689 0.7932 
3.8587 0.9934 0.9953 0.9978 0.9617 0.7604 
4.1555 0.9929 0.9952 0.9980 0.9559 0.7314 
4.4523 0.9929 0.9953 0.9983 0.9507 0.7040 
4.7492 0.9928 0.9953 0.9986 0.9456 0.6769 
5.0460 0.9927 0.9953 0.9988 0.9399 0.6492 
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Table 42. (Continued) 
100 20 
^BO * ^  So ' ^ So " ^ ^BO ' ^ So ' ^ 
5.3428 0.9925 0.9953 0.9990 0.9337 0.6210 
5.6396 0.9923 0.9953 0.9991 0.9267 0.5926 
5.9365 0.9926 0.9955 0.9992 0.9195 0.5646 
6.2333 0.9931 0.9958 0.9992 0.9117 0.5368 
6.5301 0.9930 0.9958 0.9992 0.9038 0.5096 
6.8269 0.9926 0.9958 0.9992 0.8960 0.4836 
7.1237 0.9924 0.9958 0.9992 0.8886 0.4592 
7.4206 0.9923 0.9959 0.9993 0.8815 0.4364 
7.7174 0.9917 0.9957 0.9993 
8.0142 0.9954 0.9993 
8.3110 0.9949 0.9993 
8.6079 0.9943 0.9994 
8.9047 0.9937 0.9994 
9.2015 0.9932 0.9994 
9.4983 0.9928 0.9995 
9.7952 0.9925 0.9995 
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Table 43. Summary of correction factors on Toor's hypoth­
esis - effect of Peclet number and stoichiometry 
for Da^ * 1.0 
Peg . 20 
PeA . 20 
Pes » 5 PGA" Peg . 5 
t ^0" 2 So" ^ So"^ So-1 So-2 
0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.1319 0.9980 0.9981 1.0053 
0.2968 0.9930 0.9929 0.9963 0.9945 0.9951 
0.4617 0.9976 0.9915 0.9785 
0.5936 0.9550 0.9844 0.9993 0.9893 0.9626 
0.7256 1.0012 0.9874 0.9439 
0.8905 0.9160 0.9748 1.0049 0.9853 0.9161 
1.0554 1.0098 0.9837 0.8842 
1.1873 0.8823 0.9663 1.0136 0.9826 0.8572 
1.3192 1.0187 0.9812 0.8281 
1.4841 0.8516 0.9600 1.0295 0.9791 0.7926 
1.6490 1.0483 0.9768 0.7552 
1.7809 0.8106 0.9571 1.0716 0.9755 0.7235 
1.9129 1.1036 0.9751 0.6895 
2.0778 0.7518 0.9578 1.1565 0.9758 0.6444 
2.2427 1.2250 0.9771 0.5991 
2.3746 0.6882 0.9600 1.2898 0.9784 0.5641 
2.5065 1.3591 0.9799 0.5303 
2.6714 0.6162 0.9614 1.4470 0.9818 0.4894 
2.8363 1.5385 0.9836 0.4502 
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Table 43. (Continued) 
PGA' Peg « 20 
Pe . 20 
4 . 5  
P S A *  Peg « 5 
t ^80= 2 So* ^ S o - 1  S o = 2  
2.9682 0.5500 0.9621 1.6165 0.9851 0.4195 
3.1001 1.6955 0.9867 0.3895 
3.2651 0.4764 0.9650 1.7894 0.9889 0.3531 
3.4300 1.8738 0.9909 0.3187 
3.5619 0.4013 0.9670 1.9296 0.9922 0.2927 
3.6938 1.9745 0.9932 0.2683 
3.8587 0.3440 0.9700 2.0252 0.9941 0.2402 
4.0236 2.0793 0.9946 0.2147 
4.1555 0.2984 0.9753 2.1225 0.9948 0.1964 
4.2874 2.1568 
4.4523 0.2570 0.9805 2.1804 
4.6172 2.1850 
4.7492 0.2189 0.9843 2.1712 
4.8811 2.1361 
5.0460 0.1837 0.9861 2.0710 
5.2109 2.0114 
5.3428 0.1522 0.9868 1.9856 
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hypothesis with OamkShler number may be due to poorer 
simulation of the increasingly segregated states. The 
results for Oa^ * 1.0 using the convected velocity field 
with interaction are similar to the results using the 
random convection velocity field. It is interesting to . 
note that there is a strong correlation between the devia­
tion of the correction factor from one and the deviation of 
the correlation coefficient from —1. 
Using unequal Peclet numbers of Pe^ * 20 and Pe^ » 5 
with stoichiometric reactants resulted in poorer results 
than for the equal diffusivity case. After dropping slight­
ly below one initially, the correction factor increases 
fairly quickly to about 2 and then begins to decrease during 
the last pcurt of the reaction. For this case of nonequal 
diffusivities, there is a strong correlation between the 
deviation of the correction factor from one and the devia­
tion of the ratio of the correlation coefficient with reac­
tion to the pure mixing correlation coefficient, as shown in 
Table 35. Of course for equal diffusivities the pure mixing 
correlation coefficient remains at the initial value of -1. 
For nonstoichiometric reactants with equal Peclet num­
bers, Toor's hypothesis quickly breaks down as the Damkohler 
number increases from being small, as shown in Tables 42 and 
43. For nonstoichionetric reactants the deviation of the 
correction factor is strongly correlated with the ratio 
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C^/Cg, where A is the limiting reactant. 
In this study, the initial concentration fluctuations 
of A êmd B were totally out of phase and the species were 
partially segregated, with %(0) = -1.0 and &(0) # -0.2. In 
order to verify the growth of species correlation and 
segregation as caused by reaction, calculations were made 
for an initially uncorrelated system having c^Cg(O) = *(0) 
= ?(0) « 0 for Da^ = 0.5 and Pe^ • Pe^ =50. The results 
are given in Table 40 and Figure 27. For this system, the 
correlation coefficient quickly increases in magnitude from 
zero and approaches -1.0 asymptotically. The species become 
partially segregated but the growth of segregation is halted 
in the later stages of reaction when mixing effects become 
more important as the rate of reaction decreases. For reac­
tion without diffusion growth of segregation is unchecked, 
as shown in Table 26 for Da^ = 0.1 and Pe^ = Pe^ « . In 
Figure 27, since c^Cg(O) =0, initially the rate of conver­
sion is the same as that for a uniform system. However, the 
rate of conversion is soon retarded by the growth of species 
segregation. 
Further examples of mean field decays with and without 
concentration fluctuations and growth and decay of segrega­
tion for some of the test cases of Toor's hypothesis are 
shown in Figures 28- 30. In Figure 28, with Da^ = 0.1 and 
Pe^ « Peg = 100, growth of segregation by reaction and decay 
of segregation by mixing are approximately balanced since 
1.0 
c 
i 
8 0 2 3 5 6 7 1 4 
t 
Figure 27. Mean field decay with and without concentration fluctuations 
and growth of the segregation and correlation coefficients 
from zero initial correlation of fluctuations of A and B for 
a second-order reaction with Da^ • 0.5, Pe^ • Pe^ - 50, 
C^(0) » Cg(0) - 1.0, c^(0)^ . Cg(0)^ . 0.2, arid c]Jc^<0) - 0 
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Figure 28. Mean field decay (solid lines) with and without concentration 
fluctuations and growth of the segregation coefficient (dashed 
line) for a two-species second-order reaction with Da^ • 0.1, 
Pe^ - P«B • 100' • Cg(0) - 1.0, c^(0)^ - c^(0)^ - 0.2, 
and c^Cg(O) • -0.2 
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Figure 29. Mean field decay (solid lines) with and without concentration 
fluctuations and growth of the segregation coefficient (dashed 
line) for a two—species second—order reaction with Da^ • 1.0» 
PCa - Peg - 20, 0^(0) . Cg(0) - 1.0, 6^(0)^ - Cg(0)^ . 0.2, 
and c^Cg/O) « -0.2 
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Figure 30. Mean field decay (solid lines) with and without concentration 
fluctuations and growth of the segregation coefficient (dashed 
lines) for a two-species second-order reaction with Da^ » 10.0, 
Pe^ « Peg » 20, C^(0) - Cg(0) - 1.0, c^(0)^ - 2^(0)^ « 0.2 (0.1), 
and c^Cg(O) = -0.2 (-0.1) 
Figure 31. Physical-space concentration fluctuations of A and B at % * Q, 
(solid lines) and mean field (dashed line)_for convection 
without diffusion or reaction and C^(0) • Cg(0) « 1.0, 
c^(0)^ - Cg(0)^ . 0.2, and c%c^(0) - -0.2 
Figure 32. Physical-space concentration fluctuations of A and B at x • JQ 
(solid lines) and mean field decay (dashed line) for Da_ « 0 
(above) and Da^ = 0.1 (below) and Pe^ • Pe^ » 100, 
C^(0) - Cg(0) - 1.0, c^(0)^ = Cg(0)^ - 0.2, and c%c^(0) - -0.2 
B 
Figure 33. Physical-space concentration fluctuations of A and B at & * & 
(solid lines) and mean field decay (dashed line) for Da- • 0 
(above) and Da^ - 0.1 (below) and Pe^ » Pe^ - 20, 
C^(0) - Cg(0) - 1.0, c^(0)^ - Cg(0)^ - 0.2, and c%cj^(0) - -0.2 
Figure 34. Physical-space concentration fluctuations of A and B at x » Q 
(solid lines) and mean field decay (dashed line) for Da_ « 1.0 
(above) and Da_ « 10.0 (below) and Pe. = Pe„ = 20, 
^ 2 /«x2 ^  " Ca(0) » Cg(0) .1.0, c^(O)'' « Cg(0)^ .0.2, and c^Cg(O) » -0.2 
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Figure 35. Physlcal-space concentration fluctuations of A and B at % * & 
(solid lines) and mean field decay (dashed line) with the 
Integrated velocity field with Interaction for Da^ » 0 (above) 
and Daj • 1.0 (below) and Pe^ • Pe^ « 20, C^(0) • Cg(0) « 1.0, 
2^(0)2 . 2^(0)2 . 0.2, and cj[cj^(0) . -0.2 
•a-
0.29 0.44 0.37 0.20 0.14 0.21 0.25 0.14 0.02 0.07 0.29 
0.33 0.22 0.14 0.18 0.25 0.24 0.15 0.13 0.22 0.34 0.33 
0.29 0.05 0.08 0.29 0.42 0.36 0.30 0.41 0.58 0.55 0.29 
0.31 0.13 0.24 0.46 0.52 0.42 0.41 0.59 0.73 0.62 0.31 
0.44 0.32 0.37 0.49 0.50 0.38 0.32 0.42 0.59 0.60 0.44 
0.52 0.34 0.27 0.36 0.44 0.35 0.19 0.19 0.39 0.57 0.52 
0.40 0.17 0.07 0.20 0.40 0.42 0.31 0.26 0.38 0.49 0.40 
0.17 0.07 0.06 0.17 0.36 0.53 0.61 0.58 0.47 0.31 0.17 
0.05 0.21 0.29 0.24 0.27 0.51 0.76 0.72 0.39 0.08 0.05 
0.14 0.43 0.47 0.26 0.16 0.35 0.57 0.48 0.14 0.04 0.14 
0.29 0.44 0.37 0.20 0.14 0.21 0.25 0.14 0.02 0.07 0.29 
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Figure 36. Physical-space concentration fields of A aind B 
at t=3 (C^ = ^  = 0.33, ? « -0.24, =6 = -0.93) 
for Daij » 1.0, Pe^ * Pe^ « 20, Cg(0) « 1.0, 
.2 cf ,.\2 c^(0)' - CgCO)' = 0.2, and c^Cg(O) - -0.2 
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Figure 37. Physical-space concentration fields of A and B 
at t«1.0 (C^ « Cg » 0.34, ? » —0.93, Î • —0.71) 
showing growth of species segregation by reac­
tion for Da^ • 10.0, • Peg » 20, Cg(0) • 1, 
c^(0)^ - 2^(0)2 . 0.2, and c%^(0) « -0.2 
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Figure 38. Physical-space concentration fields of A and B 
:g(0) = 2.0, c^( at t»0 for C„ . 0)^ » 0.2, 
Cg(0)^ " 0.8, and c^Cg(O) « -0.4 
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Figure 39. Physical-space concentration fields of A and B 
at t= 4 (C^ = 0.043, Cg = 1.043, ? = -0.20, 
% = -0.90) showing near depletion of A for 
Da^ = 1.0, Pe^ = Peg = 20, Cg(0) » 2.0, 
l2 « o 2? ,n^2 c^(0) « 0.2, Cg(0) = 0.8, and c^Cg(O) = -0.4 
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convected velocity field with interaction are shown in 
Figure 35 for Pe^ » Pe^ = 20 and Da^ = 0 and 1.0. In each 
case the mixing with reaction fluctuations about the mean 
resemble the pure mixing fluctuations. 
Physical-space concentration fields of A and B are 
illustrated in Figures 36 - 39 for some cases of interest. 
For stoichiometric reactants, Figure 36 shows the concen­
tration fields obtained after 3 eddy circulation times for 
Da^ = 1.0 and Pe^^ « Peg = 20. Figure 37 illustrates the 
growth of species segregation by a fast reaction after one 
eddy circulation time for Da^ « 10.0 and Pe^ » Pèg = 20. 
The initial concentration fields corresponding to Figures 
36 and 37 are shown in Figure 21. The decay of concentra­
tion fields for nonstoichiometric reactants with Cg(0) = 2 
is shown in Figures 38 and 39. For the initial concentra­
tion fields shown in Figure 38, Figure 39 shows the near 
depletion of species A that occurs after 4 eddy circulation 
times for Da^ « 1.0 and Pe^ = Pe^ = 20. 
Toor's statistical independence hypothesis can be 
extremely useful because it can be applied to experimental 
work relatively easily. Since for pure mixing 
^A^B-°^mix ^A^°^mix S^^^L-X ^*<0) 
the pure mixing dependence of c^Cg(t) can be determined by 
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measuring the fluctuation intensity decay of a nonreacting 
tracer with the same diffusivity in the same mixing field, 
for instance species A or E alone (with diluent for the 
other mixing stream). Alternatively, Toor has shown that 
the pure mixing dependence can be obtained using extremely 
fast stoichiometric reactions. 
The breakdown of Toor*s hypothesis for nonstoichiomet-
ric reactants whenever the Damkohler number is not very 
small contradicts the tentative e^erimental observation 
that the hypothesis might hold well for intermediate rate 
reactions for stoichiometric ratios up to 3. The less 
severe breakdown of Toor*s hypothesis for widely different 
reactant diffusivities also places possible limitations on 
applications of the hypothesis. Despite these difficulties, 
Toor's hypothesis provides a convenient starting point for 
analysing and characterizing turbulent chemical reaction 
behavior. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, O'Brien's statistical independence 
hypothesis successfully predicted the decay of concentration 
fluctuation intensities for turbulent mixing with a single 
component second-order reaction. The results suggest that 
counteracting or canceling of two opposing physical tenden­
cies may be responsible for the success of O'Brien's 
hypothesis. However, O'Brien's hypothesis of modal indepen­
dence exhibited significant error in some cases. 
Toor's statistical independence hypothesis for two-
species second-order reactions with stoichiometric reactants 
and equal diffusivities successfully predicted that c^cg(t) 
is insensitive to the rate of reaction (within the ability 
of the turbulence simulation to describe segregation tenden­
cies of the species) and can be approximated by pure mixing 
results. The deviation of the hypothesis from the actual 
results that does occur underestimates the decay of c^cg(t) 
and is strongly correlated with the deviation of the corre­
lation coefficient from -1. For unequal diffusivities with 
stoichiometric reactants, Toor's hypothesis shows signifi­
cant error. A strong correlation exists between the extent 
of the deviation and the ratio of the correlation coeffi­
cient for mixing with reaction to the correlation coeffi­
cient for pure mixing. For nonstoichiometric reactants with 
equal diffusivities, Toor's hypothesis quickly breaks down 
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as the Damkohler number increases from being small. For 
this case the extent of the deviation is strongly correlated 
with the ratio C^/Cg, where A is the limiting reactant. 
From these results it follows that Toor's hypothesis can be 
applied to systems that are not initially segregated 
provided the correlation coefficient of the fluctuations 
is -1. 
Although mixing is somewhat faster for the convected 
velocity field with interaction than for the random convec­
tion velocity, the deviations of O'Brien's hypothesis and 
Toor's hypothesis are similar for both mixing fields. 
On the basis of the success of O'Brien's and Toor's 
hypotheses as found in this study, further testing of the 
hypotheses is warranted using improved turbulence simula­
tions. A fundamental problem that needs to be resolved, 
however, is how to generate initial concentration fields 
having higher fluctuation intensities but without negative 
physical-space concentrations. Since this study used two-
dimensional turbulence with a limited number of Fourier 
modes, two-dimensional calculations should be made using a 
Isurger number of Fourier modes so that smaller scale fluc­
tuations and hence species segregation can be more accurate­
ly portrayed. Calculations should then be extended to 
three dimensions since in two-dimensions vortex stretching 
does not occur and hence there is less formation of new 
reaction surfaces for two-species reactions than for three-
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dimensioned turbulence. In addition ensemble repetitions 
of the calculations should be made. 
Additional problems that can be considered include 
studies of the effect of turbulent mixing on selectivity in 
competing parallel-consecutive type reactions and inclusion 
of temperature fluctuation effects arising from exothermic 
reactions. 
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APPENDIX A. RELATIONS BETWEEN DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS 
Tabulated values of *)(k) are given in Tables 44 and 45 
for three and two dimensions, respectively. The number of 
n-lattice points for a discrete system for different values 
of the cutoff wave number are given in Table 46. 
The quantity i)(k) for discrete systems has been shown 
to be analogous to the quantities 2irk in two dimensions and 
2 4-Kk in three dimensions for continuous systems. The 
relationship between these quantities is purely geometric 
and can be established from 
v« 
SYSTEMS 
ZI n(k) « ZI Z1 ^ 1 « (N/2"ir)^ 2— 
k.k' k«k' 6. k'6 (k) I 6k" 
^  (N/2TT)  (N /27T)  (937,3D) 
« (N/2x)3(4n/3)(k"3 - k«^) 
in three dimensions and 
H n(k)  =  %I  %  1  m (N /27 r )  
k«k» k.k* 
(N /2 lT )^  J  ^  (N/2Tr )  (938 ,2D)  
m (N /27 r ) ^  T l  ( k " ^  -  k*^ )  
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Table 44. Values of »)(n) in three dimensions 
n 1 n n n n n n n n 
0 1 35 48 70 48 105 96 140 48 
1 6 36 30 71 0 106 72 141 96 
2 12 37 24 72 36 107 72 142 48 
3 8 38 72 73 48 108 32 143 0 
4 6 39 0 74 120 109 72 144 30 
5 24 40 24 75 56 110 144 145 96 
6 24 41 96 76 24 111 0 146 192 
7 0 42 48 77 96 112 0 147 56 
S 12 43 24 78 48 113 96 148 24 
9 30 44 24 79 0 114 96 149 168 
10 24 45 72 80 24 115 48 150 120 
11 24 46 48 81 102 116 72 151 0 
12 8 47 0 82 48 117 120 152 72 
13 24 48 8 83 72 118 72 153 144 
14 48 49 54 84 48 119 0 154 96 
15 0 50 84 85 48 120 48 155 96 
16 6 51 48 86 120 121 78 156 0 
17 48 52 24 87 0 122 120 157 72 
18 36 53 72 88 24 123 48 158 96 
19 24 54 96 89 144 124 0 159 0 
20 24 55 0 90 120 125 144 160 24 
21 48 56 48 91 48 126 144 161 192 
22 24 57 48 92 0 127 0 162 108 
23 0 58 24 93 48 128 12 163 24 
24 24 59 72 94 96 129 144 164 96 
25 30 60 0 95 0 130 48 165 96 
26 72 61 72 96 24 131 120 166 120 
27 32 62 96 97 48 132 48 167 0 
28 0 63 0 98 108 133 48 168 48 
29 72 64 6 99 72 134 168 169 78 
30 48 65 96 100 30 135 0 170 144 
31 0 66 96 101 168 136 48 171 120 
32 12 67 24 102 48 137 96 172 24 
33 48 68 48 103 0 138 96 
34 48 69 96 104 72 139 72 
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Table 45. Nonzero values of »)(n) in two dimensions 
2 2 2 2 2 
n 1 n n n 1 n 1 n 1 
0 1 80 8 173 8 277 8 388 8 
1 4 81 4 178 8 281 8 389 8 
2 4 82 8 180 8 288 4 392 4 
4 4 85 16 181 8 289 12 394 8 
5 8 89 8 185 16 290 16 397 8 
8 4 90 8 193 8 292 8 400 12 
9 4 97 8 194 8 293 8 401 8 
10 8 98 4 196 4 296 8 404 8 
13 8 100 12 197 8 298 8 405 8 
16 4 101 8 200 12 305 16 409 8 
17 8 104 8 202 8 306 8 410 16 
18 4 106 8 205 16 313 8 416 8 
20 8 109 8 208 8 314 8 421 8 
25 12 113 8 212 8 317 8 424 8 
26 8 116 8 218 8 320 8 425 24 
29 8 117 8 221 16 324 4 433 8 
32 4 121 4 225 12 325 24 436 8 
34 8 122 8 226 8 328 8 441 4 
36 4 125 16 229 8 333 8 
37 8 128 4 232 8 337 8 
40 8 130 16 233 8 338 12 
41 8 136 8 234 8 340 16 
45 8 137 8 241 8 346 8 
49 4 144 4 242 4 349 8 
50 12 145 16 244 8 353 8 
52 8 146 8 245 8 356 8 
53 8 148 8 250 16 360 8 
58 8 149 8 256 4 361 4 
61 8 153 8 257 8 362 8 
64 4 157 8 260 16 365 16 
65 16 160 8 261 8 369 8 
68 8 162 4 265 16 370 16 
72 4 164 8 269 8 373 8 
73 8 169 12 272 8 377 16 
74 8 170 16 274 8 386 8 
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Table 46. Number of n-lattice points within 1 é IrU ~ n 
max 
number of points _ number of points 
"max 2D JD "max ID SD 
1 4 6 11 376 5574 
2 12 32 12 440 7152 
3 28 122 13 528 9170 
4 48 256 14 612 
5 80 514 15 708 
6 112 924 16 796 
7 148 1418 17 900 
8 196 2108 18 1008 
9 252 3070 19 1128 
10 316 4168 20 1256 
21 1372 
Table 47. Comparison of values of S and I for small n for 
three dimensions 
n S(0,n) S(O.n) lioln) 
S(n-l,n+l) 
I(n-l,n+l) 
0 1 
1 7 1.6711 0.9549 
2 33 0.9847 1.0651 
3 123 1.0876 0.9549 
4 257 0.9587 0.9549 
5 515 0.9836 1.0492 
6 925 1.0223 0.9900 
7 1419 0.9876 0.9549 
8 2109 0.9834 1.0217 
9 3071 1.0057 1.0078 
10 4169 0.9953 0.9930 
11 5574 0.9999 0.9785 
12 7153 0.9882 0.9913 
13 9171 0.9965 
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Table 48. Comparison of values of S and I for small n for 
two dimensions 
«/« S(O.n) S(n-l,n+l) S(n-2.n+2) 
Italn) ijn-zln+zl 
0 1 
1 5 1.5915 
2 13 1.0345 
3 29 1.0257 
4 49 0.9748 
5 81 1.0313 
6 113 0.9991 
7 149 0.9679 
8 197 0.9798 
9 253 0.9942 
10 317 1.0090 
11 377 0.9918 
12 441 0.9748 
13 529 0.9964 
14 613 0.9955 
15 709 1.0030 
16 797 0.9910 
17 901 0.9924 
18 1009 0.9913 
19 1129 0.9955 
20 1257 1.0003 
21 1373 0.9910 
1.0345 
0.9549 0.9549 
0.9549 1.0080 
1.0345 0.9947 
1.0186 0.9549 
0.9019 0.9815 
0.9549 0.9777 
1.0345 1.0146 
1.0610 1.0080 
0.9868 0.9708 
0.8971 0.9983 
1.0080 0.9814 
1.0529 1.0161 
1.0231 1.0118 
0.9762 0.9868 
0.9549 0.9848 
0.9924 0.9830 
1.0080 1.0168 
1.0387 0.9884 
0.9708 
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in two dimensions. Rewriting the results in terms of n 
instead of k gives 
(939,3D) 
S(n*,n") S r^(n) ^ (4TT/3)(n"^ - n'^) s l(n' ,n") 
n«n* 
n" 
S(n',n") = "Zl *)(n) ^ irCn'*^ - n'^) = l(n',n") (940,2D) 
n»n* 
With n' = 0, we get 
n" 
S(0,n") . TI ^ (n) ^  (4Tr/3)n"^ » 1(0,n") (941,3D) 
n«0 
n" 
S(0,n") « n(n) # Ttn"^ = 1(0,n") (942,2D) 
n»0 
For small n", S oscillates about I in value as n** increases; 
values of S and I are compared in Tables 47 and 48 for three 
and two dimensions, respectively. For very large n", Equa­
tions 939 - 942 become identities. 
Similarly, the relationship between the discrete energy 
spectrum function ECk)^ and the continuous energy spectrum 
function E(k)^ can be established frwn 
c 
k" k" 
ZI n(k)E(k).  % % Z. E(k). 
k.k* ° k«k* * 
(N/2ir)^ ^ E(k).Ak - (N/2Tr)^ j 
k'6lkl6k" ° " ^k»6lkjtk" 
. rk" 5 (943,3D) 
(N/2%)^ I 4*k^(a_/a_)E(k)^4k 
Jjc' d c c 
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In three dimensions and 
k" k" 
% »\(k)E(k)^ . 21 Z E(k) . 
k-k* ° k-k* 6^ ° 
« (N/2ir)^ ^ E(k). Ak ^ (N/27r)^ [ 
k*6lkl6k" ° /k'6(kl6k" 
(944,2D) 
2 (N/27r)^ 2*k(a./a_)E(k)_dk 
J k *  °  
in two dimensions, where a. and a^ sure the normalization d c 
constants of the discrete and continuous energy spectra, 
respectively (required for a finite number of modes). 
Rewriting the results in terms of n instead of k gives 
n" 
S_(n',n") S Z! ^(n)E(n)a 
n«n* 
(945,3D) 
rn" 2 
4 4wJ n''(aya^)E(n)^dn 5 ig(n* ,n") 
n* 
S_(n*,n") = H ^ (n)E(n). 
n«n* 
(946,2D) 
rn" 
* 2%j n (a^/ag)E(n)^dn S lg(n*,n") 
One fundamental problem in numerical computations of 
turbulent fields is that the numerical calculations are in 
terms of a discrete Fourier transform system, whereas 
turbulence theory deaO-s with a continuous Fourier transform 
system, emd discrete statistical quantities must be related 
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to their continuous counterpeurts* Usually quantities such 
as the energy spectrum function are computed by averaging 
discrete values over shells in Fourier space, and the shell-
averaged discrete value is associated (after renormaliza-
tion) with the average continuous value over the shell; the 
shell-averaged discrete quantity is assumed to have the same 
functionality as the continuous quantity. This is also 
suggested in Equations 943 (944) and 945 (946). 
Therefore, the Gaussian continuous energy spectrum, given by 
E(n)^ . v^ 16(2/v)^(n^/n^^)e%p[-2(n/n^)^] (947,3D) 
E(n)^ - v^ (9/2)(n^/n^^)exp[- |(n/n^)^3 (948,2D) 
where n^ is the peak wave number, has the discrete counter­
part 
E(n)^ » v^ a^(n/n^)^exp[-2(n/n^)(949,3D) 
E(n)j « v^ a^(n/n^)^exp[- |(n/n^)2] (950,2D) 
where a^ is the normalization constant. Equations 447 
( 948 ) and 949 ( 950 ) can be used to compare values of Sg 
and Ig in Equations 945 ( 946 ). Substituting Equation 
947 ( 948 ) into Equation 945 ( 946 ) and carrying out the 
integration gives 
Table 49. Comparison of values of Sg and for small n for a Gaussian 
energy spectrum In three dimensions 
Conditions used are: n^ - 5, n^^^ • 13, a^ * 0.2844410 
S_(0,n) S_(n-l,ntl) 
n E(n)^ Sg<0,n) lg(0,n) ï^niTST Sj.<n-l,n+l) Ig(n-l,n*l) 
0 0 0 0 
1 0.00042 0 .0025 0 .0008 3.1461 0.0786 0.0817 0.9630 
2 0.00529 0 .0786 0 .0817 0.9630 1.2251 1.0285 1.1911 
3 0.01794 1 .2276 1 .0293 1.1926 4.6325 5.0033 0.9259 
4 0.03239 4 .7111 5 .0850 0.9265 12.8882 13.4222 0.9602 
5 0.03849 14 .1158 14 .4516 0.9768 24.3022 23.2616 1.0447 
6 0.03311 29 .0133 28 .3466 1.0235 28.3536 28.4056 0.9982 
7 0.02168 42 .4694 42 .8572 0.9910 24.7104 25.7674 0.9590 
8 0.01114 53 .7237 54 .1140 0.9928 18.4382 17.9691 1.0261 
9 0.00458 60 .9077 60 .8263 1.0013 10.2153 9.8604 1.0360 
10 0.00153 63 .9394 63 .9744 0.9995 4.2473 4.3283 0.9813 
11 0.00042 65 .1550 65 .1546 1.0000 1.5658 1.5381 1.0180 
12 0.00009 65 .5051 65 .5125 0.9999 0.4455 0.4465 0.9978 
13 0.00002 65 .6005 65 .6011 1.0000 
Table 50. Comparison of values of Sg and Ig for small n for a Gaussian 
energy spectrum in two dimensions 
Conditions used are; n^ - 8, n„.„ - 21, a. - 0.0851093 
o max a 
S_(0,n) S_(n-l,n+l) 
n E(n)^ Sg(0,n) 1^(0,n) i^^o,n) Sg(n-l,n-»-l) Ig(n-l,n-»-l) 
0 0 0 0 
1 0.00063 0.0013 0.0002 6.3058 0.0079 0.0063 1.270 
2 0.00179 0.0079 0.0062 1.2701 0.0451 0.0435 1.036 
3 0.00394 0.0482 0.0437 1.1022 0.1487 0.1579 0.942 
4 0.00831 0.1566 0.1642 0.9542 0.4176 0.3893 1.073 
5 0.01190 0.4657 0.4330 1.0756 0.7477 0.7400 1.010 
6 0.01382 0.9043 0.9042 1.0002 1.0417 1.1625 0.896 
7 0.01700 1.5075 1.5955 0.9449 1.4957 1.5724 0.951 
8 0.01931 2.4000 2.4766 0.9691 1.9408 1.8797 1.032 
9 0.01893 3.4483 3.4752 0.9923 2.1406 2.0207 1.059 
10 0.01563 4.5406 4.4973 1.0096 1.9637 1.9775 0.993 
11 0.01172 5.4120 5.4527 0.9925 1.6202 1.7772 0.912 
12 0.00996 6.1608 6.2745 0.9819 1.5019 1.4766 1.017 
13 0.00759 6.9139 6.9293 0.9978 1.2406 1.1399 1.088 
14 0.00479 7.4014 7.4014 0.9982 0.8419 0.8210 1.025 
15 0.00294 7.7557 7.7502 1.0007 0.5547 0.5533 1.002 
16 0.00168 7.9560 7.9678 0.9985 0.3378 0.3499 0.966 
17 0.00101 8.0935 8.1001 0.9992 0.2158 0.2080 1.037 
18 0.00054 8.1718 8.1758 0.9995 0.1224 0.1165 1.051 
19 0.00028 8.2159 8.2166 0.9999 0.0661 0.0615 1.074 
20 0.00012 8.2379 8.2373 1.0001 0.0314 0.0307 1.023 
21 0.00005 8.2473 8.2473 1.0000 
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lg(0,n") - (T*a^n^^v^/2^16) C(15Tr^/2)erf(X") (951,3D) 
- (15 + lOX"^ + 4X"^)X" exp(-X"^)l 
X" » 2^ (n"/n^) 
l_(0,n") « (2^%Ra.n^2f2/3%9)[(3r^/2)erf(X") 
^ ° (952,2D) 
- (3 + 2X"^)X" exp(-X"^)l 
X" « (3/2)% (n"/n ) 
o 
with lg(n',n") « 1^.(0,n*) - lg.(0,n"). Values of Sg and Ig 
obtained using Equations 945 - 950 are compared in Tables 
49 and 50. 
In three dimensions, the longitudinal correlation 
function can be calculated from the discrete and continuous 
energy spectra using 
f(r)^ . (2/?^) Z E(k), fsinCfcr) _ cosOcr)-| (953 3d) 
^ k ^ ^  (kr)3 (kr)2 
f(r)^ . (2/92) r sin(krl _ cos(kr)-[ (954,30) 
c ^0 = L (fcr)^ (kr)2 J 
Substituting the continuous Gaussian energy spectrum. Equa­
tion 947 , into Elquation 954 , gives 
f(r)^ . exp(-Tir^/4) (955,3D) 
Values of f(r)^ must be calculated numerically after substi­
tuting the discrete Gaussian energy spectrum, Equation 949 , 
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into Equation 953 • Values of f(r)^ and f(r)^ are compared 
in Table 51 and are found to be similar. 
Table 51. Compaurison of f(r)^ and f(r)^ as obtained from 
Gaussian continuous and discrete energy spectra 
in three dimensions 
Conditions used are: n^ • 5, n^^ * 13, a^ = 0.2844410 
N.  14.12685, N - 12.533 d ' c 
r f(r)^ f(r)^ f(r)^/f(r)^ 
0.0 1.00000 1.00000 1.000 
0.2 0.97084 0.96907 1.002 
0.4 0.88814 0.88191 1.007 
0.6 0.76498 0.75371 1.015 
0.8 0.61948 0.60492 1.024 
1.0 0.47054 0.45594 1.032 
1.2 0.33400 0.32272 1.035 
1.4 0.22024 0.21451 1.027 
1.6 0.13355 0.13391 0.997 
1.8 0.07308 0.07850 0.931 
2.0 0.03464 0.04321 0.802 
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APPENDIX B. PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
In terms of dimensionless variables, the discrete form 
of the Fourier transform of a function is defined by 
a(k) = N ^ f a(x) exp(-ik*^)dx « F[a(x)3 (956) 
-/x " ^ 
where the integration in x is over the unit box of turbu­
lence and where F is the Fourier transform operator. Let 
the X coordinate system be centered at the corner of the 
box, with 0 f Xj^ 6 N, where N is the dimensionless length 
of the sides of the box. 
Normalized Delta Function 
With a(x) = 1, Equation 956 reduces to the normalized 
delta function 
n - ^  nn I exp(-ilc*x)dx (957) 
]S,0 Vx -
which has the properties 
^lS*£ ' ^ Is • 2 (958) 
« 0 if k * 0 
This can be shown as follows. For k « 0, Equation 957 
reduces to 
-5 r 
S .  n= N  " " J  d x . l  ( 9 5 9 )  
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For k  ^  0 ,  writing Equation 957 in long form gives 
rN 
Q » (1/N)J exp(-ik^x^)dx^ ... 
rN 
• (l/N) J Qcos(lc^x^) - 1 sin(k^x^)]dx^ ... 
[N 
« (1/Nlt^) £sin(Jc^x^) • 1 cos(lc^x^)| ... 
(960) 
« (1/Nk^) {[sin(2im^) - 0] + i Cco8(27Tn^) - 1]^ ...» 0 
Linear Operations 
The Fourier transform of a derivative in time gives 
as can be seen from 
fha-ix)] f /&a(x)\ 
p(-jt—J " " (if-) 
(962) 
ta(k) 
j a<x)exp(-il5.x>dx| Tt" 
The Fourier transform of a first-order derivative in 
space gives 
F| •(^ ) -
for cyclic boundeury conditions. By definition, 
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/ba(x)\ , f N rN , rN )a(x) _ 
J 0 Jo Uo exp(-ik^%^)dxj (964) 
• expC-i( 1^ 2X2 + k^ Xj)! dX2 dx^  
Integration by parts gives 
rN èa(x) fN j  ^  exp(-ilc^ x^ )dx^  « ik^  J a(x)exp(-i)c^ x^ )dx^  (965) 
since 
IN 
a(x)exp(-ik^x^ ) I « a(x)| - a(x)| » 0 
~ 1 Ï <0 - Ixj.N - Ix^.o 
(966) 
for cyclic boundary conditions. Substituting Equation 965 
into Equation 964 gives Equation 963 . 
Similarly, the Fourier transform of a second-order 
derivative in space gives 
/^^a(x)\ 2 
F ^ « -k/ a(k) (967) 
I I 1 -
for cyclic boundary conditions. 
Convolution Summations 
The Fourier transform of the product of two functions 
results in a convolution summation of the product of the 
transforms of the functions. By definition, 
FCv. (x)0. (x)"] » N f v. (x)0.(x) exp(-ik*x)dx (968) 
-S 
N ^ 
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But from the inverse transforms, we have 
V. (x) » 21 u. (p) exp(ip'x) (969) 
1  ^ P 1 ^   ^ . 
M 
04 (x) " % 0Xq) exp(iq.x) (970) 
J " q J ## — 
where p and q are dummy variables. Substitution and simpli-
fication gives 
P[Vj^(x)0j(x)3 
% u^(p)0j(q) J' expC-i(lc-p-q)*x] dx 
- - * (971) 
" ^  ^ &,p+q - ^  
P vj ^ P 
^ iV sm 
Since p and q aure dummy variables, the following identities 
exist for the convolution summation, 
.  z - I Z *k.p.q 
 ^ 0>0  ^^  
« H u.(p)*,(q) « X u,(q)*,(p) (972) 
p+q • Jc ^ " p+q « k ^ ^  J ** 
« % u,(p)0,(k-p) » % u.(k-p)0.(q) » % u.(k-p)0.(p) 
p q p 
0m ^ 
For systems with a cutoff wave number k„^„, the summations 
* max 
are subject to the restrictions that 
0 - IJS' P. I' k-P' k-ql - "^max 
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PART II. COLLECTION OF INERTIALESS PARTICLES ON 
CYLINDERS AND SPHEROIDS WITH ELECTRICAL FORCES 
AND GRAVITATION 
The second part of this dissertation examines the 
collection of fine, charged particles in electrified fibrous 
filters and wet scrubbers under conditions in which particle 
inertia is negligible. Particle trajectories and collection 
efficiencies are calculated for a system consisting of a 
single fiber or droplet collector in a particle laden 
gaseous flow field. In the first two sections, two-dimen­
sional cases of particle collection on fibers are examined 
using circular cylinders and, to determine the effect of 
fiber geometry, elliptical cylinders and ribbons. The 
results are also extended to include irregular cylindrical, 
collectors. In the final section, collection in scrubbers 
is examined first for two-dimensional (axisymmetric) cases 
of collection on prolate and oblate spheroids and then 
three-dimensional cases of collection on spheroids and 
spheres. Finally, for single force cases results are 
obtained for arbitrary collector gecxnetry. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Nomenclature in Common 
length of major semiaxis 
length of minor semiaxis 
one half the focal distance 
Stokes-Cunningham particle slip correction factor 
electric field intensity 
uniform external electric field strength 
dimensionless spatial dependence of electrical or 
gravitational force, with e = c, ex, g 
electrical or gravitational force on particle 
gravitational acceleration 
2C^pU^Rp^/94R^^ a Stokes number 
2 /OçQpC/12ic • coulombic force parameter 
for cylinders 
2 2 Q^QpC/24iT " coulombic force parameter 
for bodies of revolution 
dimensionless particle mobility (force parameter) 
corresponding to with e = c, ex, g 
QpE^C/6irRp^U^ s external electric field force 
parameter 
2 2Rp f^gC/gaUg * gravitational force parameter 
particle chaurge 
Rp/R^^ * interception parameter 
spherical particle radius 
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= collector reference length 
T « tU^/R^^ « dimensionless time 
U » » dimensionless local mean fluid velocity 
« free-stream velocity 
V « v/U^ * dimensionless particle velocity 
Greek letters : 
6^ « collector dielectric constant 
c 
= fluid dielectric constant 
M. s viscosity 
= particle mass density 
» dimensionless stream function for particle 
trajectory 
^ = dimensionless force stream function, with e » c, 
ex, g 
^ = /yu^R^^ = dimensionless stream function for fluid 
flow 
Subscripts : 
c » coulombic force 
e = any of the forces 
ex s external electric field force 
f = fluid 
g » gravitational force 
i « limiting trajectory 
m = grazing trajectory 
0 = value with II « 0 
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Ncxnenclature for Circular Cylinders 
A m defined by Equation 21 
B = defined by Equation 53 
Eu s 0.5772157... » Euler's constant 
6 m defined by Equation 10 
h(r) » defined in Table 52 
* coefficients in series expansion of generalized 
flow velocity, defined in Table 52 
H = h(R*) 
HQ « h(l) 
Ku » Kuwabara*s constant, defined by Equation 46 
L 3 ^ cl^^c * dimensionlems cell radius 
p(R) = defined by Equation 15 
P = p(R*) 
Pq = PC) 
R * r/R^ • dimensionless radial coordinate 
^ * Rp/Rç = interception parameter 
R* = 1 + 41 » radial coordinate at impaction 
R^ = circular cylinder collector radius 
R^^ = radius of flow cell 
Re = 2R^U^^/w. m collector Reynolds number 
R^ = radial coordinate of velocity node 
s = defined in Table 52 
W » defined by Equation 19 
X = x/R^ » dimensionless fixed rectangular coordinate 
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X = X cosfi - Z sin^ m dlmensionless rotated rectangular 
coordinate system 
X^ « value of for limiting trajectory 
X^ = value of X at R « L 
X^ « value of X at Z s 
o 
Y m defined by Equation 20 
Y* = defined by Equation 34 
Z = z/R^ = dimensionless fixed rectangular coordinate 
A 
Z » Z cosfi + X sin^ « dimensionless rotated rectangular 
coordinate system 
Greek letters ; 
« cylindrical angle between the uniform external 
fields and the Z-axis 
oc* » volume fraction of fibers (packing density) in 
filter mat 
^ s cylindrical angle between rectilinear particle 
trajectories far upstream and Z-axis 
f « (6^ - 6^)/(6^ + e circular cylinder polarization 
coefficient 
5(0) s deposition density function, defined by Equation 5 
^ « ^*i+ ~ Xj^_)/2 = collection efficiency based on 
undisturbed cross-sectional area perpendicular to 
rectilinear particle paths 
& m cylindrical angle of particle position from the 
positive Z-axis 
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4^ = angular coordinate at impaction on surface of 
collector of particles on a limiting trajectory 
» value of B at R » L for limiting trajectory 
9^ = angular location at impaction of a grazing limiting 
trajectory 
= angular coordinate of velocity node 
» collector charge density per unit length 
r ' K//(i • 
ÎL m value of % at Z « 
o 
• value of $ at R » L 
f » defined by Equation 52 
Subscripts ; 
1 = value at R « L 
n = velocity node 
o » condition at Z * -œ 
+ « corresponding to the limiting trajectory most 
A 
positive in 
- « corresponding to the limiting trajectory most 
A 
negative in 
jk A A 
* corresponding to the rotated coordinate system Z, X 
Nomenclature for Elliptical Cylinders 
A » defined by Equation 84 
A* » defined in Table 
d = generalized reference collector half-width 
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D » d/c 
G « defined by Equation 75 
W m defined by Equation 82 
X = x/d » dimensionless fixed rectangular coordinate 
X = X cos/9 - z sin^ at dimensionless rotated rectangular 
coordinate 
A A 
X^ » value of X^ for limiting trajectory 
X^ « value of X at Z » - o® 
o 
Y = defined by Equation 83 
Z = z/d = dimensionless fixed rectangular coordinate 
A 
Z » Z cos^ + X sinfi « dimensionless rotated rectangular 
coordinate 
Greek letters: 
* s circular cylindrical angle between uniform external 
fields and 2^>axis 
fi = circulau: cylindrical angle between rectilinear 
particle trajectories far upstream and Z-axis 
Tq s polarization coefficient in direction of major axis, 
defined in Table 54 
= polarization coefficient in direction of minor axis, 
defined in Table 54 
5 » circular cylindrical auigle between free-stream 
velocity and Z-axis 
n = - Xj^_)/2 • collection efficiency 
X * ellipticail-cylinder coordinate angle of particle 
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position from positive Z-axis 
« elliptical angular coordinate at impaction of 
particles on limiting trajectory 
XjQ « elliptical angular coordinate of graizing trajectory 
at impaction 
« elliptical, angular coordinate of velocity node 
^ » defined by Equation 72 
% » elliptical-cylinder radial coordinate 
m value of $ at surface of elliptical-cylinder 
collector 
^ » collector charge density per unit length 
OQ » defined by Equation 79 
WgQ 3 defined by Equation 80 
Subscripts : 
n » velocity node 
A 
o s condition at Z * -ee 
+ « corresponding to limiting trajectory most positive 
in 
- * corresponding to limiting trajectory most negative 
in 
A A A 
» corresponding to rotated coordinate system Z, X 
Nomenclature for Spheroids 
A = defined by Equation 144 
h « generalized fluid velocity function 
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H - h(R*) 
I « particle flux to collector 
» reference particle flux 
L = dimensionless outer radius of fluid cell 
n^ = particle density upstream 
p « extern^ electric field force function 
P » K^(l + Y/R»^) + Kg 
P(R) « defined by Equation 162 
« collector charge 
Q « K /R*^ 
c 
R = r/R^ * dimensionless radial coordinate for sphere 
R» » 1 + & 
R^ « radius of spherical collector 
R^^ = reference length 
= reference area for particle flux 
» dimensionless particle approach velocity, defined 
by Equation 131 
W « -K /R»^P(R*) 
c 
WQ = defined by Equation 119 
X « dimensionless rectangular coordinate 
X = value of X at Z * 
o 
Z = dimensionless rectangular coordinate 
Greek letters; 
•c « angle between and 
Y = polarization coefficient for a sphere, defined in 
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Table 62 
r m polaurization coefficient for prolate or oblate 
spheroid, defined in Table 59 or 60 
2 1 « collection efficiency for axisynunetric cases 
A 
1 " collection efficiency for nonaxisynunetric 
cases, becomes i) for «e « 0 
$ = angular coordinate for sphere 
X « prolate or oblate spheroid angular coordinate 
^ » defined by Equation 143 
f * prolate or oblate spheroid radial coordinate 
= value of Ç for prolate or oblate spheroid collector 
surface 
^ = angular coordinate for sphere 
K$0> ^ geometrical polarization function for prolate or 
oblate spheroid, defined in Table 59 or 60 
m defined by Equation 106 or 108 
Subscripts; 
1 « value at R a L 
n * normal to surface 
o « condition at Z * -«o 
* = value with interception 
* * dimensionless function 
^ « rotated coordinate system 
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PARTICLE COLLECTION ON CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 
Introduction and Review 
of Previous Studies 
Many experimental studies (33, 40, 44, 68, 69, 119, 
128, 129, 132) have shown that electrical forces can signif­
icantly enhance the collection of fine particles in electri­
fied filters. In theoretical analyses, however, the effects 
of electrical forces have received relatively little atten­
tion. Kraemer (48) derived the collection efficiency of 
charged, inertialess, point particles in uniform flow past 
a charged cylinder. Natanson (79) showed that Kraemer*s 
result is also valid for other flow fields such as potential 
flow. Stenhouse (116) computed collection efficiencies for 
the cases of both the particle and the cylinder being 
charged, or either one being charged with the other neutral, 
using a cellular flow field. Zebel (133) examined the 
collection of small, inertialess, charged particles on a 
neutral cylinder in the presence of an external electric 
field applied parallel to the flow field about the collec­
tor. It was found that the collection efficiency is the 
same for both potential flow amd Lamb's (57) solution for 
Oseen flow. 
Hochrainer, etal., (39) conducted a photographic study 
of the motion of smaill, essentially inertialess, charged 
particles flowing slowly around either a chaurged or a 
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neutral circular cylinder in the presence of an external 
electric field directed parallel to the flow. The tangen­
tial and radial components of particle velocity were evalu­
ated from motion pictures and compared with predictions 
given by Lamb's solution for Oseen flow. Good agreement was 
obtained between theory and experiment, which adds credi­
bility to the theoretical calculation of collection effi­
ciencies for slow flows. 
A general review of the literature on electrified fil­
ters has been given by Davies (20). 
In this section the work of these authors is extended. 
Collection efficiencies are calculated for the capture of 
fine, inertialess particles on a single, circular cylinder 
in a gaseous flow field by the combined influences of elec­
trical forces amd gravity. The two electrical forces con­
sidered are the force between a charged particle and a 
charged collector, hereafter referred to as the coulombic 
force, and the force on a charged particle in the presence 
of a neutral collector by a uniform external electric field 
directed at an arbitrary angle to the flow. 
Mathematical Model 
Equations of motion 
The equation of motion for a spherical particle of 
radius and density is given by 
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"Û " (y - u) + Z (1) 
where v is the particle velocity, u the local mean fluid 
velocity, and the P^*s the electrical auad gravitational for­
ces on the particle. In using Equation 1, it is assumed 
that the particle Reynolds number is very small and the 
acceleration of displaced fluid and unsteady contributions 
to the Stokes drag force are negligible (27). Using the 
collector radius R_ and undisturbed free-stream velocity U 
c o 
to make Equation 1 dimensionless gives the Stokes number, 
2 K = 2C/0 U /9aR^, as the inertial parameter on the left 
' p o p  c  
hand side of Equation 1. This study considers motions in 
which particle inertia is negligible (K « 0) so that Equa­
tion 1 reduces to 
V - U • Z (2) 
e 
where is a dimensionless characteristic particle mobility 
corresponding to F^, which has dimensionless spatial depen­
dence The coordinate system is shown in Figure 40, with 
the flow always from left to right. 
For any two-dimensional, steady, incompressible flow, 
the fluid velocity field U can be written in terms of the 
stream function, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Figure 40. Coordinate system for mathematical model of particle 
collection by a circular cylinder of radius 
(Limiting trajectories are shown for external electric 
field force with • -45°, K « 0.5 in potential flow, 
case 1) 
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where dlmenslonless variables have been used, » u^/U^, 
« Ug/U^, « }^/RgU^. This study is concerned primarily 
with symmetrical flows possessing a stream function, with 
potential flow (zero vorticity), Lamb's solution for Oseen 
flow (small collector Reynolds number), and uniform flow 
considered as specific examples. The dimensionless fluid 
velocities and stream functions for these flows are given in 
Table 52. Streamlines are shown in Figure 41 for potential 
flow and Figure 42 for Oseen flow with Re » 0.1. The so-
called generalized description encompasses potential flow 
(hg » -1) and uniform flow, with hg = 1 and other h»s not 
mentioned equal to zero; for Lamb's solution for Oseen flow 
we define 
h(R) = (InR^ + 1/R^ - l)/2s (4) 
Since Lamb's solution is an inner solution valid only in the 
vicinity of the cylinder, in finding initial conditions at 
infinite distances upstream. Lamb's solution is matched with 
an outer solution that approaches uniform flow, with the 
constant value of ^  for a given streamline remaining the 
same through the matching process (110). 
The dimensionless forces are expressed in terms of 
P & 
radial and polar components as K f_ = K (f_ a + f_ a^), 
e^e e e e *^9 ' 
with the parameters and force components f^^ and f^® 
given in Table 53 for the coulombic force, the external 
electric field force, emd the gravitational force. In 
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Table 52. Circular cylinder dimensionless fluid velocities 
and stream functions 
LAMB*S SOLUTION FOR OSEEN FLOW 
Uj. « COSÔ (InR^ + 1/R^ - l)/2s 
Uq = -sinÔ (InR^- 1/R^ + l)/2s 
• R sine (InR^ + 1/R^ - l)/2s 
s » ln8+ % - Eu - InBks 
"GENERALIZED** FLOW 
OO 
. cose % h^R"™ « h(R) cose 
AO 
Ug » —sinB ^2 (1 — m)h^R~^ 
^ - R sine h(R); - 1 
TOMOTIKA AND AOI STATIONARY-VORTEX FLOW 
(APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION) 
= cose (InR^ + 1/R^ -l)/2s 
+ Re R(1 - 2sin^e) [InR^ - 2s(l - l/R*)]/16s 
Ug « -sine (InR^ - 1/R^ + l)/2s 
- Re R sine cose ClnR^ - 2s(1 + 1/R*) + l]/8s 
« R sine (InR^ + 1/R^ - l)/2s 
+ Re R^ sine cos6 [InR^ - 2s(l - l/R*)]/16s 
POTENTIAL FLOW 
U^ « cosô (1 — 1/R^) 
Ug » -sine (1 + 1/R^) 
. R Sine (1 - 1/R^) 
UNIFORM FLOW 
u^ « cose. 
Uq = —sine 
« R sine 

Figure 42. Oseen flow streamlines for a circular cylinder, with 
Re » 0*1 
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Table 53. Circular cylinder force expressions 
CHARGED-CC3LLECT0R AND CHARGED-PARTICLE (COULOMBIC) FORCE 
Kc -
f/ - 1/R 
- Kc® 
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD FORCE 
^ex - QpE^C/Sir^RpU^ 
- (1 + y/r2) coso - *) 
- -d - Y/R^) since -«c) 
%x ' ^ex + y/R^) since - *) 
Y S (6^ - + 6f) 
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 
Kg - 2Rp%9C/9'<Wo 
f ^ S cosce — *) 
9 
f ® = -sinCe - oc) 
9 
» K_ R since -^) 
-*-g g 
Figure 43. External electric field lines of force for a circular 
cylinder 
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Table 53, Y S (6^ - ^ )/(6^ + 6^) is the polarization 
coefficient of the collector. The uniform external electric 
field and gravity are parallel to each other and directed at 
an aurbitrary angle to the free-stream velocity. and g 
are considered positive when the Z components of the uniform 
fields are in the same direction as U . The external elec-
o 
trie field force lines are shown in Figure 43. The force is 
attractive on one half of the collector but repulsive on the 
other half, like the gravitational force. The coulombic 
force is radial and falls off in intensity as 1/R. 
The initial condition for the determination of particle 
trajectories from Equation 2 is that » 1 + (K^ + Kg)cosoC. 
and m + Kg)sinoC far upstream. 
Collection efficiencies 
In this section the efficiency of particle collection 
is defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional area perpen­
dicular to the particle paths far upstream from which all 
particles of a given size are collected, to the cross-sec­
tional area of the collector. When the external electric 
field or gravity is not parallel to the flow, the particle 
paths far upstream are at an angle fi to the flow direction 
and the particle trajectories sure not symmetric (see Figure 
40). Therefore, the collection efficiency must be expressed 
in terms of two limiting trajectories for particle collec­
tion. Particles having trajectories within the limiting 
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trajectories will be collected, but particles on trajec­
tories outside the limiting trajectories will not be collec­
ted. In order to express the collection efficiency In terms 
of the limiting trajectories. It Is useful to consider, a 
A A 
rotated coordinate system Z, X, centered at the cylinder, 
where the angle between the Z-axls and the flow direction Is 
(9. At distances far upstream the particle paths are paral­
lel to the Z-axls and are designated by their Initial dls-
A li 
placement coordinate, X^. The collection efficiency, *) , Is 
then ») S (X^^ - X^ )/2, where X^^ Is the dimensionless Ini­
tial displacement from the Z-axls of the limiting trajectory 
most positive in and X^_ is the same but for the limit­
ing trajectory most negative in 
The efficiency just defined is the total collection 
efficiency. The deposition density function Sis the 
local collection efficiency at the location 6 on the cylin­
der and is evaluated from the derivative of Equation 17 with 
respect to 6. The total collection efficiency is given by 
f®i-
n • 35 \ S(0) de (5) 
•'«i. 
where 3(8) is zero at locations where no particle collection 
occurs. 
When the trajectory of the center of a particle does 
not intersect the collector but passes within a distance of 
one particle radius, the particle will still collide with 
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the collector due to its finite size. This is the mechanism 
of collection by particle interception. 
Solution for the Trajectory Equation 
The approach used to solve Equation 2 for a combination 
of the coulombic force, external electric field force, and 
gravitational force depends upon the fact that the forces 
and the fluid motion U are solenoidal with respect to par­
ticle position coordinates (7* U my.f = o). Because U, 
f^, and consequently, V are solenoidal vector fields and the 
system is two-dimensional, stream functions for the fields 
exist, which give the vector field components by Equation 3 
with obvious changes in nomenclature. The stream function 
for particle trajectories is given by superposition as 
where and ^  are taken from Table 53. This tech­
nique has been used previously by Nielsen and Hill (81) and 
Whipple and Chalmers (130) in studying the influence of 
electrical forces on particle capture by spherical droplets 
dispersed in am air stream. To illustrate the method, the 
generalized flow description given in Table 52 will be used. 
Since is constant along a particle trajectory, the 
upstream or initial value is used to evaluate the left 
hand side of Equation 6. In the limit as Z-* h(R) 1 
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and B fi * 'Ki using X « R sin6, Z « R cosB gives 
iL - {XCI + (K +K )cos*3 - 2(K +K )sin<] 
Z"* —CO ° 9 
(7) 
+ K^(/ +?r) 
At this point it is convenient to use the rotated coordinate 
A A 
system, Z, X, that is at an angle to the Z, X coordinate 
system 
X » Z sir^ + X cos^f Z = Z cos^ - X sin^ (8) 
to give 
X[cos^ + (K + K )cos(f - «n 
o Z+— r ex g ^ 
+ Z[sinf + (K +K )sin(^ - «(.)] + K (/ +r) 
Z-» -OO ^ 
The value of ^  can be found from the initial condition on 
the particle velocity. At distances far upstream, particle 
paths are rectilinear with rectangular velocity components 
V_ * 1 (K ^  + K )cos"C and V_ = + K )sin«c, so that 
z ex g X ex g 
|V1 « Cl • 2(K^^ + Kg)cos-C+ (K^ + G (10) 
The radial components of the particle velocity far upstream 
are 
« cosB + (K^ + Kg)cos(8 - *) 
(11) 
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V. » -sinG - (K + K >sin(ô - c»c) 
" ©X y 
For the particle trajectory far upstream that lies along the 
A 
Z-axis, Vg « 0 and * -G, so that particles along this 
trajectory have ô • ^ + tt. From this, sin/? and cos^ aire 
found to be 
sin^ . [(K^ + K )sinocVG 
(12) 
COSp « Cl + (K^ 4- Kg)cos«4I/G 
Substituting these quantities into Equation 9 gives 
» X G + K (5 + TK) (13) 
•*o O C ' 
Therefore, the particle trajectory is completely defined by 
the relation 
« [Rh(R) sine + Rp(R) sin(8 -«<) + K^(8 - if - ^)]/G (14) 
where 
p(R) » K^(l + Y/R^) + Kg (15) 
1 I + K )sin*<. \ 
f (l + % Ajco>c) <«> 
The condition for impaction is R » 1 +R = R*, where A = 
Rp/R^ is the interception parameter. 
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Limiting Trajectories and Collection Efficiencies 
Analysis of Equation 14 reveals two types of limiting 
trajectories, whose occurrence depends upon the relative 
magnitudes and signs of the forces, the orientation of the 
external electric field and gravity with respect to the flow 
direction, and Interception. The first type of limiting 
trajectory will be called a grazing limiting trajectory, 
because a particle following it merely grazes the surface of 
the collector. Point particles graze the collector at a 
point where the radial force at the surface changes from 
attraction to repulsion. The existence of such a point, 
however, does not mean that a limiting trajectory necessar­
ily impacts there. With Interception a grazing limiting 
trajectory can occur even if the radial force is entirely 
attractive or repulsive over the surface of the collector. 
The second type of limiting trajectory will be called a 
nodal limiting trajectory, since it ends at a velocity node, 
which is a point located away from the surface of the 
collector where the particle velocity goes to zero. At the 
nodal point, the drag force on the particle is exactly 
opposed by the electrical and gravitational forces. The 
existence of the velocity node can only be determined using 
Equation 2 ctnd Tables 52 and 53. 
Since the collection efficiency is computed from two 
limiting trajectory values, the existence of two types of 
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limiting trajectories creates three types of particle 
collection behavior. In the first case there are two graz­
ing limiting trajectories, in the second case two nodal 
limiting trajectories ending at the same particle velocity 
node, and in the third case both types of limiting trajec­
tories are present. 
In the analysis that follows, ec is restricted to the 
range -1^2 6 6 0, and K and K are both positive. y 
Case 1: Two grazing limiting trajectories 
At impaction R # 1 +{&= R*, and Equation 14 becomes 
« CR*(H + P cosaJsin6 - R*P sin^ cos6 
(17) 
+ " K " ^)3/G 
where H = h(R*) and P 2 p(R*). For ^  1, H » 2% for 
potential flow, H = 2A^ for Oseen flow, and P = (1 + Y)Kg^ 
A 
+ Kg. The grazing limiting trajectory values of X^ corre­
spond to a relative maximum and relative minimum in 
X^(ô, R*). The angular location at impaction of either of 
the limiting trajectories will be denoted by in partic­
ular, 0^^ will correspond to and to X^_. The 
two values of Ô can be found from 
m 
G dX^/dô » 0 = R*(H + P cosdjcosa^ + R*P sinô^ + K^ (18) 
Solving for cosô and sin9 yields 
m m 
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cos9^^ « R*[-K^(H+ Pcos=&) + P sin«c(A-K^^)^3/A S (19) 
or, equivalently, 
sin6__ « R*C-K P sin* • (H + P cosot) (a - K ^)^3/A = (20) 
ni+ c •" c + 
A5- R*[(H + P COS*.)^ + p^sin^*] (21) 
where the top signs correspond to and the bottom signs 
^ A 
correspond to The values of for the grazing limit­
ing trajectories are given by 
*i+ ' *o^®in+^ = * ^ c^®ni+ ' ^ (22) 
0 £ £ A^: = cos*"^^ 0 £ 180° 
A = 7r - sin"\ 90° 6 ^  ^ 270° 
m— — xn— 
-A^ £ K £ 0: A » sin"V -90° £ 6^^ 6 90° 
c in+ + «1+ 
e . 2ir - cos'^W 180° 6 8_ £ 360° in— — in-
subject to the condition -A^ £ £ A^. The collection 
efficiency is readily calculated as ^  » (X^^ - X^ )/2. 
For point particles iSL • 0), the expressions given 
above simplify, since P » PQ = (1 + T)K^^ + and H « HQS 
^ A 
h(l). Furthermore, for hQ « 0, a • pQ and i] is given by 
^ ' {(PQ^ ' ^c^^^ - cos"'^(-K^/PQ):3}/G (23) 
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for -PQ iz 6 PQ. Notice that due to the symmetry of the 
collector, the orientation of the electric field only 
affects the value of G in Equation 23. For potential amd 
Oseen flows, » 0 amd the influence of the velocity field 
disappears: ^ , and are the same 
for both flows. These results are quite surprising, consid­
ering the differences in behavior of the two flows. Further 
consideration of Equations 6 and 13 reveals that when this 
A 
case is applicable, the results for SO) and 1 hold for any 
flow for which « 0 (the stagnation streamline) on the 
surface of the collector, including even stationary, recir­
culating vortex motions. This insensitivity of the collec­
tion to the form of the flow is similar to that found by 
Nielsen arid Hill (81) for collection on spherical droplets. 
Considering only the external electric field and grav­
itational forces (K^ « 0), point particles (^ « 0), and 
flows with HQ = 0, Equation 19 reduces to cos6^^ » + sin«»^ 
or a oc. + 'TC + 71/2, with collection occurring over the 
attractive half of the collector. The collection efficiency 
is 
(1 . + 
[1 + 2(K^ + Kg)cosoc+ (Kg^ + Kg)^]^ 
^^ (24) 
The efficiency ^ is a minimum when the external and flow 
fields are aligned («^ » 0) and increases with angle of 
separation to a maximum when the external and flow fields 
are perpendicular («X-« -90°). Notice that Equation 24 
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predicts a maximum value of ^ • 2 for a perfectly conducting 
collector. With the external electric field force alone and 
0, q * (1 + T)K^/(1 + K^), a result found by Zebel 
(133). 
An interesting situation arises with potential flow and 
« oc » 0, because for • 1/r the collection efficiency 
is not affected by particle inertia. For these conditions 
Equation 1 becomes 
dv M 5 A 
K ^  + Vg . 1+ Kg + (1 - - Z^)/R* (25) 
dV^ . 
K ^  . -(1 - VK^j^)22X/R^ (26) 
and it can be seen that if * 1/v, the viscous drag on 
the particle is exactly opposed by the electrical force, the 
particle velocity remains constant, and the collection effi­
ciency is given by * 1 + & for adl values of the Stokes 
number. 
For the external electric field force alone. Figure 44 
shows trajectories when is perpendicular to (^ » -90°) 
in potential flow and the limiting trajectories for Oseen 
flow. The particle trajectories with Oseen flow only begin 
to approach conditions at infinity at a considerable dis­
tance upstream. Limiting trajectories for potential flow 
and oc a -45° are shown in Figure 40. The reader is referred 
to the paper by Zebel (133) for trajectories with E^ and 
Figure 44. Particle trajectories with an external electric field 
force in potential flow (solid lines) and limiting 
trajectories for Oseen flow (dashed lines), with 
-90°, K « 0.5, Y " 1.0, and Re • 0.1 (case 1) 
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aligned. 
Jt k 
Case 1 occurs whenever ± - A? and a particle 
velocity node does not exist. However, when a velocity node 
does exist and —A^ £ 6 A^, it is possible that either 
case 2 or case 3 applies, particularly when the external 
electric field and the gravitational field are directed 
perpendicular to the flow. Case 1 may continue to apply 
when interception is important. Criteria for determining 
the applicable case are given after case 3. 
Case 2; Two nodal limiting trajectories 
Jig 
With > A^, there are only repulsive forces at the 
collector surface, and particles do not approach the collec­
tor close enough for interception to occur. In this case 
(\ « 0 and the two limiting trajectories do not exist, 
although they could be considered to be coincident and to 
end at the velocity node located upstream from the collec­
tor. 
With 4 -A^, both limiting trajectories end at the 
same velocity node located downstream from the collector. 
There are only attractive forces at the collector surface, 
but particles following the limiting trajectories do not 
approach the collector close enough for interception to 
occur before they reach the velocity node. Let 0^^ be the 
limiting value of the angular location at impaction of par­
ticles following a trajectory that lies just within and 
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approaches being the limiting trajectory corresponding to 
A A 
and let 9^^ be the analogous value corresponding to X^_. 
For the two nodal limiting trajectories present, the values 
of and correspond to the same location on the collec­
tor surface and are related by « 9^^ + 2*71'. Therefore, 
A A 
it is not necessary to find values for X^^ and X^^ in com­
puting r) . The collection efficiency is found directly to be 
A 
n CT (27) 
[1 • 2(K^„ • Kg)cos-c+ <K^ + 
A 
A remarkable feature of Equation 27 is that *] is independent 
of the flow field and interception. For the coulombic force 
alone ^ = -irK^ for all flows considered, provided 1 — 
R^, where is the radial coordinate of the velocity node. 
This result was found by Kraemer (48) and Natanson (79). 
Figure 45 shows trajectories for the coulombic force 
with potential flow. The corresponding trajectories for 
Oseen flow are similar, but with trajectories generally dis­
placed further from the collector and approaching the sur­
face at a greater angle. Although the flows differ, the 
distribution of particle collection is the same. In the 
vicinity of the velocity node, particle trajectories are 
very sensitive to small changes in X^, acting almost as if 
particles are "repelled" by the node. 
So far has been restricted to positive values with 
Figure 45. Particle trajectories for an attractive coulomblc force 
with • —1*0 In potential flow (case 2) 
Figure 46. Particle trajectories for combined coulomblc and external 
electric field forces in potential flow, with oc > 0, 
K - -0.25, K • -0,2, and Y - 1.0 (case 2) 
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-90° 6 0. However» some interesting and potentially 
useful features appeau: with -1 ^  4 0 and <* « 0 that 
warrant special consideration. Under these conditions the 
external electric field is aligned with the flow but it 
opposes the motion of the particle; the particle velocity 
far upstream, as given by 1 + is less thaui the free-
stream velocity. This condition is advantageous, however, 
when an attractive coulombic force is present, for then the 
efficiency, as given by % = -irK^/(l + K^), is increased 
over what it would be if were positive or zero. This 
case is illustrated in Figure 46. For the particular condi­
tions chosen, collection occurs exclusively on the down» 
stream portion of the collector in the region -60°£ B 6 60°. 
The layer void of particles has been noted previously by 
Zebel (133) cuid is similar to that illustrated for spheres 
by Nielsen and Hill (81). 
When only the opposing external electric field is pres­
ent, for symmetrical flows the collector is surrounded by a 
cylindrical surface that has « 0. This creates a layer 
void of particles about the collector surface. For Oseen 
flow, an unusual feature under these conditions is the exis­
tence of a vortex point within this layer at 9 » +90°. If 
particles were present within this layer, they would 
describe ellipsoidal trajectories centered at the vortex 
point. Hochrainer, et al., (39) have experimentally veri­
fied the existence of such closed particle orbits by 
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suddenly switching on the electrical field when a particle 
is near the vortex point location. 
With -A^ 6 6 0, it is also possible for both limit­
ing trajectories to end at a particle velocity node, partic­
ularly when the external electric field is directed perpen­
dicular to the flow. In this case both attractive and 
repulsive forces are present on the collector surface but n 
is still given by Equation 27. The criteria following case 
3 should be consulted. 
Case 3: One grazing cuad one nodal limiting trajectory 
Case 3 can occur whenever -A^ £ £ A^, the external 
electric field and gravity are perpendicular or nearly per­
pendicular to the flow, and the coulombic force is present. 
A particle velocity node may arise from the external forces 
exactly opposing the drag force. With a repulsive coulombic 
force the limiting trajectory corresponding to ends at a 
velocity node upstream from the collector, while the limit­
ing trajectory corresponding to grazes the collector. 
This situation is illustrated for potential flow in Figure 
47. Notice that collection does not occur over the entire 
attractive force region and that under identical force 
conditions case 1 applies for Oseen flow (dashed-line limit­
ing trajectories). Despite the different behaviors for the 
A 
two flows, the value of X^^ is the same for both, although 
the values of X^_ are different. With am attractive coulom-
A 
w fk 
Figure 47. Particle trajectories for combined (repulsive) coulomblc 
and external electric field forces In potential flow 
(solid lines, case 3) and limiting trajectories for 
Oseen flow (dashed lines, case 1), with ec • -90®, K » 
0.5, K . 0.5, Y • 1.0, and Re - 0.1 
Figure 48. Particle trajectories for combined (attractive) coulombic 
and external electric field forces in potential flow 
(solid lines, case 3) and limiting trajectories for 
Oseen flow (dashed lines, case 1), with <x- • -90°, K • 
0.5, Kg m -0.5, Y = 1.0, and Re • 0.1 
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A 
bic force the limiting trajectory corresponding to ends 
at a node downstream from the collector and the limiting 
trajectory corresponding to X^_ grazes the collector. This 
situation is illustrated in Figure 49. Criteria for deter­
mining if case 3 applies are given in the next section. 
A 
In order to calculate , it is necessary to determine 
A 
the values of X^ for both types of limiting trajectories. 
A 
Values of X^ were found in case 1, but it was not necessary 
to do so in case 2, so the problem of finding values of 
for nodal limiting trajectories remains. Unfortunately, a 
solution using the general form of the flow field used for 
cases 1 and 2 is not known. In fact, an analytical solution 
using a specific flow field is only known for potential flow. 
Numerical methods must be utilized for Oseen and other flows 
of interest. Fortunately, a straightforward technique is 
available. By systematic means the angular and radial 
coordinates of the particle velocity node, and R^, respec­
tively, are determined using the relations V^ « 0 etnd V^ « 0. 
These values are then substituted into Equation 14 for the 
particle trajectory to yield X^ » 
The analytical solution for potential flow is possible 
because Equation 14 is then quadratic in R amd the trajec­
tory equation can be put into the explicit form R « f(X^,©) 
R « [-B* + (B"2 - 4A*C*)^]/2A* (28) 
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A* = [1 + (Kgjç + Kg)cosOsin9 - (K^ + Kg)sin®c cos® (29) 
B* = -X G + KAB - -Tr - ^ ) (30) 
o c 
C* s (YKg^cosoc - Dsind - YK^sin% cos* (31) 
where the correct sign depends upon the location of the 
particle along the trajectory. Examination reveals that for 
a given trajectory, Equation 28 has two real roots for R 
(that are greater than one) for a given value of B whenever 
& is close to 0^ in value; i.e., the trajectory doubles 
backward in the vicinity of the velocity node. At the point 
of doubling back, & is at its minimum (or maximum) value for 
the trajectory, « 0, and Equation 28 has a double root 
for R. The value of B at this double root location will be 
denoted by The double root of Equation 28 occurs when 
2 B* - 4A*C* a 0. This requirement gives the locus of values 
of Op for different trajectories as 
X^(e^) - [K^(e^ - TC - ^ ) + 2(A*C*)%]/G (32) 
where the plus sign is used if ^ 0 and the minus sign is 
used if > 0. It has been determined that the limiting 
trajectory corresponds to the maximum (or minimum) value of 
X^(8p), giving and X^ « ^ ©^^r " ®n^* Therefore, 6^ 
can be found from 
G dX /de^ . 0 . K. + (A*dC*/dÔ + C*dA*/de^)/(A*C»)^ (33) 
or c — r r 
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In general, Equation 33 must be solved numerically for 9^. 
For the special conditions of * 0,* -90°, and V » 1, 
however, an analytical solution is possible, which gives 
sin©^ . -{(074+ l)/2 - C(r/4+ 1)^ - 5 Y* (34) 
O- = * Kex^> 
®n+ " sin"^* for < 0 
« 7f + sin'^* for > 0 
In physical terms, the trajectory pattern of case 3 is 
intermediate to those of cases 1 and 2. With a constant 
external electric field perpendicular to a given flow field, 
the relative strength of the coulombic force governs which 
pattern occurs. For « 0, the two grazing limiting tra­
jectories of case 1 are present, as shown in Figure 44. 
When jK^I is increased from zero, transition to case 3 
occurs due to separation of a velocity node from the surface 
of the collector, as shown in Figures 47 auid 48. As is 
made more positive, the remaining grazing limiting trajec­
tory approaches the nodal limiting trajectory until merger 
and separation from the collector occurs, and collection 
ceases. When is made more negative, the transition 
pattern shown in Figure 49 is reached. One limiting trajec­
tory both grazes the upstream surface of the collector euid 
ends at the same velocity node downstream as the other 
Figure 49. Particle trajectories for combined coulomblc and external 
electric field forces in potential flow showing transition 
between cases 2 and 3, with « « -90®, # 0.5, • 
-0.75, and V > 1.0 (Dashed line is trajectory within 
layer void of particles) 
I 
50. 
% e% 
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limiting trajectory. Figure 50 shows that for still larger 
case 2 occurs with two nodal limiting trajectories. 
For examples of trajectories with parallel to U^, for 
which case 3 does not occur, the reader is referred to the 
paper by Hochrainer, et al., (39). 
For case 1, it was found that the collection efficiency 
for point particles is the same for all flow fields having 
the same value of H^. For case 2, it was found that r) ia 
the same for all of the flow fields considered. However, 
for case 3, there is no basis for concluding that the 
collection efficiency of point particles will be the same 
for flow fields having the same value of H^. Indeed, calcu-
A 
lations indicate that f) does vary with the form of the flow. 
A 
The value of for the grazing limiting trajectory is 
A 
independent of the flow, but the value of for the nodal 
limiting trajectory changes with flow field. 
Collection efficiency; Case criteria 
When a velocity node is present and -A^ £ £ A^, no 
simple relation exists between K , K. , K , and & for deter-
c ex g 
mining which of the cases 1, 2, or 3 applies. Instead, it 
A 
is necessary to compare the value of X^(6^), as determined 
from Equation 22, with the value of X.(0_), as determined 
o n '  
from Equation 32 for potential flow or numerically from 
Equation 14 for other flows, to determine X^. Criteria for 
A A 
the cases in terms of K , A, X^(6 ), and X^(ô ) are: 
c ' o m ' on 
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1) For 4 -A^, case 2 always applies and ») is given 
by Equation 27. 
2) For -A^ £ £ 0, any of the cases 1, 2, or 3 may 
apply. If there is no velocity node, case 1 always applies 
and ^ is given by Equation 22. If a velocity node is pres­
ent, any of the cases may still apply ; if 
> 1 + ^ , otherwise is the most nega­
tive of ) and x_(e_ ). 
o m— o n— 
3) For Kg # 0, case 1 always applies and ^  is found 
from Equation 22 for * > 0 or Equation 24 for & * 0. 
4) For 0 < Kg 6 A^, either case 1 or case 3 applies. 
If there is no velocity node, case 1 always applies and ^  is 
found from Equation 22. If a velocity node is present 
A 
either case may still apply; X^_ is the least negative of 
®n- 1 • «>. the most 
negative of Xo(8m_) and X^(6^_) if (R^ C 1 + &); 
5) For K > A^, ^  a 0 always (case 2). 
When the external fields and the flow are aligned (of. = 
0), the criteria are much simpler, since case 3 does not 
U U 
occur. For K^ < -A^ case 2 always applies; for -A^K^ i: 
U U A^ case 1 always applies; and for K^ > A^ no collection 
occurs (case 2). 
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Deposition Density 
When the interception parameter & is zero, the value of 
A 
for a trajectory intersecting the collector at the angu­
lar location & is given by 
*o * +Y)K^^+ Kg]sin(6 - *) + K^(ô - If - fi)]/G (35) 
for all flows with m 0 over all 9 for which collection 
occurs. This indicates that the local collection efficiency 
or deposition density S(d) in adl three cases is independent 
of the flow (for point particles) over the range of Ô in 
which collection occurs for all flows. This result is not 
in contradiction with the observation that for case 3 the 
collection efficiency, in particular the value of for the 
nodal limiting trajectory, varies with the types of flow. 
It merely indicates that the area over which deposition 
occurs varies with the types of flow; i.e., the larger the 
collection efficiency the greater the area over which depo­
sition occurs. A notable feature in case 3 is that collec­
tion does not occur over the entire region of attractive 
radial force at the surface. 
For the coulombic force alone (K^^ = Kg » #= 0), depo­
sition occurs uniformly over the entire collector surface 
5(0) « -K_ for alie (36) 
c 
It is interesting to note that the radial velocity at impac-
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tion is also constant and equal to K^. For the external 
electric field and gravity forces alone (K^ » R » 0) depo­
sition occurs symmetrically with respect to $ m ou over 
half of the collector («• + K/2 6 0 6% + 3%/2) 
SO) . L(1 + y)K^^ + Kg](cos^sine)/G (37) 
With the external electric field parallel to the flow field, 
negative, and an attractive coulombic force, it is 
possible for all collection to occur exclusively on the 
downstream half of the collector (see Figure 46). The 
angle at which particles diverted from the stagnation stream­
line intersect the collector can be found from Equation 35 
A 
by setting ^ * Kg = 0. Therefore, for 0 < K^/ 
(1 + T)Kg^ ± 2/tc collection occurs only on the downstream 
half of the collector. 
Particle Collection With Asymmetric Flows 
The preceding results are useful in calculating collec­
tion efficiencies for symmetric flows (flows having the 
downstream half and upstream half as mirror images of 
each other). Because the flow is often not symmetric, it 
is of interest to learn how asymmetric flow affects collec­
tion, especially on the downstream half of the collector. 
Of particular interest is the effect of trailing, stationary, 
laminar vortex-rings, which are present for Reynolds num­
bers in the range 4-40 (114). Tomotika and Aoi (120) have 
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derived an exact solution for the stream function based on 
Oseen*s linearized equations of motion. Approximate forms 
of the exact solutions for the stream function and flow 
velocity are given in Table 52. Although Tomotika and Aoi's 
expressions behave improperly, in that they give two 
standing eddies (although of very weak strength) even for 
very small Reynolds numbers, their expressions are useful 
as a model or simulation of stationary-vortex flows. They 
contain the essential features of actual vortex flow, and 
the Reynolds number can be used parametrically to adjust the 
size of the vortex to approximate that of the actual flow. 
The flow pattern given by the approximate form of the solu­
tion (for Re = 0.5) is shown in Figure 52b; the size of the 
vortex increases with increasing Reynolds number. 
The approximate expression for the stationary-vortex 
flow stream function can be written in the form 
« R sineCh(R) + Re m(R)cose] (38) 
from which it can be seen that ^ reduces to Oseen flow for 
small Reynolds numbers. Incorporating Equation 38 into 
Equation 6 and following the procedure established to find 
Equations 7 through 13 give an expression defining the 
particle trajectory that is similar to Equation 14, with 
obvious changes. Since for point particles h(l) > m(l) » 0, 
the results of case 1 and case 2 for I) and SO) apply to the 
stationary vortex flow and the technique outlined in case 3 
Figure 51. Particle trajectories for an attractive coulomblc 
force with m -0.1 (a) and corresponding flow 
streamlines (b) for particle capture from a 
stationary-vortex flow with Re = 0.5 
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for numerical solution of Oseen flow can be applied as well. 
The deposition density in case 3 is the same as for other 
flows considered having Hg « 0. As with Oseen flow, the 
collection efficiency is independent of the Reynolds number. 
As an illustration of particle behavior within the 
standing eddies, Figure 51a shows particle trajectories for 
the coulombic force with the flow in Figure 12b. The par­
ticles within the eddy follow the flow reversal, but the 
collection efficiency and deposition density remain the same 
as for Oseen flow and potential flow. The velocity node has 
shifted farther downstream, outside the eddy. 
Particle Collection With Cellular Flows 
Another flow pattern of interest is Kuwabara*s (56) 
cellular model of flow through a filter. The model takes 
into account the influence of neighboring fibers but util­
izes the Stokes approximation of a zero collector Reynolds 
number. Boundary conditions for the cellular flow around a 
single fiber are = cos& with zero fluid vorticity at R 
a L = R_./R_, where R^_ is the radius of the outer surface 
cl c ' ci 
of the cell; = 0 at the surface of the collector. 
The ratio of cell radius to fiber radius, L, is related to 
oc*, the volume fraction of fibers (packing density) in the 
2 filter mat (20), by L » 1/oc*; the smaller the packing den­
sity the larger the equivalent cell radius. The stream 
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function is given by 
^ . R h(R)sine (39) 
h(R) . a*/R^ + b* + c*lnR + d*R^ (40) 
h(l) « 0, h(L) - 1 (41) 
a* = (1 - l/2L^)/2Ku (42) 
b*S -(1 - l/L^)/2Ku (43) 
c* S 1/Ku (44) 
d* S -l/4L^Ku (45) 
Ku S InL - 3/4 + 1/L^ - 1/L^ (46) 
Streamlines for Kuwabara flow are shown in Figure 52. 
The stream function for particle trajectories is 
obtained by substituting Equation 39 into Equation 6. 
Because the flow field and hence the particle trajectories 
are only defined within the cell, solution for the limiting 
trajectories requires a generalization of the technique used 
for infinite flows. In particular, values of p and 6 cannot 
be defined because undisturbed conditions at infinity cannot 
be used. Instead, the limit R L, 0 -* 6^ (X/2 ± is. 37f/2) 
is used to define the constant value of T for a given par­
ticle trajectory 
Figure 52. Kuwabara flow streamlines around a circular cylinder for 
L m 5. Dashed lines illustrate streamline behavior 
outside the flow cell, where the stream function is not 
defined 
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. L sin*i + Lp(L) sin(6^ -<t) + (47) 
'^(^^;R,e) » Rh(R) sinÔ + Rp(R) sin (a -®c) + Ô (48) 
The collection efficiency, »), is ^  S (X^^^ - )/2, 
where X^^^ « L sin*^^^. Another measure of the efficiency, 
which is particularly useful for nonsymmetrical trajectories, 
is » "^®li+ " )/2sin"^(l/L). Values of are 
found by solving Equation 47, after identifying 
^ï(Gïi+*^**li+) " frcm Equation 48. Values 
of ^  for the limiting trajectories can be found in the same 
K 
manner as values of X^ were found for infinite flows. 
For case 1, the grazing limiting trajectory values of 
^ correspond to a relative maximum and relative minimum in 
$^(6^;R*,8). Hence 
- V»"" + "cV <«' 
with given by Equations 19 through 22. For point par­
ticles (& 3 0), the influence of the velocity field dis­
appears and the same results être found for aû.1 stationary 
cellular flows having h(l) * 0 and h(L) « 1. With « 0, 
the results can be expressed in simpler form. Equations 47 
and 49 give 
CI + p(L)coso«] Xj^^^ - [p(L)sinoCZ^^^ * +A^ (50) 
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A A 
Using the rotated coordinate system Z^, defined by 
*1 * Zj^sin^ + x^cosf, « z^cosf - X^sin^ (51) 
sinf » £p(L)sino<3/B, cosf = [1 + p(L)cos*9/B (52) 
B = CI + 2p(L)cos* + p(L)2]% (53) 
reduces Equation 50 to 
*li+ * (54) 
2 A ^ 
Values of can be found using Equation 51 and L » + 
A P " 
X^ . Taking the limit L we find that p(L) -» + K^, 
, A A 
B-»G, f "> fi ,  *i~* *o' the results found earlier for an 
infinite flow field are recovered. This also holds true 
for nonzero K^. For point particles. Equation 54 reduces to 
—" • • -, 
[1 + 2p(L)C0SaL+ p(L) 3^ 
p(L) » (1 + y/L^)K^^ + Kg (56) 
and it is readily apparent that the packing density has 
little influence on the single fiber collection efficiency 
for large L. 
For case 2, in general Equation 47 must be solved 
numerically for values of after identifying 
^(^2i+*^*^i+) " ^l^^li+»^n*®n+^ from Equation 48, where 
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m + 2ir. For symmetrical trajectories (**• m 0), the 
equations reduce to 
L Cl + p(L)l + " 0 (57) 
with ®2i- = 2* - However, in the limit H', the 
approximation 9ives 
. -kK^/C1 + p(L) - K^/L] (58) 
a result valid for large L or small efficiencies. Equation 
58 shows that as long as -K^ « L, packing density has 
little effect on the collection efficiency. For the coulom­
ble force alone, Stenhouse (116) has calculated collection 
efficiencies for Kuwabara flow by numerical integration of 
the particle trajectories. Comparison with values obtained 
from Equation 57 shows his efficiencies to be low by a few 
percent (for = -0.1, is given as 0.28 instead of 0.3010 
for t(«c*/4 m 0.15 and as 0.30 instead of 0.3081 for /4 » 
0.03) and hence the influence of the packing density is 
exaggerated. 
For case 3, for the nodal limiting trajectory must 
be found numerically as outlined for case 2; for the 
grazing limiting trajectory is found as described for case 
1. Criteria for determining the appropriate case, when not 
otherwise obvious, are analogous to those given for the 
infinite flow case. 
These results indicate that for these electrical forces 
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the single fiber collection efficiency decreases only 
slightly as the packing density increases from zero. It 
should be noted that collection by gravitation alone is 
unaffected by the packing density. For point particles, the 
collection efficiency and effect of packing density is the 
same under mainy conditions for all stationary cellular flows 
having h(l) « 0 and h(L) * 1. In this analysis, it has been 
assumed that the electric field about a fiber is not signif­
icantly affected by neighboring fibers, which is valid when 
the packing density is not high. 
Formation of Chains of Adhesive 
Particles by Interception 
It has been observed experimentally (20) that finite 
sized particles captured by filter fibers tend to build up 
chain aggregates rather than distribute themselves evenly 
over the surface of the fibers. In order to investigate 
this process, mathematical experiments were performed in 
which equal-sized particles, dispersed ramdomly but uni­
formly on the average in the flow field, were subjected to 
capture on a single fiber. The particle trajectories were 
given by Equation 14 using a potential flow field. The 
A 
starting value, X^, for each particle was generated by a 
random number generator using a uniform probability distri­
bution. Particle capture was considered to occur whenever 
an approaching particle intercepted a previously captured 
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particle or the surface of the collector; strong particle-
particle and particle-surf ace adhesion was assumed. Par­
ticles not captured are swept downstream. In this simple 
model, only particle capture within a single plane is con­
sidered with the flow unaffected by captured particles. 
An example of particle chain formation under conditions 
where particle interception is the only capture mechanism 
(no electrical forces) is shown in Figure 53. The collec­
tion efficiency for capture by the fiber alone, given by 
^ s 2^ for ^  1, is very small for small particles. At 
first, all particles in the flow tend to be swept downstream 
until one particle is finally captured by the surface of the 
collector. The efficiency modified by the first—captured 
particle's presence, given by * 6<R sind^, where 6^ is the 
angular coordinate of the captured particle, is up to three 
times larger than ^  for the collector surface; hence a 
second particle is more likely to intercept the first-
captured particle than the surface of the collector. Cap­
ture of the second particle by the first further enhances 
collection by the captured particles and a particle chain or 
cluster is formed. Additional particle capture by the sur­
face, which will result in formation of a second chain, can 
only occur closer to the forward stagnation zone. The 
presence of a second chain will prevent particle capture at 
the base of the first chain, so that the first chain cem 
only grow at branches farthest from the surface that face 
Figure 53. Particle chain formation by particle interception alone 
for potential flow, with * « 0.04. Solid lines are 
potential flow streamlines 
Figure 54• 
Figure 55. Particle chain formation by particle Interception for 
the same conditions and Initial particle distribution as 
in Figure 54, but with the addition of simulated short-
range attractive forces between approaching and 
captured particles 
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into the flow. 
Chain formation resulting from particle collection with 
a coulorobic force is illustrated in Figure 54. Under the 
same conditions for point particles deposition would occur 
uniformly over the entire surface of the collector. The 
collection efficiency of the fiber is unaffected by particle 
interception. .Chain initiation can occur anywhere on the 
surface and initially many short chains are formed. How­
ever, blocking or "shadowing" of some chains by others 
causes termination of some and domination of the collection 
by others. As chains become larger, deposition on the down­
stream half of the collector becomes increasingly blocked. 
Also of interest in examining chaiin formation is the 
effect of short-ranged attractive (electrical image) forces 
between approaching amd captured particles. This was simu­
lated by expanding the effective capture surface of captured 
particles to one heilf a particle radius beyond the surface 
of the particles. Approaching particles were considered to 
be captured upon interception with the increased capture 
radius; the approaching particle was then "pulled" into 
actual contact with the capturing particle along the line 
between their centers at capture. The result of using this 
simulation of short-range forces is shown in Figure 54 
for the same distribution of approaching particles and 
collection conditions as in Figure 55. The overall pattern 
of collection is basically the same but several subtle 
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changes have occurred. With the interparticle force the 
branching tendency is reduced, chains lean farther forward 
into the flow, are somewhat longer (and strad-ghter) for the 
same number of particles, and the separation between neigh­
boring chains is increased (interchain contact is reduced or 
eliminated); the average radial coordinate of the captured 
particles has increased from R » 1.418 to R » 1.467 and the 
average angular coordinate has shifted farther forward from 
Ô « 109.8° to 9. 111.6°. 
These simple mathematical experiments have resulted in 
particle chain formation not unlike that observed experi­
mentally. The major factors leading to the formation of 
chains as indicated by these results, are particle-particle 
interception and blocking or "shadowing" effects; short-
range attractive forces between approaching and captured 
particles may modify chain formation, but they are not the 
primary cause of it. 
Shadow Effects for a Series of 
Noninteracting Collectors 
The particle trajectories and collection efficiencies 
found for a single isolated collector can be used to calcu­
late overall efficiencies for particle collection on a 
series of identical noninteracting collectors. Two or more 
collectors are considered to be noninteracting if the flow 
and electrical fields within the domain of any one collector 
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neither influences nor is Influenced by the flow and elec­
trical fields within the domain of any other collector. The 
domains of neighboring collectors are connected by uniform 
flows and fields. This system of collectors corresponds to 
a filter consisting of widely-spaced parallel fibers. 
Although the flow field entering the domain of a 
collector is recovered unaltered upon exiting (uniform flow), 
the same is not true for the particle field. Particles can 
be captured by the collector and removed from the field or 
their paths can be asymmetrically altered by the electrical 
forces. Particles entering the dcxnains of collectors 
further downstream do not have the same uniform distribution 
assumed for the particle field approaching the first collec­
tor. Thus the efficiency of each collector must be 
expressed in terms of the initial particle distribution. 
This is facilitated by introducing the following nomencla­
ture, which is illustrated in Figure 17: 
Z^*, * = rectangular coordinate system centered at 
the jth collector 
1 k 
Y ' s displacement coordinate of the kth collector 
from X^* = 0; = 0 
1 V 
X^* « value of X^ for a trajectory terminating at 
the kth collector written in terms of the 
Z^*, X^' coordinate system within the domain 
of the jth collector 
= same as X^** but for a limiting trajectory 
domain of collector 1 domain of collector 2 domain of collector 3 
1,3 
Figure 56. Coordinate systems for particle collection on a series 
of noninteracting cylindrical collectors 
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terminating at the kth collector 
4 Ic 
X^' m displacement distance of a trajectory (ter­
minating at the kth collector) from X^' « 0 
in the limit 2^ oa within the domain of 
the jth collector 
Only cases with oc * ^  m 0 will be considered. 
The particle trajectories within any given domain are 
described by Equation 14. Taking the limit Equa­
tion 14 gives the relation between X^*^ amd X^'^ for a tra­
jectory that merely passes through the jth domain, 
X^'k » X^*^ -tfK /G for h(Z^»-»o») = 1 (59) 
o d + c 
i k 
where the minus sign is used for X^* >0 and the plus sign 
A 
is used for X^* <0. The matching condition between 
domains j and j + 1 gives 
X^** a (60) d o 
k k Values of X^* are obtained from the solutions found for a 
single isolated collector. Using Equations 59 and 60, 
Ik 
values of X^^ can be found, from which the collection effi­
ciency in terms of the initial particle field can be calcu­
lated, being careful to exclude portions of the particle 
field captured by other collectors upstream. 
For particle collection under case 2 conditions, the 
collection efficiency is the same for each collector, 
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1 k 
regardless of the Y ' displacement values 
m -wK^/G for all collectors k (61) 
This is illustrated in Figure 57 for the coulombic force, 
where the middle collector is displaced one collector diam­
eter from the line-of-centers of the other two collectors. 
Although the efficiency of each downstream collector is the 
same as the first, particles captured by them may originate 
from unconnected portions of the initial particle field. 
Notice that captured portions of the particle field do not 
create particle-free zones downstream. 
For particle collection under case 1 conditions, the 
collection efficiency of each downstream collector depends 
upon its location with respect to upstream collectors. Also, 
particle deposition does not occur over the entire surface 
of the collector, particle-free zones extend downstream, and 
a "shadow** effect is created which can affect deposition on 
other collectors downstream. This can be demonstrated as 
follows. Considering trajectories that are symmetrical with 
respect to the Z^'-axis, a particle-free zone extends to 
infinity provided + yK^/G >0. For ot » « 0, 
Equation 22 simplifies to 
l"' = *1+ " {(Po^ - *0^)^ + '(g[cos-^(-Kg/PQ) - lO)/G (62) 
Pq ' (1 * Kg. -Po i Kc ' «0 
Figure 57. 
flow, with I^c 
4k 
m 
tn 
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and hence 
- CI - (-Kg/Pg)^]': - (-K^./Pq)COS"^(-Kj./Pq) > 0 (63) 
for Kg > -Pg 
Figure 58 illustrates collection with the external electric 
field force, where the middle collector is displaced one 
collector radius from the line-of-centers of the other two 
collectors. Deposition on the second collector is partially 
blocked by the presence of the first collector. No deposi­
tion occurs on the third collector because it lies entirely 
within the "shadow** of the first two. The collection 
efficiency of the second collector is given in general form 
(K^ « 0) by 
for 0 ± ^ 
(64) 
m PQ/G for Z 
Conclusions 
The results presented show that with a combination of 
the coulombic force, external electric field force, and 
gravitation, the collection efficiency and deposition den­
sity are the same under many conditions for a wide variety 
of flow velocity profiles, which includes potential, Oseen, 
and stationary-vortex flows. For the last two flows the 
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collection efficiency is independent of the Reynolds number. 
Moreover, the deposition density and radial velocity at 
impaction are uniform over the surface of the collector for 
the coulombic force case. Under some conditions intercep­
tion has no effect, since the limiting trajectories end at a 
velocity node located away from the surface of the collector. 
For the external electric field and gravitational forces, 
the collection efficiency is a minimum when the external and 
flow fields are aligned, and it increases with angle of 
separation to a maximum when they aure perpendicular. With 
a coulombic force and an external electric field force per­
pendicular to the flow direction, collection does not 
necessarily occur over the entire attractive force region on 
the collector surface. Joint use of the external electric 
field and coulombic forces will not necessarily lead to an 
increased efficiency over the single force case. 
For point particles, the collection efficiency and 
effect of fiber packing density is the same under many con­
ditions for stationary cellular flows having h(l) « 0 and 
h(L) » 1. The single fiber collection efficiency decreases 
only slightly as the packing density increases from zero. 
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PARTICLE COLLECTION ON ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS 
Introduction 
The results of the previous section show that for cir­
cular cylinders, under many conditions the collection effi­
ciency of inertialess, chaurged, point particles is the same 
for a wide variety of flow velocity profiles and independent 
of the Reynolds number. In light of these unusual results, 
it is of interest to learn how the collection efficiency is 
affected by fiber geometry. Actual fibers are not necessar­
ily circular in cross-section, and nonuniform deposition of 
particles over time leads to distortion from circularity. 
In this section, collection efficiencies are calculated 
for the capture of inertialess, charged, point particles on 
a single elliptical-cylinder collector. The forces and con­
ditions used are the same as those used for circular cylin­
ders with the exception that the flow field is now directed 
at an arbitrary angle to the major axis of the elliptical 
cylinder. Also considered are the limiting case of collec­
tion on a ribbon and generalizations that can be made to 
collection on cylinders of irregular geometry. 
Equation of Motion 
The equation of motion for a small, inertialess, 
spherical particle 
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V « u + (C/6r^R) T (65) 
is written in terms of the elliptical-cylinder coordinate 
system, shown in Figure 59. The surface describing the 
elliptical cylinder collector is denoted by ^ 
Geometric quantities associated with this surface are shown 
in Figure 60, along with fixed and rotated rectangular 
coordinate systems and other quantities used in solving for 
the particle motion. Useful relationships between a, the 
length of the major semiaxis, b, the length of the minor 
semiaxis, c, one half the focal distance, and are 
2 2 2 
a = c cosh^Q, a/b = coth ^ , c « a - b 
(66) 
$0 * % ln£(a/b + l)/(a/b - 1)1 
The fixed Z, X rectangular coordinate system is cen­
tered at the elliptical cylinder with the Z-axis parallel to 
the major axis. The free-stream velocity is directed at 
an angle £ to the Z-axis; in this section its orientation is 
restricted to ~K/2 é S f 0. The external electric field and 
gravity are both directed at an angle oc to the Z-axis; their 
orientation is restricted to S - ?(/2 £ « £ 6 + K/2. Par 
upstream the particles approach the collector at an angle 
to the Z-axis. The particle approach angle ^  always lies 
between S and «c. 
Equation 65 is made dimensionless with the use of a 
X 
\= TT /2 
\= TT/6 
\= 7 Tr/6 
\= 4 Tr/3 
Figure 59. Elliptical cylinder coordinate system 
Figure 60. Geometric quantities used In the mathematical model 
of particle collection on an elliptical cylinder 
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generalized reference collector half-width d and undisturbed 
free-stream velocity U^, to obtain 
V « U + % K f^ (67) 
^ e^e 
e 
Two obvious choices for d are the lengths of the major and 
minor semiaxes, a and b. Two other choices, which are use­
ful when the flow and external fields are not parallel to 
either of the semiaxes, are dg, defined as one half the 
width of the cross-sectional area of the collector projected 
in the direction of the flow, and d^, defined as one half 
the width of the cross-sectional area of the collector pro­
jected in the direction of particle approach. The general­
ized dimensiohless reference length parameter is D S d/c, 
with S a/c » cosh^Q, = b/c « sinhf^, and 
Dg = d^/c « (sinh^f^cos^S + coshf^gSin^S)^ (68) 
= d^/c » (sinh^^gCos^ + cosh^fgSin^^)^ (69) 
in particular. In terms of the elliptical-cylinder coor­
dinates X, the dimensionless rectangular coordinates Z, X 
are given by 
Z = (cosh$ cosX)/D, X « (sinhÇ sinX)/0 (70) 
Because only point particles are considered, the method 
of solution is developed in terms of the potential flow 
field, but the solution is easily generalized to include 
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Other stationary incompressible flows possessing a stream 
function. The stream function is defined by 
" s - " ^ " S T  
Jl r (slnh^^ + sin^X)^ (72) 
where dimensionless variables have been used, • u^/U^, 
« u^/U^, ^  « )^/U^d. The dimensionless components of 
the fluid velocity and the stream function for potential 
flow (74) are given in Table 54. 
The dimensionless force expressions (77) are given in 
Table 54; the forces are analogous to those considered 
previously. However, there are now two collector polariza­
tion coefficients, Tq T^q, that are directional and a 
function of a/b. The coulombic force parameter is 
inversely proportional to d but and are Independent 
of d. 
The initial conditions for the determination of par­
ticle trajectories from Equation 67 are » cosS + 
(K • K )cosoc and V » slnS + (K + K )sin* far upstream. 
Trajectory Equation 
As before, the stream function $ for particle trajec­
tories is given by superposition of the fluid and force 
stream functions, taken from Table 54 
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Table 54. Elliptical cylinder flow and force expressions 
POTENTIAL FLOW 
Uç « sinhÇ cosX cosS [1 - (coth% - D/Ccothf^ -
+ coshf sinX sinS [1 - (1 - tanhf)/(l - tanh$Q)]/f% 
m -cosh% sinX cosS CI - (tanh% - l)/(coth%Q - l)J/Sl 
+ sinh% cosX sinS [1 - (1 - coth%)/(l - tanhfQ)J/Jl 
= sinh% sinX cos8 [1 - (coth| - l)/(cothfQ - 1)3/0 
- coshf cosX sinS [1 - (1 - tanhp/(l - tanhfQ)3/D 
CHARGED-COLLECTOR AND CHARGED-PARTICLE (COULOMBIC) FORCE 
Kg - /MapC/i2«2(ydRpX0, 
- DA. 
- 0 
% ' K,\ 
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD FORCE 
^ex - OpE,C/67r4RpUo 
fgx^ " sinhf cosX cosoc [1 + f^Ccoth^ - D/Ccothf^ - Dj/Jl 
* coshf sinX siwc [1 + - tanhÇ)/(l - tanh^g)] Al 
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Table 54. (Continued) 
• -coshf sinX cos*c [1 - Fgd - tanhf)/(cothfQ - Dl/Sl 
• slnhf cosX sinpe [1 - Pqq(cothf - 1)/(1 - tanh^Q)]/n, 
• K^slnhf slnX cos«c £i + fQCcothf-D/Ccothf^-1)3/D 
- K^jçCoshf cosK sln«c [1 + fg^d-tanhf )/(!-tanhfQ)3/D 
Tq h (e^/e^ - i)/[(b/a)«y/«; + i] 
r,o = («ç/Êf - l)/C(a/b)6g/ef + 1] 
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 
Kg - 2Rp%gc/9Ano 
f ' • (slnhÇ cosX cosec + coshf sinX sin«&)/n. 
fg^ « (-cosh^ sinX cos«c + sinh% cosX sin«c)/n. 
* Kg(slnhf sinX coee- coshf cosX sin«c)/D 
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% « (73) 
The upstream or Initial value is found by the same method 
used for circular cylinders, taking into consideration the 
arbitrary orientation of the flow field, which gives 
^o " *o® * + m (74) 
G = [1 + 2(K • K )cos(-< - 6) + (K + K )^]^ (75) 
6X y ©X y 
Therefore, the particle trajectory is completely defined by 
* {sinhf sinX cosS [1 - (cothf - l)/(coth$Q - 1)1 
- coshf cosX sinS [1 - (1 - tanhÇ)/(l - tanh^^)] 
+ sinhf sinX cos« [K^ ^  ^g CgK^^Ccoth^ - D/Ccothf^ - 1)] 
- coshf cosX sinoc ^g - tanhÇ)/(l - tanhfQ)] 
+ DK^(X - ^  - V)}/DG (76) 
where 
(S s -cos"^{[cos6 + (K^ + Kg)cos«%]/G^ for -TT - 0 
(77) 
^ » sin"^{CsinS + (K^ + Kg)sin-c]/G} for 0 ^  f: X/2 
Notice that since K^, K^, and C are independent of d, the 
choice of reference length does not affect the particle 
approach angle 
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Limiting Trajectories and 
Collection Efficiencies 
In this section, the efficiency of particle collection 
is defined as the width of the cross-sectional area perpen­
dicular to the particle paths far upstreeun from which all 
particles of a given size are collected, divided by 2d. 
The collection efficiency, ») , is then 5 
A A 
where (X^_) is the dimensionless initial displacement 
from the Z-axis of the limiting trajectory most positive 
A 
(negative) in X^. 
Since the boundary condition for collection by inter­
ception is not of simple form when written in elliptical-
cylinder coordinates, only collection of point particles is 
considered. As with circular cylinders, there are two types 
of limiting trajectories: grazing limiting trajectories, 
which graze the surface of the collector; and nodal limiting 
trajectories, which end at a particle velocity node located 
away from the surface of the collector whereat the particle 
velocity goes to zero. This leads to three different cases 
of particle collection behavior. 
Case 1; Two grazing limiting trajectories 
Impaction of a point particle occurs when 3 = $0* and 
Equation 76 reduces to 
X^ »[ft^sinX - W^QCOsX + DK^(X - - %)]/DG (78) 
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Wq E C(1 + '"q)K^ + Kg] sinhjQ cosoc (79) 
«90= 1(1 + r9o)Kgx + Kg] coshjQ since (80) 
Notice that terms due to the velocity field go to zero in 
getting Equation 78. 
A 
The grazing limiting trajectory values of correspond 
A . 
to a relative maximum and relative minimum in X_ versus h» 
o 
The angular location of impaction of either of the limiting 
trajectories is denoted by in particular, corresponds 
to X. and to X. . The two values of X„ can be found i+ m— 1— m 
from 
DG dX^/dX « 0 « %cosX^ • A^^sinX^ + DK^ (81) 
Solving for cosX^ and sinX^ gives 
=°®Nn+ " T "90<* - (82) 
or, equivalently, 
" t-DKçlgo î «j,(A - D^K^^j'y/AS (83) 
* "90^ (84) 
where the top signs correspond to and the bottom signs 
correspond to Notice that X^ is independent of the 
choice for d. 
The values of for the grazing limiting trajectories 
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are given by 
f *)]/DG (85) 
subject to the condition -A^ f DK^ 6 A^. Values of for 
different ranges of the parameters ec and are given in 
Table 55. From Equation 85 the collection efficiency is 
readily calculated as *\ » (X^^ - 2^ )/2. As was found for 
circular cylinders, for elliptical cylinders the grazing 
limiting trajectory values of X^ for point particles are the 
same for all stationary flows having 3^ » 0 at the surface 
of the collector and approaching the collector at the same 
orientation angle 5. The limiting trajectories intersect 
the collector at points where the force normal to the sur­
face changes from attraction to repulsion. 
Considering only the external electric field and grav­
itational forces (K^ = 0), the collection efficiency is 
given by 
n « (Wq2 + (86) 
For constant K „ and K , the efficiency increases from a 
ex g' 
minimum when the flow and external fields are parallel to a 
maximum when they are perpendicular. With & » ec = 0 and D = 
D^, Equation 86 reduces to 
S - £(1 + rg)K^ + Kg]/(1 + + Kg) (87) 
Table 55. Values of 
Range of 
parameters km. and range \ and m— range 
g - 90° 6 oc 6 -90° 
0 Jè DK 6 
c .in-4+ (-90°-» 90°) cos"^W_ (0 -* 180°) 
-A^ i DK_ 6 0 C -cos*'^W (-180°-* 0) K - sin"V_ 
(90° -» 270°) 
-90° 6 ac 6 0 
0 6 DK 6 A^ 
c 
COS~^W^ (0 -» 180°) K - sin"V__ (90°-+ 270°) 
-A^ 6 DK_ 6 0 C sln-^Y^ 
(-90° -* 90°) 2ir - cos"^W_ (180° -» 360°) 
0 6 6 5 + 90° 
>11 Q 
Ml O
 H* - sin" (90° -» 270°) 2% - co8"^W_ (180° -» 360°) 
-A^ 6 DK_ £ 0 C cos~^W^ (0 -* 180°) 2?r • sin"^ (270° -> 450°) 
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For constant and K^, increases with the length of the 
major axis because greater charge separation occurs in the 
collector. Similarly, with 5 « ot m -90® and D » D^, Equa­
tion 86 reduces to 
; . «1 + f Kg) (88) 
Equations 87 and 88 are of the same form as for circular 
cylinders. In general, with the external electric field 
force alone (K^ % 0), the amount of collection is greater 
with the field and flow both parallel to the minor axis than 
with both parallel to the major axis, but the collection 
becomes the same for all orientations when the collector is 
perfectly conducting. In fact in this limit (6^/6^-»**), 
Equation 86 becomes 
K^(a 4. b)/d 
n = o-L (89) 
ri .  .. [1 + K cos(«( - 6)TiTTi^  
amd the collection is the same for all (constant) values of 
d - S. From Equation 89, the maximum possible collection 
is (a + b)/d, which corresponds to the particles following 
the electric field lines. 
For circulaur cylinders, with the external electric 
field in the same direction as potential flow, for equal 
to the inverse of the collector polsurization coefficient 
the particle motion is rectilinear and the collection effi­
ciency is not affected by particle inertia. Similar 
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behavior occurs with elliptical cylinders: with $ m cc m 0 
and - I/Fq, - 0; with S » » -90° and - l/r^ Q ,  
V_ » 0 for all Stokes numbers. 
z 
Case 1 occurs whenever -A^ f DK^ £ and a velocity 
node does not exist; when a velocity node does exist, either 
case 2 or case 3 applies. 
Case 2; Two nodal limiting trajectories 
With DK^ > A^, collection does not occur. 
With DK^ < -A^, both limiting trajectories end at the 
same velocity node located downstream from the collector. 
Therefore, using Equation 76 and + 2%, f « JQ 
(or + 2It, % » gives the collection efficiency 
as 
ij . -*K^/G (90) 
This result, which is the same as for circular cylinders, 
has unusual features. Both and are inversely propor­
tional to the generalized reference length d; hence d merely 
appears as a normalization constant and is completely arbi­
trary in Equation 90. The amount of collection, as given by 
>}d, is independent of the collector length parameters, the 
form of the flow field, the eccentricity and dielectric con­
stant of the collector, and the orientation of the flow and 
external fields (provided the angle between them is held 
constant). 
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For the coulomblc force alone, Equation 90 reduces to 
A A 
q m The quantity dX^/dX at ^ is uniform with 
respect to the elliptical angle X, but the particle density 
on a unit area basis varies with position, as does at 
impaction. 
k 
For -A^ 6 OK^ £ 0, it is also possible to have two 
nodal limiting trajectories. Under this condition both 
attractive and repulsive forces occur at the surface of the 
collector, but deposition does not occur over the entire 
attractive force region. The collection efficiency is still 
given by Equation 90. Criteria for determining the appro­
priate case, when not otherwise obvious, follow considera­
tion of case 3. 
Case 3: One grazing and one nodal limiting trajectory 
In order to cailcvilate the collection efficiency, it is 
necessary to determine the values of for both types of 
limiting trajectories. The solution for the grazing limit­
ing trajectory is the same as in case 1. The value of 
for the nodal limiting trajectory can be found by a pro­
cedure analogous to that outlined for circular cylinders. 
An analytical solution for the nodal limiting trajec­
tory is possible for potential flow because Equation 76 is 
quadratic in sihh^. The result of solving for sinhÇ is 
given in Table 56, where the correct sign depends upon the 
location of the particle along the trajectory. The equation 
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Table 56. Solution of the trajectory equation for potential 
flow around an elliptical cylinder 
sinhf » [-B* + (B*^ - 4A*C*)^V2A* 
2 o 
A* = (jgSinX - LggCOSX) - (jggCOSX + L^SiuK) 
B* S 2D C K^(X - ^  - TT) - X^G] (J^sinA - L^qCOSK) 
C» = [K^(X - ^  - If) - - (J^qCOSX + LjjSinX)^ 
Jq S (1 - b/a)"^cosS + {Cl - Fg/Ca/b - * K^} cos^c. 
^90= -(a/b - l)"^sinS + {[1 + - b/a)]K^^ + K^} sine 
LQ 2 (cosS - r^K^cosBC) / ( a/b - 1) 
LgQ= (sinS - rgQKg^sin«c)/(l - b/a) 
fi m -cos"^ {CcosS + (K^ + Kg)cos««3/G} for -T 6 «c 6 o 
f » sin"^ {LsinS + (K^ + Kg)sinO/G} for 0 ± *72 
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for sinhf has a double root at the point along the trajec­
tory where = 0. The value of X at this double root 
2 location will be denoted by The requirement that B* -
4A*C* = 0 gives the locus of values of for different 
trajectories as 
X^(X^) = CDK^(\ - - ir) + (-a*)^3/dg (91) 
where the plus sign is used if < 0, and the minus sign is 
used if > 0. The limiting trajectory corresponds to the 
A 
maximum (or minimum) value of X^(/\_), giving and 
or r n 
= X^(X^) from Equation 91. Therefore, can be found 
from 
DG dX^/dX^ » 0 » DK^ + (-dA*/dX^)/2(-A*)^ (92) 
In general, Equation 92 must be solved numerically for 
Collection efficiency; Case criteria 
Since only point particles are being considered, 
complications introduced by interception do not occur, and 
A A 
criteria in terms of K^, A, g, <*<, » and X^(h^) are 
more straightforward. 
1) For DK^ < -A^, case 2 always applies and is 
given by Equation 90. 
h 2) For -A^ £ DK^ < 0, any of the cases may apply. If 
there is no velocity node present, case 1 always applies, 
and ij is given by Equation 85. If a velocity node is près-
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ent, either case 2 or case 3 applies : if S - 1(72 ± 
then -IT 6 ^ n+~ ^n- " ^n+ * *i- the most negative 
of and X^ (\_), and - X^ (\+); if S ± t 6 * 
IT/2, then 3iT/2 f £ 5x/2, - 2Tr, X^^ is the most 
positive of and ) * and Xj^_ « X^(>^_). 
3) For « 0, case 1 always applies, and ^  is given 
by Equation 86. 
4) For 0 < DK^ £ A^, either case 1 or case 3 applies. 
If a velocity node is not present, case 1 always applies, 
and is given by Equation 85. If a velocity node is pres­
ent, case 3 always applies ; if S - 71/2 é «( i: S, then 
0 é x„_ i ir, x^_ . X^(X„.), and if s i •< i 
s + ir/2, then r/2 £ •< è 3ir/2, and = 
5) For DK^ > A^, no collection occurs. 
Cases With Interception 
With just the external forces (K^ » 0), for the special 
cases of the external fields etnd the flow parallel to either 
the major axis or the minor axis of the collector, the con­
dition for collection by interception can be written in 
simple form. For of, m & » 0, the interception condition for 
the limiting trajectories is X* = +(1 + &) at Z « 0, where 
A 5 Rp/b is the interception parameter. Use of = sinhf^ 
and Equation 70 gives the interception value of f as 
I* « sinh"^[(l + *)sinhfo] with » 7r/2 or 37r/2. Substi-
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tutlng these values into Equation 76 gives the collection 
efficiency for potential flow 
, r (roK., - 1) (cothç* - 1) 
1 " (1 • «) [l • (1 + + Kg) (cothjg - 1)] 
Similarly, for ^  = S « -90^, the interception condition 
becomes Z* * +(1 +(R) at X = 0, A = R^/a; using « coshfg 
gives » cosh" C(1 + &)coshfQ] with » 0 or tt, and 
r (^90*»% - 1) (1 - tanhf"). 
^ = (1 + *) [l + + K ) (1 - tanh^g) ^ 
Particle Trajectories 
The particle trajectories for an elliptical cylinder 
are analogous to those for a circular cylinder and will not 
be discussed in detail. A new factor affecting the form of 
the trajectories is the reduced symmetry of the collector, 
which introduces effects arising from changing the orienta­
tion of the flow field. Figure 61 shows particle trajec­
tories for flow at an oblique angle to the major and minor 
axes with both an external electric field perpendicular to 
the flow and an attractive coulombic force. In this partic­
ular case there are two nodal limiting trajectories. The 
grazing trajectory corresponding to intersects the 
collector at two locations, creating a layer void of par­
ticles between them. There is a large variation in the 
Figure 61. Particle trajectories for combined coulomblc and external 
electric field forces In potential flow, with a/b = 2.0, 
6 « -45°, oc - -135°, fi » -71.6°, K « 0.5, DK /A^ = -0.90, 
and 
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deposition density over the surface of the collector; much 
collection occurs at one end, but the deposition is quite 
sparse at the other. 
Particle Collection on a Ribbon 
In the limit « 0, the elliptical cylinder becomes a 
ribbon of width 2a lying in the X > 0 plame, and the follow­
ing simplifications apply 
b * r^Q = r^/ (a/b - 1) « Mq « sinh^Q * 0 
(95) 
a » c, cosh^Q = 1, d = a, D = 1 
The stream functions for the potential flow field and the 
external electric field simplify to 
» sinhf sin(X - 5) (96) 
cos-< - Z sin«t) (97) 
Uniform flow exists parallel to the ribbon for S » 0. Since 
the ribbon only has an infinitesimal thickness, no polariza­
tion of the collector occurs, and the external electric 
field force is uniform for all orientations. The normal 
component of the force is uniform over the surface of the 
ribbon, with one side of the ribbon attractive and the other 
repulsive. 
The coulombic force lines due to a charged ribbon are 
the lines of constant X shown in Figure 59. The coulombic 
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force strength varies across the ribbon surface as 1/sinX; 
the force is infinite at the edges of the ribbon but drops 
off quickly to a minimum at the center. Therefore, although 
the external electric field force is uniform, with both 
forces present both attractive and repulsive force regions 
can be present on a single side of the ribbon. 
With the simplifications given in Equation 95, the 
results found for an elliptical cylinder also apply to a 
ribbon. Since there is only one characteristic length, 
collection efficiencies are normalized using a. Equation 
86 for the external electric field and gravitational forces 
reduces to 
1) = -C(K^ + Kg)sinot3/G (98) 
With the external fields parallel to the ribbon, no collec­
tion occurs regardless of the flow field orientation. The 
efficiency is maximum with the fields perpendicular to the 
ribbon. Equation 90 for collection with two nodal limiting 
trajectories remains unchanged. 
Particle Collection on Irregular Cylinders 
The approach used to solve Equation 67 depends upon 
the electrical forces f and the fluid motion U being 
solenoidal with respect to particle position coordinates. 
This allows the force and flow stream functions to be com­
bined by superposition in Equation 73 to give the stream 
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function for particle trajectories. The unrestrictive 
nature of these conditions has considerable ramification: 
this method of solution can be applied to particle collec­
tion on any cylinder of irregular geometry having a contin­
uous surface. By Maxwell's equations, for uniform exter­
nal electric field and coulombic type forces is always 
solenoidal regardless of the geometry of the collector. 
Furthermore, some observations on the expected nature of the 
collection can be made without reference to a specific 
collector geometry. For instance, for a given collector 
geometry (and the same electrical force strength), the 
values of the grazing limiting trajectories for point par­
ticles (found from a case 1 analysis) will be the same for 
all stationary incompressible flows (of the same orientation) 
having ^  » 0 at the surface of the collector (transpiration 
does not occur). Likewise, the deposition density will be 
independent of the flow (in case 3 situations, for portions 
of the surface over which deposition occurs for eill flows 
considered). 
For the external electric field force alone. Equation 
86 can be written in the form 
A 
where is the maximum possible efficiency for a given 
field orientation, which corresponds to the particles 
A 
following the external field lines. is a function only 
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of geometric constants, collector dielectric constant, and 
field orientation angle. The fact that the numerator depen­
dence on is simply linear for all elliptical-cylinder 
eccentricities (the dependence of G is independent of 
the collector) and that is itself independent of 
geometric parameters or any collector reference length, 
leads to speculation that Equation 99 may hold for other 
collector geometries as well. A similar expression can be 
written for collection by gravitation alone. 
The insensitivity of the collection in case 2 to boun­
dary conditions at the surface of the collector allows a 
general result to be formulated. If it is hypothesized that 
two nodal limiting trajectories occur (ending at the same 
velocity node downstream from the collector) whenever only 
net attractive forces are present at the surface, then it 
follows that Equation 90 applies to cylindrical collectors 
of any cross-sectional geometry. This occurs when the 
attractive coulombic force is the predominant force for 
collection. The weaker external electric field force only 
affects collection through the factor G in Equation 90, 
which is determined by conditions at infinity and governs 
the approach velocity of the particle (and hence the average 
time of interaction with the collector). 
From the insensitivity of collection with a coulombic 
force to the shape of the collector, it follows that the 
rate of particle collection should be unaffected by both 
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nonuniform temporal deposition of particles on a fiber and 
an apparent increase in size of the fiber. This, of course, 
assumes that deviations from a two-dimensional system do not 
occur, as would be the case if deposition is the same along 
the length of the fiber. Also, the accumulated line charge 
density of captured particles must be much less than the 
original line charge density of the fiber. It should be 
noted that the collection efficiency with a coulombic force 
is independent of particle interception, provided particle 
sizes are small compared to the displacement distance of the 
velocity node from the surface of the collector. 
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PARTICLE COLLECTION ON SPHEROIDS 
Introduction 
In this section, several analyses are presented for 
electrostatic particle collection on spheroids with coulom-
bic, external electric field, and gravitational forces. In 
the first part of this section, results are obtained for 
prolate and oblate spheroids and disks for the case of two-
dimensional (axisymmetric) peurticle trajectories. In the 
second part, results are obtained for spheroids, spheres, 
and collectors of arbitrary geometry for cases of three-
dimensionàl (nonaxisymmetric) particle trajectories using a 
generalization of a method originally proposed by Dukhin and 
Oeryagin (25). The results found for cylinders are also 
generalized to include three-dimensional cases. In the 
final part, the influence of droplet density in wet scrub­
bers is investigated using a cellular model of flow around 
a sphere. 
The results found in this section are useful for pre­
dicting particle collection in electrified wet scrubbers for 
conditions in which particle inertia is negligible. Since 
spherical water droplets become prolate spheroids in a 
strong external electric field, the solutions for spheroids 
are partictilarly useful. Recently Knutson (45) has sum­
marized known approximate results for collection on oblate 
spheroids, including electrical, image forces but not exter­
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nal electric field forces. Results for two-dimensional 
cases of collection on spheres have already been given by 
Nielsen (80) and Nielsen and Hill (81). 
Two-Dimensional Trajectories 
Equation of motion 
The equation of motion for a small, inertialess, spher­
ical peurticle in a gas has been given previously as 
V « u + (C/6%*Rp) % (100) 
where v is the particle velocity, u the local mean fluid 
velocity, and the P^'s the electrical and gravitational 
forces on the particle. Por collection on spheroids, Equa­
tion 100 is solved using the prolate and oblate spheroidal 
coordinate systems shown in Figure 62, with the collector 
surface being given by f » SQ. Geometrical quantities 
associated with the collector surface are shown in Figure 
63. Useful relationships between a, the length of the major 
semiaxis, b, the length of the minor semiaxis, c, one half 
the focal distance, and are 
2 2 2 
c = a - b , a/c = cosh^^, b/c = sinh^Q 
(101) 
= h lnC(a/b + l)/(a/b - 1)] 
By using the reference length b (a) for prolate (oblate) 
spheroids and the undisturbed free-stream velocity U^, the 
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X 
X« 0 
z 
X* Tr/2 
X« 271/3 
X -'>r 
Figure 62. Prolate spheroidsJ. (above) and oblate spheroidal 
(below) coordinate systems where Z-axis is axis 
of revolution 
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X 
> u 
> E 
Figure 63. Geometrical quantities used in the mathematical 
model of particle collection on prolate 
spheroids (above) and oblate spheroids (below) 
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equation of motion can be written in the dimensionless form 
V » U + T K f (102) 
^ /s. e<-'e 
where is a dimensionless characteristic particle mobility 
corresponding to which has dimensionless spatial depen­
dence f^. In terms of the spheroidal coordinates f, X, the 
dimensionless rectangular coordinates Z, X are given by 
Prolate spheroid 
Z * cosh| cosX/sinhfQ, X « sinh§ sinVsinh^Q (103) 
Oblate spheroid 
Z 9 sinhf cosX/cosh$Q, X = coshf sinVsinh^^ (104) 
Two flow fields that can be used to describe the fluid 
motion in Equation 102 are Stokes flow (31) and potential 
flow (74) parallel to the axis of revolution. For these and 
any other axisymmetric, steady, incompressible flows, the 
fluid velocity field can be written in terms of the Stokes 
stream function. 
Prolate spheroid 
sinh^^Q -sinh^^Q 
* A sinhf sin\ ~ Jl sinh^ sinX 
SI = (sinh^l + sin^M^ 
(105) 
(106) 
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Oblate spheroid 
cosh^^Q -cosh^fQ 
" Jl coshg sinX " JL coshf sinX 'hf 
Jt S (cosh^f - sin^X)^ (108) 
where dimensionless vauriables have been used, » Ug/U^, 
Ux " Ux/UQ, 3^ = y^/bU^ (prolate spheroid), ^  « ^/aU^ 
(oblate spheroid). The dimensionless fluid velocities and 
stream functions for Stokes flow and potential flow are 
given in Tables 57 and 58. The stream function for an 
arbitrary symmetrical flow field can be written in the 
general form 
Prolate spheroid 
2 2 
^ . sinh ^ sin X h(%) (109) 
^ 2 sinh-^fQ 
Oblate spheroid 
% - h(?) (110) 
^ 2 cosh'^fQ 
where h(^) satisfies the boundary conditions 
h((o) - 0, - 1 Clll) 
for both spheroidal coordinate systems; the definition of 
h(^) for Stokes flow and potential flow is given in Tables 
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Table 57. Prolate spheroid dimensionless fluid velocities 
and stream functions for flow parallel to the 
axis of revolution 
. slnh^ c^os\ 
k($) 
^ . slnh^f sln^K 
^ 2slnh^fQ 
POTENTIAL FLOW 
h(f) « 1 - lnCtanh(f/2)3 + coshf/slnh^S 
ln[tanh($Q/2)] + coshf^/slnh^fQ 
)c(f) ml- ln[tanh(^/2)l + 1/cosh% 
ln[tanh($Q/2)] + coshf^/slnh 
STOKES FLOW 
(cosh^fn + l)lnCtanh(f/2)3 + coshf slnh^|«/sinh^$ 
h(f) - 1 2 2 
(cosh Iq + l)lnCtanh(^Q/2)] + coshfg 
(cosh^frt + l)lnC.tanh(f/2)l + coshff./coshf 
k(f) « 1 % 2 
(cosh ÇQ + l)ln[tanh($Q/2)] + coshj^ 
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Table 58. Oblate spheroid dimensionless fluid velocities 
and stream functions for flow parallel to the 
axis of revolution 
coshf cosX ^  
= —iz 
. - Jis!îpi2iic(Ç) 
% . çosifssâaîh MV 
^ Zcosh'^fQ 
POTENTIAL PLOW 
mg'l. O 
h(f) * 1 - cot" (sinhf) - sinhf/cosh i 
cot" (sinhf^) - sinhf^/cosh 
Jc(f) » 1 - cof^Csinhf) - 1/sinh^ 
cot" (sinhf^) - sinhfg/cosh Çq 
STOKES FLOW 
(sinh^frt - l)cot"^(sinhS) - sinhf cosh^^./cosh^f 
h(^) a 1 — A ^ 
(sinh $Q " Dcot" (sinh^^) - sinhf^ 
(sinh^frt - l)cot"^(sinhf) - sinh^f^/sinhç 
)c<p .1 % 2 1 
(sinh fo " (sinh^g) - sinhf^ 
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Table 59. Prolate spheroid force expressions with external 
fields parallel to the axis of revolution 
COULOMBIC FORCE 
m sinh^Çg/A. sinhÇ 
f^ « 0 
c 
% » cosX 
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD FORCE 
^ex • %Eo/®^p^^o 
^ % sinh^ cosK /c \ 
^ex » JL 
^ X cosh% sinX 
^ex 3Î 9(^) 
sinhfl^ 
®* ®* 2sinh^^Q 
p ( f )  »  1  +  2 r  l'^[tanh(^/2)3 + coshS/sinh^S 
lnCtanh(f q/2)'3 + coshfg/sinhffg 
q ( f )  »  1  +  2 r  InCtanh(1/2)3 + 1/coshf 
lnCtanh(fQ/2)] + coshfg/sinh 
r= (V^f - + 2] 
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Table 59. (Continued) 
lnCtanh(f^/2)!3 + 1/cosh^-
*(§o) s -2 — ^ -7 
InCtanhCKg/Z)] + cosh^g/sinh Sg 
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 
Kg - 2RpVpgc/9An^ 
f * (sinhf cosX)/fï, 
m -(co8h| sin)\)/Jb 
eL * (sinh^f sinfX)/2sinh2(, 9 9 < 
Table 60. Oblate spheroid force expressions with external 
fields parallel to the axis of revolution 
COULOMBIC FORCE 
Kg -
Ç 2 
« cosh ^q/SI cosh% 
f^ « 0 
c 
• -K^ cosX 
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD FORCE 
*ex - Vo 
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Table 60. (Continued) 
f ^ s coshf cos\ -(c) 
ex ^ ^ ' 
fjv . . sinl^^jinXq,Ç) 
•^ ex " f P($) 
e* e* 2cosh^So 
p(f) « 1 + 2r cot"^(sinhS) - sinhf/cosh^l 
cot"^(sinhfQ) - sinhjQ/cosh 
q(î) . 1 * ZT eot"^(slnhp - l/slnh^ 
cot" (sinhf^) - sinh^g/cosh 
r 5 (6^6^ - l)/C5(fo)V^f + 2] 
cot~^(sinhf^) - 1/sinhSm 
= -2 21 V-
cot (sinh^g) - sinhf^/cosh %q 
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 
Kg - 2Rp%9C/9^U^ 
» (cosh| cosX)/il 
fg^ * -(sinhf sinX)/fl 
9" - K (cosh^g sin^X)/2cosh^r 
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Table 61. Values of $(§q) for prolate and oblate spheroids 
fo a/b prolate Oblate 
1.000 aa 1.0000 1.0000 
1.001 3.8007 0.9988 1.0012 
1.010 2.6516 0.9881 1.0120 
1.050 1.8568 0.9430 1.0601 
1.100 1.5223 0.8914 1.1205 
1.150 1.3313 0.8444 1.1810 
1.200 1.1989 0.8016 1.2418 
1.250 1.0986 0.7624 1.3027 
1.300 1.0184 0.7264 1.3638 
1.400 0.8959 0.6624 1.4864 
1.500 0.8047 0.6075 1.6095 
1.750 0.6496 0.4993 1.9189 
2.000 0.5493 0.4200 2.2301 
2.500 0.4236 0.3125 2.8562 
3.000 0.3466 0.2439 3.4853 
4.000 0.2554 0.1631 4.7486 
5.000 0.2027 0.1182 6.0155 
7.500 0.1341 0.0646 9.1898 
10.000 0.1003 0.0414 12.3683 
20.000 0.0500 0.0136 25.0935 
«o 0 0 oO 
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57 and 58. 
The dlmensionless forces are expressed in terms of ç 
and X components as K f • K (f^^ a, + a. ), with the 
e ^ e e e e 
parameters and force components and f^ given in 
Tables 59 and 60 for the coulombic force, the external elec­
tric field force, and the gravitational force. Because 
these forces are both axi symmetric (for the external fields 
parallel to the axis of revolution) and solenoidal, the 
force components can also be written in terms of Stokes 
stream functions which are also included in Tables 59 
and 60; f ^ and f ^  are recovered from f by using Equations 
105 and 107, with obvious changes in nomenclature. In 
Tables 59 and 60, the polarization coefficient of the collec­
tor in the direction of the axis of revolution, f, is a 
function of the geometrical parameter §(^q), which changes 
with collector eccentricity. Values of $(^q) are compared 
in Table 61 for,prolate and oblate spheroids. The uniform 
external electric field and gravity are both parallel to 
the free-stream velocity; E^ and g are considered positive 
when in the same direction as U^, and negative when in the 
opposite direction. 
Solution for the trajectory equation 
Because the fluid motion and forces are stationary, 
axisymmetric, and solenoidal, a Stokes stream function, T, 
also exists for the particle trajectories and is found by 
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superposition 
Î -% + }•<. + + tg (112) 
Since f is constant along a particle trajectory, the 
upstream or initial value ^  is used to evaluate the left 
hand side of Equation 112. In the limit Z -• -««, X -» X^, 
X K, and $ eo ; using Equations 103 and 104 gives 
% • %Ko^(l + "«ex * (113) 
for both prolate and oblate spheroids. Combining Equations 
112 and 113 gives the psurticle trajectory equations 
Prolate spheroid 
, sinh^e sin^^ [h(%)+ K + K 1 2K (cosK + 1) 
" " sinh^fQ (l+K^+Kg) (l+Ke^+KgJ (114) 
Oblate spheroid 
, cosh^f sin^X Ch(Ç)+ K p(^)+ K 1 2K (cosX + 1) 
- cosA.<l.KjK,) ' -
where the externsd electric field force function p($), 
defined in Tables 59 and 60, has the limits pCfg) « 1 + 2F 
and p(«®) • 1. 
Collection efficiencies 
The efficiency of particle collection, q, is defined as 
the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the particle paths 
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far upstream from which all particles of a given size are 
2 
collected, divided by the reference area Kb (prolate 
spheroid) or Ka (oblate spheroid). For axisymmetric par­
ticle trajectories the undisturbed cross-sectional area is 
2 
circular, and the efficiency is given by q » , where 
is the Vcilue of X^ for the limiting trajectory for particle 
collection. The collection efficiency of point particles 
in rectilinear motion parallel to the axis of revolution is 
one. 
For a combination of the coulombic and external forces, 
the boundary condition for collection by particle intercep­
tion is not of simple form when written in spheroidal 
coordinates, and only solutions for point particles will be 
considered. For point particles, impaction occurs when f = 
^Q, and Equations 114 and 115 both reduce to 
5 C(1 + 2r)K + K "3 , 2K (cosX+ 1) 
*o (1 • + Kg) Sin - TTT'K^ pnÇT 
The limiting trajectory for impaction is determined by 
2 identifying the value of X = for which X^ is a maximum 
in Equation 116, that is 
rfY 2 , . (117) 
(1+ Kg)^o « 0 « {[(1+ 2r)Kg^+ KgJcosX^ + K^]sinX^ 
Therefore, is given either by sinK^ » 0 or cosX^ = W^, 
where 
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Wq S -K^/C(1 + 2r)K^ + Kg] (118) 
Substituting the values of into Equation 116 gives the 
following results. 
(1 + 2r)K^^ + Kg > 0 
Under this condition, the force at the surface of the 
collector due to the external fields is attractive for the 
upstream half of the collector but repulsive for the down­
stream half. Addition of the coulomblc force leads to the 
following force distributions and collection efficiencies. 
1) For WQ £ -1, only repulsive forces are present and 
collection does not occur; « IT, t| = 0. 
2) For -1 ^  Wg 4 1, both attractive and repulsive 
forces are present, with collection occurring over the 
entire attractive force region. The limiting trajectory 
grazes the collector at « cos~Sïq, where the force 
changes from attraction to repulsion. 
3) For Wq > 1, only attractive forces are present and 
collection occurs over the entire collector. The limiting 
trajectory ends at a velocity node (where the particle 
velocity goes to zero due to a balance of the drag and elec­
trical forces) located downstream from the collector along 
the axis of revolution; » 0, 
1 " [d + 2r)K^^ 4. 4. + Kg) 
CCI • ZDK^ + Kg -
(119) 
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n - -4K /(I + K + K ) (120) 
c ex g 
(1 + 2r)K^^ + Kg < 0, 1 + + Kg > 0 
Under these conditions, the external fields oppose the 
motion of the particle, and the particle velocity far 
upstream, given by 1 + + K^, is less than the free-stream 
velocity. At the surface of the collector, the forces due 
to the externej. fields are repulsive for the upstream half 
of the collector but attractive for the downstream half. 
1) For > 0, aO.though portion of the downstream hatlf 
of the collector is attractive (for 0 < WQ < 1), the repul­
sive forces upstream prevent collection from occurring. The 
collector is entirely surrounded by a space void of par­
ticles, which is delineated by the paths of particles diver­
ted from the axis of revolution upstream and extends to 
infinity in the downstream direction. 
2) For * 0, for symmetrical flows a spheroided 
surface surrounds the collector that has = 0; hence a 
layer void of particles exists and no collection occurs. 
3) For < 0, although the external forces oppose the 
motion of the particle, the presence of am attractive 
coulombic force makes this action advantageous; the slower 
approach velocity of the particles increases the time of 
interaction with the coulombic force. Repulsive forces are 
present over portion of the upstream half of the collector 
(for —1 < WQ < 0), but particles diverted upstream from the 
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axis of revolution intersect the collector at X . where, 
from setting » 0 in Equation 116, cosAQ « 1 -f 2WQ. 
Collection does not occur over the entire attractive force 
region and under some conditions occurs exclusively on the 
downstream half of the collector. The limiting trajectory 
ends at a velocity node downstream from the collector; hence 
« 0 and ^ is given by Equation 120. 
Equations 119 and 120 give the collection efficiency 
for both prolate and oblate spheroids when the appropriate 
value of r is used; in the limit fg the collector 
becomes spherical, ICIq) 1, T reduces to the polarization 
coefficient of a sphere, and the results found previously 
for spheres are recovered. Trajectories for spheroids that 
illustrate the different cases above are similar in form 
to those given by Nielsen (80) and Nielsen and Hill (81) 
for spheres, with obvious differences. In deriving Equation 
116 for point particles, the influence of the velocity field 
completely disappears, and for a given collector eccentric­
ity, the collection efficiency and distribution of collec­
tion over the surface of the collector are the same for all 
stationary, axisymmetric, incompressible flows having = 0 
(the stagnation streamline) at the surface of the collector. 
Furthermore, whenever the limiting trajectory ends at a 
velocity node, the collection efficiency, given by Equation 
120, is independent of collector eccentricity and particle 
interception (provided particle sizes are small compared to 
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the displacement distance of the velocity node from the 
surface of the collector). In fact, because by Maxwell's 
equations the electrical forces are solenoidal for any 
collector shape. Equation 120 holds for any body of revolu­
tion. 
With just the external forces (K^ m 0), the condition 
for collection by interception can be written in simple form 
because = K/2 always holds. The interception condition 
for the limiting trajectory is X» = 1 +& at Z » 0, where 
= Rp/b (prolate spheroid) or A. = R^/a (oblate spheroid) is 
the interception parameter. Using Equation 103 or 104 gives 
the interception value of % as » sinh~^ &(! + *)sinh(Ql 
for prolate spheroids and §• « cosh"^C(l + A)coshfQ] for 
oblate spheroids. Substituting f and X » "tf/2 into 
Equations 114 and 115 gives 
(1 + *)2[h(S") + K^J>(Ç«) + O 
1 a + ^ 
An interesting situation arises with potential flow, for 
when K „ « 1/2 f, V « 0 and V = 1 + K + K ; the viscous 
ex X z ex g ' 
and electrical forces exactly cancel each other and pep­
tides remain in rectilinear motion. Under this condition 
2 the collection efficiency, given by q » (1 + &) , is 
unaffected by particle inertia. Similar behavior has been 
found for spheres (82), circular cylinders, and elliptical 
cylinders and ribbons. 
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Results for particle collection on disks can be 
obtained from the solutions found for oblate spheroids by 
taking the limit b « 0. In this limit considerable simpli­
fication is achieved since • 0, and T » 0; no 
polarization of the collector occurs and the external elec­
tric field lines are uniform. 
Three-Dimensional Trajectories 
The method of solution used in the first part of this 
section and in the previous analyses can only be applied to 
incompressible flows and solenoidal forces in cases where 
particle trajectories are two-dimensional, so that the 
stream function or Stokes stream function exists. However, 
for three-dimensional cases collection efficiencies cam be 
found using a generalization of the method of solution 
originally proposed by Dukhin ctnd Deryagin (25). In Dukhin 
and Deryagin»s method, instead of finding particle trajec­
tories and defining collection in terms of limiting trajec­
tories, the total particle flux to the collector is found 
using the force distribution at the collector, and the 
collection efficiency is defined with respect to a refer­
ence particle flux. The method was originally proposed for 
point particles and used the forces at the surface of the 
collector, but it can also be applied to collection with 
interception of finite sized psurticles, using the force 
distribution at the surface surrounding the collector that 
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is defined by the centers of particles at capture. Although 
this can be an extremely useful technique, it must be 
applied with caution to avoid erroneous results: using just 
conditions at the surface of the collector, it is not pos­
sible in all cases to distinguish between the flux of par­
ticles coming from upstream and the flux of particles on 
closed trajectories originating elsewhere on the surface of 
the collector. 
Method of solution 
A 
The collection efficiency, i], is defined as the ratio 
of total particle flux (of particles from upstream) at the 
surface of interception surrounding the collector to a 
reference particle flux, taken to be the flux of particle 
centers through a reference area where is perpen­
dicular to the particle paths far upstream where uniform 
conditions exist. Dukhin and Deryagin (25) have shown that 
for stationary incompressible flows and solenoidal forces, 
the concentration of particles is constant along the par­
ticle trajectories and can be expressed as n^, the par­
ticle concentration under uniform conditions upstream. 
Therefore, the reference particle flux is given by = 
n^v^S^^, where v^ is the particle approach velocity far 
upstream. For collection on bodies of revolution, it is 
2 
convenient to set , where is some reference 
length. This gives • n^v^xR^^^. 
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If it is assumed that collection occurs over the entire 
attractive force region at the surface of interception, then 
the total particle flux to the surface of interception is 
given by 
I - -"o jj V® (122: 
8 
where v^ is the particle velocity normal to the surface and 
the integration area s is over the region of attractive 
normal force (including the drag force) at the surface. 
Since the external, electric field force and the coulombic 
force are of the form Q^E, Equation 100 can be written as 
V . u + (C/6»^Rp)tQp(E^ • E^) * Pg1 (123) 
Substituting Equation 123 into Equation 122 and dividing I 
by gives 
At this point it is convenient to make Equation 124 dimen-
sionless using the dimensionless variables 
(125) 
where E^^ ^ is defined using as a reference the electrical 
field intensity at a distance away from a point charge 
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Qg, where is the collector charge. This gives the 
general expression for calculating the collection efficiency 
as 
5i . -(l/»v^) /[ <u„ + * VA.g"^® 
where 
Kg 5 (127) 
•^ex- CSV®'V"o (128) 
Kg S 2HpVpgC/^0o (129) 
are the force psurameters. Notice that K „ and K are 
ex g 
independent of the reference length. The integration area 
S in Equation 126 is determined frcm 
v. - "n + "^ c^ A.c + ''ex^ A.ex * VA.g " ° 
With the external electric field and gravity parallel to 
each other, the dimensionless particle approach velocity is 
given by 
= [1 + 2(K^ + Kg)C0SeC+ (K^ + (131) 
where oc is the angle between U and E_. 
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Solution for point particles 
For point particles, integration of Equation 126 is 
over the attractive force region at the surface of the 
collector. Since » 0 for all flows, from Equations 123 
aind 126 it can be seen that for any given collector, the 
deposition over the surface of the collector and the collec­
tion efficiency are Independent of the form of the flow 
(provided collection occurs over the entire attractive force 
region for all flows considered). Equation 126 can be used 
to generalize the results found in the first part of this 
section for collection on prolate and oblate spheroids and 
spheres. With the external fields remaining parallel to the 
axis of revolution, for the flow field at an arbitrary angle 
to the axis of revolution Equation 119 becomes 
. 
1 " cii + 2r)K^ + 
with given by Equation 131. For circular and elliptical 
cylinders, for a combination of the coulcxnbic force with the 
external field forces perpendicular or nearly perpendicular 
to the flow, it was found that Instead of only having graz­
ing limiting trajectories when both attractive and repulsive 
forces are present at the surface of the collector, it is 
ad so possible to have a combination of grazing limiting 
trajectories and limiting trajectories that end at a velo­
city node. When both types of limiting trajectories are 
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present, collection does not occur over the entire attrac­
tive force region; the area over which deposition occurs, 
and hence the collection efficiency, varies with the flow 
field. Furthermore, even with a region of repulsion 
present, it iâ possible to have only limiting trajectories 
ending at a velocity node, and grazing limiting trajectories 
need not occur (in this case a layer void of particles 
exists over part of the surface). Similar behavior can 
occur for spheroids and other geometries. Therefore, Equa­
tion 132 does not hold if a velocity node is present. For 
a given flow field, the existence of a velocity node can not 
be determined from the force distribution at the surface of 
the collector, but can be found by determining (by system­
atic means) if V, given by Equation 102, goes to zero at any 
point away from the collector. 
Under the condition that an attractive force is present 
over the entire surface of the collector, a general result 
can be obtained using Gauss's law of electrostatics (34), 
which says that the electrical flux passing through any 
closed surface is equal to the total charge within the sur­
face. This gives 
When made dimensionless, the coulombic force integral 
becomes 
(133) 
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//s ®A,c<^ 
Like the external electric field force, the integral, of the 
gravitational force over the entire surface of the collector 
is zero. Therefore, substitution of Equation 134 into Equa­
tion 126 gives 
^ » -4Kyv^ (135) 
This result is independent of the shape of the collector, 
the form of the stationeury and incompressible flow field, 
and the orientation of the flow and external fields to each 
other and the collector. Equation 135 also holds for finite 
particles if attractive forces are present over the entire 
interception surface. For the coulombic force alone, Equa-
A 
tion 135 reduces to i) » -4K^. This result was found for an 
arbitrary collector shape by Levin (61). 
Equation 126 cam also be used to obtain a general form 
for ^  for collection with the external electric field force 
alone. For a given orientation of the external electric 
field with respect to a collector of arbitrary shape, inte­
gration of Equation 126 over the region of attractive force 
gives 
n - //g (»6) 
But E*^ the dimensionless spatial dependence of the 
electric field, is independent of the field strength. 
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Therefore, for an infinite field strength, the particles 
follow the electric field lines to the collector, and the 
maximum possible collection efficiency is given by 
Lax - jÏg 
Substituting Equations 131 and 137 into Equation 136 gives 
Î - * 2K^cos.C * (138) 
which is valid for all stationary incompressible flows. 
Imax only a function of collector geometry, dielectric • 
constant, and orientation with respect to E^. 
For collection with the gravitational force alone, if 
Rrf is taken to be the equivalent radius of the cross-sec-
tional area of the collector projected in the direction of 
the gravitational field, then « 1, and the collection 
efficiency is given by 
h = K /(I + 2K C080C+ K (139) I g g g 
for all collector geometries and flows. 
Solution for spheres with interception 
Equation 126 can be used to obtain collection effi­
ciencies for peurticle collection with interception and with 
the external fields at an aurbitrary angle @6 to the flow 
direction. The surface of interception is a sphere of 
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radius R* « 1 + A, where & = R^/R^ is the interception 
paurameter, and Equation 126 becomes 
% - // (O, • K// 
^ (140) 
+ Wex" * %')sin6 d9 
The spherical coordinate system used in the mathematical 
model is shown in Figure 64. Dimensionless fluid velocities 
for potential flow and Stokes flow around a sphere and the 
force components used in Equation 140 are given in Table 62. 
It is convenient to express the radicil velocity for these 
and other symmetrical flows in the general form « h(R) 
cos 9, where the definition of h(R) for potential flow and 
Stokes flow is obvious from Table 62. Substituting the 
radial fluid velocity and force components into Equation 140 
gives 
^ « -(R*^/7VV^) JJ C(K + P cosx)cose 
^ (141) 
+ (P sin«Osin0 cos^ + Q] sinS dd d# 
with H e h(R*), Q E K^R*^, and P 5 K^(l + Y/R*^) + Kg, 
where Y is the polarization coefficient for a sphere. The 
force parameters are given by Equations 127 - 129 with the 
collector radius R^ as the reference length. 
The boundary for integration over the area of attrac-
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I k 
» 2 
Figure 64. Fixed and rotated spherical and rectangular 
coordinate systems for p^ticle collection on a 
sphere. The Y-axis and %-axis coincide and 
extend out from the figure. Surfaces of 
constant(?) are half-planes bounded by the 
Z-axis (Z-axis), with the ^ gle ^  ($) measured 
from the positive X-axis (X-axis) 
& 
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Table 62. Spherical collector dimensionless fluid velo­
cities and force components, with the external 
fields at an angle œ to the flow 
POTENTIAL FLOW 
« (1 - 1/R?) cosO 
Ug » -(1 + 1/2R^) sine 
STOKES FLOW 
. (1 - 3/2R + 1/2R?) cose 
m -(1 - 3/4R - 1/4R?) sin© 
COULOMBIC FORCÉ 
f/ - i/af 
'c® - - 0 
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD FORCE 
f^^ « (1 + 2Y'/R^)(sin6 cos# sin«c + cos* coapc) 
f^® * (1 - Y/R^)(cos© cos# sin*G - sin© cos^c) 
f^^ * -(1 - ^/R^) sin^ sin«c 
r 2 (6g - )/(% + 2^) 
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 
f^'^ » sind cosd sin#c + cosd cosœ 
9 
fg® • cos® cos^ sinpc — sinÔ cos<c 
fg^ • -sin^ sinoc 
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tlve radial force is found from 
» (H + P cost)cos9 + (P sinw)sin6 cos^ + Q « 0 (142) 
This boundary condition can be expressed in simpler form by 
using a sphericsd coordinate system that is rotated about 
the Y-axis (see Figure 64) by the angle + 71/2, where 
sin^ a (H + P cos^)/A, cos") « -(P sin*)/A (143) 
A = (H^ + 2HP cos-t+ p2)% (144) 
The transformation between the fixed 0, coordinate system 
and rotated 6,^ coordinate system is given by 
A A A 
sine cos^ » cos& cosV - sind cosp sin^ (145) 
A • A A 
COS G » -cos© siri^ - sin9 cos^ cos^ (146) 
Substituting Equations 143 - 146 into Equation 142 gives 
» —A cosQ^ + Q » 0 (147) 
The boundary condition is given by the intersection of the 
spherical surface R » R* and the cone about the rotated 
A A 
Z-axis defined by 6 = This circular boundary lies 
on the plane » OR*/A. For Q « 0, only the external 
forces are present and collection occurs over one half of 
the collector. 
A A 
Rewiting Equation 141 in terms of the rotated 9,9 
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coordinate syst«n gives 
(148) 
AQ]sin0 d& 
Integration of Equation 148 gives the final result 
« R*2(A - Q)^/AV^ (149) 
A 
valid for -1 £ Q/A £ 1. In the limit 9^ * T( (corresponding 
to Q/A m -1), collection occurs over the entire surface of 
the collector and Equation 135 is recovered. With the 
external fields parallel to the flow (pc m 0), the particle 
trajectories are two dimensional and Equation 148 gives the 
same results found earlier by Nielsen and Hill (80, 81). 
Equation 149 only holds if a velocity node is not present 
outside the interception surface, so that it is known that 
collection occurs over the entire attractive force region. 
The presence of a velocity node can only be determined using 
Equation 102 and the velocity and force components in Table 
62. This method of solution can edso be used with nonsym­
metrical flows such as Oseen flow or flows with standing 
vortices downstream, but the integration boundary becomes 
more complex. 
{^ « (R^^Z-KAV^) CA^cosÔ 
0 ^ 0  
- 2(H + P cosac)(P sin**)sin6 cos^ -
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Extension of solutions for cylinders 
Applying this method of solution (for cases in which it 
is valid) to circular and elliptical cylinders gives the 
same results found using stream functions. However, for 
point particles it can now be shown that some of the two-
dimensional results also apply to three-dimensional cases. 
For instance, in deriving the two-dimensional solutions, the 
relative orientations of the flow field and the external 
electric field were subject to the constraint that both be 
perpendiculaur to the axis of the collector. Because the 
force distribution at the surface of the collector is 
unaffected by the flow, however, the requirement that the 
flow be perpendicular to the axis can be removed, provided 
the external fields remain perpendicular. Gauss's law of 
electrostatics can be used to generalize the result, found 
originally for cylinders of arbitrary cross-section, that is 
given by Equation 90. With the coulombic force parameter 
defined in terms of the average line charge density along 
the collector, the same result applies to collectors having 
a cross-section that varies along the axis and to flows that 
are not perpendicular to the axis. Furthermore, for collec­
tion of fine particles with the coulombic type force, the 
average rate of particle collection is unaffected by 
deviations from a two-dimensional system caused by temporal 
particle deposition that is not uniform along the length of 
the collector. 
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Equation 126 can also be used to justify Equation 9 9 ,  
given for collection with just the externeil electric field 
force, and to extend its validity to include fibers that are 
not uniform adong the axis. Notice that Equation 99 and 
Equation 138 aure of the same form. 
Particle Collection With Cellular Flows 
The influence of droplet density in wet scrubbers can 
be investigated using a cellular flow model for flow around 
spheres. Kuwabara (56) has developed such a model for a 
system of equaJ. sized droplets dispersed at random and homo­
geneously throughout the flow. Boundary conditions for the 
flow around a single droplet sure « cos9 with zero fluid 
vorticity at R » L 5 where is the radius of the 
outer surface of the cell; * Ug » 0 at the surface of the 
3 
collector. The cell radius L is found from 4irL /3 = 1/N, 
where N is the number of droplets per unit volume. Using 
the Stokes approximation of a zero collector Reynolds number, 
the stream function is found to be 
» H R^h(R) sin^e (150) 
h(R) « A/R^ + B/R + C + DR^ (151) 
h(l) « 0, h(L) « 1 
A 2 (1 - 2/5L^)/2Ku 
(152) 
(153) 
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B S -3/2KU (154) 
C 5 (1 + l/2L^)Ku (155) 
D = -3/lOL^Ku (156) 
Ku 2 1 - 9/5L + 1/L^ - 1/5L® (157) 
The stream functions for the forces are given by 
m -K^ cose (158) 
"^ex ' ^ + 2Y/R^)sin^ô (159) 
^ KgR^sin^e (160) 
The stream function for particle trajectories is obtained by 
substituting the flow and force stream functions into Equa­
tion 112 
S' « 3$ R^P(R)sin^© - K^cos© (161) 
P(R) = h(R) + K^(l + 2Y/R^) + (162) 
The constant value of $ for a given particle trajectory, 
is defined using the upstream boundary conditions R = L, 
Ô = ©2 * 
" H L^P(L)sin^&^ - K^cos^ (163) 
Defining » L sinB^, Equation 163 can be written as 
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^ Xi^P(L) + K^(l - (164) 
2 Solving Equation 164 for gives 
« 2{CP(L)$^ -
(165) 
- K^P(L)Cl - 2^/L^P(L) + K^^/lS(L)^3^}/P(L)^ 
For « L, Equation 165 reduces to 
X^^ . 2($^ - K^)/£P(L) - K^/L^] (166) 
2 The collection efficiency is defined by « X^^ , where 
X^^ is the value of X^ for the limiting trajectory. Impac­
tion of particles with interception parameter A occurs for 
R = R* SI + *, and Equation 161 gives 
<3^^ » 3s R*^P(R»)sin^e - KçCOSÔ (167) 
The limiting trajectory value of denoted by is 
determined by identifying the value of ^ ^ for which 3^ 
is a maximum in Equation 167. From 
d:^/dé . 0 . CR*^P(R*)cosô^ + K^]sine^ (168) 
6^ is given by either sinô^ « 0 or cosêt^ » W s -K^/R*^P(R*). 
Therefore, considering only positive values of and K^, 
for W f -1, m K^; for -1 c w < 1, 
^li " + KgZj/ZR'ZpCR.) (169) 
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and for W > 1, « -K^. 
The collection efficiency is found by substitution of 
%i either Equation 165 or 166. For W 6 -1, Equations 
165 and 166 both give * 0; for -1 <• W < 1, Equation 166 
gives the approximate result 
n « R*^CP(R*) - K,/R*2]2/p(R.)[p(L) _ K /L^] (170) 
and for W Z 1, Equation 165 gives the exact result 
r\ - -4Kg[l + K^/L^P(L)]/P(L) (171) 
The effect of droplet density can be seen more clearly 
from the single force results. For the external electric 
field force alone, Equations 165 and 169 give 
5 [h(R») + K (1 + 2YyR*^)] 
M « R-^ SL_ 5 (172) 
[1 + + 2Y/L^)] 
The coulombic force result is 
• -4K^(1 + K^/L^) (173) 
From these results, it is readily apparent that for large L, 
the droplet density in a wet scrubber has little influence 
on the single droplet collection efficiency. Furthermore, 
for point particles these results apply to all cellular 
flows having h(L) » 1 and h(l) » 0. In the limit of an 
531 
infinite cell radius, the results for a single isolated 
droplet are recovered. For collection by gravitation alone, 
it should by noted that the collection efficiency is 
unaffected by droplet density in the scrubber even for 
finite particle sizes; Equation 165 reduces to 
R*2[h(R») + K_3 
^li " (1 + K ) X.,2 la L I 9 (174) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this study particle trajectories and collection 
efficiencies are predicted for the collection of fine, 
inertialess, charged particles on a single isolated filter 
fiber by the combined actions of coulombic and external 
electric field forces, gravity, and particle interception. 
The results reveal how the collection efficiency is affected 
by such factors as the form of the flow field, the orienta­
tion of the external fields and the flow, fiber geometry, 
and an accumulation of previously collected particles. 
Using a cellular flow model, the fiber packing density in 
filter* was sho%m to have little effect on single fiber 
collection provided the fiber separation distances are 
large. However, in actual filters interfiber distances are 
not large and fiber configuration affects both the flow amd 
electrical forces around individual fibers. Also, as 
indicated by the simple analysis of shadow effects for a 
series of noninteracting fibers, the particle field enter­
ing a filter is soon distorted by the first-encountered 
fibers, so that single fiber collection efficiencies for 
interior fibers loose meaning unless they are connected to 
the particle field entering the filter. Therefore, the next 
problem at hand is to extend the techniques used in this 
study to solve for total electric field filter collection 
efficiencies for different configurations of fibers using 
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actual flows and electrical fields for interacting neigh­
boring fibers. 
For particle collection on droplets in electrified 
wet scrubbers, previous results for collection on spheres 
in which the trajectories are two-dimensional are extended 
to include three-dimensional trajectories (corresponding to 
the external electric field being at an angle to the flow) 
and nonspherical droplets. Using a cellulau: model of flow 
around a sphere, droplet density in scrubbers is shown to 
have little effect on droplet collection efficiencies, which 
is an assumption that is often made since droplet separation 
distances are often large. 
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